
Summary Consultation Results Summary Report Results (1 of 2)

1

Question 3: Which of the following apply to you? Please select all that apply.

LB Sutton Resident 95.9%
Work within the London Borough of Sutton 19.6%
Member of a local interest group 5.8%
Other 3.3%

Question 4: What are the three main methods of travel you use in Sutton?

Three Main Methods of Travel Walking Cycling Bus Train Tram Tube Car (solo) Car (share) Other 
1st option 38.4% 5.4% 5.2% 3.5% 1.0% 0.0% 32.8% 11.5% 2.1%
2nd option 23.5% 10.5% 18.8% 12.0% 0.4% 1.4% 11.8% 19.0% 2.5%
3rd option 19.4% 4.3% 21.6% 18.3% 2.1% 2.5% 11.8% 15.9% 4.1%

Question 5: To what extent is public transport important to you? Question 6: To what extent do you support or oppose our vision?

Important / Very important 67.8% Support / Strongly support 50.9%
Neither important or unimportant 18.6% Neither support or oppose 16.3%
Unimportant / Very unimportant 13.2% Oppose / Strongly oppose 30.9%
Not sure 0.4% Not sure 1.9%

Question 7: To what extent do you support or oppose each of our objectives?
STS1 STS2 STS3 STS4 STS5

Support / Strongly support 66.2% 41.9% 55.7% 48.5% 63.5%
Neither support or oppose 16.1% 8.7% 20.8% 22.7% 19.8%
Oppose / Strongly oppose 16.1% 48.3% 22.3% 27.6% 15.5%
Not sure 1.6% 1.0% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2%

Question 9: Do you agree or disagree with the Road User Hierarchy?

Agree / Strongly agree 38.6%
Neither agree or disagree 14.4%
Disagree / Strongly disagree 45.4%
Not sure 1.6%

Question 11: To what extent do you support or oppose the proposals and planning guidelines set out for:

Walking Cycling Bus Travel Train Travel Tram ULEV/EV Charging Freight and Delivery Powered 2 Wheelers Taxi and Private Hire
Support / Strongly support 54.6% 35.0% 57.5% 59.8% 47.4% 51.1% 38.8% 25.8% 34.6%
Neither support or oppose 20.6% 18.8% 27.0% 27.0% 29.5% 28.3% 39.0% 36.9% 47.2%
Oppose / Strongly oppose 22.5% 44.1% 12.0% 9.1% 16.5% 16.1% 14.6% 30.7% 11.7%
Not sure 2.3% 2.1% 3.5% 4.1% 6.6% 4.5% 7.6% 6.6% 6.6%
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Summary Consultation Results Summary Report Results (2 of 2)

1

Question 13: To what extent do you support or oppose the approach we’ve outlined for the following?

Transport Assessments 
and Statements

Construction Logistics 
Plans

Freight and 
Servicing Travel Plans

Parking Management 
Plans

Support / Strongly support 41.6% 42.7% 39.6% 40.8% 35.3%
Neither support or oppose 20.0% 25.2% 32.0% 24.5% 20.0%
Oppose / Strongly oppose 32.8% 25.4% 22.1% 28.5% 38.8%
Not sure 5.6% 6.6% 6.2% 6.2% 5.8%

Question 18: Overall, to what extent do you support or oppose the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy?

Support / Strongly support 41.2%
Neither support or oppose 9.5%
Oppose / Strongly oppose 46.2%
Not sure 3.1%

Respondee Types (other than LBS resident / working in Sutton)
BID 1

Cycling (Get Sutton Cycling) 1

Chamber of Commerce (SCC) 2

Arts Network 1

Living Streets 1

Residents Associations 6

QEF (disability groups) 1

Sutton Councillors 2 1 fully supportive, 1 fully opposed

LBS Employees 5

Respondees by email/letter
Elliot Colburn MP

TfL (informal)

Hackbridge and Beddington Corner NDG

ESHT

Reigate & Banstead BC

Highways England (no comments)

Natural England
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Summary Consultation Results Comments on the vision and objectives

1

Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

1 This is long overdue. The dominance of shared public space by motor vehicles cannot be allowed to continue. There is a dearth of cycling 
infrastructure in the Borough.

Noted

2 Sts1
Working with our members on the Kimpton Industrial Park mindful of the infrastructure to allow HGVs to deliver to our members.

Freight and delivery, in particular 'last mile' options, have become more prominent in recent years 
especially with the advent of online shopping. We do however recognise the importance of operations to 
support and regenerate our high streets and so welcome the involvement of BIDs and businesses going 
forward.

3

4 Unfortunately these are poorly worded questions designed to elicit the response you want. In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

5

6

7 The road closures in the last year have been a massive headache and now we have more proposed. We are using our car a tiny fraction of the times 
we usually use it BUT we have used it a lot more for school journeys where normally our boys would use the bus. A global pandemic where people 
cannot safely use public transport is a daft time to push people out of private cars. In addition, the use of the planters to close roads has not in my 
opinion increased walking and cycling. It just means people are cut off from other areas and emergency vehicles don’t have access. If they had been 
made one way would have kept things flowing far more.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

8

9 I’m disabled, I can neither walk, cycle nor use public transport. It seems that the plan does not want people like me The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

10 I do not trust the current councillors or council management to represent Sutton residents in any fair or effective manner. No response

11 I have lived in Sutton 30 years...I have 22 years experience in professional driving......I was also in a driving job for 18 years prior to that..... having 
seen what's gone on in Sutton this year.....I fear the worse......most of your scheme's have been shambolic , completely unnecessary and poorly 
thought out.....if it's not broke .. don't fix it.

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why the council is considerable how to address this.

12 The usage of cars in our society is embedded too deeply, to try and change the habits already ingrained. The old and frail are often dependent on 
the car, whether driven by themselves, their family in helping them get to medical appts, etc, and private taxi hire. Lessening the parking charges 
for town parking will revitalise the High Street, and help the economy.

Noted - The draft STS seeks to provide a balance between encouraging the use of more sustainable modes 
of transport whilst recognising that car travel remains important to outer London for certain (e.g. orbital) 
journeys.

13

14 Whilst encouraging people to use public transport or walk / cycle it must not be at the detriment of people who cannot use these methods . I 
luckily live within walking distance of where I work my husband doesn’t . He is unable to use public transport as it doesn’t run at the times he goes 
to work so has to drive . His journey to work has doubled in time due to LTNs and constant road works causing a lot of stress . I work with people 
with disabilities a lot who cannot use public transport so need to be able to use their cars and be able to park close to their homes and work . Roads 
need to be accessible for carers visits , disabled people , delivery drivers and workmen . Thoughts also need to be given to local businesses as 
passing traffic often is the only people that use these shops . This was obvious when Carshalton high street had its one way system and local shops 
suffered . Good transport links are needed to help keep Sutton high street a place to go for shopping not putting people off from going there by the 
queues of traffic . I agree something needs to be done about the pollution in the area but everyone especially in this current climate will not just 
dump their cars and start walking or cycling .

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

15

16

17

18 Sutton as a growing community with high future prospects deserves to maintain and have high standard transport system with safety regulations in 
place accommodating the disable and elderly not forgetting the young ones as well

We agree, and the draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all 
residents.
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Summary Consultation Results Comments on the vision and objectives

2

Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

19 The car lanes get reduced for hardly cycle lanes. Please think that we are an aging population which will need car for mobility. Once we have more 
electric and hybrid cars then it will be better as the narrow road  lanes will get optimally utilised. Having dedicated cycle and bus lanes at expense 
of car lanes is not efficient use of a limited resource. Having parking discount for green car is better option. Also why do we have so less number of 
swings for children in Sutton?

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.  The Council adopted a new Ultra Low Emissions Vehicles
Policy31 in November 2017 (Para 10.4). The council will promote and support the use of electric vehicles, 
as well as continuing to provide electric charging points. 

20 Your questions are rather loaded In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

21 Your school Street scheme discriminates against those who do not drive, restricting deliveries and support, badly though out scheme, no 
consultation or regard to residents needs, what has happened to democracy in this borough?

No response

22 STS4 - There is too much emphasis on supporting cyclists to the detriment of car users and pedestrians 

Cyclists can cause accidents and therefore should be required to meet certain standards, eg a cycling license as do car and motorcycle drivers

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, and offer 
greater opportunities for walking and public transport as well as cycling. We recognise that not everyone 
can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating 
greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air 
quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a 
car.
The Council works closely with the police to ensure compliance with the Highway Code and traffic law, 
both by cyclists and motor vehicle drivers. 

23 Too many cars spoiling the area. Went for a walk in Beddington Park today, I could hear roar of traffic from three different roads and that really 
spoils the local environment for me, inescapable intrusion from noise of vehicles and pollution - wherever you go you can taste it.

Noted

24

25 I work in Surrey, once at the boarder of Surrey and Sutton transport links change, how would you propose I do my journey with out my car. I us my 
car as I work 50+ hours a week NHS so way to tired to hang around in the cold and wet for unreliable transport that is not fit and over priced to 
travel on

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. In addition we will look to our neighbouring boroughs and 
Transport for the South East to lobby for improved cross-boundary public transport corridors where 
appropriate

26 Buses need improve mental accross borough Noted - as identified in the document we will continue to lobby and work with TfL to improve bus 
accessibility, frequency and capacity across the borough

27 I strongly support improving public transport within the Borough. However, I do not support LTNs and school streets that are not supported by the 
community - currently there are many of these. Your objectives group together improving public transport with introductions of road closures so its 
hard to answer whether I support them. Your objectives should separate public transport improvements from road closures so that you can get a 
more accurate picture of what residents want, rather than collecting biased data to support your agenda.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

28 I have to use my car I have mobility issues and I have to travel a lot for my work , by closing roads you have increased my journey time , I believe 
that this is creating an environment that you are looking to reduce . I believe your ideas are actually going against reducing emissions and getting 
better air quality you are creating the problem

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

29

30 A strategy that readd like a manifesto of a lunatic. We are a suburb not central London and that's how we like it. No response

31 We are an outer London borough and we the residents able bodied and disabled rely on various methods of transport. I strong oppose the road 
closures and I strong oppose the incinerator. It seems very odd that a council saying they care for the environment to have supported the building 
of an incinerator and now voted to increase the number of heavy lorries to feed such a stain on our borough.

The incinerator does not generate steam but it does generate harmful gasses (as seen on plume plotter)

How can LBS have the front to declare a climate emergency on one hand and then vote to increase lorry’s to the incinerator?

Sutton and our partners in the South London Waste Partnership have some of the highest recycling rates 
in London. Our combined recycling rates have climbed by nine percentage points over the last four years, 
outperforming regional and national trends. Despite this success, the four SLWP boroughs are still left 
with around 200,000 tonnes of waste each year that is either non-recyclable or has not been sorted for 
recycling. The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a safe, cost-effective and 
environmentally-sustainable solution to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not 
available to us, then the only viable alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - 
both of which would have a significantly higher environmental impact. The recent decision by the 
Environment Agency (EA) to allow Viridor to process 15% more waste at the Beddington ERF was not one 
that Sutton or the SLWP boroughs were consulted on.
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Summary Consultation Results Comments on the vision and objectives

3

Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

32 Cycling, public transport and walking are not accessible options for most disabled people, ableism has no place in society and making walking, 
cycling and public transport "more accessable" does not meet the needs of the physically disabled.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

33 The vision is to remove or massively reduce the road user and make us believe that by opposing to your vision we are the ones in the wrong. You 
have no courtesy to those who have worked hard to have the right to own and drive a car. Some of us have a disability which cannot be seen and 
some of us feel a level of security when we are in our cars and taking that right away from us is discrimination

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not 
everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no 
option but to use a car.

34 Ensuring Sutton is well connected by public transport is essential but ideas like increasing parking capacity in the Sutton Station car park with 
perhaps a second floor is a much better idea to get increase in use of public transport rather than stopping any cars at all. A lot of people living in 
Sutton commute into London and drive to the station. Selling off the Brighton road car park generated money for the Borough but you did not 
replace the parking capacity.

Any desicions are set by the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee and covered by the borough's 
Parking Strategy 

35 Your use of meaningless eco buzzwords like sustainable and your underlying assumption that car use is bad and everything else is good shows a 
degree of bias which renders this whole 'survey' meaningless and no more than a PR exercise on behalf of a deeply unpopular policy you have 
clearly already decided to implement. If the council continues to implement these policies regardless of voter opposition, expect to see them voted 
out lock stock and barrel in May 2022.

No response

36 STS2: Safer cycling and dedicated routes  for families and school children around borough should be priority. Noted

37

38 Mark the lanes closer to the kerbs fir cycle use rather than completely leaving a lane for cyclists.. this is unnecessary especially during winter Noted 

39

40 It would be good if the Council could come up with some objectives in the strategy AND then deliver on them. Noted 

41

42 Just stop being anti car, it's the most convenient method of transport for most people especially the old and disabled people. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

43 Sutton residents should also be consulted on these schemes. Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made. This includes residents as 
well as members and statutory bodies such as TfL and the emergency services

44 ST2, ST3, ST4 - It is important to try and reduce car use in the borough and encourage more use of cycling, walking and public transport. There has 
been talk for years about extending the tram network to Sutton which needs to be worked on hard as well as trying to improve the use of cycling. 
Most people who are driving 3 miles can ride a bike for this distance but like so many areas in teh country it seems that the car rules the road and 
this is a discouragement to many people.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. The tram extension to Sutton is actively supported by the 
Council. 

45

46 Unless you are going to provide a suitable bus, to stop outside my front door AND to stop outside of EVERY place I have to visit, then you  CANNOT 
provide public transport to suit me!

Noted

47 I believe what you are trying to achieve works against the disabled who are in  many cases reliant on adapted motor vehicles for most journeys 
over 2 miles or where goods need to be transported. You are trying to limit the use of the motor vehicle which is our main means of freedom. We 
cannot use a  car club because the vehicles are not adapted for our use. We cannot walk long distances, maybe to a bus stop on a good day. As an 
amputee every day is different ,there are good days and bad days, so that I need to rely on my adapted motor vehicle if needed. Different if I 
became an amputee at 30 no doubt I could work with the disability but when you start at age 74 it does not come so easy, your joints and bones 
are already set from being able bodied. Trying to reduce adapted car reliance for those with my mobility issues, is not giving us a level playing field, 
which legislation says we should have. You should not be bringing in measures which discriminate against us, as you know that is illegal.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

48 Make e-scooters legal. e-scooters are subject to national legislation on personal transporters. We are monitoring the trials taking 
place elsewhere to determine whether to join in, having regard for safety issues.

49

50 There is nothing wrong with current offerings. Danger can be reduced by reopening road closures due to LTN and allow all residents to return to 
normality!!!

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.
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Summary Consultation Results Comments on the vision and objectives

4

Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

51 I am all in favour of improving public transport but I am strongly opposed to all the so-called improvements that the council are currently 
implementing and wasting valuable resources on. The cycle lanes were an abomination and totally unnecessary. They did far more harm than good. 
Also the road closures have increased congestion and pollution, creating problems that were never there before. The council needs to stop these 
ridiculous initiatives and use some common sense. Please remember that cyclists are a minority and no amount of stupid impositions will reduce 
car use. People need to use their cars... even cyclists.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

52 Most people drive because they need to. If I am shopping in Sutton I NEED my car. If I am just browsing I will walk or catch a bus. There is adequate 
crossings in  and around Sutton for pedestrians. As a pedestrian  I have been put in more danger by cyclists than by drivers of cars.

This is not about eradicating use of the car. We know that there are types of trip for which the car is the 
only option for some people, and not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable 
journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

53

54 This is geared as usual to support the elimination of cars on roads. Regardless of how you try, cars make up a majority if road users. The majority of 
the reasons cars are used is due to necessity (carrying large items, dropping groups to various locations, disabled,  long distance destinations.
My family and I are huge walkers and cyclist however at no point would I ever want the option to use my car to be removed or for current 
infrastructure to be redesigned to accommodate walkers and cyclists ahead of other transport options.

This is not about eradicating use of the car. We know that there are types of trip for which the car is the 
only option for some people, and not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable 
journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

55 The vision and objectives are deliberately vague which is problematic because comments and support are often taken out of context to push 
through specific agendas. The council has form for this, pushing through LTNs without proper specific consultation and ultimately moving a traffic 
problem to a different part of the borough while claiming success. Lumping public transport into the same objectives as walking and cycling is not 
specific enough because they are quite different things.  So for example I support elements of STS2 around public transport which is accessible to 
everyone but not cycling because that is not accessible to the elderly or less-abled citizens; it's actually quite an elitist form of transport.  So 
prioritising cyclists over other forms of transport I believe will negatively impact some of our most vulnerable members of society.

 Since the objectives do not follow the SMART methodology, the entire consultation process is effectively flawed.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward. Future schemes will of course be subject to a 
Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders 
prior to any decisions being made.

The STS contains objectives that contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and 
the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include SMART targets.

56 Any travel plans should protect pedestrians from dangerous and inconsiderate adult cyclists who attempt to monopolise the pavement and can be 
abusive to pedestrians who decline to give them right of way

Noted

57

58

59 Bit "motherhood and apple pie" - nothing contentious, but also nothing ambitious in terms of specified targets. (Reduce car use by X%, particulate 
pollution measured as ... by Y%)

Noted

60

61

62

63 These questions are heavily loaded and mask an anti car agenda which I strongly oppose. 

Most residents rely on the car and it is instrumental in providing a good quality of life to its residents and supporting the local economy.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

64 Sutton has poor transport connections with East Croydon station.  A direct tram link between Sutton station and East Croydon station would enable 
commuters and 'leisure' travellers to access the 15 minute service to London Bridge and the Gatwick Express in the opposite direction from East 
Croydon. I understand there are plans to improve connections with Wimbledon, which is fine, but a Thamselink service already operates between 
Sutton station and Wimbledon station.

The need for improvements to public transport is identified in the draft STS. A tram connection between 
Sutton and East Croydon is not on the list of TfL schemes, but as part of the wider proposed 
implementation of frequent metro-style services we will see increased numbers of services from West 
Croydon. 
The Council will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are supporting the work of Network Rail 
and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South London Metro' proposals to increase frequency 
and capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the reinstatement of twin railway tracks to Belmont and 
increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and new acute care hospital.

65

66

67 The needs of people and the reasons why private vehicles are used is not catered for in the statement. The draft STS is about giving people increased choices for sustainable travel, by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car where possible. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that the 
long-standing poor public transport offer in the borough has contributed to the car being the default 
choice for many who would otherwise be able to use other means if it were offered.

68 We are all sick of a few individuals who seem to think their vision for Sutton is clearly what everyone else wants! The council has become narrow 
minded, only thinking is the few and not the many. The road scheme is ridiculous and the school road idea even worse (children now seem not to 
understand why some roads have cars and others do not ) We will not vote for you again which is a shame but this cannot continue. The waste of 
money in those awful and unsightly cycle lanes - the one near John Fisher that was too narrow for buses to get past - you are all useless with no 
forward thought or planning

No response
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Summary Consultation Results Comments on the vision and objectives

5

Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

69 Road restrictions have been a disaster. We all need to drive occasionally so now we have to use more fuel as journey takes longer so more 
pollution.

Although we understand that everyone was not supportive of our proposals, and changes may have 
affected some people’s journey times the key intention of the measures was to rey and remove through 
traffic to create an improved environment, which may encourage more walking and cycling. The Council 
remains committed to reducing traffic problems and improving the environment in the borough. As part 
of the scheme monitoring a number of traffic surveys were undertaken to help understand the impacts, 
and in addition, the Council has a network of permanent air quality monitoring stations around the 
borough, which showed air pollution improvement in scheme areas

70 Street closures, introducing parking permits etc is a complete waste of time and money if your aim is to stop people driving because people will 
never get out of their cars. If it's the green effect your looking keep promoting electric cars.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging alternative sustainable modes of transport.  We recognise that not everyone can 
walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality 
as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

71

72 As with all of your surveys this one is loaded with questions with double answers. This means that whilst I generally support walking and do 
intoSutton all the time, I don’t want to penalise car users.

Please reconfigure the survey so it’s neutral and not loaded towards the responses you want

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments and this are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

73 This policy is purely to discriminate against the motorist. More consideration should be given to electric charging and hydrogen. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public 
transport.

74 The Tram services or an enhanced frequency of train service to Wimbledon is a priority and urgently needed to reduce the load/stress on roads and 
buses, ideally Tram with better stops and connectivity

We will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are supporting the work of Network Rail and TfL 
on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South London Metro' proposals to increase frequency and 
capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the reinstatement of twin railway tracks to Belmont and 
increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and new acute care hospital.

75 STS2. This cannot happen until the basic infrastructure is changed, ie local schools for local children, reduction of business rates to help 
independent and small retail units to flourish, new builds to have sufficient car parking to reduce congestion due to cars parked on the street etc.

Noted. While the majority of schools are attended by Sutton resident children, the nature of selective 
grammar schools means that the catchment area will go beyond the borough boundary. 
On housing, it is important the Council continues to deliver new housing to meet the needs of the 
borough. This will include a balanced delivery of houses and flats, with town centre locations more suited 
to flatted development and with more housing delivery in the suburban heartlands. Parking standards for 
different housing types are set out in the Local Plan and the London Plan.

76 As electric vehicles become more prevalent then emissions from vehicles that cause pollution and damage health will decrease. So whilst I support 
improving public transport and strongly support making transport more accessible for all, I cannot see any need to force people to switch from 
private cars to walking or cycling. Cycling is not something that makes sense in the winter, and for many it is simply not an option as they need to 
carry shopping, children or disabled passengers, because they have mobility issues, or because they need to carry the tools of their trade.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging alternative sustainable modes of transport.  We recognise that not everyone can 
walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality 
as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

77 While it is good to improve the environment it must be done responsibly. Suggesting we will turn to cycling or walking on mass is simply unrealistic. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

78

79 Local schools 95% for local pupils
Local jobs for local people
No more flats

Noted. While the majority of schools are attended by Sutton resident children, the nature of selective 
grammar schools means that the catchment area will go beyond the borough boundary.  
It is important the Council continues to deliver new housing to meet the needs of the borough. This will 
include a balanced delviery of houses and flats, with town centre locations more suited to flatted 
development and with more housing delivery in the suburban heartlands. 

80 I strongly oppose any transport or road scheme because I have seen the chaos and inconvenience already caused by this council with their ideas for 
closing roads which just move traffic to another road  and introducing cycle lanes which are not being used.  I look forward to the next council 
election when I hope that all the LibDem councillors will lose their jobs. I just wish they could be sacked now before they do more harm.

No response
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81 STS2
I object to being forced to walk or cycle. I do so nearly all the time anyway but when I  get in the car (always sharing, as I don't drive), it's because I 
NEED to- Because it's too far to walk, I'm getting something heavy, or it's too awkward a journey on public transport. It's been so much harder to 
use the car on the streets by our own house. I feel cheated that I can't use local roads to get to where I want to go. 

Problems have been created where there were none before, including moving traffic from Browning Avenue to Ruskin Drive, which is poorly 
equipped to cope, and causing the first accident I can remember in the bus gate area. Now that there are slightly fewer cars on Browning Avenue, 
those that are on there are definitely driving too fast when they see an empty space, making it more dangerous, not less.

I'm not the slightest bit interested in having children think the road is a suitable, safe place to loiter or play. Children need to understand that parks 
and gardens are for that. 

As for STS5 once it's no longer dangerous to use public transport, I support greater access, but I have no idea what you mean by "improving the 
public realm and street design". If you mean more messing about with road access to my house and local area, then I oppose it.

Bus gate in Worcester park needs to go. The amount of money it has raised should be telling you that the signage is inadequate- people wouldn't 
knowingly go through if they thought they would be fined. Also the one way system in Lincoln Road hasn't helped at all.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.
We also recognise the need to learn from recent events and to plan for the future as effectively as 
possible, engage early with residents and businesses and accommodate needs as best we can while 
accepting that it is neither fair or desirable to return to a position of ever-increasing congestion and poor 
air quality.
Public realm and street design includes safety aspects such as good line of sight, lighting and appropriate 
signage, ensuring that issues such as pavement widths and crossings reflect how they are used and 
demand such as access to shops and schools.

82 This is ridiculous.
The questions are clearly biased towards LBS preference for cycling and make no allowance for the elderly or disabled.
I oppose everything this Council does with regard to transport, because they don't have a clue.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, including 
those who are elderly, disabled, or do not have access to a car.  We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

83

84 Get rid of ltns allow taxis and private hire vehicles to go into school zones during school opening times to allow for disabled and vulnerable 
passengers to be picked up

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

85

86

87 The TfL Tram service needs to extended to Sutton to enhance the economy of the borough We continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme to bring trams to Sutton Town Centre. While work is 
presently paused due to funding constraints in TfL, we are exploring further options

88

89 STS2 We have to try to get away from total reliance on the family car.  In my road nearly every household has 2 cars/vans most of which are rarely 
used.

Thank you for your comments. The purpose of the STS is to promote sustainable choices in order to 
reduce dependence on the private car for those that can use walking, cycling or public transport on a 
regular basis, and to develop our network to open up sustainable options more for those with disabilities, 
or who are in later life, should they choose.

90 STS3 - we need to discourage unnecessary car journeys over short distances, starting with the school run to influence the norm for our kids, the 
next generation. Busy roads with fast traffic and aggressive driving makes cycling so unappealing. Eco friendly cards could be made the exception to 
clearly visually demonstrate the right way to go forward in vehicle purchases, not obsessions with huge 4x4 often spewing out diesel on short 
urban runs by school mums.

Noted

91 Please remember that not everyone can walk or cycle, not everyone has friends and family that live locally and for them/us a car is a necessity. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

92

93

94

95
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96 STS5 is a contradiction - I support better transport accessibility for disabled and older residents but not an expense of open roads and ease of 
access for all when it comes ot street design 
STS3 - this argument is flawed, LBS has agreed to and continues the increase of harmful environmental toxins with the incinerator in beddington. 
This is juxtaposed with a movement towards hybrid and electric vehicles. It seems the whole policy is basically rejection of all private cars 
irrespective of whether they have a zero carbon footprint or not. This does not represent the needs of the community. 
STS4 - again this will be at the expense of motorists - the move here should be to educate and enforce legislation against cyclist who have a poor 
reputation for obeying road signage and legislation and endanger pedestrians.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) is a state-of-the-art facility that safely treats residual waste, 
generating electricity for the Grid and heating/hot water for local homes. This along with ambitions such 
as supporting the uptake of electric vehicles all form part of our response, through the Environment 
Strategy and Climate Emergency Response Plan, to reduce carbon emissions in the borough.  If the 
Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only viable options for non-recyclable waste would be 
to export it or bury it in landfill. 

The facility is regulated and monitored by the Environment Agency (EA) who set strict emissions limits. 
Two-thirds of the facility is dedicated to capturing, filtering and cleaning gases to ensure these stringent 
limits can be met.

97

98 This is not a green or business first scheme. This is about one thing and one thing only, to penalise motorists across the borough and those entering 
the borough. In your own documentation you state that car usage is the primary method of transport, with your goal to raise the amount of cycling 
to 3%. As a resident of Worcester Park, we already have cycling usage at 2.7% (again, your own data) so why are you shutting roads with 
profiteering cameras? You said in the recent E&N now E&ST meeting that you recognise there's an ageing population in the borough. So why are 
you making it harder for them to mobilise? Why are all your plans about raising money from residents through another form of taxation? Why do 
you not listen to your residents concerns at all? Why do you go against your very own constitution of representing your constituents, rather than 
forcing through plans (underhandedly through "using covid as might not be another like this") that have clearly been opposed?

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

99 You fail to state how you will achieve these aims.  If your flawed LTN schemes are an example then you will not achieve the aim. Noted. the aims of the strategy will be achieved by implemented the strategy as a whole. Low Traffic 
Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be used in the 
future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and 
accessibility.

100 I'm fed up with the council dictating to me how to use the roads around Sutton.
Bus gates, LTN'S,  school streets all brought in WITHOUT consultation,  making it harder for the vast majority of people,  including the elderly and 
vulnerable who you are supposed to help.
ANPR cameras brought in, generating a staggering amount which the community won't see and its absolutely disgusting to to do this in a middle of 
a pandemic when people are struggling. Shame on you.
You have lost my vote purely on the the way councillors have ignored the people who they claim to represent. 
Sutton has always been a great place to live (I've lived here for nearly 50 years) but your attitudes have made me think about moving away.
Roll on local elections

No response

101 As a disabled person who needs to use their car to access many places, even with good public transport in Sutton...I find the current policy of 
putting cycling above any other road user is awful!!! What about people who cannot cycle in Sutton? 

Bus gates are about raising money for the council and pandering a vocal minority but as a council you seem uninterested in local residents feeling 
towards these. They effect of these bus gates in Worcester park has been extreme traffic on back roads and an increase in cars idleing for extended 
periods increasing air pollution. Not god!!

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. 

102 I think there are far too many cars. Households sometimes have multiple cars. Noted

103 Busgate in Worcester Park has caused traffic chaos and increased pollution to very much higher levels and I totally object to it as does the vast 
majority of Worcester Park residents.

Noted

104 I think its disgraceful what the council has done recently, eg blocking roads, narrowing roads, etc. How on earth does that help anyone? No-one 
was able to get anywhere without either sitting in traffic jams or taking big detours, pumping more fumes into the atmosphere. Any strategy should 
benefit the people not harm them.

Noted

105

106

107 STS2 - we have become hugely over reliant on private cars - and I strongly support any plans which will reduce our reliance on them. Debates about 
transport online are often polarised. Many people seem to agree that sustainable = good, but many folks also want to have exemptions - or believe 
they are special cases. Figuring out how to work with that group might be tricky but it's important - there needs to be a way to encourage people to 
not only support the strategy - but participate in it too.

Noted

108

109 Although I strongly support the improvement of security and safety I wish to make it clear the I DO NOT support the current LTNs in place in the 
borough.  These have been ill thought out and implemented without meaningful local community consulation.

In the case of the 2 near me they have only served to direct more traffic towards schools and walk to school routes which is rediculous!

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility. 

110

111 You should be supporting all transport users. Encouraging more sustainable transport is a good thing but this must be by making viable alternative 
choices, not just punishing car drivers. You must consult everyone, not just listen to small vocal pressure groups. You must undertake traffic and 
pollution monitoring and modelling.

The primary purpose of the STS is to promote and encourage viable alternative choices and to set the 
scene going forward. Timely advanced consultation will play a huge role in this
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112 the report is very predudice to car users, working in Sutton but having to travel around the borough and out of Borough  is not actually viable to 
me. I use my car for work purpose as well as personal. The time it would take me to travel by public transport or walk will mean less time actually 
working meaning less productivity. It is not cost effective to use public transport. I also think it would cost on insurance as I may have to carry 
valuable items to a place of safe keeping for clients and if they were lost or stolen and I was hurt in the process it would cost the council.  In regards 
to climate we a have an incinerator in the Borough and is burning out of Borough waste that is a bigger impact on pollution. you cannot justify this 
proposal if you are not acting on the pollution you are producing more of in the Borough.  The choice of the residents in how we live and use 
transport if our freedom of choice. Do not discriminate and go again your values of equality.

The new STS recognises that Sutton has had a poor public transport offer for many years, and this has 
influenced residents' travel choices for a generation. The intention is to improve capacity, frequency and 
coverage to promote a viable alternative and allow people to change their travel habits.
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and this includes those who use vans for carrying tools 
and large equipment. However, facilitating greater use of other modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable 
journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

113 I agree mostly with the directive,  but do not like living near a giant incinerator that produces many tonnes of C02 into the atmosphere. We will be 
asked to reduce our emmissions but the decision to allow the incinerator to produce  its toxic gases will continue. It conflicts with everything that is 
being planned.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a significant carbon saving over the landfill site it 
replaced. Every tonne of waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF instead of the Beddington Landfill Site 
represents a saving of c. 440kg of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).

114 The schemes that you have brought in have had a hugely detrimental effect on the local residents. They have increased traffic in all roads other 
than the ones you have closed. They have increased pollution in the surrounding areas. They have in no way increased cycling or walking. You have 
treated the local residents with contempt by ignoring and refusing to discuss their objections. SHAME ON YOU.

No response

115 Sts5   There is no parking near railway stations due to implementation of permit Zones and controls etc. This  means no one can park near a station 
to travel by public transport .  Eg introduction of these zones near Carshalton beeches railway station . ( to prevent commuter parking but why 
shouldn’t commuters be able to park in order to get to their jobs? After all you don’t want them to use their cars )  Therefore i cannot travel by 
train and I have to use my car to travel to places especially if returning after it is dark , for my own personal safety. It is a good 15 min walk uphill in 
the dark to my home with no public transport.  You are preventing the elderly or those with limited physical ability from going out at all especially 
in winter months when it is dark by 4.15 pm . I am unable to cycle as are many many others but we have been forgotten.  How do I get out ? How 
do I visit london ?  I feel trapped .

We recognise that not every journey can be made on foot or by cycle, and that the capacity restraints on 
Sutton roads mean that parking is at a premium. However, facilitating greater use of sustainable modes 
for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing 
more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).

116

117

118 It is not possible to support anything in this ill thought out plan.  Unfortunately I have learnt that supporting your ‘broadbush’ statements - you 
take as supporting your actions and therefore I cannot support those proposals.   Everything you have done so far has made the environment 
worse.  Since the dreadful busgate -  has not fulfilled any of the specific objectives stated above.  It does not support the local economy and 
Worcester Park businesses want it gone.  It make zero difference to travel choices, all it does is increase car journeys, not by 3 minutes but up to 
forty, therefore it does not reduce harmful effects of traffic and my road has seen traffic increase by 1000s of cars/ week (even in your half term 
lockdown count) . There has been no improvement in safety in fact we have seen increased accidents. There has been block access for ambulances. 
The older residents, careers, women taking children to school , the disabled - all have been negatively affected by busgate - you have taken the list 
of protected charactristcs and trampled all over them.

No response

119 More pavements need to be converted to safe joint usage for pedestrians and cyclists, so that parents feel safe to allow and encourage their 
children's cycling. 
I am in support of the timed closure to motor vehicles of school roads.
The SuttonGo bus was very beneficial for vulnerable , older and people with a disability and should be re-introduced to Sutton.

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

120 Unfortunately much as I would prefer a greener environment ( I have personally stopped driving for this reason ) , there are many elderly or infirm 
people who depend on their cars.   I often need to get a cab to places I cannot get to easily on foot or by bus/train (e.g St Helier Hospital is very 
difficult for me to get to as there is no direct public transport).  There is also the matter of transporting pets / heavy shopping  where I rely on 
family and friends to ferry me about by car. 
The Go Sutton bus was a boon for me but has sadly been cancelled.  Without that I am forced to use Taxis.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. 
The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

121 100 pages of waffle, could have been 3 or 4 pages of bullet points. Utter drivel No response

122 STS5: We would not wish to see an increase in unsightly street signage. Signage is an important consideration not only for residents but also for those visitors who enjoy the 
heritage and conservation areas in the borough, as well as those working in Sutton. We recognise the 
need to 'de-clutter' signage and improve it to reflect changes in destinations and demands while keeping it 
informative and useful. As part of our proposals to assist people travelling in later life, or those with 
dementia, signage will be vital in ensuring people can make decisions about how to travel and to know 
where they are.

123 The use of road designations hierarchy in determining infrastructure improvements needs more careful consideration, consultation and investment 
.
Through routes , A roads , "London Distributor Roads" need general parking restrictions, improved pedestrian crossing points , central refuges etc .
Cycle paths need to be continuous and off main roads .
Safe Speed . and Safe Behaviour for all modes of transport needs to be enforced .
Cycling on pavements is illegal and dangerous, as are scooters , particularly electric ones 
this strategy needs to propose regulation , registration, and enforcement measures.

The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For example, a 
road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will have conflicts when it 
passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of pedestrian movements, or near a 
school. In managing competing demands such as pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is 
important to recognise the primary purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are 
appropriate.

124
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125

126 As a disabled person I want the pavement to be free from cyclists and better access to public transport One of the reasons for people cycling on pavements is that they feel unsafe on the roads. The purpose of 
the STS is to lay the foundations for how new schemes are introduced, both to reduce risks to cyclists and 
pedestrians and offer alternative routes to let people feel safer and more confident. The STS will also 
serve as a lobbying document to TfL and government for more frequent, accessible and reliable train and 
bus journeys through the borough.

127

128 I work and live in the area , my van get me tools etc to people in and around the area , if this is made harder what’s the point .people will not use 
my services, so would to move to an area less difficult to travel and work in !

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and this includes those who use vans for carrying tools 
and large equipment. However, facilitating greater use of other modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable 
journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

129

130 It would be most helpful to have a hopper bus serving  Demense Road,Rookwood Avenue etc., so that elderly and vulnerable can use public 
transport which is lacking.  Also bring back our Go Sutton bus service.

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

131 The vision and objectives are excellent. The real question relates to their implementation. At the moment, for example, public transport needs to 
be substantially improved to make it a convenient and accessible option for most residents.

We agree. Going forward we will continue to work with and lobby TfL and government for improvements 
to the public transport offer in Sutton. This includes frequent and accessible buses, the introduction of 
frequent 'metro-style' rail services, and the Sutton Link tram extension.

132 I've heard that the removal of planters restricting vehicular access to roads within the boroughs LTNs is being contemplated, with the physical 
infrastructure being replaced with cameras which will issue fines. Please do not do this; it will not be as effective in stopping rat-running and 
instead will encourage the sort of behaviour seen in other places where such a step has been taken, ie drivers covering up their licence plates to 
avoid identification by the cameras (https://twitter.com/WarwickRoadAG/status/1358750180326191113?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%
5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1358750180326191113%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Froad.cc%2Fcontent%2Fnews%
2Fcycling-live-blog-9-february-2021-280767). Ealing has recently replaced a number of its planters with cameras, and has seen a spike in rat-
runners cutting through its previously safe and quiet LTNs. Let's learn from their mistake.

Following the High Court judgement earlier this year on the schemes in Bishopsgate, the Council took 
urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets programme (which had been developed and 
implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the uncertainty this left us with, the Environment 
and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th February, to conclude the programme. However, 
in doing so, they agreed to take account of, and reflect, ongoing concerns from residents about various 
environmental issues across the borough, by progressing a new School Streets programme as well as 
traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park . 

133

134

135 I think that the report is very comprehensive and must be supported and encouraged Noted

136 As always the notion of supporting the scheme depends on what is actually being proposed

90% of the time I walk in Sutton but occasionally use my car. If your schemes don’t close roads (like the failed LTNs), are consulted openly and 
honestly, rather than biased as we saw recently, I would generally support.

If however Cllr Abellan goes off on another support GSC or Ex Rebellion scheme I can’t support that

Noted

137 You are merely part of an anti-car crusade for which you have no mandate. Any where I see the word 'sustainable' I know there is a fraud taking 
place.

No response

138

139

140

141

142 Keep roads clear and open for cars, in this way the traffic moved more freely this being better for cyclists and people walking. 
The closing of roads(as you tried) just makes thing worse, as we have seen.

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space and choice for local people 
to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has 
been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor 
vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why we are taking action now.

143
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144 You don't mention how you are going to make driving easier as once electric cars are here no harmful emissions. cars will still be needed for 
disabled how are you going to ensure everybody has the facility to charge a vehicle. Where will we be able to park.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public 
transport. 
On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase 
the number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 
2021. Over the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to 
accommodate the legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan 
already specify charging provision requirements for new developments.  

145 Access for disabled needs to improve . Better blue badge parking Noted

146 YOU ARE USING GOOD REASONS TO INFLICT PENALTIES AGAINST ANYONE WITH A CAR.  WHILST I AGREE THAT WE ALL NEED GOOD TRANSPORT 
LINKS, WE ALSO HAVE THE CHOICE TO USE VEHICLES WHICH WHEN YOU ARE A WORKING PARENT WITH AN ELDERLY VUNERABLE PARENT IN 
ANOTHER BOROUGH, YOU NEED YOUR VEHICLES.  PUBLIC TRANSPORT DOES NOT CUT IT.  SUTTON COUNCIL HAS WASTED SO MUCH MONEY ON 
BUS GATES, THEM FLOWER BOXES CUTTING OFF ROADS WITHOUR PROPER CONSULTATION, YOU ALSO WASTED MONEY ON THOSE EMPTY 
MINIBUSES TRAVELLING AROUND THE BOROUGH WHEN WE HAVE A TAXI/MINICAB INFARASTRUCTURE ALREADY IN FORCE.  THIS IS A WAY OF 
GETTING CHARGES THROUGH THE BACK DOOR FOR DROPPED KERBS , CHARGES FOR EVERY CAR JOURNEY WE MAKE AND ALSO JOURNEYS TO 
NEIGHBOURING BOROUGHS.  ALL THIS AT A TIME WHEN SELF EMPLOYED PEOPLE HAVE STRUGGLED DUE TO COVID AND THE COUNCIL ARE NOT 
EVEN ALLOWING REDUCTIONS IN COUNCIL TAX WHEN THESE POOR PEOPLE ARE ON UNIVERSAL CREDITS. THIS IS OUR MONEY YOU ARE WASTING.   
PEOPLE WILL CHOOSE TO WALK, CYCLE OR DRIVE, YOU SHOULD NOT FORCE THEM INTO A NO CHOICE VENTURE.   IF YOU PUT MORE PRESSURE ON 
THE MOTORIST AND LOCAL BUSINESSES SUFFER, THEN I AM SURE THAT RESIDENTS WILL OBJECT VERY STRONGLY.  SUSTAINABILITY HAS TO BE 
BALANCED WITH AFFORDABILITY, REMEMBER THIS AS MOST PEOPLE DONT HAVE THAT MUCH SPARE CASH AND YOU ARE JUST SETTING UP A 
BOROUGH WHERE THE WELL OFF CAN DRIVE AND THE POOR JUST SUFFER MORE.

No response

147

148 STS2: private car use ensures security, safe travel at any time of day with numerous equipment, shopping, bags, tools etc, convenience, comfort, 
cleanliness and privacy. I can carry multiple children in my vehicle and get to my destination faster (even with traffic). I would rather 
shop/travel/move out of the Borough than have to give up the use of my personal vehicle.

Noted. However not every journey needs to be made by private car, and significant levels of trips in the 
borough are very short journeys (3km or less). The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about 
giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all 
residents. 

149 Given the Government's decision to ban petrol and diesel vehicles from 2030, I believe that Sutton council should be introducing new measures to 
support EVs, for example, larger and more accessible charging stations throughout Sutton. We will never fully ban the use of private cars on the 
road, as it usually is the more convenient option, especially for longer journeys which many are, as you have to drive through central Sutton to 
head south towards the M25 (on the A217). Therefore, implementing such measures will likely encourage greater usage of EVs on the road, making 
it a greener and safer environment for all, whilst keeping in mind residents ability to own a private car. Additionally, we cannot assume everybody 
wants to cycle, use public transport or share cars.

the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the number of 
chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over the 
next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to accommodate the 
legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging 
provision requirements for new developments.

150

151 This time actually  involve the local residents and listen to their views and act on what they want because in the past Sutton Council fronted by 
Manuel Abellan have a agenda and just follow it regardless of what residents want.

No response

152

153 The connections to transport need to be improved. For example we are a 2 x car family, but would happy reduce down to one. However there are 
times when I would need to use a car club, However they are only in central Wallington and I live on South Wallington. It is too much grief to get 
bus, collect car, do journey, return car and get bus back.

We agree. Going forward we will continue to work with and lobby TfL and government for improvements 
to the public transport offer in Sutton. This includes frequent and accessible buses and the introduction of 
frequent 'metro-style' rail services. For car clubs we will continue to build on our relationship with 
operators and ensure that opportunities for new car club vehicles are taken advantage of.

154 In short the first wave of ltns was nothing less.that a disaster and the person or team that oversaw it had no or very little.consideration  or the 
ability to think beyond short term targets and what the bigger picture will need  and the team or person has upset so many residents of this 
borough it would be stupid of the council if they kept the same team or person who over saw the current disaster to run  the next wave ........if you 
think beyond what many are saying  dreams egos or fantasy there is a natural way things in time will reduce traffic   you just need to think 
differently  and with the current team person/s dealing with it I don't think it can be will done  unless.you wish want to upset a vast amout of 
residence

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

155 So far you have done nothing but add to my stress when I’m already ill and disabled proposed double yellow lines outside my house no drop kerb 
allowed banning me from using busgate even though disabled blue badge holder you care nothing about the disabled so please stop pretending to 
care most days I can’t even walk let alone go in a car but you are taking the ability away from people who can’t walk it’s disgusting try sorting out 
the issues another way stop picking on and discriminating against people like me who can’t walk or carry shopping or cycle or anything else

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

156 Your buses are causing serious pollution, noise and damage to the roads , the fact that you have them speeding along and polluting residential side 
roads whilst you claim to be trying to make things better is a joke. You also plan to increase the timetables , more pollution, more noise, more 
danger and not cost effective as these buses are not even a quarter full as it is, more expense to residents

All buses operating in Sutton accord with the Euro VI emission standard, which is the current highest 
emission standard for public transport other than for electric buses. TfL have undertaken to ensure that 
hybrid or electric vehicles are used for all future bus contracts where new vehicles are specified. We are 
working with and lobbying TfL to improve the current bus offer in the borough to make it more attractive 
to residents and provide a better alternative to the private car for many journeys.

157
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158 Recently the needs of the cyclist have been Sutton's top priority, as a disabled person we have been excluded from consultation and thought. Cars 
continue to be a lifeline. Mobility scooters have not been considered in your planning at all

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.
The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

159 This should be about improving as much as possible. Yes, public transport needs to be improved, but that doesn't mean the road network should 
be compromised. Public transport can't take you everywhere you need easily, and I have a small child so am dependent on driving. Making driving 
more challenging by closing roads isn't the answer

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

160 I strongly oppose STS4 because it discriminates against the elderly, infirm & disabled.
STS2 for the same reason.
LBS strategies are aimed at the cyclist with no regard for the growing groups mentioned above, to the extent of making travel for them more 
difficult and reducing parking facilities.  Particularly for the disabled by placing restriction of time on dedicated bays.
Nothing LBS has produced so far is less polluting, or less congesting.
Rather than the rather glib "Visions for the Future", please publish your actual plans as an integrated and cohesive scheme so that we can see what 
you have in mind and comment accordingly.
LBS desperately need this input from the general public as many past schemes have been laughably unworkable and ill-conceived with little or no 
thought for the outcomes.
If it ain't broke don't fix It!  Croydon took a functioning gyratory at the end of the flyover and changed it into a dangerous, complicated junction.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

161 Don't break what isn't broken....roads are to be shared....not shut down to cars as you have already tried.... Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.

162 Biased questions. You will use these responses to support road closures but you haven’t been transparent about what/why you’re asking these 
questions.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

163 The LibDem council has form in lying and misleading residents.
STS2/STS4: Minority interest groups have (e.g. Get Sutton Cycling) have a disproporinate influence on process and decisions as proven by the 
Browning Ave Busgate disaster.
STS2/STS4:  Cllr Abellan is hell bent on achieving his aims and any consultation is meaningless.  As has previously happened he just does what he 
wants and is not held to account by his peers.
STS1 - STS5: Based on the Council's previous behaviour and the lack of representation from local councillors who just toe the party line, failing to 
represents the residents - I DONT TRUST THIS PROCESS

No response

164 The recent closure of numerous roads is not reducing traffic/pollution. It has increased both due to longer journeys and more time sat in traffic 
jams. The best way to improve the environment is to support electric cars which need more charging points. The council has supported the 
polluting recycling centre which is poisoning the are for local residents of which I am one and brings in more heavy goods traffic to the borough so I 
would say the aims of this council are a bit hypocritical.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public 
transport. 

Sutton and our partners in the South London Waste Partnership have some of the highest recycling rates 
in London. Our combined recycling rates have climbed by nine percentage points over the last four years, 
outperforming regional and national trends. Despite this success, the four SLWP boroughs are still left 
with around 200,000 tonnes of waste each year that is either non-recyclable or has not been sorted for 
recycling. The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a safe, cost-effective and 
environmentally-sustainable solution to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not 
available to us, then the only viable alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - 
both of which would have a significantly higher environmental impact. 
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165 Your “visions and objectives” are completely biased towards cyclists and people who enjoy and are capable of walking long distances!  
STS5.  ???  You don’t take into consideration people who are disabled or have limited mobility so how is this benefiting them??!!
These surveys are meaningless as our opinions and polls are never taken into consideration!  The LibDem council just does as it pleases.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to promote sustainable travel choices for all 
residents, not just cyclists and walkers. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for 
those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing 
more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van). 
For the consultation we have given the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to 
provide additional comments, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes 
forward. This includes alternative suggestions or constructive criticism.

166

167 Stop trying to make the roads suit cyclist and cause hassle for residents No response

168

169 Recent experience of the LTN in Worcester Park, the comms piece needs to be far more sound than recent attempts.  The fact that reduction in 
unnecessary private car use is government policy seems to been missed by both residents, political parties and the council

Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made. Following this, rather 
than the Experimental Traffic Management Orders as used in the Streetspace schemes due to the very 
short window of funding, the Council will use conventional Traffic Management Orders.
The Mayor's Transport Strategy includes targets for each borough to reduce private car journeys, and the 
targets for Sutton are set out on the Local Implementation Plan.

170 The policy outlined is disjointed and ill thought out.  Undoubtedly many of the measures that you would wish to incorporate are those which you 
are being forced to remove due to their illegality, failure, poor design and after sustained public outcry. Unfortunately,  I cannot support a policy 
that promotes poorly designed schemes over and above necessary car use, especially where the measures impact adversely on health and well 
being due to concentrated pollution where your schemes cause traffic chaos and also where the schemes affect our ability to carry out necessary 
travel for work and other purposes. Whilst I am a regular cyclist,  for instance, the cycle bollarded lanes have been a disaster and fundamentally 
unsafe.  I would not travel within them under any circumstances.  This LA needs to consult more readily, listen more and step away from the idea 
that we can all be walking or cycling everywhere. The car is fundamentally necessary for work, for travel and for the economic infrastructure of this 
borough and all this policy will do is alienate and disenfranchise the vast majority that have to use cars on a daily basis. Incorporating car use and 
making it easier for cars to get about the borough should be key, rather than making things harder.

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why we are taking action now.
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full 
consultation process, of undertaking full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any 
decisions being made. 

171 The options in question 7 depend on context. STS2: Sadly my judgement is clouded by the disastrous, money wasting attempts the council made 
last time. I would not wish to implement measures to benefit the cyclist at the expense of the motorist (and I am a serious cyclist of long standing). 
Penalising or reforming motoring habits must come from central government. STS4: is a leading question which I have treated with the contempt it 
deserves. Of course we want to improve safety, but it depends how this is done. Having seen your last efforts, which as a cyclist actually made my 
life more dangerous, I will reserve judgement until I can comment on specific proposals. Generally, it would be nice to see how you propose to deal 
with people who require vehicles to work (in or out of borough) car workers, delivery drivers, skip companies and the impact of any retrospective 
legislation where people have committed to a certain path under one set of rules only to find the rules are changed leaving them out of pocket.

Noted. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car (or van). This is about being pro-choice, not anti-car/van.

172 The draft strategy appears to be silent on electric bikes and scooters We agree. e-bikes remain an issue and we agree that the strategy ought to say more. There are no hire 
schemes in the borough at present but this is something the Council will actively encourage in future.
For e-scooters, we are monitoring the trials beginning elsewhere in London before considering whether to 
take part as a borough. Again, we agree that the strategy should say more and this will be reflected in the 
final version later this year.

173 Worcester Park has one main road, if you don't alow cars onto side streets then this road becomes overwhelmed with traffic. It brings the traffic to 
a standstill which increases pollution to a dangerous level. Blocking side roads to create LTNs is not the answer for Worcester Park.  We already 
have a cycle path that runs from Motspur Park to Sutton so improve that by making it safer, remove the graffiti and broken glass.

We recognise that residents of several areas across the borough, and particularly Worcester Park have 
raised concerns over many years that long-standing traffic management problems continue to affect their 
communities, including prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and associated lockdowns. 
The Council remains committed to reducing traffic problems and improving the environment in the 
borough and so, whilst the Worcester Park LTN scheme has been removed, our ES&T Committee agreed 
to develop a full appraisal of options to address traffic problems in these areas including a new, full, 
consultation and engagement process with residents in accordance with Sutton standards.   

174 STS1 - I oppose the low traffic are scheme. I made our roads unsafe and travel in the area very difficult Noted
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175 How can you be making our roads safer & greener when you have just allowed the incinerator to up it's intake capacity by 75% , pumping more 
fumes into our atmosphere not to mention the diesel fumes from the thousands of trucks driving through our borough transporting all this extra 
waste. Your ideals are totally & undeniably hypocritical. Stop cars being used but allow thousands of high polluting trucks, something doesn't quite 
add up, does it?

Sutton and our partners in the South London Waste Partnership have some of the highest recycling rates 
in London. Our combined recycling rates have climbed by nine percentage points over the last four years, 
outperforming regional and national trends. Despite this success, the four SLWP boroughs are still left 
with around 200,000 tonnes of waste each year that is either non-recyclable or has not been sorted for 
recycling. The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a safe, cost-effective and 
environmentally-sustainable solution to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not 
available to us, then the only viable alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - 
both of which would have a significantly higher environmental impact. The recent decision by the 
Environment Agency (EA) to allow Viridor to process 15% more waste at the Beddington ERF was not one 
that Sutton or the SLWP boroughs were consulted on.

176

177 These are leading questions. Having seen the ltn’s you implemented which caused 1600 more cars to drive on the road I do not support your vision 
if it leads to the detriment of residential roads.

Noted

178

179

180

181 STS2 - I drive my car as I have very reduced mobility, I need to make these local short trips otherwise I would be stuck at home. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. 

182 These are all great objectives. A live action plan would be a helpful with how each step is to take place. This will help see the progress in action and 
actually see it materialise.

It would also be wonderful to plant more plants / fruit trees  / cherry blossom trees where possible, in public spaces where this is possible.

We agree. Local schemes brought forward will appear in the Sutton Local Implementation Plan and will be 
considered at the relevant local committees. For wider issues, we are developing a delivery framework to 
identify wider issues in each neighbourhood in the borough such as air quality, deprivation, school access 
and public transport access, to help identify where transport interventions would assist. 

183 I strongly support any measures that will stop the rat run through Butter Hill bridge because of traffic noise, exhaust fumes from queues of traffic 
and driver aggression when arguing and shouting about access to the narrow bridge.

Noted. Consultation on traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park was due to 
commence at the end of June.

184 These statements that he been chose for consultation are discriminatory and by default since they are against the car users. You are not conducting 
a fair and democratic consultation since you are excluding the main transportation users of the Sutton borough car users. 

You can introduce school buses and cut the school traffic that way. Please look into something that is meaningful for the citizens not something 
that you want because you are all obsessed with cyclising everywhere. Not everybody wants  top cycle!!

Introduce more FREE car parking to help the local business!! 

Your consultation is based around penalising car users, which is completely wrong.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.
The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

185 We like to see the tram come to Sutton. Better cycle routes We continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme to bring trams to Sutton Town Centre. While work is 
presently paused due to funding constraints in TfL, we are exploring further options

186

187

188

189

190 Re improved quality of life- we need regular testing of the vehicle emmisions/ air quality along Cheam Common road. I have to walk my kids to 
school along that road with cars backed up along route, engines idling. It is not safe.

Noted. Cleaner air is a cornerstone of our environmental strategy and the Council undertakes regular 
monitoring across the borough network to highlight particular issues. 

191

192 How would these changes be financed - I assume Council bills would rocket.  I could not support a system whereby people were hit hard in their 
pockets.

The STS will become a supplementary planning document and so will be a considerable factor in planning 
applications for new developments, ensuring that those who bring new houses or businesses also 
contribute to improving sustainable travel and mitigating the impact of their development on the brough 
transport network. The intention is also to use it as a means of lobbying TfL and government to address 
the historic under funding of transport infrastructure and public transport in the borough.

193

194 As usual, you bureaucrats  and wannabe politicians want to waste my Council Tax money on vanity projects. The status quo is working just fine, 
leave it alone.

Noted
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195 Vision:
Less rat running through residential streets
Less disproportionate use of any street by cut through traffic
Less speeding 
Less pollution 
Quieter residential streets
Cleaner residential streets
More cycle infrastructure 
No idling 
Less free parking
No parking near stations
Red routes on main roads especially outside coffee shops
More enforcement for traffic offences
Higher taxes for more polluting vehicles 
Higher fines for more polluting/bigger footprint/more powerful cars
Traffic free days

Thank you for your comments. Many of the issues you propose may form part of future schemes and 
interventions to improve both air quality and choices of sustainable travel methods.

196 The strategy must take careful account of probable technology changes which might affect priorities in the mid trrm We agree. The introduction of the digital railway by train operators allows for greater service frequency, 
something we support as part of the TfL proposals for 'metro-style' services in South London. Improved 
journey planning and new types of vehicles are all recognised. The growth in technology and the potential 
for more remote working, through for example rollout of full fibre internet in the near future, will also play 
a part. However, with increases in housebuilding, without action future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why we are taking action now.

197 Whilst I would like to see less cars on the road, this isn't feasible when the council keeps driving us to services which need a car.  Failure to provide 
sufficient refuse collection so people have to drive to take rubbish to rubbish sites. Insisting that residents collect grit which needs a car.  Providing 
Covid 19 testing which would require me to take 2 buses to get there. Delaying public transport  and emergency services by creating a bus lane by 
Worcester Park station.  Failure to stop cyclists from using pavements. Plans to alter S3 bus route so the connection to The Royal Marsden will 
require at least 2 buses from Worcester Park and North Cheam. Need the Sutton Go bus service reinstated.

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

198

199

200 The public transport in and around Sutton is appalling and yet the council seem more worried about how many cars are on the road and punishing 
car users but not being responsible and solving the transport issue.

I'm looking to move away from Sutton due to the cost of driving to work being unsustainable because of the financial penalties being forced into 
car owners who live in Sutton. 

Yet the public transport is unreliable and takes twice as long for me to use. And council tax is going up as well. Its complete madness!!!

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

201

202

203

204

205

206 I support the emphasis on the use of public's transport but still feel the needs of the motorist  must not be overlooked The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

207

208
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209 I object to the proposed parking charges as they will only displace parking  to other local roads. Parking charges are a separate issue and are not included as part of the STS

210

211 It's important to make allowances in your vision for self-employed people (electricians, plumbers, etc.) that have to drive their work vehicles 
around the borough to provide a vital service and make a living. I'd hate to see this vision make life harder for people like these.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

212 The recent schemes have reduced my trust in the council and its strategy. The questions are poorly worded so it is impossible to agree with 
sensible elements without committing to elements that I believe to be detrimental to Sutton and it’s future. Any plans need to be realistic and 
support all Sutton residents and their transport requirements.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

213 You should encourage cleaner fuel sources i.e. electric car manufacturing to make electric cars cheaper for all.  I don't want  to see parking meters, 
yellow lines,  red routes everywhere as I feel the car is important to a lot of people to be independent but to keep up a good and reasonably priced 
bus service to encourage more people to make their local journeys by bus.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging alternative sustainable modes of transport.  We agree that an effective and 
frequent bus service meeting the needs of as many people as possible is vital, and the historic 
underfunding of transport infrastructure by government and TfL needs to be addressed. This document 
will therefore also serve as a means of lobbying for these improvements.

214

215 STS 2.
There seems to be a presumption that nearly anyone can just hop on a bike or walk for every 'local' journey. For many people there is no 
alternative to driving a car no matter what is done to enable smarter travel choices or changing the infrastructure. To what extent are these 
changes going to seriously be a hindrance to car drivers or prevent car use entirely?
People wont be able to cycle (or even walk in some cases) during adverse weather conditions. The journey may entail purchasing a number of 
items of size and/or weight inappropriate to transport by bicycle. The journey may require 2 people one of whom may not be able to cycle due to 
age for example. A cycle may not be owned due to cost. The person may not be able to ride a cycle. The person may not be confident or proficient 
of riding safely on roads. There may be nowhere to store the cycle under lock and key. 
As for using public transport it is an additional cost on top of car ownership for those who still need a vehicle for some of the reasons mentioned 
above. In any case buses continue to be unreliable, infrequent, irregular, uncomfortable and crowded at peak times making them unsuitable and 
unattractive means of getting from A to B except for the young and able.
In making it difficult or near impossible for many people in the community to continue using their cars for essential journeys or even for leisure 
purposes you risk forcing them never to leave their homes. That cannot be right.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

216 STS1 We live in Beddington, right on the eastern boundary between Sutton & Croydon. Travel to Sutton by bus is limited to the 407 bus only, a 
service that runs from Caterham to Sutton. At our bus stop (The Plough) we have just the one option if we wish to travel into Sutton by bus, and 
that bus is delayed, cancelled, or terminated short of its final destination, regularly.  Thus, usually, we take the car. We know that many other 
residents of this area never travel to Sutton by bus. It's far easier to get into Croydon as we have 2 buses (407 & 410). It would be very beneficial to 
us if the X26 bus could stop at the Plough.  We know TfL have carried out tests on footfall etc, comparing the Plough with stops at Dukes Head and 
Carshalton High St. But that is not a fair test as those stops have 4 or 5 buses that stop there, The Plough has 2. We want their decision to be 
reconsidered.  The shops in Sutton are being denied the custom of residents living in this part of the borough.  Something should be done.

We remain in regular contact with TfL about the X26 and other services through Beddington. While the 
intention of the X26 is as an express service, with limited stops, the route it follows is one that attracts a 
lot of demand. TfL recognise this and we will continue to work with them to improve capacity along this 
corridor, whether by the X26 or additional services.

217 You have shown by your recent implementation of cycle lanes, bus gates and road closures without any thought of the residents inconvenienced by 
them that you care nothing for for the people who live in Sutton. 
I therefore think that you will only cherry pick any comments from this so called consultation that fit into your plan to eradicate cars from the roads 
of Sutton and anything I say that opposes that plan will be ignored.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

218 Traffic should where possible be restricted to main roads, not residential roads. Money needs to be invested in ensuring this happens. The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
as lockdown restrictions are eased, this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for 
the people who live on them. We agree that wherever possible traffic should use the designated main 
roads.

219

220 Must include meeting the needs of future population numbers.  As long as the council continues to approve the demolition of traditional houses for 
replacement with blocks of flats and increased dwelling volumes there will be an increased need for forward planning solutions to accommodate 
the resultant numbers

The Sutton Local Plan 2018 identified that the majority of new homes in the borough should be focused on 
those areas with highest accessibility to public transport, and we have factored this in as well as demands 
for redevelopment elsewhere in the borough. It remains to be seen what impact the recent pandemic will 
have in the longer term in respect of how people travel, but we continue to plan using the housing and 
population projections established in recent years, and to meet our targets for new housing set out in the 
London Plan.

221 Your vision is both practical and realistic and seeks to preserve the rights of everyone while making our streets safer and cleaner and enabling our 
local economy to both flourish and attract new business.
  The housing projections are about right.

Noted with thanks

222

223
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

224 Leave our streets alone Noted

225

226 The borough has become a car park - every street lined with cars. Because public transport is expensive and limited in simple route options and 
broadly 'stops' when meeting boundary with Surrey people find driving most convenient despite frustrations with parking, traffic, road rage etc..,,

If I want to travel to Kingston (not that far) a train is via Wimbledon and infrequent , or a painfully slow bus which smells and where I'm likely to 
encounter aggression, foul language or litter. So I'll drive  despite the misery of traffic. 

Cycle paths are a joke in Sutton compared with inner London. Rat running and road rage common place. 

If every street was CPZ that would be a start. Kids going to local school not one miles away would help too.

Noted. 

227

228 I am against the demonisation of the motor car that is envisaged for the future. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

229

230 It is hard to support objectives that are not articulated using a SMART methodology . What is the baseline that the objective is to be measured by 
and time to be achieved. This is not very intelligent work

The STS contains objectives that contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and 
the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include SMART targets.

231

232 It’s quicker and cheaper for me to drive to my three jobs. Need three jobs to live The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

233 STS2  Sutton Council seem to think they can replace the car. This is not the case. Residents still need to use their car and be able to drive and park 
it. Not everyone can walk or take public transport for each journey It is not always practical.

The STS is not about completely replacing the private car. We recognise that not everyone can walk or 
cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of 
these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well 
as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

234 I have had to oppose most of the statements as although I agree things need to change and evolve, I know that the methods you have used in the 
past are not what I agree to and think are the best solution. The way you have worded each of the above statements makes it hard to 'oppose' 
them so this survey already feels very biased in favour of you making changes!

STS1: I rarely use public transport and do not see myself needing to use it either. I do not use it as it is not direct, takes much longer to get to 
places/centre of Sutton, it is not convenient when purchasing a number of items and so having more buses on the roads than there already are is 
not a solution. The way the bus stops in the middle of the road rather than the pull-in's like in the past is such an annoyance and inconvenience to 
most people so you will just anger more residents if you continue with this. If people are living in the centre of Sutton then yes transport links to 
other towns is important as they are less likely to have cars, but for those of us that live further away, easy car travel is the main priority.

STS2: People are so used to using their cars and so you need to find other ways in which to encourage people to change their habits rather than 
forcing road closures, removing parking, giving rights to cyclists etc. You make people more angry and more determined to fight you. We live in 
suburbia and so it is not like the more central London Boroughs where people shop more locally so cars are a part of our way of life. Stop making it 
a hindrance to drive especially when cars are becoming more environmentally friendly and safer to drive.

STS3: I strongly oppose this statement as cars are much safer than they ever were and people are driving more hybrid and electric cars so there are 
fewer emissions. Therefore help support us to purchase these vehicles to reduce pollution and stop all of your traffic calming measures as these 
often CAUSE traffic build up! Get the traffic moving and then there is less stationary traffic. Also ensure there are enough parking spaces so people 
will travel into the centre of Sutton and help the economy.

STS4: I am a cyclist and there are plenty of safe and good cycle lanes and routes on the back roads to use so please DO NOT start closing off parts of 
the main roads for cyclists. Most of the newer designs are actually more dangerous as a cyclist! Spend money on maintaining the surface and 
better signage to show what is the cycle lane, what is the pedestrian path and when they are shared make it clearer.

STS5: There are plenty of bus routes, car parking and accessibility for these groups already. Stop hindering the majority of your residents for the 
minority.

Thank you for your comments. In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be 
qualified by other issues, and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we 
have given the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, 
and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward. 
It is important to improve both capacity and confidence in the safety of public transport and other 
sustainable transport methods such as walking and cycling for it to be a viable method of travel going 
forward, and as part of this it may be awarded a higher priority where appropriate (see the Road User 
Hierarchy). There is no guarantee that traffic in the borough will not return to pre-pandemic levels in the 
future, and if sustainable travel options are not available then there is a risk of the private car becoming 
an even larger predominant mode. 
With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why we are taking action now. While vehicles may be cleaner, they still generate traffic and safety risks for 
more vulnerable road users. If traffic calming measures were reduced this would only increase.
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

235 STS2
Walking and cycling seem to go together a lot when talking about improvements (not just in this survey). Sometimes that's not a good idea e.g. 
Sutton High Street is cycle-friendly but it can be a very busy pedestrian area. The balance needs to be right.
Don't just put a cycle lane in merely to tick a box; the knock-on impact to traffic and pedestrians needs to be fully assessed beforehand

As part of street design the needs of particular road users are taken into account, and issues such as 
cycle/pedestrian conflict resolved through the Healthy Streets approach as well as the road user hierarchy. 

236 The vision is great but the only way to achieve objectives is to have everyone on board.  The council also needs to realise that a mix of transport 
options is important and imposing  unexpected actions on the local community will always lead to trouble.

With reference to STS3 you have been obstructive in efforts to get Central Road moving, all practical suggestions have been ignored and air quality 
results ignored or withheld.

STS2 is a great objective but planners MUST realise that walking/cycling/bus is not always possible for all people and all activities.

Noted. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result 
in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys 
for those who have no option but to use a car.

237 I support the majority of your objectives  but not the way you attempt to acheive them eg Busgate W/Park-bollards under bridge at W/Park station. We appreciate your thoughts, and you may be aware that we are revisiting the Worcester Park area, and 
as part of the scheme we are adopting a more detailed 3 phase process of consulting with residents, which 
is in line with how we usually choose to engage.  It has been acknowledged that the urgent delivery of 
schemes on a trial basis did not allow the fuller engagement our highway schemes usually go through. 

238

239

240

241 Some people need to use cars so I feel there needs to be a happy medium as road closures as we have seen cause congestion elsewhere and 
because you have a less direct route you are causing more pollution but as a car and cyclist I would like to see more cycle awareness especially as I 
feel other cyclists feel the normal road laws do not apply which is a big cause in cycling accidents and also as a lorry driver as well I feel pedestrians 
and cyclists need to know how dangerous it is to be in a lorry blind spot and where these spots are just for personal safety

Noted

242 At the present time many of us are walking for exercise and it would be desirable for this to be able to continue in the future.
However, many suitable walking routes are very dangerous for pedestrians and committed walkers in the Borough. STS2.
In Woodmansterne Lane there is a very dangerous section of narrow road, where there is no pavement on either side of the road.  To gain access 
to Woodcote Wood and Telegraph Track, pedestrians need to walk through this section.  Shrubbery on either side needs to be removed and a 
pavement laid (preferably on both sides).
I’ve discussed this originally  last July 2020, with the Borough Highways Team but nothing has been rectified. These are infrastructure problems 
that need attention- urgently.

Thank you for your comments and suggestions which are greatly appreciated. When you raised these 
matters with highway colleagues in 2020 it was likely that usually funding streams were not available to 
consider the points you have raised.  The section of road you mention will be put forward for 
consideration in the next cycle of scheme development.

243

244

245 STS3.  Air pollution kills an estimated 5 million people every year.  COVID has killed half that number.  We have accepted the former far too 
casually, yet steps taken the combat the latter show what changes we can make to enhance the health and quality of our lives if it is given the 
appropriate priority.

Noted

246

247 You have no vision of an integrated policy; idiots like Batt Heffernan and Abellan want us all to cycle everywhere and that is totally impractical No response

248 I feel this survey is just another way for the Lib Democrats to attempt to manipulate statistics to their own ends. To skew any results so to 
implement more mad cap ideas that will cause stress and anger to most residents. Especially residents who own a car! Lib Dems hate car owners!

No response

249

250 The idea that you want to reduce car travel by 80% in a Borough where PTAL rates are so.low in a majority of the area is frankly laughable and tjis 
to me is just an anti car policy

The 80% target for trips to be made by sustainable means by 2041, set out in the Mayors Transport 
Strategy, is for London as a whole and includes Central London boroughs where there is far greater public 
transport provision as well as pedestrian facilities. Each borough has its own target and for Sutton the 
target is 63%. At present sustainable trips account for approximately 45% of all trips in the borough each 
year. 
We have made it clear that the historic and current underfunding of public transport in Sutton, by 
government and the Mayor, has meant that for several generations travel habits have understandably 
defaulted to private car use. The new STS will continue to be used to lobby TfL and goverrnment for the 
resources to improve public transport and allow residents to make more sustainable choices.
The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.

251
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

252 I support most of those objectives but after the LTN debacle which failed in all of its objectives then I cannot support the latest ones in the 
knowledge of how badly they will be implemented. We cannot just ignore car drivers nor displace them into roads simply to increase traffic flow 
and pollution in those roads. Innovative ideas like the goSutton bus were a step in the right direction and its a shame that it was withdrawn. Post 
pandemic we need those sort of initiatives which really meet car drivers needs and encourage them to switch to public transport. Two buses and a 
wait in the pouring rain will not encourage such a switch. The Council needs to really listen to its residents and not ignore them in favour of small 
interest groups which only reflect the wishes of tens of residents and not the overwhelming majority. Sadly Sutton Council has not helped itself in 
the past year at all.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

253

254

255 I oppose street closures LTN
Which in some areas creates more toxic fumes in other roads 
Public transport is the key to less traffic on the roads
Tram bus trains and extension of tube network

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility. The Council is supporting the plans for an extension of the Tramlink and 
London Overground to Sutton. 

256 A lot of these questions appear to include bias or not be transparent. I would suggest that a review is undertaken of how these consultations are 
filled out. Many people will want improvements but this is not carte blanche towards actioning steps to disenfranchise certain residents be it the 
working population of Sutton, the disabled, the elderly or those with complex needs. 

I would like to be clear that improvements to public transport and cycling are welcome but that these should not be at a detriment towards hard 
working residents, many of whom are time poor and many of whom will rely on vans and other transport modes as a nescessity for work.

I would appreciate some confirmation that the questionaire will be reviewed and an indication provided for how this data will be used and what, if 
any, alterior motives there may be or how residents feedback could be used to justify schemes they are not aware of in a manner they wouldn't 
agree with.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or a van in the course of their job.
The responses for the consultation are being used to consider refinements tot he strategy and how we 
engage with developers and residents in future.

257

258 STS3 it should not be the pace of a local community to reduce these measures in the detriment on local residents. Local measures will not change 
the nation as a whole and therefore measures introduced shouldn't be targeted locally

Noted. However, the broader objectives support the London Plan and Mayor's Transport Strategy, and this 
is the same for all London boroughs. The measures also support national objectives for encouraging safer 
greener transport

259

260 I found this survey heavily weighted against anyone who would like to on occasion drive a car, if we don't support your 'vision' we are inherently 
against the economy ,pedestrians the environment and the elderly and disabled, shame on you you could have used this for the good of all....

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. The STS addresses all modes of transport and therefore 
is pro-choice.

261 The reasons you give for introducing these measures, some of which were already illegally installed have not worked. I do not believe any if the 
reasons you state for introducing these measures. They do kit reduce traffic, but only push it to other areas causing massive traffic build up.

The schemes introduced under the Streetspaces programme were all set up under an Experimental Traffic 
Management Order (ETMO) based on two 'Streetspace' policy documents issued by TfL to all London 
Boroughs and used in support of the creation of ETMOs. On 20 January 2021, the High Court issued a 
judgement against Transport for London (TfL) regarding a particular scheme in Bishopsgate, City of 
London.The Court quashed the ETMO and also, significantly, the two 'Streetspace' policy documents 
issued by TfL. 
Following this judgement the Council took urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets 
programme (which had been developed and implemented following the TfL policy documents). Although 
the High Court judgement related to a particular scheme and not to any scheme in Sutton, given the 
uncertainty this left us with, the Environment and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th 
February, to conclude the programme.

262 This is anoyher lead to try close our roads.
You guys will be gone in the next election so do get too comfortable

No response

263 Stop penalising car drivers, we don't all have a choice of walking and cycling.
Close the Beddington incinerator if you're that worried about the environment and leave motorists be, it's hard enough as it to balance life without 
more stress of getting to work and dropping and collecting kids without the car.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

264 I am elderly  74, I need my car for socialising shopping , hospital appt.  etc. I do not want to take up cycling or forced to wait in all weather for public 
transport for my everyday needs. I walk and swim ( when possible)for exercise . Do not want your hairbrained schemes to help the minority of 
young and single cyclist forced upon me . Your so called  healthy schemes have caused major pollution problems St Nicholas way was a prime 
example. You could actually taste the fumes where traffic was bavked up constantly by your stupid idea of one lane. Residents were badly affected 
by your school road closures. If you want traffic to schools reducing then have local schools for local families . Not coming from miles around to get 
to Grammar schools.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

265 STS4 I'm suspicious of these kinds of "objectives" as they usually end up financially penalising the mototrist. The draft STS is not about being anti-car or penalising the motorist. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

266 I oppose these ref STS1,2,3,4,5 because they are loaded questions to justify a predetermined  plan that any support to them will in effect lead to 
victimising the motorist and infringing on the rights of residents to  have reasonable access to their own homes and ability to receive services 
deliveries and visitors . You seem to have a vision that you believe is all rosy and sweet  but is impractical and very damaging to residents and 
businesses.
The only thing I would agree is lower speed areas i.e 20 mph on almost every residential road.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, including why they might not 
support a particular objective, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes 
forward.

267 I already walk most days and I would certainly consider cycling more but for two key factors which is the security of my bike and the saftey. I am 
afraid that all we see in the local facebook pages and local press is the amount of bike thefts to the point theives are forcing people off their bikes 
while they are cycling to steal their bike, there is no way I would consider making any of our car journeys at the moment by bike as we go through 
unsavioury places and there is no place I can think off where you can leave a bike secure as there is not a lock on the market that a theif can not get 
through. Then there's the amount of idiot drivers in Sutton who have no issue with doing what they want on the roads wether that parking on cycle 
lanes such as outside the Nisa on Green Wrythe Lane to going through red lights, no indicating and just suddenly turning, speeding etc and nothing 
ever seems to be done to stop these people. which leads me to why are you bothering to look at this as you are not even enforcing your current 
policy.

Noted. The Council has installed a number of secure cycle parking measures across the borough in recent 
years, including secure cycle hangars for on-street parking. In future, street design will include further 
measures to improve cycle safety and security.
Compliance with road traffic laws is an ongoing issue for all types of road users, not just cyclists, and we 
continue to liaise with our local Safer Neighbourhoods Team and the police on enforcement.

268 I strongly oppose any of the initiatives that would close roads or put as back to the terrible fiasco of road closures in 2020. We need PROPER 
consultation and to take ideas from the residents. We also need a truthful and open dialogue

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility. All would be subject to detailed consultation with residents and 
members.

269 The car will always be a primary means of  quick convenient transport for the majority of people and I would strongly oppose pedestriasation and 
reduced parking availablity as I believe it will prevent use of local high streets and increase the need for retail parks thereby impacting local 
businesses adversly

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
There is considerable evidence from research by TfL and Living Streets that shoppers arriving by more 
sustainable means stay longer and spend more than those travelling by car.

270

271

272

273

274

275 My following comments relate to all of the objectives above. 
I cannot support any objectives that this current council proposes. I know for a fact that this council has lost the respect & support of nearly all the 
residents over the past couple of  years. Mainly due to the unwanted incinerator, the bin fiasco, the parking strategy & finally the LTN & school 
streets. 
This council has an agenda to get rid of all motor vehicles which is not at all practical by any means & totally absurd. People should not be forced to 
give up their cars as there are many various reasons that people need to drive & the vast majority of people do not use their vehicles unnecessarily. 
You cannot dictate to people how & when they can use their cars, this is completely discriminatory & totally impractical.

No response

276 Setting out transport policy at a time of unprecedented change any prove fool hardy.
Car usage in the past year has dropped. If public transport were to match this lower public usage then the council would need cut out unnecessary 
costly public transport. This is a difficult decision that TfL are already grappling with. 
Especially given that the use of public transport will be seen by many as a haven for germs and viruses.
I have travelled to London for 25 years... But not for the last year...and probably not regularly for the next few years...and maybe never again LBS 
should not rush out a policy in the next 18 months but wait and see how work life balance alters post Covid and make sensible decisions based on 
any new scenario.

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as an alternative to using public transport, both while 
capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private 
motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why we are taking action now.
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277 Any transport policy must support the interest of the majority of the residents.  This means car users 

We need less restrictions for motorists and more free parking

The STS is about giving people real choice, by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private 
car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing 
travel needs for all residents. 
With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport , both while capacity of buses and trains is reduced during the COVID-19 pandemic 
and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 

278 You need to include use of Electric vehicles as sustainable and not treat them the same as polluting vehicles. There should be incentives to move to 
use of these over other forms of public transport and where they are used allowed access to areas where other vehicles are prohibited

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging alternative sustainable modes of transport. 

279 I think its terrible that you are dictating how residents travel. 
The LTN's, CPZ, & other schemes are just ways for you to money grab.
I do not agree with the way you consult,  it's very biased and not at all fair

The draft STS is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the 
private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and 
addressing travel needs for all residents.

280 Agree with all the above. Next is to apply a 20mph speed limit borough-wide and enforce it. Noted

281 I believe it is important to help improve the options for alternative travel, but my concern is that often what happens is cars are targeted with road 
closures, or reduction of access. Hoever this does not help with alternative travel. I know myself and many people I speak to only use a car when 
necessary as driving in London is already unpleasant. This was made worse when a bus gate was introduced on Ruskin/Browning avenue. There has 
been little serious research into transportation beyond some very high level car counting. Bus Gate failed because there was an assumption people 
travelling were rat runners yett this was never established. Given the actual numbers and observation many of those travelling within this corner of 
WP are residents or people travelling to the schools. No evidence has been gathered regarding who is travelling in the area, why they are doing so, 
or how long their trips are. Its all been based on assumptions and studies (with questioable methodology) by other groups that are not specific to 
the area. Please make alternative travel solutions availble, butt you need to work with other councils as very few people just travel in Sutton. also 
public transporatation is about making money and not what people need  - to travel to work in a zone 4 area, I'm forced to travel via Clapham and 
so have to pay for zone 2 even though my start and end point is zone 4.Public ransport is based on assumption everyone wants to go into London. I 
have the pleasure of spending a lot of money to travel to places I don't want to go, on crowded trains, taking a lot of time and basically not having a 
life outside work as a result. Covid has actually  brought me a better life by not having to commute and working from home. More needs to be 
done to reduce the requirements of people having to commute, maybe look at office hubs for those who's homes are too small.  It would be good 
to have an outer train track link so there is direct travel to other places without having to spend extra time travelling into london to change train to 
come back out again.

Comments noted. The STS does make it clear that it is vital to promote greater choice. The Covid-19 
pandemic has caused significant changes to the way people travel, and indeed if they travel at all. 
However, it is important to improve both capacity and confidence in the safety of public transport for it to 
be a viable method of travel going forward. There is no guarantee that traffic in the borough will not 
return to pre-pandemic levels in the future, and if sustainable travel options are not available then there is 
a risk of the private car becoming an even larger predominant mode. 

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. On 
occasion this may involve a change of use of roadspace to improve safety and confidence. 

As part of this we support the proposals for metro-style local rail services on the Southern and Thameslink 
routes which have been proposed by the Mayor, and in late 2020 following discussions TfL published a 
suite of proposed changes to the Sutton bus network to improve capacity and frequency in the area, 
which will take effect in 2022. This is an ongoing process and will continue to develop as the new Cancer 
Hub, emergency care hospital and other new developments are brought into use across the borough.

282

283 You should work with TFL to improve the major road junctions. This will improve traffic flow and reduce emissions and draw traffic off the minor 
side streets without having to impose bollards and closures

Noted. Junction improvements are one method of improving safety and reducing congestion.

284 As a teacher in Sutton I have to transport resources and equipment. I also have to get my children to childcare and school. By disadvantaging cars 
you are increasing traffic in other areas and whilst previous road closures has tripled my journey time.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

285 While it is hard to disagree with the vision, it does not go far enough.  More than minor improvements are needed. I suggest that the first sentence 
should remove the word "more", which then poses a real challenge for all actions.
STS3 is key, and should start with "Substantially..." or "Significantly..." as small improvements are not enough.

Thank you for your comments.

286 You need to involve the residents because at present that is not the case . You dont really take any notice of their views  as it has shown with " 
"Busgate " and this upcoming parking proposal for Worcester Park no doubt. You have completely lost the residents confidence

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. 

287 Very laudable objectives Noted

288 STS1-5 are all very important Noted

289

290 Don’t trust Sutton council at all. 
People will always need to use there own personal vehicles and the roads/council should reflect this.  You can have 2+ children on your bike s s 
walking isn’t always an option.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

291

292 All these question are once again geared one way and and can only be answered the councils wants us to so that you get to implement your 
"sustainable transport strategy". It's ridiculous really and totally unfair to car drivers.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.
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293

294

295 I cannot cycle or walk far and am a Blue Badge holder.  I need my car.  Your fiascos with road closures and LTNs were a complete waste of money, 
extremely inconvenient and totally unnecessary.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

296 STS 1   You must make allowances for people to use their own cars, in order to transport their purchases which is supporting the economy. Large . 
heavy items cannot be easily carrier on public transport or bikes.

STS4 I have marked this as opposed because I dont want some silly person using a positive vote here to reduce road space. How about educating 
pedestrians , cyclists  etc about using lights, not wearing headphones, etc etc....

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

297 In the current climate emergency, sustainability is absolutely the key objective, so STS1 and STS2 are by far the most important.  I would note that 
safety is already good and that an excessive concern for safety will result in inaction on more important issues and/or greatly increased price.  
Obviously a reasonable level of safety is required to make smarter travel choice feasible.  I would suggest that a reasonable test of safety is 
whether it is possible for a child in year 5 or 6 to cycle to their school by themselves.

Noted

298 There is not good public transport accessibility for the elderly and disabled in the borough. We do not all live near the high streets. One of the key issues Sutton has faced for many years is a comparatively poor public transport network, 
particularly in the less densely populated areas of the borough,  which has gradually cemented the private 
car as the first choice for many. A key aim is to work with and lobby TfL and government to improve this 
situation , and this is set out in the STS

299

300 If it's not broken don't fix it. With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 

301 Your questions are leading and badly formed, making it difficult to express views effectively. I strongly oppose all the half baked measures which 
actually make the problem worse that Sutton council like to implement. I approve of well research and properly consulted on measures. No hidden 
money making schemes please

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments and this are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward. The new strategy sets out a range of planning 
guidelines which should be achieved without specifying the type of intervention needed to achieve them, 
therefore future measures will be brought forward via the local committees and consulted on fully before 
implementation.

302 STS2 It is clear that this is an anti motorised transport agenda. As a key worker who uses his motorcycle to get to my place of work 12.5 miles I am 
inclined to support the idea to make roads safer but NOT JUST FOR PEDESTRIANS and CYCLISTS. (POTHOLES) are my number one concern by a huge 
margin.  I work unsociable shift patterns and reliance on bus and tube is a non starter.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car. 
Motorcycles (powered 2-wheelers) are included in the draft STS and recognised as an important meants of 
transport.

303 Poor health need my car to go door to door, We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

304 Although I support a sustainable future, we do not want anything like the last LTN debacle. It should be something people are encouraged to do not 
forced into from a dictatorship regime.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. 

305 How about supporting car using residents and stop being anticar? The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.

306 Any changes should be done with prior comprehensive discussion with the residents of surrounding areas and not imposed under spurious criteria 
and massaged data.. majority concerns should take precedence over minority influences and personal goals ..

Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made

307 The current and disastrous LTN scheme is not welcome and is extremely biased towards just a small group of cyclists. Totally failed families, low 
mobility people, disabled, small businesses and residents

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. 

308 Needs to be safe and sustainable for car users too, not at the expense of them as often that is the only option people have for travelling and they 
should not be discriminated against.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.
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309 The use of STNs was a complete waste of time and money , you would be better of encouraging the use of cars more freely on our roads and stop 
trying to narrow roads and put in useless bike lines that are not even used , if you make it easier for cars to travel the roads would be so polluted 
with smoke because the cars are in jams that are caused by you.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. 

310 Do not destroy the area for the use of ALL people not just the knitted yoghurt brigade no response

311

312

313 I have strongly opposed most of the objectives because, going by past consultations I believe this to be yet another with a bias towards decisions 
without proper consultation. This should not be going ahead in the middle of the pandemic. It should have been postponed until a proper public 
meeting/consultation could take place not a biased online meeting where people are not given the opportunity to speak.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

314 Totally Object Noted

315 When most people use the full range of travel ie bus, car, walking this council seems obsessed with anti car use as being a pollutant no mention 
that the incinerator in Beddington is producing as much or more than car travel. It seems the councillors in charge are all pro cycle using their 
personal opinions rather than the needs of the Sutton
residents

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

316 If there is less option to travel by car, then need more toilet facilities and proper seating arrangements.  Also, much better public transport links.  
Also, am aware that restrictions have an effect on my sons window cleaning business.  Also, making the traffic more to busier roads is nonsense.  
Also, cutting off roads make for longer journey.  I am concerned that roads outside schools effect children in not using the roads properly.  I have 
myself been almost knocked over twice by cyclist in the last 2 weeks.  If roads are cut off permanently, then they should not be used by residents to 
park their cars as they can use my road but I cannot use their road, road should be made a green area

Noted

317 The above are generally all good objectives, but totally ignores those of us who will never be served by public transport.  An average work day for 
me (travelling from the Carshalton/Sutton borders) might start in Morden before moving on to Cobham, Weybridge, New Maldon and finish in 
Wallington, or it might be Croydon, Reigate, Cheam and round to Esher and back to Sutton.  No public transport is ever going to provide routes like 
that - and even if they did there is no way I could move around the tools and equipment I need day to day.

In order to carry out my work I need to have access to residential roads with parking available.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

318 Educate all road users on how to be more sustainable. Don't penalise people for the minority. So many more imaginative ways to encourage better 
use of transport networks than the ones you chose to lump on us recently.

Noted. 

319 Consistent as ever your questions, although worded differently are desperate for a positive response.  If planning permission  NOT granted where it 
is BLATANTLY OBVIOUS traffic issues will occur,  ie the new Aldi in London Rd Cheam , there again knowing how underhanded this council is it's no 
surprise they want to increase congestion on that road just to make life difficult for drivers,  INCLUDING BUSES!!!!  Neither do Sutton council give a 
damn about the road chaos caused by McDonald's outlets opposite sainsbury's north and A217.  Again libdems granted permission but don't care. 
How about you addressing the number of vehicles  parked at junctions illegally  and STOP WITH THE PLANTERS!  When this council realise they are 
for EVERYONE and not abuse their powers on behalf of the local cycle group and councillor Abellan only  I might be less cynical until then I  will not 
support anything you do.

The Aldi Scheme in North Cheam was subject to a full planning applciation that was scrutinised by the 
Council and approved by Planning Committee. The input of the Highway Team resulted in a number of 
modifications being made to the scheme. The traffic impact of the scheme was assessed using the TfL 
Model Audit Process and TfL stated that the model demonstrates that the proposed junction will operate 
within capacity. 

320 I want people to be able to use the roads that they pay for, not to have them blocked off making their lives unbearable. Disabled and elderly people 
are being neglected. It's despicable and a dictatorship. Please go away!

No response

321 You can’t dictate your wholly anti car bias & views on the general population. The borough is not a flat, grid where we can all walk/cycle No response

322 Prejudice, biased approach to car usage. Recent experience mean I have no trust or confidence in the Council to take a balanced considered 
approach to this issue.

No response

323 Do not try to re install the failed tfl transport road blocks cycle lanes and charges for using public roads this is a clear public message residents do 
not want these schemes which the council have fakes positive support for failed to supply data they claim supports them in FOI requests, failed to 
consider disabled residents failed to allow access for emergency vehicles and failed to represent the residents while taking huge increase in profit 
from fining residents through illegal tfl schemes in lockdown

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. 

324 STS1-4
I am very wary of answering these questions, due to the appalling way road closures, LTNs and school roads were implemented recently (since 
revoked).  I feel the council acted in a cavalier manner towards residents.  We cannot all cycle or walk.  It is our right to maintain our independence 
and if this means using a car, so be it.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

325 Access to transport by car must not be restricted by anti car zealots. Elderly people struggle with public transport and most cannot use bikes. Your 
vision is highly discriminatory and councillors who have strong links to anti car groups should not be allowed to force their views on the wider 
population.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

326 I see this is not really any good for disabled drivers. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 
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327 I believe that the Beddington incinerator is far more harmful to health and the environment than transport throughout the borough. Transport is 
not the main problem here.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a significant carbon saving over the landfill site it 
replaced. Every tonne of waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF instead of the Beddington Landfill Site 
represents a saving of c. 440kg of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).

328 I support most of the objectives, however I am concerned about how they will be implemented. Closing roads to motor vehicles only moves the 
problem of traffic elsewhere, in turn causing more traffic on surrounding roads and therefore increasing pollution in those areas with increased 
traffic.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

329

330 I do not support any initiatives aimed at making car use more difficult. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.

331 ST5 .... what do you mean by Public Realm?
..... what do you envisage with street design?

Public realm and street design includes safety aspects such as good line of sight, lighting and appropriate 
signage, ensuring that issues such as pavement widths and crossings reflect how they are used and 
demand such as access to shops and schools.

332

333 The vision objectives should be for all and not penalising those that are not deemed as your higher priority.  I recent strategy brought about great 
stress upon my self and other residents by its implementation as it did not consider the wider impact on the roads that were put under greater 
stress by its implementation causing higher vehicular traffic often speeding with no regulation in those roads, causing poorer air quality for those 
residents that were subject to this and increased noise issues throughout the day and night causing lack of sleep to those residents.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car or penalising others. This is about giving people real choice by 
providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

334

335 All of your question  do not at any stage consider car user     you give them no voice    it is discrimination against car users The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

336 This is another LBS biased survey. You cannot ask us if we support your vision if you don’t give full details about how you are planning to achieve 
your vision. Of course people will say they want to support the local economy, protect the environment, reduce harmful effects on health and 
improve safety and security on the roads. Who wouldn’t? But would they support it if they realised it meant restricting their freedom of movement 
around the borough in their own car down roads in their immediate vicinity? NO! And who gets to decide which roads get to be safer and less 
polluted and which roads get to be busier and more polluted from the displaced traffic?
STS4 I don’t oppose improving safety but I do oppose all the cycle lanes that have been put in over the years when cyclists won’t use them. It 
should be mandatory for cycles to use a cycle lane where provided.
STS5 I support enhancing transport accessibility for ALL if this includes private car users, but not if it means restricting car use for the purpose of 
promoting other means of transport. I walk whenever possible and if I am driving it is because I am doing something I can’t do without the car. You 
need to educate people to drive less if possible, not block roads and fine people for driving down them.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

337 For all of the above.
Instead of wasting tax payers money on ways to ban to motor vehicle, improve the road layout to easy the flow of traffic & educate road safety to 
pedestrians & cyclists. Educate road users to respect each other rather than divide them,  enforce the use of cycle lanes for cyclists & reduce the 
risk of cycling on the carriage way & improve the harmony of all road users

Noted

338 Your policies ignore the fact that many people are unable to cycle and cannot walk long distances. Your policies are clearly anti car use and ignore 
the reality of life in Sutton.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or 
van. 

339 I would like the overall vision to contain an ambition to achieve carbon neutral transport by the Government target of 2050, preferably by the 
Mayor's target of 2030.

The STS as a whole supports the borough's Environment Strategy and our Climate Emergency declaration 
for carbon neutrality. 

340 It would be good to consult with all residents of a road or area before pushing schemes through to give people the chance to hear why something is 
being proposed, instead of consulting with a select amount of people, you may get more support if people feel included and can have their say and 
if they felt their comments were taken on board. Also this survey is worded very cleverly of course, do you want to improve safety etc., of course 
everyone does but it has to be a fair and democratic decision, I look forward to safer, greener and cleaner streets but have no choice but to use my 

car, thanks for reading 😀

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

341 Your council is try to make it difficult for people to drive, people need to drive for work, for care support, for groceries and shopping , deliveries are 
needed, workman can’t  cycle with the equipment they need . If I can’t drive then I can’t work, will you provide housing? No, will you pay me the 
equivalent of my salary - no, Will you give my husband compensation if I am forced to cycle but don’t want to and get injured or killed - No! - I walk 
where I can, I get the train or bus when I can (but Sutton is bad for transport)   but most of the time I need to drive. Consult the residents properly 
or you will be voted out

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

342
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343 These questions are all skewed to promote the council’s agenda of penalising motorists and car owners. The objectives sound very noble in theory 
but the implementation will not be representative of the boroughs’s residents.
If the disabled and elderly are a priority, then use some of the budget to bring back the Go Sutton bus which was a lifeline for them

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or 
van. 

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

344 Leave the cars/vehicles alone. People have a right to use public highway by any way they wish. Cars/vehicles should have equal rights to accessing 
the community. Don't forget vehicle tax pays towards cost of street cleaning parks and repairs, unfortunately the LA don't see that you are already 
increasing council tax because of the errors you have already done through our community. LIB DEMS OUT

No response

345 Car usage is a necessity for most people, not a privilege- we all need it to carry out our daily tasks, I cannot carry shopping or my partner. The 
climate in winter is not for walking or cycling. Cars are more fuel efficient and less polluting than ever before.  Roads are for driving on, not to be 
closed for the few to enjoy. This is part of a metropolis and cars are integral to it.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

346 i want to see bold decisions to introduce LTN's in the borough. It's shown to work - just look at the results in other boroughs. Noted with thanks. The LTN programme in Sutton was concluded following a High Court judgement 
against Transport for London (TfL) in January 2021 regarding a scheme in Bishopsgate, City of London, 
within its “Streetspace'' programme.The Court quashed the experimental traffic management orderThe  
and also, significantly, the two 'Streetspace' policy documents issued by TfL. 
Following this judgement the Council took urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets 
programme (which had been developed and implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the 
uncertainty this left us with, the Environment and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th 
February, to conclude the programme. However, in doing so, they agreed to take account of, and reflect, 
ongoing concerns from residents about various environmental issues across the borough, by progressing a 
new School Streets programme and traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park . 
TfL has subsequently appealed successfully against the High Court judgment and we await further 
information on what this might mean for future guidance and funding for schemes of this type.

347

348 You say you want to reduce emissions. Yet all the planning documentation speaks to is reducing the use of private/motor vehicles. Your priority is 
BIKE BIKE BIKE. Which has nothing at all to do with being greener or safer. You aim to shut down motorised transport by 70% in the borough to see 
an average cycle usage of 3%. These stats alone do not make any sense. What about all those that cannot cycle? Your head of traffic said you 
recognise Sutton is an ageing borough, which points to greater reliance on motor vehicles, not reduced. Yet your literature (released again 
recently) still goes on about using bikes - with the carefully worded caveats now of - if you're able to. But as you didn't do an EQIA before installing 
the now defunct Busgate of KT4, this was clearly a lie. You do not care about the elderly or disabled. You state you want to link 70 LTNs together to 
bring about your desired decline in car usage. We know you have not done any modelling on this. Other than fewer cars means less emissions. But 
it doesn't "just work like that". Because all your plans will do is to create massive congested hold ups, with cars spewing in single areas rather than 
allowing for natural  dispersion through use of all roads. Your commentary around Waltham Forest is flawed as the data is not supportive of your 
claims as the data is monitored within closed roads, not in the surrounding roads or even at intersections, The UK has an entirely different setup to 
Holland and Holland still has more roads deaths per head than the UK. All across the country these plans are being fought as none of them actually 
benefit communities. But moreover specific pressure groups such as LCC and in Sutton their chapter, GSC. So you are listening to 14 over a ward of 
200,000 and that is appalling. Your own consultation mid point data came back as 86% opposed and only 13% in favour. 
Your parking S1 came back as 54% opposed, so that should never have gone ahead either. 
But this is just proof time and again, through your own data and surveys that the borough does not want these. So STOP TRYING YOUR HARDEST 
TO FORCE THEM ON US.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or 
van. 
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. 
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349 Reinstall school streets. Get children to walk to school instead of  travelling by car. Following the High Court judgement earlier this year on the schemes in Bishopsgate, the Council took 
urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets programme (which had been developed and 
implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the uncertainty this left us with, the Environment 
and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th February, to conclude the programme. However, 
in doing so, they agreed to take account of, and reflect, ongoing concerns from residents about various 
environmental issues across the borough, by progressing a new School Streets programme as well as 
traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park . 

These will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  In the case of School 
Streets we have concluded a round of consultation with residents, businesses and the schools.

350 Stop being ableist.
You're now claiming You're trying to help the disabled and elderly, but we want access to car transport using any road necessary to get from A to B, 
including the ability to drop children to school in a car.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car. The school run twice a day is one of the biggest contributors to 
traffic congestion and traffic-related pollution, and facilitating safe travel by more sustainable means 
remains a priority.

351

352 Sts5: as a parent of a disabled child  (blue badge holder) who has to be driven to school it is now extremely difficult to drive along his school’s road 
(Mushcamp Road) and find somewhere safe to park.  The road is often impassable due to double parking and double yellow lines frequently 
obstructed. Please try and reinstate school road closures, these roads are so dangerous and adds a huge degree of stress to our day.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

353 The current debacle of blocking roads in Sutton had caused nothing but more traffic, more pollution and no consideration of those who use cars as 
a necessity. That plan appeared to have no plans for better car use, only to fine and minimalise car users. I have disabled parents, students who 
come to my school use cabs and drivers due to disabilities and varying medical issues or because their parents are  disabled and cannot walk. None 
of this appears to be in the 'vision' for what appeared to be a money making exercise based on a very thin proposal for better air quality and less 
traffic, which in fact, caused rat running down smaller roads causing more noise pollution, more danger to pedestrian walking down these smaller 
roads and more air pollution where traffic build occurred due to the LTN's.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

354 You are obsessed about removing cars regardless of what residents want.
Remove the incinerator in Beddington and I might take your points on the environment seriously.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) is a state-of-the-art facility that safely treats residual waste, 
generating electricity for the Grid and heating/hot water for local homes. This along with ambitions such 
as supporting the uptake of electric vehicles all form part of our response, through the Environment 
Strategy and Climate Emergency Response Plan, to reduce carbon emissions in the borough.  If the 
Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only viable options for non-recyclable waste would be 
to export it or bury it in landfill. 

355 I strongly oppose all of your plans as you do not appear to live in the real world where people need their own vehicles for various reasons. no response

356 These are unfairly pro council policy questions and will not give a true representation of people’s opinions In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

357

358 I do not want my choice to use a car to be infringed on in anyway. no response 

359 Have to use car to get from Cheam village to Banstead village which takes 11 mins most direct route..... otherwise involves bus into Sutton, change 
to S1 bus to Banstead, with waiting times, 45 minutes.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

360 STS1-5. The questions are weighted to achieve answers that will allow the council to implement unworkable schemes such as LTN's. These merely 
divert traffic from some roads and force it to concentrate in other areas. They do not reduce the amount of traffic overall. Cyclists/pedestrians will 
nearly always take the shortest route available regardless of whether traffic levels  are lower on an alternative route.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.  
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361 I think your 'visions' are highly outdated. Your questions are weighted against car drivers who let's face it now provide you with an extortionate 
amount of money due to your ridiculous parking permit schemes which charge people for parking a car which in itself gives out no emissions when 
its parked. Your conegate, busgate, and supposedly safer school street schemes made everything that much worse. If it's not broke, dont fix it. 
Perhaps you should concentrate on the Sden power scheme which you lied about. Incinerator which is still not providing power, just chugging out 
fumes. Please stop your incessant lying and manipulating and actually listen to residents rather that bend the results to suit your narrative. Sutton 
needs more public transport alongside residents cars. Tram, better routes. All you have done is alienate car drivers without producing any 
improved alternative. My dads 81. He cant get on a bicycle or wait in the rain for cancelled trains or delayed trains. He will use his car to make sure 
he is safe. Dont cut your nose to spite your face for a handful of eco dogooder cyclist pals who think they can change sutton. You used to be a good 
council now you are rubbish.

No response

362 The anti car attitude needs to stop! Planning permission for new developments should only be granted with adequate car parking spaces for the 
number of properties in the development

The Local Plan (2018) includes detailed parking standards which planning appliations are assessed against. 
This gives the Council a consistent basis on which to assess how many parking spaces are required for a 
scheme. The number of spaces needed will vary depending on the type of development, public transport 
accessibiltiy levels and it's general location. 

363 There is nothing in your suggestions you could disagree with - but you have to put infrastructure in place rather than simply closing roads or making 
it impossible to drive. You need proper transport and good local services so that parents (in particular) aren’t reliant of cars.

The purpose of the STS as a new Supplementary Planning Document will put support for infrastructure 
and measures at the heart of major planning applications, as well as lobbying the Mayor and Government 
for support for further infrastructure. 

364 Disabled and the elderly need transport door to door. Walking and public transport will not cover their needs. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

365 (STS2) Many residents work outside of Sutton and travel to other places to work, exercise, undertake recreational activities, travel for business, for 
holiday breaks and the public transport infrastructure will never accommodate the ongoing demands of people needing to travel directly without 
having to hop from one type of public transport to another to get somewhere efficiently or smartly compared to safely travelling in privately owned 
vehicles

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

366

367 Whilst a lot of people would support active travel for LOCAL trips, it is 2021 and through no fault of our own, and mostly due to internet, a lot of 
NECESSARY trips are NOT short. Often the only time and cost effective way is to drive. Punishing the poor by forcing them off the road will lead to 
unemployment - too expensive/ too long journey times to get to work. Work is often a distance due to everyone applying through the internet 
instead of local agencies for jobs and have to take what they can get wherever it is. Public transport is filthy and cramped - at the back of a bus one 
person has to have feet apart so the person  opposite has their feet in between!!! Buses suddenly terminate and throw everyone off where there is 
no shelter and a whole bus load trying to get on the next full bus is ridiculous. I tried to swap car for bus for work for a whole year. Double the 
journey time, and often had to get someone to collect me by car when we got thrown off. And filthy run down Sutton is NOT somewhere I want to 
be unless I am at home indoors or the supermarket - days out are NOT convenient by filthy public transport on a Saturday - and CANCELLED 
services on a Sunday. Get the young generation into a lifestyle that does not require a car from the outset but leave us to live our lives how we 
need to and stop making people angry.

With nearly 60% of car trips in Sutton less than 3km, one of the highest rates in London, this is of course a 
major focus in the STS. We of course recognise that longer distance trips remain a concern and so 
continue to lobby TfL and government for improved public transport offers to address many of the 
common concerns among residents. Bus travel is a particular issue, and we know that a number of longer 
routes are subject to delays and early termination, often for reasons occurring in a neighbouring borough.
With changes to bus routes and new contracts requiring zero emission vehicles to be deployed over time, 
and with TfL and operators working together to improve the cleanliness and hygiene of both trains and 
buses following the recent pandemic, public transport is becoming ever more hygienic as well as reducing 
its impact on the environment.

368

369 You should be investing in the Road network and repair pavements which a great number are in disrepair and near impossible to use a Wheelchair 
or pushchair on . Transport is important but must be inclusive for everyone not just one lobby group. Road network needs to be upgraded to keep 
traffic moving, reduce pollution and reduce stress caused by ill thought out traffic schemes such as LTN’s ,Busgates and some school streets.

The Council’s annual highway investment programme uses capital funding to finance the planned 
highways maintenance programme for local (non-principal) roads. In the current year there is £725,000 
for carriageways, £513,000 for footways The funding that is secured to develop and deliver other traffic 
and highway schemes are funded from allocations provided specifically to do so..

Work is currently underway focusing on making changes to roads and pavements in the borough and 
provide more space for walking and cycling. These proposals were based on concerns from residents 
about the increasing traffic volume and speed in roads locally.  Changes are being made to improve the 
quality of life in Sutton.  
These changes will help:
Improve safety on and in the surrounding roads by reducing traffic levels and speeds; 
Make the area more pleasant and quieter to walk or cycle;
Reduce the number of non-resident vehicles cutting through the area.

370 Dont try to bring LTN in local format by sneaky consultations. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility. All will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of 
undertaking full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made. 

371

372
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373 I think most of these schemes, are great in utopia, in the real world they  just don't work! They cut productivity, Most average parents do need to 
work & they need to drop children off to school. Then they need to  get to work they are always in a rush, lots of people live too far away from the 
school to have time to walk the children to school & then get to work on time. Also I see problems when you have more queuing traffic on main 
routes. It causes much more pollution on those routes. It is totally unfair on people who live on those roads! Why should they suffer more pollution 
when those who live on shut off side streets have less pollution? Is that fair? Especially when most areas with shut off streets are houses probably 
more affluent people than than those who may live in flats or over shops on main routes. There was the case in Lewisham if I'm correct about the 
girl who died with asthma, who lived on the main road. Maybe doing the opposite & opening up more side roads would be better to keep traffic 
moving would help better.

The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase 
in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive 
this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is 
why it is important to promote more sustainable and healthier travel options now.

374

375 We need to stop parents driving the kids to school when they have a free bus pass to travel. I walked three miles to school every day when I started 
middle school and it was not a problem for me in rain, snow and wind. The LTN’s banned people from driving down school streets and all the 
parents turned up at the back entrance of Carshalton boys school with engines left running, parking on the road and pavements, blocking residents 
drives, litter everywhere having to clean our drives at least once a week. Their is also danger to children crossing the roads between cars that can’t 
see vehicles coming. On my road there are only eight houses and up to sixteen cars outside to pick up their kids. This is causing unnecessary 
pollution and danger to the kids lives. 

Taking cars off the road is not the answer I work a twelve hour shift at Heathrow airport both days and nights, this is an area that would take about 
three hours each way using the underground and the X26 bus route would not get me there in time for six in the morning. If my car was taken off 
the road through all the taxing on cars I would either be out of a job or I would have three hours sleep a night.

Noted. On commuting, we recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport 
network is not always accessible especially out of normal hours. However, facilitating greater use of these 
modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as 
providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

376

377

378

379 Sts5. I strongly oppose this if it means that roads are blocked off , I have disabilities and find it very uncomfortable sitting in a car for to long , the 
congestion that road blockages cause would mean sitting in traffic for longer and causing more problems and pollution

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

380

381

382 Whilst improving transport links and reducing impact on health are important it should not be to the detriment of car users. 
I must use my car for work and therefore the constant restrictions both lengthen and hamper my journeys between clients. Blocking off roads just 
meant longer diversions, more dangerous drivers and heavier traffic on some roads, increasing congestion and pollution in that area.
Sutton should be an environment for all not just for the few whose life can be adapted as in home working  during the pandemic.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.

383 I would support all the above if it wasn’t for LBS ridiculous ideas, road closers and incessant parking reduction does not work only cause more 
problems. Come up with a decent workable solution that doesn’t just help the minority and impede the majority and I might support it.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.

384 If this scheme is anything like the LTN’s, it will just persecute car users. Whilst there are many parents that live within walking distance to the 
schools, many of them have to go on to work after dropping the kids off. 
I myself have four children, three of which need to be taken to different schools/ colleges. We live in Wallington and need to get to Carshalton and 
Sutton. The bus fare for myself would be in excess of £30 per week- £15 more than I pay for petrol. Plus I would have to try and get on the bus with 
a buggy which is near impossible at school times. Also, I learned to drive and bought a car so that in cold/wet weather, my children would be warm 
and dry on the way to school and not have to sit in wet clothes all day.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

385

386

387

388 Making roads more difficult for car users causes more traffic issues and greater levels of  poor air quality - moving vehicles cause less fumes - 
restricting roads for cars just moves the problem to a different route causing more traffic hold ups and consequently  higher toxic levels on the 
displaced routes

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.
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389 I have a first class degree in Geography from The University of Manchester and all around the world, cycling and pedestrianised areas are becoming 
the major form of economic, social and health success.
There are very few off-road cycle lanes in Sutton that make it safe for cycling. Build it and they will come - clear and well connected routes. Why 
does Sutton highstreet have a road through the middle? It should be completely pedestrianised, with grass, trees, a cycle track, wild flowers etc.  
Making Sutton hughstreet more park-like will bring people to it! Having amazing places like the Sound Lounge, spilling out onto a green park-like 
highstreet, with people cycling. It will boost the economy, social well-being and protect the planet. The rooftops of Sutton should be made into 
gardens reducing building heat loss, creating networks for bees and insects as well as providing mindful spaces which can grow organic food.

It should be as inconvenient as possible to drive through busy areas of Sutton in a car. Buses, cycling and walking must be prioritised - in every 
economic booming area in the world this is happening - look at Silicon Valley, Manhattan, Central London even have ripped up their roads and are 
making it bus dominated, with huge pedestrian and cycling areas.

Noted. A masterplan for the regeneration of Sutton Town Centre, including changes to the gyratory to 
improve pedestrian/cycling access from neighbouring estates, has been developed and will be 
implemented as part of the planning process for new developments on the High Street. 

390 I personally feel terrified of letting my children walk to school and cross roads by them themselves as our local roads are too busy, and above all 
traffic speeds too high.

Noted.

391 Let's get real shall we. This is NOT a strategy document - which must include plans- it is a fanciful wish list using out of date data.  Census data from 
2011, give us a break. Most of the data supplied is questionable at best and fictional in all probability.
Why are you not inviting residents to answer specific paragraphs and just asking them to respond to your groupings such as STS1? To confuse 
perhaps?
STS1 - TFL are (understandably) bankrupt. How are they going to contribute to this objective, especially with proposed LTN's causing severe 
disruption to main roads. But wait a minute, ALL Roads in Sutton are residential Roads aren't they?
You say that 'the government must make good on its various and numerous infrastructure promises! A pipe dream/fiction I think.
STS2 - para 1.3 states 'facilitate better planning and development which conserves land and decreases the distances people need to travel to work, 
shop or socialise. A magic solution needing a rabbit to be pulled from a hat! Fiction.
STS3 - I have mentioned elsewhere but important. LTN's and harmful effects are mutually exclusive. They just push extra traffic/carbon onto main 
(residential) Streets causing bus delays in the process. Unworkable.
Para 1.9 pledges to address Cars? What actually are the traffic reduction strategies?
How many Sutton residents - remember them - requested Sutton (population of 200k) to declare a climate emergency in a world population of 
about 8 BILLION?
STS4 - did not see any solution in you strategy document so how can one comment. No plans just a wish list of results.
STS5 - get ALL waste bins removed from pavements, especially Vernon and William Roads.

As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that 
contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all 
of which include SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP 
programme. The decision to do this is because under the existing STS a separate action plan resulted in 
two lists of targets with different outcomes, leading to confusion.

392 STS5/3- Interesting work around this in the Netherlands around traffic  calming, trees so you can see them woosh by so more aware of your speed, 
chicanes, tight corners, brick roads in residential areas make more noise, to slow vehicles down.

There used to be something called homezones and safe streets.   

STS3 I really liked it when you closed all the streets especially round schools with bollards or even better, planters. What you needed to do was a 
clear simple statement printed, laminated to explain the reason then I think the opposition to the one outside Allsaints Benhilton would have just 
looked pathetic and hopefully the road would have remained closed.

E.g. of the top of my head.

We have closed this road as vehicles cause air polution, xx people die from air pollution related illnesses a year. We want to protect children's lungs 
so they can grow up healthy. 

I'd like some trees planted in roads to slow traffic. 

I'd like Benhill Road to be less busy- it certainly got busier the Lower Road end once you closed roads around. 

STS2.  When I cycle around the borough I can see many pavements that look wide enough for cycle or shared pedestrian routes.  It may just be a 
case of not having the funds to mark them up?  Can you give the paint to the community?

I think more dedicated cycle lanes on roads that are longer e.g. don't chuck you out after 2 metres into fast moving traffic or cars are not allowed to 
park on would be good.  The area I have in mind is the Bridge along Boundary Road, Wallington/Carshalton.  Often unusable due to cars parking on 
it.

Noted

393

394 Make  it  for  the  motorist  and  people  who  walk  dont  shut  roads  and  make  everything   for  cyclists   if  you  are  going   to   have  bicycle   
lanes  make  sure  they pay   for  insurance   and  .tax   and  abide   bye  the  rules   of..  the  road       sts1

Noted. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
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395 If it aint broke leave it alone........... With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 

396 I'm a big supporter of the school streets and volunteered at Cheam Park Farm Primary. I'd like to see another at Brookfields Primary. Noted

397 STS4 - we need school streets at every school not on a main road and we need to reduce cut throughs to improve safety and reduce car usage. 
More segregated cycle lanes.

Noted

398

399 STS1 what provisions will be in place to ensure those who have to drive are not penalised in anyway.

STS2 where are the figures that prove that the private vehicles on the road already are not a necessity? How can you reduce private vehicle use 
without being aware of how many actually have no other option then to drive. You should look into this as maybe you will then realise why 
residents are getting so cross with you, as you don't seem to understand or listen too, any alternative perspective to you own.

STS4 opposed on the basis that you do not include car drivers in the safety option. As surely it should be safe for all residents regardless of their 
mode of transportation. 

You need to establish a way to allow for all modes of transportation without impacting on any other mode. So NOT closing roads and forcing all 
drivers on to one main road, blocking their routes etc. 
Put cycle lanes in safe, sensible places not removing an entire car lane. For example based on the actual level of cyclists, if you put a cycle lane 
down the centre of the highstreet it wouldn't impact pedestrians as the high street is a large space that could account for it. 

Put a lollipop person at the roundabout on lower road as this roundabout is dangerous to pedestrians as BOTH vehicles and cyclists go too fast and 
do not signal. I would think that there are many places that would benefit from a lollipop person. Why you got rid of so many I will never 
understand. You want people or children to walk to school allow the safety net of a lollipop person and i believe more would.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car (or van).

400 This sounds like you are trying to bring in another LTN, and calling it something else. 

If the transport links were better, there would be a lower need for car use. Bringing in unnecessary things such as closing lanes to impose a new 
bike lane or closing roads off did not work. I would like to hear about what plans you have regarding this survey rather than just hearing “do we 
support climate change” questions - sounds rather misleading.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.

401

402 I stongly support the idea of joined up planning of modes of transport. I also believe there would be significant benefits of buses from Sutton 
goinbg to Croyon East Train station.

Noted

403

404

405 STS4: I used to cycle around the borough quite a lot, but a few years ago I was intimidated by a lorry driver in a part of Beddington Lane where 
there is no cycle lane, he was sounding his horn continually for me to get out of his way, which was impossible. I fell off my bike and I haven't used 
it since then. I won't cycle again until I feel safe on Sutton's streets. Hence I use my car too much, which I would like to do much less!

Noted

406

407

408 STS5 dropped curbs are a problem.  In some places they are absent completly which is a problem for wheelchair users, prams, even suitcase 
pulling!
Many of them are not smooth to go across which is a problem in a disability scooter, If it is a few cms high it is too big for my scooter to go up and I 
am stuck in the road, which is dangerous if a car comes.  At the very least going up and down them is damaging my scooter which cost over £1,000 
and on a limited budget I cant afford to replace it.

Dropped kerbs and access for people with disabilities remains a concern for the Sutton Highways service, 
as well as a concern from the point of view of making streets more accessible. Please continue to report 
particular issues to us wherever possible.

409 STS4 Please put back road crossing outside Sainsbury in Sutton before more people are injured.  Before road realignment you could safely cross 
from Sainsbury to bus stop easily. Now it is either crossing two roads and a long walk for elderly with shopping or take a short cut across road with 
limited visibility and no lights.

The junction layout at this location was implemented as part of the Sainsbury's development and was 
subject to usual independent road safety audits at different phases of the project. Some remedial measures 
were recommended during the post implementation road safety audit. The junction was monitored for a 
period after implementation of the remedial measures and considered safe.

410 Please increase the frequency of the train services to Sutton including Hackbridge and Carshalton

Please consult on extending the tram service to Hackbridge

The STS supports the introduction of higher frequency 'metro' style services on the local rail networks, and 
we will continue to lobby for this and support the work of Network Rail and TfL in developing proposals.
There are no proposals to extend the tram to Hackbridge, however improved links to the tram network via 
bus is something we can look at with TfL if there is demand. However, improved frequency between 
Hackbridge and Mitcham Junction would address this.

411

412 I would cycle more and encourage my family to cycle more if I felt safer eg more cycle paths Noted

413

414
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

415

416 I support  any proposals that enhance safety on our roads but not at the expense of closing access roads and also the introduction of numerous 
cycle lanes which are hardly used by cyclists

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

417 Sts1
We need more buses, like the one provided by london mayor.
I need a bus near park close sm53eu. Due to age.
Need to be able to get out.

We will continue to lobby and work with TfL to improve the accessibility, capacity and frequency of the 
bus network to provide a more viable alternative to private car travel for those that can use it.
The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

418 We have an aging population and families who  need cars electric or hybrids rather than cycle and bus lanes.You cannot force old people or people 
with families to travel by cycle or buses.So many times cycle lanes are created which have to be removed as they are hardly used.PLEASE use 
common sense.Having more trees and wall hanging plants , electric buses , utility vans, charge points and lower parking charges for low polluting 
vehicle will help better than cycle and bus lanes.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. Improving facilities to allow residents to be able to 
travel sustainably in later life is also a priority.

419 STS1 - educating the public in how to safely use existing roads and pavements would help a lot and be better economically and environmentally.
The existing infrastructure also needs maintenance and repair in many cases.

The Council’s annual highway investment programme uses capital funding to finance the planned 
highways maintenance programme for local (non-principal) roads. In the current year there is £725,000 
for carriageways, £513,000 for footways The funding that is secured to develop and deliver other traffic 
and highway schemes are funded from allocations provided specifically to do so.

The council remains committed to improving travel infrastructure in the borough, however new TfL and 
DfT guidelines has encouraged the council to concentrate their highway improvement programme to 
compliment the current government advice regarding social distancing.
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

420 (Part 1 of 2) OVERALL

1. Definition of strategy - 'a plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim'. This document contains plans only for future 
developments and does NOT address current issues. It merely is a wish list detailing (mostly) unachievable targets ‘backed up’ by out of date, 
sometimes fictional data. Census data from 2011 is included as is data from the TFL city planner TOOL! Most data is from around 2015/6 and is 
totally obscure and made up with guesswork. Furthermore it contains what I consider threats to car users rather than actual plans.

2. The document is complex, repetitive and includes very few plans and merely wish lists. It contains different dates of issue Jan 2021, Sep 2020 - 
very confusing.

3. Consultation. Why use aims SS1-5 rather than para. numbers as per document. To confuse  perhaps?

4. Electric cars. These are seen as a silver bullet by many but watch out for what you wish for. Cheaper mpg costs will INCREASE car usage causing 
more congestion. Simple rules of supply and demand apply.

STS1

Para 1.5 This ‘strategy’ depends almost in its entirety on funding from TFL and the government - both of whom are absolutely bankrupt and 
penniless. During COVID and post COVID, is now the best time to get the begging bowl out? It will take at least 10 years for us to get out of this 
mess. On top of this, zero carbon targets will cost £trillions - more debt for my children and grandchildren?
Stating that the government ‘must’ make good on its promises again cannot be part of a strategy plan as in the past I'm not convinced that any 
politician actually comes good, especially when money is concerned.

Para. 1.14 very wordy again stating you cannot do much without funding. A parachute policy perhaps? Just words not a plan me thinks.

Para 4.12 this data is, in my view, made up with a great deal of imagination. Guesstimate?

Para 5. Targets. Think of a number and double it.

Para 5.2 data is from 2013/4. Totally not fit for purpose.

Para 5.7 again fabricated data which is impossible to justify. Data from 2016!

Para 5.14 buggy service now discontinued.

Para 5.16 ‘longer crossing times’. This will improve congestion I think not.

Para 5.16 how are you going to change HGV routes. Mission impossible comes to mind. Words with no meaning.

Para 6 cycling. 

Para 6.16 suggests ‘changing priorities’. What does this actually mean? This plan should be part of the strategy surely?

Para 6.16 mentions rat-running but you have no data whatsoever on numbers of rat-running, as mentioned elsewhere. Pick a figure perhaps - 80% 
sounds good.

E-scooters. These are death traps. Why are they not currently allowed on roads do you think?They are a major accident waiting to happen. 
Pedestrians beware.

Para 7.11 ‘review of road space allocation’ a threat not a plan. Where is the actual strategy?

The Mayor's Transport Strategy includes targets for each borough to reduce private car journeys, and the 
targets for Sutton are set out on the Local Implementation Plan.

Local schemes brought forward will appear in the Sutton Local Implementation Plan and will be 
considered at the relevant local committees. For wider issues, we are developing a data book to identify 
wider issues in each neighbourhood in the borough such as air quality, deprivation, school access and 
public transport access, to help identify where transport interventions would assist. 

As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that 
contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all 
of which include SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP 
programme. The decision to do this is because under the existing STS a separate action plan resulted in 
two lists of targets with different outcomes, leading to confusion.
The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the 
issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong 
benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public 
transport.
With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much 
worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must plan now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been 
limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
This also allows us to bring forward plans more quickly as funding becomes available or opportunities to 
bid for new resources come to light. 
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Respondent no. Comment on Vision and Objectives Council Response

420 (Part 2 of 2) STS2

Cyclists will always use own direct A to B route, NOT prescribed routes. Prescribed routes will be used exclusively by hobby cyclists, mostly at 
weekends.

Para 1.3 fourth bullet point. Improve journey reliability. LTN’s create congestion, see earlier comment. Buses and emergency vehicles WILL get 
caught in extra congestion.

Para1.3, third bullet point.  How can you ‘facilitate better planning and development, which conserves and decreases the distances people need to 
travel to work, shop or socialise’. This is rabbit out of a hat stuff, made of dreams avoiding reality. Pure fiction.

Para 1.9 what are the ‘pledges’ to ‘address’ cars? Interested to know as it is not included within this document. What are the re-direction strategies 
please?

STS3

Para. 1.3, third bullet point. How can you possibly ‘plan’ to reduce congestion post the introductions of LTN’s. The principle of introducing LTN’s, 
thereby re-routing traffic onto main residential Streets causing congestion and extra carbon, is mutually exclusive to cleaner streets and faster 
sustainable transport (buses)!

How many of Sutton residents - approx 200k- requested a climate emergency, out of the world population of circa. 8 billion?

Para 11. No mention at all of extra enormous trucks bringing in general and re-cyclable waste to the Beddington incinerator from various boroughs 
other than Sutton.

STS4

Para 3.5 have you considered that bike theft is a disincentive to cycling in Sutton - especially to train stations and the town centre? These newly to 
be provided bike racks will become a magnet to both opportunist thieves as well as organised criminal gangs. 

STS5

Definition of Road is ' a wide way leading from one place to another, especially  one with specially prepared surface which VEHICLES can use' 
changing definitions here I think!

This is pure fantasy really isn't it. Bikes and cars use roads (usually) and pedestrians use pavements. Simple.

Para 3.7 mentions ‘a certain amount of through motor traffic’. What is a certain amount. Please enlarge the comment.

Para 3.10 how on earth are you going to determine/day differentiate between local motor traffic and non-local motor traffic? You have admitted 
that you aren't even able to determine the number of rat-runners (your terminology) using Sutton's roads, so this will be a major, impossible 
challenge!

Para 3.14 learning from the temporary measures. This incorrectly states that consultation was ‘limited’. There was absolutely no consultation 
whatsoever. Why lie?

Future Developments.

This is taken from your STS.

'Transport Assessments (or Transport Statements for smaller developments) should demonstrate that the development will not have a negative 
impact on safety, cause congestion or lead to illegal or additional parking near the site of the proposed development.
It must also show how it is likely to improve, provide and prioritise travel by walking; cycling and public transport and restrict travel by car'. 

Restrict travel by car! And you say that this is not a war on cars. I believe this proves it certainly IS a war on cars!

421 You take no notice of what the residents in borough tell you what they  want. So its a waste of time asking people to fill in these kind of forms Noted

422 It is important that any changes to the roads and built environment are fully accessible. This includes crossings with bobbles for visually impaired, 
bus stops are fully accessible and not impeded by cycle lanes, station staff, LA developers and traffic wardens etc have disability awareness training 
preferably with input from a disabled person.

Noted. Future interventions will of course all comply with current design standards including accessibility. 
Station staff are employed by the relevant rail operator, but at time of writing all front line staff receive 
disability awareness training.

423
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424

425

426

427 The current network is fit for purpose but there is very little in Sutton that incentivises people to travel to the area. The main issue is the school 
run. Immediately after the schools reopened the roads became gridlocked. Ban lifts to school - make cycling or public transport compulsory.  Local 
schools for local children. Build communities and drive responsibility.

Noted. We are continuing to work with and lobby TfL to improve the bus offer in and through the 
borough. In early 2021 consultation was undertaken on changes to a number of routes, and we aim to 
continue discussions regarding routes serving schools, particularly the selective grammars where the 
catchment area is much larger.

428 Any answers in support of addressing issues will be used to support damaging schemes for residents like school roads, road closures and bus gates. 
These look great in theory but cause chaos for residents and frankly make living here miserable.

The only car journeys I make are those too long and expensive to make by train or involve travel after dark. 

 The most important improvement to me would be making train travel more reliable, cheaper and more extensive. Anyone who uses train services 
in this area knows how awful it is, never having faith your train will show up or if it does that you’ll be able to fit on it. It’s a miserable way to live. 
But the truth is Sutton cannot influence train service at all, so this is a pointless exercise. 

You could also improve street lighting so it feels safer after dark, but you won’t do that either. The roads around here are dark and frankly quite 
scary when alone, so no I won’t stop driving until you do something to address that. Which you won’t because women’s safety won’t give you any 
income. All you want are schemes which will allow you to fine people. 

The libdem objective of reducing car use by 80 % is nuts. It’s the obsession with this that keeps bringing us back to schemes that don’t work and 
make residents hate living in Sutton. You need to be realistic and guided by what residents say will work for their area. But as the recent ltn fiasco 
has shown you don’t want to hear what residents tell you we need, you just treat us like idiots who don’t know what’s good for us.  Please don’t 
mess up our roads further and make living here any more crap than it already is.

The 80% target for trips to be made by sustainable means by 2041, set out in the Mayors Transport 
Strategy, is for London as a whole and includes Central London boroughs where there is far greater public 
transport provision as well as pedestrian facilities. Each borough has its own target and for Sutton the 
target is 63%. At present sustainable trips account for approximately 45% of all trips in the borough each 
year. 

We have made it clear that the historic and current underfunding of public transport in Sutton, by 
government and the Mayor, has meant that for several generations travel habits have understandably 
defaulted to private car use. The new STS will continue to be used to lobby TfL and goverrnment for the 
resources to improve public transport and allow residents to make more sustainable choices.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.

429 Objection to closing side roads forcing all traffic onto  main roads ,that cannot cope with volume of traffic Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.

430

431 I feel the overall balance of the plan is far too strongly weighted towards penalising the use of private cars. No matter your personal views on long-
term sustainable transport, the reality is that a very significant proportion of residents, especially in an outer southern borough like Sutton, which is 
relatively poorly served by public transport, are reliant on their private cars. Whilst there may need to be long-term shifts over the next 100 yrs, I 
feel the balance of these proposals is too heavily weighted in the direction of being penal to the use of cars right now - this should not be an either 
or scenario. Better accessibility, better public transport, safer streets, promotion of healthier options etc. should all happen in concert with support 
for those residents who need or choose to use their cars - rather than in spite of.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.

432

433 You are trying to take away road use without making adequate improvements to alternative means of transport. The most beneficial improvement 
you could make to encourage me to drive less is improve the train network, efficiency and cost. I fail to see how Sutton Council is going to be able 
to achieve that given the trains are run by a company that you have no authority over. All other changes are just fiddling about at the edges and 
will make things worse for local residents not better.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van. Improving facilities to allow residents to be able to 
travel sustainably in later life is also a priority.

434 The main aim seems to have been overlooked and could be to provide safe, economical transport to deliver people to their desired destinations 
within and without the Borough as quickly and efficiently as possible.

The purpose of the STS  is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives 
to the private car, becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing 
travel needs for all residents.

435 Where is the Go Sutton service and the links to neighbouring boroughs because most journeys are not Sutton based. The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL, which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

436 The vision is good. The practicalities are not.  If I travel back from Cheam village on a 151 or 213, I have to get off at the Civic Centre and then walk 
20 mins approx to St Barnabas road as there is no through public transport from Cheam to Carshalton.  At night it is not pleasant to walk through 
Sutton so have to walk along the main road.  I agree with using public transport but not when there isn’t any.  Also, travelling at night on public 
transport doesn’t always feel safe.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, that some journeys to not lend themselves (at this 
time) to being viable by bus or rail, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. 
However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those 
who have no option but to use a car. Alongside this, highway and streetscape improvements will be 
developed using the Healthy Streets protocol including clear lines of site and adequate lighting to reduce 
crime and fear of crime.

437 Local buses e.g. 470 definitely reduce use of cars (pollution) & need for town centre parking. We will continue to lobby and work with TfL to improve the accessibility, capacity and frequency of the 
bus network to provide a more viable alternative to private car travel for those that can use it.
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438 (Part 1 of 2) I understand the policy is to move people away from cars and get them using other forms of transport, however this is a choice for residents to 
make not for the council to dictate to residents. There are a whole host of different plans/schemes and consultations in Sutton currently that aim 
to discriminate against its residents as follows:-

Carers
Vulnerable
Elderly
Disadvantaged/Low Income Families
Single Parent Families
Women
People with medical problems not defined by normal parameters
Working Parents
Workers and Residents

You have to look at the whole demographic of people in Sutton and not a portion, by consulting online, issuing notices on a select few lamp posts 
and advertising in the local guardian of which mot people no longer have delivered. is in itself discriminating against those people who have not 
been out through shielding who are not on line through age or financial hardships and who do not have the time to navigate a website looking for 
consultations which are hidden from sight, not every person is tech savvy ! 

I understand the need to reduce emissions and can be achieved by improving the current unmanaged, unmaintained, unlit and poorly maintained 
cycle routes, I have cycled through the borough and some routes are met with low hanging branches, lack of lighting, muddy trails, poor 
signage/markings, cracked surfaces and an inability to get from A-Z on the best roads for cyclists. One of my niggles is that if you want people to 
cycle to work, then there must be a facility to shower, maybe suggest addressing business rates to companies that install these facilities and offer 
lockers for those wanting to keep clothing/uniforms at work. I cycled for 20 years to my offices who had these facilities but most women will not 
want to do this if there is no options to change or shower or dress. My current company promotes cycling with the various cycle schemes offered 
by the Government. Great schemes and should be promoted better through our council, however there has to be a benefit to the business too.

The demographic that you seem to be aiming these schemes at are typically the more privileged male population and if you are not in this category 
tough luck you don’t count!! Which is in itself a disgrace. You ask residents to change their habits to reduce emissions, fair enough but then in the 
next breath Sutton council sign a contract to take all of Kingston’s waste to the Beddington Incinerator which is not fit for purpose and will 
automatically increase heavy vehicles producing more emission and then burning 24x7 and filling our air with even more pollutants as well as still 
having to dispose of harmful bottom ash. If the council really thought the environment and sustainable transport policy through properly it should 
address what they are doing increasing pollution and not penalise the residents by trying to counteract their short comings stopping use of a car to 
go about their daily lives. There is a lack of correct information of air quality, there is a lack of data on road safety and a lack of “proper 
consultation” with residents. I am aware that cycling groups have been consulted regarding plans to adapt the roads for the 4% increase in cyclist 
you want to achieve, however I am also aware that the bike ability schemes were reduced to a 2 hour session and not available to all children, this 
again is not promoting safe cycling and making it dangerous to the next generation. We need to address cycling schemes, increase the bike ability 
schemes for all children this in turn will foster a better response from parents wanting to cycle with their children to school. We need to look at 
returning cyclist schemes or beginners for adults, the ones offered online by the council is counterproductive no one can learn practical skills 
online. There is a cycling group in Nonsuch but this is poorly advertised and not very well attended due to the lack of focus in enabling people to 
want to learn from experts, all the council have done is pitted resident against residents but both have a common grievance with these schemes 
and the way they are presented by the council. The council needs to look internally and consider what they actually are trying to do, I suspect some 
people are biased , a little like the consultations and their target market. In short the council must listen must consult and must start working with 
all residents in Sutton.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and School Streets create more emissions with traffic sat on arterial roads also affecting the speed in which blue light 
services can attend incidents and the speed in which our bus and transport services can get from point A to B, these are not effective as per the 
previous attempts last year showed. This displaced traffic onto other ill equipped roads also meaning other routes are clogged and traffic at a 
standstill increasing pollution on those roads, as we know air travels so reducing emission from LTNs will increase emissions to other roads and 
then the air travels back over. LTNS also reduce the traffic flow meaning those roads could be subject to Anti Social Behaviour and for those 
households on those routes feeling unsafe in their own roads as well as increasing journey times meaning even more emissions.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

The Council value feedback from all Stakeholders including residents and we would encourage everyone 
to have they say by contributing to the consultation process.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to close. This has 
allowed us to take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering non-recyclable waste and 
generating energy instead of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF 
instead of the Beddington Landfill Site represents a reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of 
CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).  

The Beddington ERF provides a safe, cost-effective and environmentally-sustainable solution to treating 
this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only viable alternatives for 
this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - both of which would have a significantly higher 
environmental impact. 

The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For example, a 
road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will have conflicts when it 
passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of pedestrian movements, or near a 
school. In managing competing demands such as pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is 
important to recognise the primary purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are 
appropriate.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing 
facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved 
safety and accessibility.
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438 (Part 2 of 2) You mention a hierarchy of road users, there should be no hierarchy, all road users are key no matter what mode of transport they chose this is a 
personal choice and cannot be dictated otherwise you take away our rights as citizens. To consider a car user last in all of your plans and schemes 
actually creates more problems, the roads are roads and therefore designed for “vehicles” (Cycles, Two Wheeled Motor, Public Transport, 
Pedestrian, cars and vans) to proceed from one destination to another. You also note the reduction in traffic through COVID, the obvious reason is 
we are in lockdown and working from home, when we return back to normal the requirement to drive may naturally increase, most people will 
now be classed as mobile workers therefore carrying their office, to cycle or walk may need to be readdressed having extra equipment in tow and 
may not be possible. You also make an assumption (incorrectly)  that local travel/shorter journeys will increase with the longer effects of Covid for 
people working locally or at home, if we are working from home we are not travelling by the nature of your statement so have automatically 
reduced car usage by your own projections.

I noted you mentioned a reduction is cars from 1999 in section 1.9  so I am unsure why you are trying to reduce this further if there has been a 
natural decline, you seem to assume it will suddenly increase with a population increase however by your own statement again you have 
contradicted this. The population has increased however since 1999 car travel has reduced.  In effect looking at the trends you have produced if 
you do nothing the dependency on motor vehicles will continue to decline even though the populations is increasing with people being less reliant 
on cars, however cars are essential and will remain essential for people to go about their lives.

I do agree with speed restrictions to 20MPH but these also need to be enforced whether with cameras/fines with chicanes or additional toucan and 
pedestrian crossings these are natural speed limiters and offer the ability for cyclists and pedestrians safe places to cross the roads. This will also 
naturally move traffic to other roads where they can cope with higher levels of cars.

There are a flaws in your proposed plans with several contradictions. The target market you are looking at will automatically discriminate against 
others, the plans need to include all road users not be bias toward cyclist and pedestrians. I suggest you revisit your plans with regards to roads, the 
roads are not the problem the residents are not the problem the whole way the council is looking at their schemes and implementation is the 
problem. I am happy to discuss further on a possible un biased solution to the transport network and sustainability and how we can actually all 
have an impact on the environment.

439 I strongly support a persons right to use an mode of transport they want and not have LTNs forced on us without proper consultation.   LTNs just 
push the traffic onto other road and disproportionately affect disabled and poorer people.  Not everyone is able to walk, cycle or catch public 
transport nor does everyone want to.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

440 I think the key element to improve commute for Sutton residents is changing/improving/adapting the roads for cycling. 

I use London Road towards Mitcham and this is the most dangerous and poorly maintained road I ever cycled. 
The residents living in Wallington are highly discouraged from taking cycling as a primary way of commute.   

I would suggest you reconsider changing speed limit for 20miles, banning the big lorries and adapting the road for better cycling in line with 
Merton.

This corridor has been identified as a route for potential improvements, and we will be investigating this 
further as part of the next three year deliver programme.

It was agreed to develop a full appraisal of options to address inherent traffic problems in your area, and 
work is currently underway focusing on making changes to roads and pavements in the borough and 
provide more space for walking and cycling. Changes to speed limits will be one such consideration.

441 ST2. Is the council considering those parents, who live in areas where buses are not running through, have an alternative way of dropping kids to 
school without using their cars?

We are continuing to work with and lobby TfL to improve the bus offer in and through the borough. In 
early 2021 consultation was undertaken on changes to a number of routes, and we aim to continue 
discussions regarding routes serving schools, particularly the selective grammars where the catchment 
area is much larger.

442 Very supportive of measures to reduce reliance on cars for short trips  - would like to cycle and use buses more.  I have used my car more in the 
past year during COVID but want to return to buses in future and to start cycling on the road

Noted with thanks

443 STS1 Supporting the local economy to a lot of people is not hampering car usage. So often these consultations are just words. The 2015 STS made 
no progress and I'm not hopeful of this one being any better.  School street and traffic reduction schemes rippedout at the first hint of local 
elections.

The LTN programme in Sutton was concluded following a High Court judgement against Transport for 
London (TfL) in January 2021 regarding a scheme in Bishopsgate, City of London, within its “Streetspace'' 
programme.The Court quashed the experimental traffic management orderThe  and also, significantly, the 
two 'Streetspace' policy documents issued by TfL. 
Following this judgement the Council took urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets 
programme (which had been developed and implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the 
uncertainty this left us with, the Environment and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th 
February, to conclude the programme. However, in doing so, they agreed to take account of, and reflect, 
ongoing concerns from residents about various environmental issues across the borough, by progressing a 
new School Streets programme and traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park . 
TfL has subsequently appealed successfully against the High Court judgment and we await further 
information on what this might mean for future guidance and funding for schemes of this type.

444

445

446
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447 There should be special buses for school children only that make several stops to pick up groups of children going to one school (like in the U.S.). 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Student_(United_States)
Not the system now where many individuals are using their cars to transport students.

We are continuing to work with and lobby TfL to improve the bus offer in and through the borough. In 
early 2021 consultation was undertaken on changes to a number of routes, and we aim to continue 
discussions regarding routes serving schools, particularly the selective grammars where the catchment 
area is much larger.

448 STS2.   Cyclist need to far more separated from walking paths and  in forced  as the number of times I have been nearly knocked down by cyclist 
going very fast on shared paths ie Beddington Park, Oaks Park on paths they should not have been on

Noted. The dense nature of many neighbourhoods and high levels of on-street parking means that 
segregated cycling facilities are often extremely difficult to implement. We will consider other measures 
such as speed restrictions, signed Quietways and traffic reduction measures to provide alternatives to the 
busier roads.

449

450

451

452

453 Sutton should have done this years ago, including joining the tram network when it was first put forward, rather  than waiting 25 years to see how 
it worked.

The Council will continue to lobby and work with TfL to improve the accessibility, capacity and frequency 
of the public transport network to provide a more viable alternative to private car travel for those that can 
use it. This includes the Sutton Link tram extension.

454

455

456 It feels as though car drivers are seen as a social pariah by this local government. 
They are a necessity for most. Shopping trips could not be done without using a car (how on earth would you expect anyone to carry a weekly shop 
back on a bus or cycle?) 
I cycle regularly, and the cycle scheme in Sutton (before being removed) was terrible. It is so much easier and safer to share the roads together.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk 
or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use 
of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as 
well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or 
van. 

457 You are trying to force motorists off the roads with your parking schemes and now increased parking fees. You are destroying whats left of the 
town centre.  You are building more and more flats not all of these residents will he walkers or cyclists

The Local Plan concentrates new housing development in those areas with the most accessible public 
transport, thereby giving residents the widest choice of sustainable transport options.

458 -The pandemic cut the Go Sutton initiative. It had a poor advertising and engagement campaign in my opinion.
-Lollypop officers have not been replaced, again a very poor job advert was produced and it did not receive the support from the schools as they 
were too busy let alone the council as they pushed it over for Kingston to handle. A very ineffective campaign.
-Bring back cycle proficiency training for children. Run a proper programme in collaboration with schools this will also head on tackle getting kids fit 
again after the lockdowns.

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.
Sutton, along with all other London boroughs, continues to offer Bikeability cycle training for Years 10 and 
11. This scheme replaced the old Cycling Proficiency certificate some years ago. 

459 I feel that being able to drive to a shopping centre is important as I spend more but my overall spending is the same eg I have a budget for example 
for Xmas shopping and if I go by car I can browse and buy and when too much to carry then off load to boot of car and carry on shopping again. 
Overall I have a set limit for the shopping and doing it this way  after looking at what is available online I can look at make choices after seeing the 
actual product and smelling the fragrance if scented. When I don’t use car to go to shopping centre my Xmas shopping is done mainly at 
supermarket. I rarely go into Sutton town centre these days and shop elsewhere when I’m passing on my way home eg Worcester park or Colliers 
Wood where I can access the shops much easier and not have a big charge for parking. Parking costs for a brief stay last time I went into Sutton was 
£3.50 and that probably would have been in the run up to Xmas in either 2017 2018 or 2019 and since then only used Sutton once to collect 
something from Argos I couldn’t get at another branch. When I retire from work and have over 60s Oyster card or oap  bus pass I will have more 
time and can travel around more easily but it won’t make me spend more probably less as I tend to do big shopping in one main go and to do this I 
need to drive. Also I can be under time constraints so somewhere easy to get to and park easily is important and to me Sutton no longer is this for 
me

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

460

461
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462 STS2 - this can only happen with involvement of other boroughs and counties as it is almost impossible to travel south on public transport and 
when you can it can be expensive and time consuming.

STS4 - Cyclists need to have more respect for other road users, when they use the pavement they have no audible devise to let you know they are 
there.

STS5 - you need to sort out all the potholes in the roads, particularly those near road crossings as these are a hazard.

The Council’s annual highway investment programme uses capital funding to finance the planned 
highways maintenance programme for local (non-principal) roads. In the current year there is £725,000 
for carriageways, £513,000 for footways The funding that is secured to develop and deliver other traffic 
and highway schemes are funded from allocations provided specifically to do so.Our road network is 
regularly inspected, and key routes are inspected xx times a month/year(?).

The council remains committed to improving travel infrastructure in the borough, however new TfL and 
DfT guidelines has encouraged the council to concentrate their highway improvement programme to 
compliment the current government advice regarding social distancing. Meanwhile, you can now report 
most things quickly online direct to Sutton Council, including potholes, by using the 'Report It' section on 
Sutton Council's website. Please visit www.sutton.gov.uk/info/200447/report_it for more information. 

463 Better parking facilities get rid cpz scheme in areas not needed (matter of opinion)road tax is played to use the roads not stop using them!!! Thank you for your comments.  
Areas where permit parking schemes have been introduced have been through a rigorous consultation 
process which demonstrated support for a scheme.
Please note that if someone wants to pursue the removal of a CPZ, the process include submitting a 
petition as per guidance on the Council's website. In addition it is important to recognise that although 
road tax is an environmental charge which permits a vehicle to be used on the road, it is down to each 
highway authority to determine whether they want to prioritise parking for some residents. Therefore we 
are committed to engaging with all residents to find workable solutions,including the use of consultations.

464

465

466 STS1 Sick to death of these virtue signalling climate change lies.
STS2 Your stupid examples done during the lockdown show the stupidity of the Council in this respect. Thank goodness they had to be removed!
STS3 sick of the climate change con being perpetuated.
STS4 They are already safe.  Extra expenditure when Council strapped for cash is unnecessary. 

The wording of all items is designed to be virtue signalling to get the unperceptive to agree to some nice fluffy ideas that will allow the Council to 
implement, at ratepayers expense, any of the madcap expensive ideas for which it is renowned.

no response

467 "greater equality and safety, especially for children, families ":  This statement implies that adults who do not have children are a lower priority 
than those who do. Equality and safety is important for everybody, not just children and parents.

Noted

468 STS2 and STS3 - enabling choice is important. I don't want me or my son to be breathing in exhaust fumes when walking into town. We need to act 
now for the benefit of our future generations.

Noted

469 Please bring back the Butter Hill LTN, it's now unsafe to cycle down Mill Lane again as car users speed around and particularly zoom over the bridge 
without looking. STS4

Following the High Court judgement earlier this year on the schemes in Bishopsgate, the Council took 
urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets programme (which had been developed and 
implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the uncertainty this left us with, the Environment 
and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th February, to conclude the programme. However, 
in doing so, they agreed to take account of, and reflect, ongoing concerns from residents about various 
environmental issues across the borough, by progressing a new School Streets programme as well as 
traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park . 

These will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  In the case of School 
Streets we have concluded a round of consultation with residents, businesses and the schools at present, 
with consultation on traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park due to 
commence at the end of June.
 

470 STS4 As a cyclist in the borough, there is definitely not enough provision for cyclists. One just has to look at the woefully inadequate provisions on 
the A247 (London Road) outside of Mitcham Junction station towards Hackbridge station. This road is packed full of cars, no cycle lane and it is very 
difficult to manoeuvre on a narrow road.

Noted

471

472 When planning transport you cannot just look at it as only borough wide you must also look at it long term and what also must be done before 
change changes happen but are essential for the change   it is quite easy to see what must be done

We agree. Changing the long-established practices of using the private car for the majority of journeys, 
however short, will however take time and there is a need to both provide and promote sustainable 
choices.
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473 Yes improve the public transport network but not to the detriment of personal choice of  of travel The draft STS is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the 
private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and 
addressing travel needs for all residents. Facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

474 STS1: Would like to see action plan to achieve this especially in regards to supporting the local economy - in what way? 
STS2: Reducing dependence on car - I am not convinced people are dependent, more that it has become a habitat / lifestyle choice for many in 
Sutton to travel by car. I supported the closure of local roads - I know this was contentious, but since the reopening of roads, cars have started 
speeding along these same roads and once again pedestrians are pushed onto the narrow pavements.  Would like to see more incentives as well as 
roads closed to cars. 
3 - I suppose this will come inevitably as transport eg buses all move to electric.
4 - yes, but how?  We need roads to covert to traffic free or to have distinct ways for pedestrians, cyclists etc which also are not in conflict.  As a 
cyclist, I feel quite victimised by car owners, in and out of their cars ;-). I lease a car myself and don't feel such anger (admittedly I rarely drive it and 
walk and cycle 99% of time) so am not sure why people are so dismissive of alternative forms of transport and are particularly aggressive towards 
cyclists.
5 - agree - if make public realm more pleasant, remove raised kerbs at obvious crossing points and better provision for people with challenges, 
more likely to walk/cycle in public realm.

Noted

475

476 I love the idea of making Sutton a more sustainable area with better transport links. We moved here in December 2019, and the amount of cars 
aroudun here is pretty surprising. It also seems like a lot of the buses have to go down a lot of tricky routes to get around! I remember there was an 
idea of a tram being introduced, which we thought was a great idea, down Angel Hill (near where we live).

One of the reasons for so many cars seems to be the number of people that drive their children to school, maybe there is a way that could be 
addressed? Perhaps with education at school on not driving, or better public transport for kids, and fewer out of borough children?

Otherwise, we'd love to see more development in the area and an improvement of our roads. We live in North Sutton, and there are so many cars 
parked on the roads around here, coupled with large amount of traffic. It is tricky to get around!

Also, it would be great to see better cycle lanes introduced. Particularly on Angel Hill/Rose Hill? That road leads right into Sutton, and to London 
the other way, but it is quite difficult/dangerous to cycle on. Cycle lanes here, and elsewhere, would be much appreciated!

Overall, I hope a solution can be found to the traffic problem. There are so many cars! More trains would be good too.

Cheers,

Jonathan

Noted

477

478

479

480

481

482 The strategy waffles so much!
What are you actually going to do, build, improve?
Cycle parking in the High Street is bad, they've all been ripped up. I don't feel safe leaving my bike in Sutton for fear it will be stolen. A camera over 
each cycle parking area would be nice, but make the stands decent not just metal hoops.

Noted. As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that 
contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all 
of which include SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP 
programme. The decision to do this is because under the existing STS a separate action plan resulted in 
two lists of targets with different outcomes, leading to confusion.
As part of the regeneration master plan for Sutton Town Centre we will be seeking to improve secure cycle 
parking in the High Street

483 All the above are very important and at Sutton Community Transport we are trying to be part of this by combatting social isolation and exclusion, 
and also to provide accessibility for those unable to use conventional public transport.

Noted with thanks

484 Don't forget people with a hidden disability such as autism, learning disabilities or medical issues. 

The questionnaire is NOT easy read. 

7 day a week bus service is more important. 

They need more accessible information to get around ((e.g dot matrix and videos)).

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. This includes 
those with disabilities, older people and people living with dementia, and as such issues such as public 
transport accessibility and signage form part of the strategy aims and objectives.
We will continue to engage with TfL and lobby for improvements to bus services in the borough. The 
recent consultation on bus services, particularly those serving the new Cancer Hub, include proposals for 7 
day services. We know that this is important to residents.
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485 Sts2- strongly oppose as people still need their cars, not all people are able to walk or cycle and alot of peoe fear public transport not just in this 
covid state but due to attacks etc. I personally have been attacked on a tfl bus and no body not even the driver helped when i was just 15 years old 
so at all costs will avoid any public transport and perfer to be in my own car with my doors locked. Society isnt safe as im sure you have seen alot of 
the recent news witb people walkimg home and walkimg down the street and have been murdered and a pregnant lady walking being attacked. Its 
not just about emissions its also how safe we feel on the streets which i do not!

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.
Safety does remain a concern, and part of the aim of the STS is to ensure that our roads are adequately lit, 
with good lines of sight, in line with the Healthy Streets initiative

486 No comment

487 I am all for safer cleaner air on our roads, but the way you think this will happen is going to have an opposite effect.  If people think that driving in 
to Sutton to do some shopping is going to be a hell, they will go elsewhere.  I did just this during the pandemic and when the roads were extremely 
congestion because of unused cycle lanes and blocked roads.  All displaced traffic sent to main arteries was a ridiculous idea and so it proved.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and 
servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

488

489 STS2:  In normal times (outside the pandemic) I enjoy walking as much as possible.  The bus and train services available in Worcester Park North 
(my home) are excellent, so it is easy to keep car journeys to an essential minimum.  I believe strongly that the message of positive health benefits 
from avoiding car use, in terms of minimising air and noise pollution, making our roads and pavements safer and well-being promoted by exercise 
should be publicised widely and with enthusiasm.  I know that in my neighbourhood many people who are fully capable of and would benefit from 
walking, drive their cars unnecessarily, just around the corner, down to the train station or shops, polluting our area and creating parking problems 
which need not exist.

Noted

490

491

492 I feel reliable bus routes need to be maintained and timetables kept to because that is one reason I do not choose public transport as first choice. I 
do use car for shorter journeys because I am carrying shopping back or weather is bad. I have cycled in the past but as I always needed to have a 
shower when I got to work I stopped and went back to car! I am now retired and have opportunity to go out when and where I want, (or will have!) 
and most public transport do not have links or timings to enable me to visit friends or relations like the car does, or pick up other people to go out 
with them. I have been walking into Sutton now I have more time but only in fair weather!

Noted. Bus timetable reliability is affected by a number of issues, mainly traffic congestion and delays with 
boarding/alighting. A number of the bus routes serving the borough are quite long and it is not uncommon 
for a delay in another borough to cause a knock-on effect in Sutton. As part of this we are working with TfL 
through the Sutton Bus Review to identify key issues and improve the resilience of the bus network, as 
well as frequency. A number of changes proposed in a consultation in January 2021 will aim to achieve a 
number of these things, for example increasing half hourly frequency to 20 minutes on one route and 
providing Sunday services to the Royal Marsden Hospital.

493

494

495

496 I would like the motorway (ring road) that makes visiting the high street by foot a unpleasant nightmare. It’s unfriendly when walking or pushing 
our daughters wheelchair. Make it safer for cyclists by slowing down the speeding cars.

Noted. A masterplan for the regeneration of Sutton Town Centre, including changes to the gyratory to 
improve pedestrian/cycling access from neighbouring estates, has been developed and will be 
implemented as part of the planning process for new developments on the High Street.

497

498

499

500 STS2 /STS4 
It is the hills that discourage 'pleasure' cycling and 'shopping' cycling in Sutton. The north part of the borough has the many slopes that lead to 
Rosehill. The south part has the slopes of the North Downs.

How would a 'Parent and child' cycle to school? On the road during the morning rush-hour? Too dangerous. On the pavement? Not good for 
pedestrians and against the law.. 

Sutton's education policy of allowing large numbers of out-of-borough pupils in Sutton's schools means that families are not local and the car has to 
be used. Bandon Hill Woodfield (a primary school) is an example.

The issues with hills and other deterrents to cycling are something we continue to consider how best to 
accommodate. Proposals for e-bike hire remain under consideration, but there are large parts of the 
borough which will be accessible for many people via cycle. We are continuing to work with and lobby TfL 
to improve the bus offer in and through the borough. In early 2021 consultation was undertaken on 
changes to a number of routes, and we aim to continue discussions regarding routes serving schools, 
particularly the selective grammars where the catchment area is much larger.

501

502

503 It is important to take into account future use of new forms of mobility such as e-scooters, cargo bike and even drones / UAM We agree. e-bikes remain an issue and we agree that the strategy ought to say more. There are no hire 
schemes in the borough at present but this is something the Council will actively encourage in future.
For e-scooters, we are monitoring the trials beginning elsewhere in London before considering whether to 
take part as a borough. Again, we agree that the strategy should say more and this will be reflected in the 
final version later this year.

504
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505 St3) the govt condition that all manufacturing of petrol & diesel cars will contribute to this goal being achievable.  This will achieve st3
St1) currently we have a very good bus service but parts of the borough could benefit with extension of a hopper type service .  The plan to make 
all buses electric addresses st1.  
Sts4) the roads are safe and don’t need anymore interference as actions taken to date have if anything made them more unsafe.  Ensuring road and 
pavement repair is carried out in a timely way is what makes it safe.  We have lots of pedestrian crossings . The humps have not helped and 
reducing speed limits are just contributing to an aggressive style of driving as people try to find alternative routes , hoot other drivers and speed up 
once they are past cameras.  Claygate/Esther are are a pleasure to live in, work in as they have not implement any of the traffic changes we have 
seen from the disastrous Kingston, Merton, Croydon and now Sutton teams .

The proposals that all new cars registered from 2030 will be zero emission will contribute to ST3, but we 
anticipate that considerable numbers of petrol and diesel vehicles will remain in use for many years to 
come. The other impacts of car travel, including safety, congestion and parking constraints will remain 
without further changes. Promoting alternative means of travel will further help to reduce these impacts.
We are continuing to lobby TfL and the Mayor for improved bus services throughout the borough. As 
routes and contracts are changed TfL have undertaken thatexisting diesel buses will be replaced with zero 
emission vehicles at these times.

506

507 STS3 public transport on line hackbridge mitcham is entirely unreliable. With 2 trains to central London around the same time every half an hour 
you can't expect people travel easily. If you miss a train or one gets cancelled (which happens often) that may very well mean one hour between 
trains. With the new large developments around hackbridge and mitcham junction this really must be addressed either by increasing the number of 
trains that stop in hackbridge/ mitcham junction or ask the tfl to pick up the slack by taking over as overground service Sutton to Clapham junction 
via hackbridge and mitcham. There is also no night bus service not only directly to hackbridge/ mitcham junction but anywhere within walking 
distance which means it's impossible to reach the area at night.

We are supporting the work of Network Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South 
London Metro' proposals to increase frequency and capacity of rail services. This includes both the 
Victoria services via Hackbridge and the Thameslink loop line. There is potential identified in the Mayor's 
Strategic Business Case for Metroisation for more than doubling service frequency on the Victoria services, 
which we would be very keen to see.

508

509 Again in your surveys you are asking questions which not productive in finding out what people really want.
1. I support the local economy but going by past ideas you and the deputy councillor Abellan has on a sustainable way is to block roads causing 
local deliveries and journeys to increase and make everyone who has to travel in a vehicle a lengthy, miserable affair.
2. "Infrastructure that supports" is this closing roads again? Then NO. If you want to increase walking, cycling etc then use a carrot not the same old 
penalising car drivers stick! Involve the schools in having a walk to school day, when the students don't have to carry lots of weight in their bags, 
have a house/ form points system to encourage competition between themselves to chose to walk, cycle or use public transport. This can be 
increased to include more days over time, making small changes very gradually will be more beneficial in producing a lasting behaviour pattern, it 
will also remove cars from the school run, win, win situation. In younger pupils organise a "walking bus" where parents/volunteers walk a route to 
school collecting more on the way, this ensures a safe way to travel to school under supervision and getting exercise. Pupils from further away can 
be driven to a safe drop off point away from school thus less traffic around schools.
Encourage larger employers to have locker rooms with showers and hairdryers installed,  if your job involves not being a sweaty hot mess then a 
quick shower and change to smart office wear will encourage office workers to cycle, jog and walk in all weathers.
3. I oppose to closing roads to FORCE people try the above encouragements and traffic will be reduced I'm sure there will be more ideas if you ask 
people for them instead of your "closed questions"
4. I strongly oppose to your ideas of this by only consulting pro cycling/anti car groups, cars are the only in that group who pay to use the roads so 
they are important too, ask many groups, parenting, disabled , cycling, motorcycling, car clubs, AA, RAC ie do a proper consultation, this takes a lot 
if time to do properly. Are you going to do it properly this time?
5. This can be something to ask the above (no.4) consultation group. Not all elderly and disabled have blue badges.  
To encourage use of pavements maintain them, making sure they are fit for purpose,  take your selves for a walk down some of the side roads and 
you can see why car journeys are used so much, you can't take people out of perfectly good cars to use uneven, leaf mulch slippery pavements. Put 
benches in place in side roads to encourage the old and infirm to have a resting place and being back Sutton Bus.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and 
transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to 
provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional comments and this are all being 
considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

As part of their travel plans, schools regularly take art in Walk to School Week and other similar events. 
We recognise however that parents are concerned about safety, and so infrastructure improvements and 
other measures such as School Streets will be options that we will consider to improve confidence in 
sustainable travel.

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public 
transport to provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-
responsive bus service has proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support 
from the borough and TfL which would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons 
from the trial, and the technologies used, might be used in other ways in the future.

Going forward, consultation is of course vitally important andthe council will be setting out its proposals 
for improved consultation in due course.

510

511

512 STS2 - We need the 80 bus route extended from Reynolds Close to Hackbridge town centre, so that there is much easier access to Morden station. 
Currently you have to walk down a dark alley to get to Reynolds Close, which doesn't feel safe at night. 

There was talk of extending the tram to Hackbridge from Mitcham Junction, which would benefit many people who currently have to walk up 
London Road or get a bus to Mitcham Junction.

STS5 - Hackbridge station has a huge gap on platform 2. This is unsafe for elderly people and those with children. Even as someone in their 30s, I 
worry about getting off the train with the huge gap.

TfL consulted on changes to the 80 route in early 2021, but the proposals were to withdraw the route 
between Belmont, High Down and Downview, and Sutton Hospital. It would be converted to double 
decker buses to provide sufficient capacity for growing demand, particularly at its southern end. We will 
however discuss with TfL whether there is a future option for the change you suggest.
The proposals for the Sutton Link unfortunately do not include any extension from Mitcham Junction into 
the borough.
We are aware of the platform gap, which was highlighted during a recent consultation by GTR Southern, 
and this is something that may be addressed in future through the changes to train operations following 
the recent announcement by the Secretary of State.

513 STS2: It would be good to include support for motorcycling also in the mix. They cause less congestion and are less polluting comparatively. It is a 
shame that there wasn't much done in the borough to support motorcyclists against theft.

We have included planning guidelines for motorcycles and other powered 2-wheelers in Section 12, 
including in G12a the provision of secure parking.

514 As a council you seem hell bent on penalising anyone who needs to drive a motor vehicle due to an opinion that the internal combustion engine is 
the sole contributor to global warming! Do some proper research and don’t rely on press sound bites to make your policies. With a little luck you 
won’t be in power much longer as you’re management off the Borough has been disgraceful

No response

515
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Consultation Results Summary Road User Hierarchy

1

Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

1 Strongly agree I wish this was adhered to. It never is. It’s as if planners and highway engineers have never heard of it. Comment noted. With the need to manage our roads more effectively and to give greater 
prominence to more sustainable transport methods it is vital that a hierarchy is afforded 
greater prioritiy. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. The road user hierarchy is intended to assist with this.

2 Agree

3 Agree

4 Strongly disagree Again this question is designed to elicit the response you want rather than to accurately reflect what 
people want in the borough.  No one would disagree with wanting safer roads but that should not be at 
the cost of anti-private motorised transport campaign...

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise 
that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

5 Agree

6 Agree Where car traffic is already a significant issue, this should not be further impeded by the above Noted 

7 Disagree This has not been done without consideration. The kings road bridge was always accessible on foot and 
cycle, one car at a time with space to one side for pedestrians and cyclists. I often use it on foot and don’t 
feel any safer now but I am cut off from south sutton unless I sit in traffic which gives more emissions. 
The roads near schools closed at certain times are very confusing and I’m surprised there aren’t accidents 
with people trying to read the signs (they are all different times too!) and turn away at the last minute to 
avoid a fine. Disaster waiting to happen.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport 
measures that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

8 Strongly disagree

9 Neither agree or 
disagree

I’m disabled. I need to be able to access and park very close to places I want to visit. I also need free and 
speedy  access for carers when necessary

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

10 Strongly disagree I do not trust the current councillors or council management to represent Sutton residents in any fair or 
effective manner.

No response

11 Neither agree or 
disagree

12 Strongly disagree See previous comments. Electric cars will help reduce the emissions and make life better for all residents. 
By all means, encourage walking and cycling - but NOT to the detriment of the most -used mode of 
transport - the private car.  You cannot do the weekly shop with a cycle, or by walking.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. 
However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and 
so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging alternative sustainable modes of transport.  We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

13 Strongly disagree

14 Neither agree or 
disagree

People need to feel comfortable using roads . Teaching children to use roads as somewhere to walk ( 
school streets and LTN’s is not a good idea ) is not great as they will need to learn the green cross code . 
I walk to work and since the LTNs have been in my walk to work is worse and full of pollution as where 
cars used to use various different roads they are now all using one main road increasing traffic pollution . 
Roads need to be shared by all and one not demand over the other . For example the cycle lane on 
foresters drive only makes it dangerous for drivers who now have to move into the other lane abs also to 
pedestrians who have less places to cross the road . I believe that teaching all users is the only way 
forward . Cycle lessons , driving lessons , teaching kids road safety .

The Sustainable Transport Strategy establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of 
the borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people and other 
people who are vulnerable, by:

● Increasing the safety of our roads and streetspace.

● Improving the health of residents by making it easier to walk and cycle, including our access 
to green spaces in the borough, such as parks and the Wandle Trail.
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

15 Strongly agree
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2

Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

16 Not sure

17 Strongly disagree

18 Agree

19 Disagree We are aging population and reducing car lanes for bicycle lanes  and bus lanes is not a good idea as they 
are hardly used for cycling.Having preference for disable driver is fine.Iny view allowing electric cars in 
cycle and bus lanes will encourage for green cars

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. 
However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and 
so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes 
such as walking, cycling and public transport. 

20 Disagree Roads for wheeled transport. Pavement for pedestrians (including wheelchairs etc). Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

21 Strongly disagree As a pedestrian I am quite happy to use the pavement as it was designed, I consider it irrisponsible and 
dangerous to encourage use of roads as pedestrian areas as how are children meant to differentiate? 
Leave our streets alone you are causing many more dangers and problems with your interference...

We do not propose this. The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict 
between types of use. For example, a road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for 
through traffic and freight will have conflicts when it passes through a town or village centre, 
where there are high levels of pedestrian movements and crossings, or near a school. In 
managing competing demands such as pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is 
important to recognise the primary purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are 
appropriate.

22 Strongly disagree Cyclists are already given a higher priority, yet they cycle through red lights at pedestrian crossings and 
traffic lights, endangering themselves, pedestrians and all other road users (see my previous comments 
regarding licensing and insurance)

Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who can make 
the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest issues 
facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car.
Road Safety enforcement is a matter for the police.

23 Strongly agree Cars should have to give priority to pedestrians and cyclists at junctions. The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For 
example, a road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will 
have conflicts when it passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of 
pedestrian movements, or near a school. In managing competing demands such as 
pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is important to recognise the primary 
purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are appropriate.

24 Strongly agree

25 Neither agree or 
disagree

Should not favour one over the other!! Really in this day and age I find that offensive The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For 
example, a road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will 
have conflicts when it passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of 
pedestrian movements, or near a school. In managing competing demands such as 
pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is important to recognise the primary 
purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are appropriate.

26 Neither agree or 
disagree

?

27 Strongly disagree Public transport users should be prioritised. If you want to improve road traffic you need to improve 
public transport in the borough.

The Sustainable Transport Strategy sets out our position on public transport needs and issues 
across the borough. The Sustainable Transport Strategy will help us bring forward schemes 
more quickly and improve our chances of securing larger pots of funding. The proposals also 
give new developers, Transport for London and the government a much clearer picture of the 
borough’s priorities and how new homes and businesses would be accommodated within the 
borough.

28 Strongly disagree You have not considered people with disabilities with your road closures , the closures that you have 
implemented have actually caused more chaos it’s not right that roads are blocked just for the sake of 
certain users (cyclist ) children should not think it is safe to walk in these roads , pavements are for 
walkers yet cyclists feel they have the right to use them . The high street always have cyclist riding up and 
down .

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

29 Disagree

30 Strongly disagree Leave our roads alone you are slowly ruining the borough trying to fit us into London No response

31 Strongly disagree Everyone has the the same right to use the roads regardless of ability or disability.

The LTN’s have already proved very decisive and caused problems between the disabled, motorists and 
cyclists by putting one group against another. This is not fair and will cause even more angst.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

32 Strongly disagree

33 Strongly disagree Again this question is designed to elicit the response you want rather than to accurately reflect what 
people want in the borough.  No one would disagree with wanting safer roads but that should not be at 
the cost of anti-private motorised transport campaign...

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise 
that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

34 Disagree

35 Strongly disagree Where car traffic is already a significant issue, this should not be further impeded by the above Noted 

36 Strongly agree This has not been done without consideration. The kings road bridge was always accessible on foot and 
cycle, one car at a time with space to one side for pedestrians and cyclists. I often use it on foot and don’t 
feel any safer now but I am cut off from south sutton unless I sit in traffic which gives more emissions. 
The roads near schools closed at certain times are very confusing and I’m surprised there aren’t accidents 
with people trying to read the signs (they are all different times too!) and turn away at the last minute to 
avoid a fine. Disaster waiting to happen.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport 
measures that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

37 Neither agree or 
disagree

38 Disagree I’m disabled. I need to be able to access and park very close to places I want to visit. I also need free and 
speedy  access for carers when necessary

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

39 Neither agree or 
disagree

I do not trust the current councillors or council management to represent Sutton residents in any fair or 
effective manner.

No response

40 Strongly agree

41 Agree See previous comments. Electric cars will help reduce the emissions and make life better for all residents. 
By all means, encourage walking and cycling - but NOT to the detriment of the most -used mode of 
transport - the private car.  You cannot do the weekly shop with a cycle, or by walking.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. 
However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and 
so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging alternative sustainable modes of transport.  We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

42 Strongly disagree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

43 Strongly agree People need to feel comfortable using roads . Teaching children to use roads as somewhere to walk ( 
school streets and LTN’s is not a good idea ) is not great as they will need to learn the green cross code . 
I walk to work and since the LTNs have been in my walk to work is worse and full of pollution as where 
cars used to use various different roads they are now all using one main road increasing traffic pollution . 
Roads need to be shared by all and one not demand over the other . For example the cycle lane on 
foresters drive only makes it dangerous for drivers who now have to move into the other lane abs also to 
pedestrians who have less places to cross the road . I believe that teaching all users is the only way 
forward . Cycle lessons , driving lessons , teaching kids road safety .

The Sustainable Transport Strategy establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of 
the borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people and other 
people who are vulnerable, by:

● Increasing the safety of our roads and streetspace.

● Improving the health of residents by making it easier to walk and cycle, including our access 
to green spaces in the borough, such as parks and the Wandle Trail.
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

44 Strongly agree

45 Disagree

46 Disagree

47 Neither agree or 
disagree

48 Strongly agree We are aging population and reducing car lanes for bicycle lanes  and bus lanes is not a good idea as they 
are hardly used for cycling.Having preference for disable driver is fine.Iny view allowing electric cars in 
cycle and bus lanes will encourage for green cars

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. 
However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and 
so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes 
such as walking, cycling and public transport. 

49 Disagree Roads for wheeled transport. Pavement for pedestrians (including wheelchairs etc). Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. Because of this 
it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in order to 
manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

50 Strongly disagree As a pedestrian I am quite happy to use the pavement as it was designed, I consider it irrisponsible and 
dangerous to encourage use of roads as pedestrian areas as how are children meant to differentiate? 
Leave our streets alone you are causing many more dangers and problems with your interference...

Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. Because of this 
it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in order to 
manage conflicts and improve safety. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to 
assist.

51 Disagree Cyclists are already given a higher priority, yet they cycle through red lights at pedestrian crossings and 
traffic lights, endangering themselves, pedestrians and all other road users (see my previous comments 
regarding licensing and insurance)

Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who can make 
the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest issues 
facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car.
Road Safety enforcement is a matter for the police.

52 Strongly disagree Cars should have to give priority to pedestrians and cyclists at junctions. The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For 
example, a road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will 
have conflicts when it passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of 
pedestrian movements, or near a school. In managing competing demands such as 
pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is important to recognise the primary 
purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are appropriate.

53 Disagree

54 Strongly disagree Should not favour one over the other!! Really in this day and age I find that offensive The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For 
example, a road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will 
have conflicts when it passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of 
pedestrian movements, or near a school. In managing competing demands such as 
pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is important to recognise the primary 
purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are appropriate.

55 Strongly disagree ?
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

56 Strongly agree Public transport users should be prioritised. If you want to improve road traffic you need to improve 
public transport in the borough.

The Sustainable Transport Strategy sets out our position on public transport needs and issues 
across the borough. The Sustainable Transport Strategy will help us bring forward schemes 
more quickly and improve our chances of securing larger pots of funding. The proposals also 
give new developers, Transport for London and the government a much clearer picture of the 
borough’s priorities and how new homes and businesses would be accommodated within the 
borough.

57 Agree You have not considered people with disabilities with your road closures , the closures that you have 
implemented have actually caused more chaos it’s not right that roads are blocked just for the sake of 
certain users (cyclist ) children should not think it is safe to walk in these roads , pavements are for 
walkers yet cyclists feel they have the right to use them . The high street always have cyclist riding up and 
down .

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

58 Strongly agree

59 Strongly agree Some car users will be upset. Good; more pedestrians are killed by cars and lorries while walking on the 
pavement than are seriously injured (requiring medical attention) by cyclists (whether on pavement or 
road.)

All boroughs in London are working towards the 'Vision Zero' standard for road safety, to 
eliminate fatalities and reduce the number of injuries in London. One of the functions of the 
road user hierarchy is to manage conflict and identify what measures might be most 
appropriate to reduce risk.

60 Disagree How is this going to be achieved.  To say you agree gives the Council the opportunity to come up with a 
load of half baked schemes regardless of the views or impact of people. Your statements are too broad

No response

61 Strongly agree

62 Neither agree or 
disagree

63 Strongly disagree This should be loaded in favour of number of users and contribution to the local economy.

This means putting motor traffic first and cyclists last.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

64 Strongly agree

65 Strongly agree

66 Disagree

67 Neither agree or 
disagree

Vulnerable people should be on the pavement.
Safe walkways should be available. Cyclists should stop riding in the middle of the road, jumping traffic 
lights and riding more than one abreast on narrow streets.

Noted

68 Strongly disagree Roads are for cars. Pavements are for people. We buy our cars and we pay a premium to use them - why 
can’t you leave people be? Your public transport is useless - and right now it is totally unsafe to use 
anyway

No response

69 Disagree If we all have more patience life would be good Noted

70 Strongly disagree By doing this your just pushing the problem onto another street as has been proven with your LTN 
scheme.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, 
delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail 
interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

71 Strongly disagree By taking out the whole lane in St Nicholas Way you have created mor traffic congestion, increased air 
pollution. I personally have never seen a cyclist using this?

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, 
delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail 
interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

72 Disagree I don’t have a problem, but closing roads to cars is ridiculous. Educate children on road safety (remember 
Tufty and the Green Cross Code?) and adopt an approach that satisfies everyone, not just the cycling 
lobby and the anti car Lib Dem councillors

No response
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with Road user 
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73 Disagree You are discriminating against local car journeys The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

74 Strongly agree Priority should be high frequency tram/train to London via either Wimbledon or colliers wood The strategy will serve as a call to TfL, the Mayor of London and central government to 
support the significant investment needed in public transport provision, such as the bus 
network, higher frequency train services, support for the London Cancer Hub and the 
extension of the London tram network to Sutton.
The Council will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are supporting the work of 
Network Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South London Metro' 
proposals to increase frequency and capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the 
reinstatement of twin railway tracks to Belmont and increased frequency to serve the London 
Cancer Hub and new acute care hospital.

75 Strongly disagree Historically consultation is nonexistent. Decisions should be made on each proposal independently and 
with full consultation of those affected.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, 
and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given 
the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional 
comments, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

76 Disagree Again this seems to demonise private car users, which is simply wrong. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

77 Disagree All that happens is more congestion, pollution and risk in other areas One of the prime aims of the road user hierarchy is to manage conflict between different 
modes, traking into account the primary purpose of the road in question. This will include 
managing traffic flow and reducing inappropriate use of those areas more suited to low 
speed, as well as reducing pollution risks.

78 Agree

79 Disagree Everyone has an equal right to public transport
Anyone working in planning dept must use public transport and not own a car

No response

80 Strongly disagree

81 Neither agree or 
disagree

If the pavements and roads are well maintained and cleaned, there are enough crossing points and the 
traffic is kept flowing steadily but at a controlled place, everyone will be happy. You need to consider cars 
as well as everyone else.

The draft STS is not anti-car, but is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car.

82 Strongly disagree If LBS has anything to do with the hierarchy it will be:
Cycling
Walking
Cycling
Staying home
Cycling
Scrapping your car
Cycling

No response

83 Strongly disagree

84 Agree Pedestrian and vulnerable and disabled people should have priority over cyclists who should take of test 
have insurance and have courtesy on the road

Noted

85 Strongly disagree

86 Neither agree or 
disagree

87 Strongly agree Sutton is far too car centric, what provision for cyclists and other road users is based too much around 
Central Sutton. There's no protected cycle lane on the A24 until you get to Merton.

Throwley Road before lockdown was a two lane race track, at least one benefit of lockdown was the 
traffic did adhere to the speed limit.
Why not go back a single lane and use one for a bus lane, a far better use of the space.

As part of the proposed regeneration of Sutton Town Centre, the intention is to improve the 
gyratory to reduce segregation from neighbouring suburbs as well as managing public 
transport and car travel. Provision cfor cycling, bus travel and the future Sutton Link will all be 
included.
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

88 Strongly disagree Roads were made for motorised vehicles A wide variety of vehicles are permitted by law to use public roads, and pedestrians and 
cyclists are also entitled to use them.

89 Strongly agree Vulnerable road used mentioned should have priority as they have little choice in how they get around 
and at the moment the car is king.

Noted

90 Strongly agree It makes complete sense. We need to take back the streets and roads for all to feel safe to use them 
again other than in their car!

Noted

91 Strongly disagree What is the percentage of vulnerable and elderly people in the Borough,?You have to cater for the 
majority NOT the minority.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands.

92 Neither agree or 
disagree

93 Neither agree or 
disagree

94 Strongly agree

95 Strongly disagree priority to drivers in all cases Disagree. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular 
road or street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands

96 Strongly disagree We need roads for business, commerce and supporting the economy. Prioritising others for the road 
space is foolish and financially crippling. We need roads for leisure and well being. Closing roads, driving 
up journey times, bus gates and other measures are harmful to communities, increase pollution and drive 
down the very fabric of society for minorities. Ultimately you will cause a situation where the core can 
not function and people move away, to continue their lives in a way that they want.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands

97 Strongly agree

98 Strongly disagree What exactly is this "hierarchy" based on? What is it informed by? It is certainly not informed by 
residents or local businesses. I commute into town (when back to normal). I walk to my local shops. I 
require my car to do the big weekly shop. I require my car to get over to my mother's house. This is 
entirely a nonsense and has been driven by a small bunch of activists with a completely different agenda 
into a department with no accountability but similar ideologies. The level of protest against these plans is 
stunning. There has been no proof of positive support, but there has been hundreds and thousands of 
emails and comments against. There have been false claims made time and again (2,000 cars an hour on 
Browning, 23,000 cars a day on Central road - both WP claims) that are false. Imperial college London has 
released data showing the negative impact of busgate on the air pollution on the high st and you 
dismissed it out of hand in favour of 1 week of road traffic counters, laid in half term during a lockdown. 
With no transparency on your modelling. You have erected cameras that are generating millions of 
pounds of fines, which in turn allow you to erect more. All to fuel this unbelievable desire to link multiple 
LTNs together, to make Sutton undriveable. If you do this, then you make it impossible for businesses to 
thrive, certainly smaller ones. You keep taking advantage of more properties (and most likely the benefits 
from the developers a la Brake) but with no infrastructure planning. How can people live and work in 
Sutton if they can't get around it? Which this hierarchy promotes.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands.

99 Agree Cyclist are given far to much preference and not prosecuted for traffic offences, such as jumping lights 
and riding on the pavement.

Noted
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

100 Strongly disagree Roads can be used by all if all are considerate & careful,  no priority should be given for any one type or 
mode of transport. If you do it just pushes problems on surrounding roads and does not help. 
On school streets, letting children walk in the road is dangerous & accidents waiting to happen, kids 
should be taught about road safety.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands.

101 Agree Many people with disabilities rely on their cars but cyclists are your priority. An elderly woman was 
hospitalised due to increased traffic by Bus gate near Ruskin Drive.....hardly a success!!

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).

102 Agree

103 Neither agree or 
disagree

104 Disagree Obviously this question is here to try to get people to agree to losing our streets in order to have endless 
cycle lanes that hardly anyone uses. This is delusional.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

105 Disagree

106 Strongly disagree I disagree, because you ask for support to the hierarchy based upon the statement above, but your 
actions do not align with that statement. Therefore you use it to suit your needs, when appropriate, 
without being able to supply substantial evidence for doing so when questioned. So I do not agree with 
this because you do not apply it properly and fairly

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands

107 Strongly agree We currently allow the car to dominate - and this is dangerous. Pedestrians, vulnerable road users etc 
should take a priority by law.

Noted

108 Agree

109 Disagree It is very anti car user and may well stop people using their local commercial centres in the borough.  LBS 
needs to be more self aware of its commercial offering which is far below that of the surrounding areas of 
Croydon, Epsom & Kingston.  

For shopping you need to use a car and if Sutton make it too hard or punitive people will drive the (very 
short) distance elswhere.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

110 Neither agree or 
disagree

111 Strongly disagree Streetspace for London has been ruled unlawful so should not be considered as part of your strategy. The 
problem with Road User Hierarchy is the tendency for the majority to be ignored and considerably 
damaged in favour of vulnerable minority. This has been demonstrated recently by Councillor Abellan 
being highly influence by a tiny cycling pressure group.

No response

112 Strongly disagree again this is prejudice to vehicle users.  The consultation should be on fairness and majority voting. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

113 Neither agree or 
disagree

114 Strongly disagree You cannot be trusted to deliver anything other than the schemes you want whether they are right or 
wrong. SHAME ON YOU.

No response
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

115 Neither agree or 
disagree

Newly installed cycle lanes have proved to be ill thought out as no one uses them and they cause 
congestion and frustration for car drivers. Stress is hardly conducive to Sutton residents becoming more 
healthy . Good Health is not just about reduction of obesity it’s about reduction of stress as well. 
So hierarchy appears to be biased towards cyclists only ( which is okay if you can ride a bike and don’t 
have  shopping, children or tools with you ) . This does not apply to the majority .

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. This might include for example crossings, speed limit changes or traffic islands

116 Strongly agree

117 Agree

118 Strongly disagree 3.1 - 3.10 is a mess, it sounds like you’ve just made this up.  What street hierarchy have you give to Ruskin 
Drive that you have made a through road, increased the traffic by 1000s of cars per week?  What a mess.  
To deal with the mess you have made you are now proposing a ‘no entry - other than residents’. Your 
local road knowledge is so poor you should be ashamed.   So that no entry is going to stop people driving 
in and immediately into the church and community centre car park. So you are going to send 1000s of 
people - due to the church, church services, support services, children’s clubs, exercise classes, blood 
donation (with big trucks) and voting - to name a few. You are going to send them from a main road to 
drive 4 sides of a square, with three sides being in a residential area.  Are you just dumb?   You have 
clearly made up ‘road user hierarchy’

no response

119 Strongly agree

120 Neither agree or 
disagree

I believe people are changing gradually to more eco-friendly electric or hybrid vehicles, travelling slower, 
so this should become less of an issue

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. 
However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and 
so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes 
such as walking, cycling and public transport. 

121 Strongly disagree No mention of Emergency services, Sutton has an aging population that will for the foreseeable future 
rely heavily on own cars

Hierarchy includes emergency vehicles.

122 Agree

123 Neither agree or 
disagree

Many Roads will need considerable improvement to achieve their hierarchy designation , much of this 
work is outside achievable funding and thus just makes the strategy wishful thinking .

The borough receives funding each year through Transport for London for regular low-cost 
schemes and initiatives, some of which goes on projects such as Cycleways and some of which 
is distributed through the Local Committees. Other works, such as maintenance on the 
Transport for London Road Network (including the A232 and A24), is funded directly by TfL. 
There is also a range of other funding opportunities available, such as the Office for Low 
Emission Vehicles who provide funding towards electric vehicle charging points.
The Sustainable Transport Strategy (STS) makes it very clear that developers of new homes 
and retail/employment spaces will be expected to contribute towards sustainable transport 
measures in the borough and this is reinforced by the planning guidelines set out in the 
various chapters. But this alone will not take away from the fact that, compared to 
neighbouring boroughs, Sutton continues to receive the lowest level of transport 
capitalfunding per head of population than any other borough in London. The STS will 
therefore serve as a call to TfL, the Mayor of London and central government to support the 
significant investment needed in public transport provision, such as the bus network, higher 
frequency train services, support for the London Cancer Hub and the extension of the London 
tram network to Sutton.

124 Strongly agree

125 Neither agree or 
disagree

126 Agree

127 Agree

128 Strongly disagree This is not  thought through, wasting our tax money ,! No response

129 Disagree

130 Strongly agree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

131 Neither agree or 
disagree

It depends on the type of road. Clearly, safety is paramount, but this does not mean that car or lorry 
drivers should be prevented from using main roads, or have their journey substantially inconvenienced 
because the supposed needs of pedestrians and cyclists are put first - especially if, in practice, few 
pedestrians and cyclists use the roads in question.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

132 Strongly disagree Vehicular traffic should only have priority on dual carriageways, and only where safe, clear, efficient 
walking and cycling infrastructure exists alongside said dual carriageways to allow non vehicles to also get 
around safely and in a timely fashion. All other roads should follow the priority of vulnerability ie walkers 
first, then cyclists, then all other road users.

That is the entire purpose of the hierarchy.

133 Strongly disagree

134 Agree I would say that local business collection and deliveries need to take other road users and local residents 
into account. They often park on yellow lines, pavements and across dropped kerbs

Noted. Issues such as deliveries to shops are issues that the hierarchy would take into account

135 Agree

136 Disagree It’s a grand idea, but needs proper open review, not blind aggression towards cars The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

137 Strongly disagree There is no hierarchy. We are all road users and you have no business favouring one group over another. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

138 Agree

139 Strongly agree

140 Agree

141 Disagree

142 Disagree Roads are for cars, pavements and cycle lanes are for people walking and using a bike.
Safe and simple for everyone to understand.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users. Because of this it is 
important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in order to 
manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

143 Neither agree or 
disagree

144 Disagree Roads are for cars. Pavement for people. If cyclists want lanes then register and pay for use of road and 
insurance needed. If society followed the highway code as it used to and cyclists didn't undertake there 
would be less accidents.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users. Because of this it is 
important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in order to 
manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

145 Neither agree or 
disagree

146 Strongly disagree AGAIN BECAUSE YOU WILL USE THIS AGAINST THE MOTORIST WHEN OBVIOUSLY THE WELFARE OF 
CHILDREN IS A PRIORITY.  ALSO AIR QUALITY IS COMPROMISED BY THE BEDDINGTON INCINERATOR 
WHICH ONONE WANTED.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to close. 
This has allowed us to take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering non-
recyclable waste and generating energy instead of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of waste 
that is sent to the Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) instead of the Beddington 
Landfill Site represents a reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of CO2e (carbon 
dioxide equivalent).

147 Disagree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

148 Strongly disagree The hierarchy should be based on the highest percentage of road users (during a normal period of 
measurement NOT during lockdown when everyone is told to stay at home) for example, if 75% of road 
users are car drivers then they should be at the top in terms of priority.

With 45% of trips in Sutton presently undertaken by means other than the private car, with 
targets to increase this to 63% by 2041. With proposals for increased housebuilding, and 
without action, future traffic volumes may get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. 
We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport (like 
walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to 
an increase in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more 
people choose to drive this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for 
the people who live on them. This is why we are taking action now.

149 Disagree

150 Disagree

151 Neither agree or 
disagree

152 Disagree

153 Strongly agree

154 Strongly disagree This can be seen as one side  discrimination against many people who have no option but to use vehicles 
to earn a living    do you want to ruin their lives

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

155 Disagree I disagree as you never listen to disabled people I have tried to reach out for ages but always noted 
nothing ever changes

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).

156 Strongly disagree See previous comments Noted

157 Strongly disagree

158 Neither agree or 
disagree

Sutton considers cyclist as number one in hierarchy.....you can choose to ride a bike, there is no choice in 
disability or age. Encourage electric cars with more charging points rather than demonising them

Pedestrians, including children, older people, and people with sensory or mobility 
Impairments are top priority. 
The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. 
However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and 
so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes 
such as walking, cycling and public transport. 
On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and 
TfL to increase the number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting 
column chargepoints in 2021. Over the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-
street charging capability to accommodate the legislative changes planned for 2030, and the 
Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging provision requirements for new 
developments.  

159 Agree It is important to appreciate the narrowness and business of roads for cars too. Agreed, and where a road is designed as a primary traffic route (such as the A24 or A217) the 
hierarchy would largely favour the car or HGV. Where there are conflicts such as dense 
residential areas, shops or community facilities, the conflicting uses make it important to 
recognise the priority needs and adjust accordingly.
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

160 Agree I only agree if that is actually your aim and priority.  Lately LBS focus has been on the cyclist to the 
exclusion and detriment of all others.
If it's not an integrated scheme it is not a workable scheme.
The cycling lobby just be made to face up to the fact that they will inevitably join the ranks of the elderly, 
infirm and/or disabled and will then be at the front of the queue to things changed back again.

Noted. facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable 
journeys for those who have no option but to use a car. However, the STS also intends to work 
in partnership with public health initiatives to support residents to be able to use sustainable 
travel modes later in life.

161 Neither agree or 
disagree

It's fine as it is Noted

162 Strongly disagree Biased question. You will use these answers to justify road closures without being transparent that’s your 
intention

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, 
and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given 
the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional 
comments, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

163 Strongly disagree I don't trust the process given Get Sutton Cycles influence.  As a small minority group they are listened 
too, but not the local residents.

No response

164 Strongly disagree Pedestrians are not road users. They use the pavement. I cycle regularly to work but also drive so I do not 
support closure of roads for purely cyclists. There is not the demand in this borough and there are plenty 
of existing cycle lanes which just need to be properly maintained. I much prefer using the Wandle path 
avoiding conflict with cars altogether. As a pedestrian I am more concerned by the amount of dog poo at 
present than the volume of cars.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

165 Strongly disagree How can closures of roads to vehicles be of any benefit to disabled or older people who need a car as 
they cannot cycle or walk???

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

166 Strongly disagree This hierarchy allows US to prioritise schemes in a given area or street according to the key functions, 
safety, road user vulnerability, air quality and other uses of the area. “ More vulnerable road users such 
as pedestrians and cyclists, especially children, older people, and people with disabilities, will normally be 
considered above other types of road users where appropriate.”   Well, you didn’t get it right last time, so 
you probably won’t get it right next time either !!

As made clear in the STS, it is important to learn from previous schemes.

167 Neither agree or 
disagree

168 Neither agree or 
disagree

169 Strongly agree When there is segrated space for cyclists everyone benefits. Elderly and disabled cyclists gain the most as 
they feel safe on the roads.

Agree. Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who 
can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest 
issues facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car.

170 Strongly disagree Roads are there for vehicles, not pedestrians. That is why there are pavements and crossings etc. A clear 
safety delineation.  The use of an arbitrary herarchy, applied to areas that are mutually exclusive, leads to 
instances of shared traffic/pedestrian infrastructure like what occurred in Hackbridge. As you will be 
aware, the shared junction on London Rd had to be modified back to a standard junction after people 
were injured. That is the result of a hierarchy decision that prioritised pedestrians higher than cars on a 
busy A road junction. Immensely dangerous.  It is a mentality that cannot, in practice, ever function 
safely.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users. Because of this it is 
important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in order to 
manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.
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with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

171 Strongly disagree The accompanying document reads like a lot of corporate gobbledegook. Sections 3.11 and 3.12 are 
irrelevant, as they deal with an extraordinary situation rather than "business as usual". And the 
conclusions and inferences are pure hypothesis: 

"Even if only a fraction of journeys previously made by bus or rail switched to cars, there remains a 
significant risk of gridlock with essential deliveries and emergency services becoming trapped." This is 
guesswork and has no substance. 

There is the comment: "For Sutton Town Centre gyratory, the severance between the high street and 
surrounding neighbourhoods is a major disincentive to walking or cycling to the town centre." What is 
this nonsense? I have lived in the borough for 35 years and as a predominantly walker/cyclist I have never 
been disincentivised from riding or walking anywhere. Neither have my children or grand children. 

Again, there is little mention of how you will deal with people who need their vehicles to work, delivery 
drivers, care works etc., and how you will ensure that people are not impacted by retrospective 
legislation.

I would be interested to hear how you propose to identify local/non-local traffic.

Whether or not it is your intent, your approach seems to be demonising the motorist. It has taken over 
120 years to reach the position with cars that we find ourselves. We need a national approach to resolve 
this, not a predominantly local one.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van.
A common complaint from residents is the safety of crossing the gyratory to get to Sutton 
Town Centre. Traffic speeds, suitable crossing points, barriers and street furniture all play a 
part in this, and it affects everyone from parents with young children to older people and 
those with disabilities. In redesigning the town centre we will also change the gyratory to 
make it easier for residents to cross without feeling they need to use a car to access the high 
street.

172 Agree

173 Disagree Pedestrians walk on the pavement not the road. Improve safety by adding a crossing point at the Cheam 
Common Junoir School end of Worcester Park. Currently children have to try to cross there with no 
crossing attendant which is dangerous. Worcester Parks Central Road is  not wide enough for a cycle path 
especially under the railway bridge. Most cyclists use Pig Alley so improve safety there by adding street 
lights, removing graffiti and broken glass.

Comments and suggestions noted

174 Strongly disagree The Roads should stay as they are - wiht no LTA With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may 
get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for 
local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, 
both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather 
than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to 
an increase in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more 
people choose to drive this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for 
the people who live on them. This is why we are taking action now.

175 Strongly disagree Why are pedestrians classed as road users? They should only cross roads where appropriate & necessary. Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

176 Agree

177 Disagree

178 Strongly agree

179 Strongly agree

180 Strongly disagree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

181 Neither agree or 
disagree

For over a hundred years horses,  pedestrians, cyclists and motorists have all travelled at the same time 
without too many problems, yes there are accidents from each group but the only problems I foresee 
would be caused by you, we have just had the utter fiasco of bridge closing, LTN’s, busgate etc this all 
proved that the local communities were against most of your proposals.
There’s an old saying, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.
With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may 
get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for 
local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, 
both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather 
than turning to private motor vehicles. 

182 Strongly agree London road / Goat road is extremely busy and unsafe for pedestrians crossing. Many families have 
moved into the area, on Mill Green Road and are concerned about the safety of the surrounding roads. 
May this Road User Hierarchy be applied to this area too. Many thanks.

Thank you for your comments, which have been passed on to our Highways officers for 
consideration.

183 Strongly agree I am 74 this year with mobility problems  and will be giving up driving and buying a mobility scooter this 
year. I strongly support any measures that will enhance safety in my area of Millpond Place and Butter 
Hill, particularly regarding the Butter Hill bridge.

Noted with thanks. One of the key aims of the STS is to assist residents travel more 
sustainably in later life, and the issues you raise will be developed going forward.

184 Strongly disagree Cyclists are a  minor % of users, thus they should be at the bottom of priority. Car users are much higher 
and should be priority 2.

Disagree. Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who 
can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest 
issues facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car.

185 Strongly agree

186 Strongly disagree

187 Agree

188 Strongly agree

189 Strongly agree Far to many pointless car journeys. Noted

190 Agree We should be prioritising the health of our children. Noted

191 Agree

192 Agree What would be the penalties for not following the rules Road Safety rules enforcement is a matter for the police.

193 Strongly agree

194 Strongly disagree

195 Strongly agree

196 Strongly agree

197 Neither agree or 
disagree

Public transport should be given priority. Everyone can use it then, with the Sutton Go bus which was 
ideal for disabled residents. Emergency Services should be given priority over cyclists and cars.

The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for demand-
responsive travel in the borough. However, the cost of providing a service is very expensive 
and would require significant ongoing support from the borough and TfL. We will continue to 
explore how this might be achieved in future.

198 Strongly disagree Equality? Its your objective, this discriminates, some of the most vulnerable are the most reliant on their 
cars.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van)

199 Disagree

200 Strongly disagree Road user hierarchy should be based on ease of mobility. 

If you can stop and change direction quickly, then you should have the responsibility to avoid conflict 
with those that can't. 

A pedestrian can get out of the way of a lorry quicker then a lorry can avoid a pedestrian. 

It's common sense really.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users. Motorised traffic moves 
significantly faster than pedestrians or cyclists, and so it is not always possible to avoid a fast-
moving vehicle. Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply 
to particular streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is 
intended to assist.

201 Strongly disagree

202 Agree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

203 Agree

204 Strongly agree

205 Agree

206 Disagree The term Hieeachy is a bit emotive as it suggests a dystopian way of running society and their needs The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

207 Agree

208 Disagree

209 Agree

210 Agree

211 Agree

212 Disagree The recent schemes have reduced my trust in the council and its strategy. The questions are poorly 
worded so it is impossible to agree with sensible elements without committing to elements that I believe 
to be detrimental to Sutton and it’s future. Any plans need to be realistic and support all Sutton residents 
and their transport requirements.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, 
and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given 
the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional 
comments, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

213 Neither agree or 
disagree

In my local area I really do not wish to see parking meters/yellow lines/red routes unnecessarily.  
Flooding is happening because you are allowing everyone to concrete their driveways for parking because 
of all the yellow lines and parking restrictions that there are in Sutton.

214 Agree Policy required on electric scooter users and bicycles that use the pavement PLUS Lights on Bikes at 
Night!

e-scooters are not currently permitted on public roads in Sutton in any form, as we are not 
presently taking part in the trial schemes across the UK. Enforcement of this is a matter for 
the police. 

215 Strongly disagree Sutton's Sustainable Transport Strategy 2020 - 2025 goes too far therefore I cannot agree . It's ultimate 
aim appears to eliminate private car use entirely.
Substantially improve public transport FIRST by subsidising fares (as in some other countries), increased 
regularity, comfort, routes etc then it will encourage more use.
Stop the constant war on the private motorist.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough. 

The STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

216 Neither agree or 
disagree

217 Strongly disagree Roads are for vehicles and therefore vehicles should be the first priority. Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

218 Strongly agree Pedestrians and residents should be considered first and motorists second. This is especially the case with 
through traffic including commercial vehicles now using our residential roads.

Noted

219 Agree

220 Agree To support the society that has been built, there is a great deal of essential travel.  These needs must be 
given appropriate priority.

Noted. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. Because 
of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in 
order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

221 Strongly agree The balance is about right .I know that some motorists  might disagree but we all need to be fair and 
reasonable and ensure that Sutton does not become a giant "rat run".

Noted with thanks.

222 Agree

223 Agree Pedestrians should be a higher priority than cyclists Noted with thanks
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

224 Neither agree or 
disagree

Cars come 1st Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

225 Agree Do not implement any shared space schemes as I think they are dangerous. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that 
could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, 
delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail 
interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

226 Agree

227 Strongly agree

228 Neither agree or 
disagree

229 Strongly agree

230 Strongly disagree Cyclists are not a vulnerable road user. The highway code should be used correctly by both vehicles and 
cyclists. The boroughs stats for bike use are low and therefore current hierarchy not relevant

 The draft Sustainable Transport Strategy shows the potential for both walking and cycling 
short distances in Sutton to be the highest in London. according to Transport for London’s 
most recent London Travel Demand Survey, 59% of all car journeys originating in Sutton are 
under 3km (1.86 miles), the third highest in London, and 44% of all car journeys are under 
2km (1.24 miles), the fifth highest in London. We need to create conditions where walking, 
cycling and public transport can become more attractive

231 Neither agree or 
disagree

232 Strongly disagree We live in a democracy but this council and government seem to think that we live in a dictatorship No response

233 Agree

234 Strongly disagree I do not believe pedestrians and cyclists are the most vulnerable groups. We have cycle lanes, pavements, 
road crossings etc so why are they a priority? What is your logic? If a pedestrian chooses to cross the road 
in a place where they are not supposed to and is involved in an accident then they should be to blame 
and not the vehicle driver. This is common sense!

The LTN schemes were awful, badly designed and did not achieve any of the objectives that you 
proposed. If you think a version of this will help then you are very mistaken!

The main roads stated in the document need to stay as MAIN ROADS and you need to OPEN up as many 
side roads as possible to dissipate the traffic. You don't realise that closing the back roads makes 
everything worse! You don't realise that leaving the pedestrian lights on red for longer makes things 
WORSE. Why can't you see that your changes ARE the problem and have NOT been resolving the problem 
at all!

You are not going to change people's methods of travel by making their lives a misery. Most people are 
NOT going to walk or cycle to the shops if they need to purchase numerous items or if it is bad weather! 
Only the hardy cyclists will do this, NOT the majority. When are you going to realise this!

Noted. However, with proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future 
traffic volumes may get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to 
create more space for local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as 
well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic 
and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to 
an increase in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more 
people choose to drive this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for 
the people who live on them. This is why we are taking action now.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

235 Agree I agree with the principle but have concerned that measures lead to traffic congestion which isn't good 
drivers or the environment and leads to resentment against pedestrians, cyclists etc

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

236 Neither agree or 
disagree

it seems that you are fixated on creating roads and areas to suit certain groups of people and ignore 
others.  I myself, and most of the people I know, use the most appropriate form of transport for the 
activity.  It also depends on the weather and time of day.
While I commend your efforts to improve Sutton's fitness levels please understand that walking and 
cycling should be viewed alongside other forms of transport, not given the priority.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car, but about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.
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hierarchy
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237 Neither agree or 
disagree

see previos comment Noted

238 Neither agree or 
disagree

239 Strongly agree

240 Strongly agree

241 Disagree I agree with cutting pollution but what I don’t agree with is the cost of public transport is always 
increasing which detracts people from trains ect and you putting external people who visit the area from 
other areas as your least priority is wrong as them visiting the area to shop ect brings money into the 
area and with closing roads all I see that do was make emergency vehicle workers lives harder which by 
the time they found a alternative route that person they were attending could be dead and it may all be 
down to a stupid road closures as with life and death time is important so I do not agree with road 
closures instead invest in educating people on safe cycling and the best cycle route to get about

Noted. Unfortunately the cost of public transport is outside the borough's control and is set by 
TfL and government.

On road closures, the emergency services were fully consulted on proposals and adjustments 
were made during the trials.Future schemes will of course continue to be discussed with 
police, fire and ambulance services to ensure that access for emergencies remains acceptable.

242 Strongly agree 5,3 of the Strategy document deal with Public Rights of Way and  my prior comments relate directly to 
one of them and access to it (safely).
To gain access to the Woodmansterne Lane end of Telegraph Track and Little Woodcote Wood 
pedestrians need to traverse the very narrow road, with no pavements.
This should be addressed in the programme of Borough development for pedestrians.

Thank you for your comments, which have been passed on to our Highways officers for 
consideration.

243 Agree

244 Strongly agree

245 Strongly agree Having read the draft strategy for Road User Hierarchy (RUH) I am uncertain as to the relative weighting 
given to conflicting priorities, i.e. where residential and commercial interests are, by their very nature, 
unaligned.  For example, I live in Langley Park Road, close to the  railway bridge, under which is a single 
lane road priority system.  Beyond is B&Q.   The traffic flow (and number of heavy vehicles utilising the 
route) is, arguably,  inappropriate - and dangerous - for a local access road to have to bear.  How does 
RUH square the strategic aim of the Sutton's sustainable transport vision to put people first against 
powerful commercial interests that remain reluctant to alter the status quo?

Thank you. The Langley Park Road area formed part of a recent bid for a Liveable 
Neighbourhood in Sutton, which proposed limiting through traffic through the area and 
making it a quieter place for residents. Unfortunately the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting 
impact on TfL finances meant that the scheme has been unable to progress, however the 
principles of the scheme (which was consulted on with a number of public events) are very 
much in keeping with what we as a borough hope to achieve. The forthcoming new 
emergency care hospital and development of the London Cancer Hub will also present 
additional challenges in the roads south of Sutton Town Centre, and so we are already taking 
early measures to improve public transport and set in place firm plans for safe walking and 
cycling paths to the hospital sites.

246 Agree

247 Strongly disagree

248 Disagree Road User Heirarchy is just another way to beat down the car driver. Of course, all normal caring people 
will want older pedestrians and children to be safe when they're walking about - but this survey, again, is 
about the Lib Dems trying to implement their car hating agenda.

No response

249 Agree

250 Neither agree or 
disagree

Why haven't you put the hierarchy in the question. You know it is misleading Do not understand this comment. However, the hierarchy is set out in the table within the 
document. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

251 Strongly disagree

252 Strongly disagree a hierarchy has some advantages but ignores the realities of day to day life. School runs for example. Due 
to Covid it will be months before School children are allowed on buses in any numbers.

We know that the school run places a great stress on the borough's bus network, and through 
the ongoing Sutton Bus Review we have already been working closely with TfL to improve 
capacity for those routes serving schools. Capacity restrictions have now been lifted.

253 Strongly disagree

254 Disagree
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hierarchy

Comments Council Response

255 Strongly disagree Roads should be open for everyone The STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

256 Neither agree or 
disagree

Once again, I find that the responses here may be used to justify steps the respondent is not aware of. It 
would be preferable if you clarified this instead of using coded terms. If you have suggestions, perhaps lay 
these out instead of generic statements. There are courses on how to action balanced consultations.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, 
and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given 
the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional 
comments, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

257 Strongly disagree

258 Disagree Whilst somewhat agree in principal, should 80% of road users be bought to a standstill for 5% of others?
There needs to be a balance in order to be productive whilst encouraging more vulnerable road users to 
travel

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

259 Neither agree or 
disagree

260 Strongly disagree Again this is so biased and deliberately weighted agInst anyone who has to use a car...Sutton council 
discriminating against the vast majority of their residents..you could work w
Ith car drivers rather than against them, the LTN debacle has taught you nothing, just a total waste of an 
awful lot of money....

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough. 

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

261 Strongly disagree

262 Strongly disagree Close our roads and you'll lose Sutton No response

263 Strongly disagree All road users should be treated equally and all road access shared. No one group should be discriminated 
against. I.e disabled car drivers who cannot walk or cycle including elderly.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

264 Disagree I am elderly I need my car, my elderly friends get lifts from me when needed but everyday they walk or 
use local transport with no current issues as buses are plentiful.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

265 Strongly disagree Given most pedestrians of a certain age pay little or no attention to traffic when crossing roads as it is I 
fear that putting them at the top of this "hierarchy" would lead to even more carelessness and in fact 
make them more vunerable. If you give them the impression that they have no personal responsibilty for 
their safety whilst using the streets and roads you're going to see a lot of broken bones and a lot of 
broken mobile phones with unwitting motorists taking the blame. Using the streets safely doesn't require 
a "hierarchy" it requires an understanding of shared responsibility and mutual respect. A "hierarchy" will 
just create resentment and division.

Disagree. The hierarchy is not about absolving any road user of personal responsibility for 
safety, but to ensure that the needs of particular types of road users in key areas are 
accommodated as best as possible. This may involve for example increased numbers of 
crossings in areas with shops or near schools for example, increasing pavement capacity to 
reduce risks of crowding onto the road or altering crossing light phases to move more 
pedestrians more quickly (or to give older people more time to cross safely).

266 Not sure Exactly what do you mean by this . I certainly think all people should be allowed to use the road but then 
they already are so nothing needs changing !!!!!

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.
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267 Strongly disagree Your road closures ect over lock down proves that this is a stupid idea as you just do things like 
consentrate all the pollution into smaller areas so in reality you are increasing the pollution that people 
have to travel through ten fold as although some roads will be better, people generally have to travel 
along the roads where you have increased the pollution to get to the cleaner roads and of course there 
will be so much pollution the amount of time the pollution will be sitting in the air will also increase ten 
fold as it will take so much more time for the pollution to desperse. The other effect of having roads 
closed is that some people will look for other routes along back roads and I have witnesed under the 
covid closures that many of these people speed at stupid levels of speed which will make  these roads vey 
unsafe for pedestrians.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport 
measures that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

268 Strongly disagree Reading between the lines this means close random roads and let the cyclist be head of the hierarchy. I 
do not agree with a hierarchy.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

269 Strongly disagree

270 Strongly agree

271 Strongly agree

272 Strongly agree

273 Neither agree or 
disagree

274 Agree

275 Strongly disagree As previously stated:
I cannot support any objectives that this current council proposes. I know for a fact that this council has 
lost the respect & support of nearly all the residents over the past couple of  years. Mainly due to the 
unwanted incinerator, the bin fiasco, the parking strategy & finally the LTN & school streets. 
This council has an agenda to get rid of all motor vehicles which is not at all practical by any means & 
totally absurd. People should not be forced to give up their cars as there are many various reasons that 
people need to drive & the vast majority of people do not use their vehicles unnecessarily. You cannot 
dictate to people how & when they can use their cars, this is completely discriminatory & totally 
impractical.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to close. 
This has allowed us to take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering non-
recyclable waste and generating energy instead of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of waste 
that is sent to the Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) instead of the Beddington 
Landfill Site represents a reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of CO2e (carbon 
dioxide equivalent).  
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.
The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

276 Disagree LBS has not install zebra crossings or pedestrian crossings where needed in Hackbridge. It has ignored 
common sense and public judgement in this area. It is now looking to add yellow lines, taking a blanket 
and not a targeted approach. 
Do I think LBS would design well and spend wisely - no.

Crossings in Hackbridge are planned near the station, as part of proposals to improve 
accessibility to and from the New Mill Quarter development. Please pass any particular 
concerns to our Highways team for a more detailed response.

277 Strongly agree Car is king Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, not just the private car. Because of this 
it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular streets, in order to 
manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

278 Disagree All road users need to coexist within rules and we need to educate and provide guidance to help all road 
users use the space safely

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 
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279 Strongly disagree Everyone's should have equal rights on the road with safe passage for everyone The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

280 Strongly agree

281 Neither agree or 
disagree

As someone who used to ride a motorbike (one of the more vulnerable road users) the problem with this 
argument is often motorbikes are ignored, and recently the improved safety for bikes has resulted in 
worse conditions for motor bikes. As a result I've been forced off my bike and back into a car. There 
needs to be protection for all road users. I noticed during the the trial bus gate it made Central road 
worse as a cyclist. The reason being that there were more cars on the roads turning right (if travelling in 
direction of A3) which holds up traffice. No only was this causing more build up of traffic in the residential 
end of the road, but cars would try to squeeze past, so verring into the area normally used by cyclists. 
Ruskin road became a nightmare, and with more local residents now being caught in lengthy traffic jams 
more road rage. None of the schemes seem to help the walkers in the area, and none of the schemes 
address poor road surfaces (again as a cyclist not great).

Thank you for your comments. The schemes set up under the Streetspace scheme were 
designed as temporary experimental schemes, and have since been removed. However, in 
doing so there is a real need to take account of, and reflect, ongoing concerns from residents 
about various environmental issues across the borough, by progressing a new School Streets 
programme and traffic management interventions in areas such as Butter Hill and Worcester 
Park .  These will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking 
full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made, 
which was not possible during the Streetspace programme.

282 Agree

283 Strongly disagree Roads are for cars. So don't put cars at the bottom of the list. Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

284 Strongly disagree I do not wish to encourage young children that it is ok to walk in a road.  I feel this is highly unsafe and 
confusing for children to understand.

That is not what is being suggested. However, roads perform many functions and so are for all 
users, including pedestrians. Because of this it is important to understand these uses and 
where they apply to particular streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is particularly 
important in residential areas and near schools and shops, where there is a need to cross the 
road. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

285 Strongly agree

286 Strongly disagree

287 Strongly agree

288 Strongly agree Also very important and, if practical, should be encouraged Noted

289 Strongly disagree

290 Disagree Roads are primarily designed for motor vehicles. Have separate cycle lanes but not at the costs of the 
motorists.  
And while your at it ban electric scooters which are dangerous for everyone.

e-scooters are already banned under existing legislation, except where used as part of a trial. 
Enforcement is a matter for the police.

291 Strongly agree

292 Strongly disagree

293 Neither agree or 
disagree

294 Strongly disagree

295 Not sure

296 Neither agree or 
disagree

Have you considered the system they have near the Royal Albert Hall, where there are no kerbs, and 
everyone has equal access to the roads.

Noted. Shared use spaces are something that the Council might consider in future. In using 
this approach it is vital to ensure that it is appropriate in terms of speed and traffic levels, and 
that the concerns of particular groups (particularly those with visual impairments) are taken 
into account.

297 Strongly agree While I think the hierarchy is correct, I am unsure how it can be used because it is obviously the case that 
the safety and satisfaction of the first group must be compromised (at least a bit) for the second and so 
on.  The extent of that compromise is the challenge.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 
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298 Neither agree or 
disagree

We all use the roads. You cannot separate as drivers also walk and May cycle. You cannot sacrifice car 
users for the occasional cyclist.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

299 Neither agree or 
disagree

300 Strongly disagree Roads were made for cars. Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

301 Agree It would be nice to see the council properly considering the elderly and disabled. Recent schemes such as 
bus gate and CPZ suggest this is the furthest from their mind as these were prejudiced against these 
groups and proved harmful to their physical and mental well being.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

302 Disagree Again no mention of MOTORCYCLISTS. This is simply an anti motorised transport agenda. Motorcycles (Powered Two-Wheelers) are mentioned in the Road User Hierarchy. 

303 Strongly disagree All you do is move things from one road to another,
To have a safe school road the children have to cross a No of now unsafe roads to get there,

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

304 Strongly disagree Roads were built for cars not for children to play in, that’s why we have parks and open spaces. We do 
not need any road closures or unwanted parking schemes. Cycle lanes are fine where there are no further 
restrictions on cars and motorcycles.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

305 Disagree Again support car users and stop being anticar The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

306 Disagree The needs of the many must be taken into consideration when implementing changes and should not be 
to the detriment of common sense..ie cycle lanes that compromise traffic flow and barriers that serve no 
logical purpose also traffic cameras that monitor streets should be for safety purposes not as a money 
making tool.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

307 Strongly disagree
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308 Disagree As has been demonstrated in the recent school streets trial, sometimes trying to make roads better for 
some groups of people makes it much worse for others. Exhaust fumes all at one end of a road that is 
closed at the other. Council has no knowledge of the health requirements of residents so to inflict this is 
unacceptable.

Following the High Court judgement earlier this year on the schemes in Bishopsgate, the 
Council took urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets programme (which had 
been developed and implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the uncertainty 
this left us with, the Environment and Sustainable Transport Committee decided, on 11th 
February, to conclude the programme. However, in doing so, they agreed to take account of, 
and reflect, ongoing concerns from residents about various environmental issues across the 
borough, by progressing a new School Streets programme as well as traffic management 
interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park . 
These will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full 
and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  In the 
case of School Streets we have concluded a round of consultation with residents, businesses 
and the schools at present, with consultation on traffic management interventions in Butter 
Hill and Worcester Park due to commence at the end of June.

309 Strongly disagree Cars should be allowed to travel freely and safely , and you should make all bike riders take a road test 
and have insurance, lorries have to deliver and busses have to drive easily , making roads narrow slows 
up traffic considerably , and what is the point of putting in a bike lane for about 200m then it ends as it is 
in Croydon road and then putting the bus stop in the middle of the road, it just annoys car drivers and 
pedestrians as it is very dangerous , the STNs only annoyed the vast majority of residents and was totally 
illegal to do , most people can't walk to work and do not want to ride a bike and if you allowed residents 
to let there children go to their local school then maybe they could walk there , but you don't, its an 
allocation system that dies not work .

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.  
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

310 Neither agree or 
disagree

Usual claptrap that promises everything and does nothing No comment

311 Neither agree or 
disagree

Jargon Noted

312 Disagree Quick money making fix when other services are more important No comment

313 Strongly disagree The same as before, a biased consultation. In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, 
and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given 
the opportunity to provide open text answers for respondees to provide additional 
comments, and these are all being considered in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

314 Strongly disagree Totally Object Noted

315 Strongly disagree All road users should be treated equally rather than following personal agenders The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

316 Disagree No issues at the moment, why changed needed We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport (like 
walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. With 
proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get 
much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis.

317 Strongly disagree We all need to share the road space we have.  To keep this space reserved for one particular type of user 
only serves to limit what others can do.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 
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318 Disagree Just remind road users, including pedestrians and cyclist how to use the environment safely and inclusive 
of all.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

319 Neither agree or 
disagree

320 Disagree I object to the questioning being favourable to cycling and walking and will not be brainwashed by this 
rubbish! It is NOT a consultation. Please go away

No response

321 Strongly agree You cannot close roads to the benefit of a small minority. Access to every road at all times is the 
democratic right of every resident in the borough. If you wish to have no traffic on a road live on a private 
road

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist, 
for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of pedestrians, or 
near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites for as many 
modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will remain their 
primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not endangered. 

322 Strongly disagree Lack of confidence this will be balance due to the biased approach experienced recently with other 
schemes

The draft STS is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical 
alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.

323 Strongly disagree This is a scheme to close roads that road tax pay for to allow users who are cyclists to block off lanes this 
has no regard for people with disabilities who need to use cars to travel. Pedestrian use the pavement 
that is all they need there should be no need to make more roads blocked for pedestrians.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

324 Strongly disagree We all need to use the roads - ALL the roads should be accessible to everyone at all times.  Just because I 
live in one area of Sutton does not mean that I don't want or need to visit other areas.  Roads are 
provided for all, not just the select few, randomly chosen by the council and some very short-sighted 
councillors with no regard for age/infirmity/disability.  We all need contrators/carers/doctors etc to be 
able to visit our homes in motor vehicles from time to time.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

325 Strongly disagree This hierarchy is aimed at hitting motorists. The cycling fraternity appear to have taken control of the 
council. This is not in the best interests of the electorate. Just look at the protests over the last attempt to 
close Sutton roads.

No response

326 Not sure

327 Strongly disagree People use their cars for good reason. Roads are designed for cars and public transport. If they are 
altered to prevent the intended use it has a negative effect on residents. Any schemes tried so far have 
increased emissions and had a detrimental effect on health and the environment.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

328 Strongly disagree

329 Strongly disagree

330 Neither agree or 
disagree

331 Strongly disagree

332 Neither agree or 
disagree
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333 Strongly disagree In a world of equality all should be considered and as stated in my last comment box this is not what was 
done in a recent strategy.  No one considered the over use of my road as vehicles were channelled down 
my road to facilitate those groups that you hold dearer in you hierarchy increasing air pollution, noise and 
ASB in the vicinity we were subjected to cars playing loud noise and revving engines outside my property 
as traffic backlogged up, speeding over speed humps which have now been shaven down by such 
activities so are not effective within the road any longer.  People driving over lawn areas to get around 
barrier restrictions.

334 Disagree

335 Strongly disagree Because it is one sided as already shown        you have one agenda  which misses the bigger picture which 
normal people can see

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, 
and to give people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private 
car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and 
addressing travel needs for all residents. 

336 Disagree

337 Strongly disagree Roads are for motor vehicles, cycle lanes are for bicycles, bus lanes are for buses & pavements for 
pedestrians

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

338 Strongly disagree This is total nonsense. No response

339 Strongly agree The hierarchy is right, but it needs to be implemented in practice. Pedestrians and cyclists need to be 
given priority EVEN WHEN it makes journeys slower for cars. For example, at the North Cheam 
crossroads, and at North Cheam Sainsburys, the signal priority needs to be changed to make it quicker for 
pedestrians (and cyclists at Sainsburys) to get across the road. At present is is prioritised for cars in both 
cases, discouraging walking and cycling, which you say you want to encourage, in favour of helping 
drivers, who you say you want to discourage. This makes no sense.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

340 Neither agree or 
disagree

Again, question worded cleverly of course everyone wants them to be safe, but if we say yes will you take 
that as support for schemes you just want to push through

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

341 Strongly disagree It’s utter contempt for cars users who you’ve made enough money out of in taxes and fines No response

342 Strongly agree

343 Strongly disagree Again, the hierarchy sounds good in theory but it means that the motorists are the ones to suffer. Not 
everyone can walk or cycle to walk... how are carers, tradesmen etc supposed to work effectively if  
priority is always given to non motorists? It’s unfair & discriminatory, as well as being entirely impractical

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that 
the public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of 
these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air 
quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option 
but to use a car.

344 Strongly disagree Vehicles have a right to use public highway. The sutton incinerator used for out borough is causing 
pollution yet you seem to allow this to continue. How about clean and repair our roads instead of putting 
in schemes we don't want. Put more bushes on verges that soak carbon emissions instead of causing 
public outcry that you ignore

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to 
close. This has allowed us to take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering 
non-recyclable waste and generating energy instead of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of 
waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF instead of the Beddington Landfill Site represents a 
reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).  

The Beddington ERF provides a safe, cost-effective and environmentally-sustainable solution 
to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only 
viable alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - both of which 
would have a significantly higher environmental impact. 

345 Disagree

346 Agree
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347 Disagree Walking cycling and public transport are excellent if you are able bodied, have the time and is practical. 
Forcing this strategy by closing roads only increases traffic and pollution in other areas with queuing.  20 
mph restrictions are a good idea tho.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

348 Strongly disagree Why should 2% road users have the highest priority? Why aren't cyclists required to do the proficiency 
test as drivers are required to take a driving test? Both are on the same shared roadway so should be 
held equally accountable for their actions. This idea of prioritising bikes above ALL else is wrong. Cyclists 
should be enforceable as much as cars, not prioritised above them. AND as previously mentioned, why 
should the lowest volume road user take overall priority?

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve 
conflicts based on function of a particular road or street, for example a main road that runs 
through a high street with large numbers of pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some 
re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites for as many modes as possible, however, for roads 
designated eg for freight then that will remain their primary function - the issue is how to 
ensure that other modes are not endangered. 

349 Agree

350 Strongly disagree Roads are for those paying road tax and insuring their vehicles. Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist. 
Road tax is an environmental and emissions-based charge, with the majority of funding for 
roads coming from general taxation.

351 Strongly disagree

352 Strongly agree

353 Strongly disagree If road user hierarchy is your only goal, then you won't solve the issue by blocking up roads and causing 
rat running, bottle necks and unrest in other parts of the estate. Safety will be the biggest issue and you 
will only make that worse I'm afraid.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

354 Strongly disagree All road users should be equal, road space should be shared without giving priority or removing some 
modes rights to travel.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

355 Strongly disagree I do agree with your road user hierarchy as it is discriminatory against drivers. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

356 Disagree Your road user Hierarchy policy is utter tripe designed by you to drive vehicles and their omissions  off of 
our streets, purely to offset the hideous amounts of pollution the incinerator is releasing and so allowing 
you to meet your zero carbon pledges.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to 
close. This has allowed us to take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering 
non-recyclable waste and generating energy instead of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of 
waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF instead of the Beddington Landfill Site represents a 
reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).  

The Beddington ERF provides a safe, cost-effective and environmentally-sustainable solution 
to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only 
viable alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - both of which 
would have a significantly higher environmental impact. 

357 Strongly disagree
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358 Strongly disagree Why not consider everyone’s needs rather a few special interest groups The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

359 Strongly agree This is what is needed junction Lumley rd/ Malden Rd adjacent Tesco garage: pedestrian nightmare Noted

360 Neither agree or 
disagree

The hierarchy is totally weighted against car users. Many elderly and disabled people have to rely on 
using cars as their primary form of transport. Road users should be treated fairly so that all forms of 
transport have a place.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based 
on function of a particular road or street, for example a main road that runs through a high 
street with large numbers of pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-
prioritisation to maximise opportunites for as many modes as possible, however, for roads 
designated eg for freight then that will remain their primary function - the issue is how to 
ensure that other modes are not endangered. 

361 Strongly disagree Cars rule. They pay tax,not and insurance. , cyclists pay.nothing. not insured, rules.dont apply. You cant 
go to work carrying your building tools on a bike.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

362 Strongly disagree Adequate car parking should be provided without the need for overpriced permits This is a matter for the Council's Car Parking Strategy.

363 Strongly disagree Because you need to find a way to overcome completing interests rather than simply picking a side. It will 
only be sustainable if you faze out the need for car use rather than simply making it impossible which 
prioritising cyclists etc would do.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

364 Strongly disagree Cyclists are not vunerable.  They are usually younger fitter and mentally more alert. 
The hierarchy should be what uses the roads most and those who contribute to its upkeep and are 
licensed to use it.

Disagree. Cyclist are exposed and should be protected. We must act now to create more 
space for local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public 
transport, both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the 
future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles.

365 Strongly disagree

366 Disagree

367 Disagree As a  former child, and as an adult now, I have found it works well when as a pedestrian I keep to the 
paths, and as a driver I keep to the roads. My generation were taught to stop and look before crossing 
the road and, surprise, as a result I have not been run over.

Noted. However, roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. Examples might be near a school with large numbers of 
pedestrians crossing the road, or on busy high streets.This is what the road user hierarchy is 
intended to assist.

368 Strongly disagree

369 Strongly disagree Road design should be for all not just for certain groups. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

370 Disagree

371 Neither agree or 
disagree

372 Strongly agree
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373 Strongly disagree Everyone is equal & we all have our needs in what we need to do. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

374 Disagree

375 Agree

376 Neither agree or 
disagree

377 Disagree Disagree with any measures that results in road closures to vehicles. The Council has made a decision to use standard Traffic Management Orders for any future 
schemes. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular 
road or street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

378 Agree

379 Strongly disagree We should all be allowed to use roads as long as drivers /cyclist take care and there is consideration for 
pedestrians. We all contribute towards maintaining roads so to discriminate against one group of users is 
wrong

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

380 Strongly agree

381 Agree

382 Strongly disagree Prioritising pedestrian  and car free areas can be positive, but past (dec 20) experience shows it is poorly 
balanced with overall needs to focus on one agenda.
Complex and anti car/ driving.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise 
that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

383 Disagree You should be considering all not just the parts of the community. We all live here. Noted. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all 
residents. 

384 Strongly disagree Again, persecuting motorists- the ones that pay for the upkeep of the roads in road tax! The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise 
that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

385 Strongly agree

386 Strongly agree

387 Strongly disagree
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388 Strongly disagree all road should users have the same priority but better crossing facilities for pedestrians should be made 
available in the form of traffic light controlled crossings, all cycle users should be made to pass a 
competency test before they are allowed to use the road and should be made to use cycle lanes where 
they are available.

The decisions on when to signalise a junction depend on many factors that will vary from site 
to site and cannot easily be quantified. Flow data will be part of the assessment process but 
has to be considered in context. There is a range of factors which will form part of an 
assessment, such as road layout, accident records, traffic speeds and vehicle counts.

There are three main types of crossing facility:
a) Uncontrolled or informal crossings; for example a pedestrian refuge or dropped kerb,
b) Zebra and Parallel crossings; which give pedestrians and cyclists (as appropriate) a right of 
way over vehicles when on the crossing, and at which drivers must give way, and

c) Signal‑controlled crossings; which require drivers to stop at red lights, and which give users 
a push button to register the demand for a green signal.

Each type of crossing facility has advantages and disadvantages. The type chosen should be 
appropriate to the circumstances of the site and road users’ needs. 

Despite there being no legal requirement for cyclists to sit tests, a great many cyclists are 
given road training. The Council offer a number cycle skills sessions which are available at: 
https://www.sutton.gov.uk/info/200583/travel_and_transport/1583/cycle_skills_sessions

389 Strongly agree We studied this at University. It is not enough to build cycle lanes and except people to take up cycling. 
Amsterdam and Copenhagen, two of the most cycle-centric cities on earth, did three things all at once, 
that must all happen together.
1) A change in infrastructure (building cycle lanes).
2) A change in bike technology (better bikes to ride, electric bike alternatives etc as well as comfort - 
people being able to wear loose clothing, have a basket on the front etc)
3) A change in the law (Road User Hierarchy). In Amsterdam, if there is an accident, the cyclist takes 
priority EVERY time. What this means is that less people drive because there is more risk (even if it is the 
cyclists fault, cyclists take priority as they are vulnerable). This is an integral part to cycling uptake. In 
Amserdam, it has got the stage where hardly anyone wears a helmet even, as the pedestrianised roads 
with buses make it so safe to use.

Agree. We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport 
(like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited 
during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor 
vehicles. With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic 
volumes may get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. 

390 Strongly agree I do not feel the needs of children to be able to walk and cycle safely has been given any priority to date. 
They take their chances in our busy, fast moving, car centred environment.

Noted.

391 Agree Roads are there primarily for cars. Should pedestrians and cycles be given priority over cars and vans etc. 
traffic will slow holding up buses totally AGAINST the aims of this Stategy document.
Para 3.10 differentiates between local motor traffic and non-local motor traffic. How does it establish the 
difference. The council don't even know whi are rat-runners and who are local. They admit this. This is 
again pure fiction as it's impossible to do so.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.
With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may 
get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for 
local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, 
both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather 
than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to 
an increase in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more 
people choose to drive this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for 
the people who live on them. This is why we are taking action now.

392 Strongly agree I think anything that puts vulnerable people first, is good.  Your link to the draft stratergy only seems to 
open in a tiny pop window that you can't make bigger.  For me unreadable. it's got to be about cleaner, 
greener and slower more community wellbeing. Anything that gets people out and on the streets, so 
chatting has got to be good for all aspects of community including safety.  People need to be able to do 
this for their physical and mental health.

Noted. The link to the draft strategy is: https://drive.google.
com/file/d/15a9o8nCb5R9rs5iPINp8M2zrr3Qm-Axr/view

393 Neither agree or 
disagree

394 Strongly disagree

395 Disagree
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396 Strongly agree

397 Strongly agree

398 Agree

399 Disagree Everyone should be treated equally. You can not discriminate against one because you believe another 
takes priority. 
No mode of transportation is wrong or more important than the other.

I believe this is just a way for you to be able to discriminate against drivers to give you an excuse for your 
actions when drivers complain.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

400 Strongly disagree Please don’t have cyclists as the priority. It didn’t work last time and won’t work again this time around. Disagree. We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport 
(like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited 
during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor 
vehicles. With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic 
volumes may get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. 

401 Neither agree or 
disagree

It doesn't reduce car traffic, so not worthwhile. The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

402 Not sure I would question non-local traffic being consider last, when i think of HGVs passing through the borough, 
or making deliveries in the borough.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

403 Strongly agree

404 Agree

405 Strongly agree

406 Strongly agree

407 Strongly agree

408 Agree Cyclists should not be given the same priority as wheelchair users - they have a choice.  They choose to 
cycle and they can get off if they wish.  A wheelchair user is unlikely to be using it out of choice and 
unlikely to be able to walk!

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

409 Strongly agree This doesn't happen at the moment. Priority is given to road traffic. Sometimes only small improvement 
to road traffic and big difference to pedestrians

Agree. We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport 
(like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited 
during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor 
vehicles. With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic 
volumes may get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. 

410 Strongly agree

411 Neither agree or 
disagree

412 Strongly agree Cyclists need to feel safer Agree. Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who 
can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest 
issues facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car.

413 Neither agree or 
disagree

414 Strongly agree I would like to see more usage of LTNs to provide safe spaces through which to cycle in Worcester Park. 
The Browning Avenue trial was really successful in this regard.

Noted
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415 Agree

416 Disagree The reason I disagree is because when you close roads stating it is for H&E reasons all you are doing is 
diverting the problem and not solving it.

Any road schemes will be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full 
and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  In the 
case of School Streets you may have noticed we have concluded a round of consultation with 
residents, businesses and the schools at present, with consultation on traffic management 
interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park due to commence at the end of June.
The Council values feedback from all Stakeholders including residents and we would 
encourage everyone to have their say by contributing to the consultation process.
The Council has made a decision to use standard Traffic Management Orders for any future 
schemes.

417 Not sure

418 Disagree We have tried so many times having cycle lanes They are hardly used as we have aging population and 
families who need cars

Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who can make 
the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest issues 
facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car. We 
recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).

419 Disagree People need to be aware of others on the highways - back to education! Noted

420 Strongly disagree Road user hierarchy. 

Definition of Road is ' a wide way leading from one place to another, especially  one with specially 
prepared surface which VEHICLES can use' changing definitions here I think!

This is pure fantasy really isn't it. Bikes and cars use roads (usually) and pedestrians use pavements. 
Simple.

Para 3.7 mentions ‘a certain amount of through motor traffic’. What is a certain amount. Please enlarge 
the comment.

Para 3.10 how on earth are you going to determine/differentiate between local motor traffic and non-
local motor traffic? You have admitted that you aren't even able to determine the number of rat-runners 
(your terminology) using Sutton's roads, so this will be a major, impossible challenge!

Para 3.14 learning from the temporary measures. This incorrectly states that consultation was ‘limited’. 
There was absolutely no consultation whatsoever. Why lie?

Future Developments.

This is taken from your STS.

'Transport Assessments (or Transport Statements for smaller developments) should demonstrate that the 
development will not have a negative impact on safety, cause congestion or lead to illegal or additional 
parking near the site of the proposed development.
It must also show how it is likely to improve, provide and prioritise travel by walking; cycling and public 
transport and restrict travel by car'. 

Restrict travel by car! And you say that this is not a war or cars. I believe this proves it certainly IS a war 
on cars!

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may 
get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for 
local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, 
both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather 
than turning to private motor vehicles. 

The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to 
an increase in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more 
people choose to drive this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for 
the people who live on them. This is why we are taking action now.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.
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421 Strongly disagree You will close roads even if residents tell  you they dont want them.Riding bikes to work and other places 
are not for older people who are unable to ride bikes.Therefore more problems getting about in borough.
You are only interested in making money for the council by putting cameras up

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).

422 Strongly agree

423 Agree

424 Strongly agree

425 Strongly agree The issue that has to be addressed, I think, is that many peoples' current perception is that the highest 
priority ought to be local motor traffic.  For many residents, their perception is that is the prime purpose 
of a road.  There needs to be a long-term strategy aimed at changing peoples' perception without 
alienating them.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

426 Agree

427 Disagree Children and older people are provided free travel on public transport. Surely that is enough. Priority 
should be given to people that NEED to use the toads for work, generating income and the tax that pays 
the public bills.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

428 Disagree Roads are for cars. Pavements and pedestrian crossings are for non cars. There is already a cycle route 
through Worcester park via pig lane but no your cyclists don’t want that one, they won’t roads closed so 
they can have a different one. For goodness sake, what children. Leave the roads alone but improve 
pedestrian crossings and install speed cameras, oh but you can’t unless someone dies first. The whole 
system is nuts.

Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

429 Disagree Do not mix padestrian. and road hierarchy Disagree. Roads perform many functions and so are for all users, including pedestrians. 
Because of this it is important to understand these uses and where they apply to particular 
streets, in order to manage conflicts. This is what the road user hierarchy is intended to assist.

430 Strongly agree

431 Strongly disagree As per previous answers, the proposal is far too strongly anti-car; the developments in other areas should 
happen alongside developments for car users, but this is currently focussed on penalising motorists and 
promoting other user groups, rather than working for all and recognising that a huge proportion of the 
borough population are regular road users/drivers.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. We recognise 
that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. 

432 Strongly agree

433 Strongly disagree You are trying to take away road use without making adequate improvements to alternative means of 
transport. The most beneficial improvement you could make to encourage me to drive less is improve the 
train network, efficiency and cost. I fail to see how Sutton Council is going to be able to achieve that given 
the trains are run by a company that you have no authority over

We will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are supporting the work of Network 
Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South London Metro' proposals to 
increase frequency and capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the reinstatement of twin 
railway tracks to Belmont and increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and new 
acute care hospital.

434 Neither agree or 
disagree

It is all very well putting motor traffic at the end of priorities in this document. Does Sutton want to have 
a lot of not/slow moving motor vehicles emitting fumes whilst idling or crawling along side underused 
cycle provision. This will mean that the air will be more polluted affecting nearby pedestrians. The recent 
ill-judged sudden introduction of new cycle lanes greatly overestimated predicted cycle use.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

435 Neither agree or 
disagree
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436 Strongly disagree Roads are for motor vehicles.buses etc. Pavements are for walking.  LTNs by schools should not disrupt 
local drivers. Parents need to be encouraged to walk children to school.  In fact if you have roads closed 
by schools, then it would be just as easy to ban parents for dropping off and picking children up.  
Particularly for older children.  I was amazed before Christmas when schools were open at the number of 
girls at Nonsuch driving their own car and parking in the park car park all day, plus the number of parents 
picking up children.    Councils should allocate school places that children can walk to and are not too far 
away.  Closing roads, as you did in Kings lane just pushes cars onto other roads.  Public transport needs to 
be improved plus safety.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing 
attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer 
and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.
We will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are supporting the work of Network 
Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South London Metro' proposals to 
increase frequency and capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the reinstatement of twin 
railway tracks to Belmont and increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and new 
acute care hospital.

437 Agree

438 (Part 1 of 3) Strongly disagree I understand the policy is to move people away from cars and get them using other forms of transport, 
however this is a choice for residents to make not for the council to dictate to residents. There are a 
whole host of different plans/schemes and consultations in Sutton currently that aim to discriminate 
against its residents as follows:-

Carers
Vulnerable
Elderly
Disadvantaged/Low Income Families
Single Parent Families
Women
People with medical problems not defined by normal parameters
Working Parents
Workers and Residents

You have to look at the whole demographic of people in Sutton and not a portion, by consulting online, 
issuing notices on a select few lamp posts and advertising in the local guardian of which mot people no 
longer have delivered. is in itself discriminating against those people who have not been out through 
shielding who are not on line through age or financial hardships and who do not have the time to 
navigate a website looking for consultations which are hidden from sight, not every person is tech savvy ! 

I understand the need to reduce emissions and can be achieved by improving the current unmanaged, 
unmaintained, unlit and poorly maintained cycle routes, I have cycled through the borough and some 
routes are met with low hanging branches, lack of lighting, muddy trails, poor signage/markings, cracked 
surfaces and an inability to get from A-Z on the best roads for cyclists. One of my niggles is that if you 
want people to cycle to work, then there must be a facility to shower, maybe suggest addressing business 
rates to companies that install these facilities and offer lockers for those wanting to keep 
clothing/uniforms at work. I cycled for 20 years to my offices who had these facilities but most women 
will not want to do this if there is no options to change or shower or dress. My current company 
promotes cycling with the various cycle schemes offered by the Government. Great schemes and should 
be promoted better through our council, however there has to be a benefit to the business too.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

The Council value feedback from all Stakeholders including residents and we would encourage 
everyone to have they say by contributing to the consultation process.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to 
close. This has allowed us to take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering 
non-recyclable waste and generating energy instead of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of 
waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF instead of the Beddington Landfill Site represents a 
reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent).  

The Beddington ERF provides a safe, cost-effective and environmentally-sustainable solution 
to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only 
viable alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - both of which 
would have a significantly higher environmental impact. 

The purpose of the road user hierarchy is to help manage conflict between types of use. For 
example, a road (particularly a TfL road) that is designated for through traffic and freight will 
have conflicts when it passes through a town or village centre, where there are high levels of 
pedestrian movements, or near a school. In managing competing demands such as 
pedestrians crossing, bus stops, side roads etc. it is important to recognise the primary 
purpose of the road and ensure that any interventions are appropriate.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.
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438 (Part 2 of 3) Strongly disagree The demographic that you seem to be aiming these schemes at are typically the more privileged male 
population and if you are not in this category tough luck you don’t count!! Which is in itself a disgrace. 
You ask residents to change their habits to reduce emissions, fair enough but then in the next breath 
Sutton council sign a contract to take all of Kingston’s waste to the Beddington Incinerator which is not fit 
for purpose and will automatically increase heavy vehicles producing more emission and then burning 
24x7 and filling our air with even more pollutants as well as still having to dispose of harmful bottom ash. 
If the council really thought the environment and sustainable transport policy through properly it should 
address what they are doing increasing pollution and not penalise the residents by trying to counteract 
their short comings stopping use of a car to go about their daily lives. There is a lack of correct 
information of air quality, there is a lack of data on road safety and a lack of “proper consultation” with 
residents. I am aware that cycling groups have been consulted regarding plans to adapt the roads for the 
4% increase in cyclist you want to achieve, however I am also aware that the bike ability schemes were 
reduced to a 2 hour session and not available to all children, this again is not promoting safe cycling and 
making it dangerous to the next generation. We need to address cycling schemes, increase the bike 
ability schemes for all children this in turn will foster a better response from parents wanting to cycle 
with their children to school. We need to look at returning cyclist schemes or beginners for adults, the 
ones offered online by the council is counterproductive no one can learn practical skills online. There is a 
cycling group in Nonsuch but this is poorly advertised and not very well attended due to the lack of focus 
in enabling people to want to learn from experts, all the council have done is pitted resident against 
residents but both have a common grievance with these schemes and the way they are presented by the 
council. The council needs to look internally and consider what they actually are trying to do, I suspect 
some people are biased , a little like the consultations and their target market. In short the council must 
listen must consult and must start working with all residents in Sutton. 

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and School Streets create more emissions with traffic sat on arterial roads 
also affecting the speed in which blue light services can attend incidents and the speed in which our bus 
and transport services can get from point A to B, these are not effective as per the previous attempts last 
year showed. This displaced traffic onto other ill equipped roads also meaning other routes are clogged 
and traffic at a standstill increasing pollution on those roads, as we know air travels so reducing emission 
from LTNs will increase emissions to other roads and then the air travels back over. LTNS also reduce the 
traffic flow meaning those roads could be subject to Anti Social Behaviour and for those households on 
those routes feeling unsafe in their own roads as well as increasing journey times meaning even more 
emissions.

You mention a hierarchy of road users, there should be no hierarchy, all road users are key no matter 
what mode of transport they chose this is a personal choice and cannot be dictated otherwise you take 
away our rights as citizens. To consider a car user last in all of your plans and schemes actually creates 
more problems, the roads are roads and therefore designed for “vehicles” (Cycles, Two Wheeled Motor, 
Public Transport, Pedestrian, cars and vans) to proceed from one destination to another. You also note 
the reduction in traffic through COVID, the obvious reason is we are in lockdown and working from home, 
when we return back to normal the requirement to drive may naturally increase, most people will now be 
classed as mobile workers therefore carrying their office, to cycle or walk may need to be readdressed 
having extra equipment in tow and may not be possible. You also make an assumption (incorrectly)  that 
local travel/shorter journeys will increase with the longer effects of Covid for people working locally or at 
home, if we are working from home we are not travelling by the nature of your statement so have 
automatically reduced car usage by your own projections.
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

438 (Part 3 of 3) Strongly disagree I noted you mentioned a reduction is cars from 1999 in section 1.9  so I am unsure why you are trying to 
reduce this further if there has been a natural decline, you seem to assume it will suddenly increase with 
a population increase however by your own statement again you have contradicted this. The population 
has increased however since 1999 car travel has reduced.  In effect looking at the trends you have 
produced if you do nothing the dependency on motor vehicles will continue to decline even though the 
populations is increasing with people being less reliant on cars, however cars are essential and will 
remain essential for people to go about their lives.

I do agree with speed restrictions to 20MPH but these also need to be enforced whether with 
cameras/fines with chicanes or additional toucan and pedestrian crossings these are natural speed 
limiters and offer the ability for cyclists and pedestrians safe places to cross the roads. This will also 
naturally move traffic to other roads where they can cope with higher levels of cars.

There are a flaws in your proposed plans with several contradictions. The target market you are looking 
at will automatically discriminate against others, the plans need to include all road users not be bias 
toward cyclist and pedestrians. I suggest you revisit your plans with regards to roads, the roads are not 
the problem the residents are not the problem the whole way the council is looking at their schemes and 
implementation is the problem. I am happy to discuss further on a possible un biased solution to the 
transport network and sustainability and how we can actually all have an impact on the environment.

439 Strongly disagree Everyone has the right to use the streets, we all pay tax, council tax and whatever other stealth tax 
requested of us, so no one should be told they can't use a road in what ever legal mode of transport they 
wish to use

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

440 Strongly agree All roads should promote cycling or e cycling. We agree, cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who 
can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest 
issues facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car. 
e-bikes remain an issue and we agree that the strategy ought to say more. There are no hire 
schemes in the borough at present but this is something the Council will actively encourage in 
future.

441 Agree I can see that this hierarchal scheme is already being followed in the Borough, adding more schemes will 
only congest the roads and increase traffic in area.

Any road schemes will be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full 
and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  In the 
case of School Streets you may have noticed we have concluded a round of consultation with 
residents, businesses and the schools at present, with consultation on traffic management 
interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester Park due to commence at the end of June.
The Council values feedback from all Stakeholders including residents and we would 
encourage everyone to have their say by contributing to the consultation process.
The Council has made a decision to use standard Traffic Management Orders for any future 
schemes.

442 Strongly agree Would be supportive of measures to improve safety for cyclists - more likely to take up cycling if there are 
cycle friendly measures/LTNs

We agree, cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. Anyone who 
can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to address some of the biggest 
issues facing our communities and freeing up space for those who must still travel by car. 
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures 
that could be used in the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for 
construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

443 Strongly agree You will be fighting against the car lobby who will shout down any scheme that interfers with their car 
usage. The London Borough of Sutton is incredibly car centric.

We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport (like 
walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 

444 Agree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

445 Neither agree or 
disagree

446 Strongly agree

447 Strongly agree

448 Neither agree or 
disagree

449 Strongly agree

450 Agree

451 Strongly agree

452 Strongly agree

453 Neither agree or 
disagree

Vehicular traffic needs to keep moving.  Slowing it down or creating bottlenecks to allow for pedestrians 
or cyclists to move more freely, creates pollution.  For example, lowering the speed to 20 mph and speed 
humps near schools to protect children  from being run over creates higher pollution levels, thus affecting 
children's lungs.  That has to be worse for more children than the occasional accident.  Measures are 
often put in place as a knee jerk reaction.  Better road safety awareness should be taught in schools, and 
barriers erected between pedestrians and traffic at the most likely site of an accident.  

The roads are too narrow generally to put in cycle lanes, and many cyclists are dangerous to pedestrians 
as they travel too fast to stop easily where a collision is likely.

Scooters on roads should be banned - they are an accident waiting to happen.  Is Sutton including them in 
their RUH?

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

e-scooters are already banned under existing legislation, except where used as part of a trial. 
Enforcement is a matter for the police

454 Agree

455 Neither agree or 
disagree

456 Strongly disagree Pedestrians have pavements. 
Cyclists are road users and shouldn’t be treated any differently (I say this as a keen cyclist). 
The only priority groups should be the disabled and elderly who often find walking distances difficult.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

457 Strongly disagree As a pensioner I do not want to do my shopping by bus Noted

458 Agree

459 Neither agree or 
disagree

This doesn’t include people who need to drive because of shift work to get adequate sleep and for safety 
reasons eg I would feel vulnerable if I had to travel and leave home at 5.30am with several bus changes 
and getting home after 10.30pm probably nearer 11pm just by going by previously googled journey 
times. On top of this I have to pick up and drop off a child on route which is not practical by public 
transport as doesn’t go where I need to go at times needed  so people like myself plus elderly people with 
mobility issues who are still safe to drive and vulnerable females and children plus elderly need 
consideration. Some people myself included drop child etc on way to work and childminders may not be 
on bus route.  Mine is halfway to work but a good walk from buses so again car is needed otherwise I 
couldn’t use my excellent child minder and would have to give up my nursing job

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

460 Strongly agree

461 Strongly agree
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Respondent no. Agree or disagree 
with Road user 
hierarchy

Comments Council Response

462 Disagree There needs to be more respect for all users from all other users of the roads and pavements.
Those with disabilities that need to drive would not be given the appropriate position in the hierarchy.
The Royal Marsden Hospital treats patients for cancer and many treatments make them 
immunosuppressed which means that they should not be travelling with other people, very similar to the 
current COVID-19 situation for those who are isolating, should those travelling for treatment by car not 
be able to do so easily?  Considering a hierarchy will usually make it more difficult for certain types of 
user to access and use the road.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

463 Strongly disagree Residents views are never usedcorrevtly how ever much we disagree and I need my car to get about as I 
want not told

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

464 Strongly agree

465 Strongly agree Currently everything is designed to facilitate the car We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport (like 
walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. With 
proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get 
much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. 

466 Strongly disagree Seen the stupidity of potential policies by councils and TFL during lockdown. No response

467 Strongly agree

468 Strongly agree

469 Strongly agree

470 Strongly agree I do not own a car and I love to cycle and consider myself a confident cyclist. Road User Hierarchy is all 
well and good, but it needs to translate into well researched and tangible benefits for cyclists and 
pedestrians.

Noted. We agree, walking and cycling have many benefits to individuals, society and the 
environment. Anyone who can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to 
address some of the biggest issues facing our communities and freeing up space for those 
who must still travel by car. 

471 Agree

472 Strongly disagree Your question is loaded and it says you can do what ever you want regardless    I hope this will not be the 
case   look at the last mess You and or MA   got you in

No response

473 Neither agree or 
disagree

These proposals are alienating car use which in turn goes against a human right of choice The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered.

474 Not sure I agree that much more provision needs to be made for non car travellers, but am concerned that more 
of the type of road network such as Throwley or St Nicholas Way pop up.  This channels cars into these 
spaces and away from other road users but are very unpleasant roads to walk and cycle on and cause I 
imagine lots of local air pollution even though lined with residential housing. People will still need to walk 
along here. Better that there is a balance between hierarchy on all roads, with provision for all users so 
that not concentrated in one place.  I find as well that as councils try and divert non car users from road 
networks, they make the journey time longer, less convenient and increase conflict between non car 
users.  Surfacing on these alternative routes is often poor.  Such measures usually 'drive' cyclists to stay 
on the more direct routes used by cars, with the better surfacing that are inevitably provided making 
journeys more comfortable (no kerbs, tactile paving, less potholes, less friction) and less time consuming.
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475 Strongly agree Is the pollution and air quality a factor in considering cyclists and pedestrians who are more exposed to 
harmful emissions?

The Mayor's Transport Strategy includes targets for each borough to reduce private car 
journeys, and the targets for Sutton are set out on the Local Implementation Plan (LIP3). Local 
schemes brought forward will appear in LIP3 and will be considered at the relevant local 
committees. For wider issues, we are developing a data book to identify wider issues in each 
neighbourhood in the borough such as air quality, deprivation, school access and public 
transport access, to help identify where transport interventions would assist. 

As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives 
that contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's 
Transport Strategy, all of which include SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be 
included in the borough LIP programme.

476 Strongly agree It sounds great. Do everything you can to reduce the number of cars on the roads, and make it a better 
experience for pedestrians/cyclists. You have my full support!

Noted

477 Agree

478 Agree

479 Neither agree or 
disagree

480 Strongly agree

481 Strongly agree There is probably a case for differentiating between zero emission vehicles and hybrids and ICE. The environmental benefits of both electric vehicles and hybrids is significant, and the STS 
recognises this. However the issues of congestion and road safety remain, along with demand 
for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in encouraging trips to be made using more 
sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. 

482 Not sure What does this even mean?!
Am I commenting on the current or future plans? 

I feel cycling on the roads in Sutton is unsafe, white van man is a constant issue charging around. 

Why have the cycle stands in the high street been left for so long damaged?! Why does it take a whole 
new survey and vision to simply repair them?

483 Strongly agree This is very important and, if practical, should be encouraged and at Sutton Community Transport we 
would like to be a prominent participant in this.

Noted

484 Disagree My priority is disability access to all areas. 

Make sure traffic light crossing areas are always working. If there aren't, they might cause anxiety for 
those who have autism and visual impairment.

Noted. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all 
residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport 
network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those 
that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as 
providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car 
(or van).

485 Disagree As a car driver we pay road tax etc yet feel like we are being told not to use our cars. I have two children 
which i cannot strap to a bike. We walk to and from school as we live local but for all other travel we 
need to use the car.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use 
them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more 
pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered. 

486 Strongly agree
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487 Neither agree or 
disagree

Before implementing badly thought out proposals, I think the accident data is worth sharing to form an 
opinion.  If incidence is low, then nothing is broken.  therefore, how many people have been killed on 
Suttons streets by all modes?

Collision data is one component of the decision making process for road schemes, along with 
the general use of a given road or street, the types of traffic using it and any proposed 
developments which may alter that nature of use. There are typically around 500 collision or 
other transport-related injuries each year in the borough, of which between 50 and 70 are 
serious injuries and 3-4 fatal. Where incidents and injuries are clustered the potential for 
collision reduction schemes are easy to target, but it is not always the sole factor in the 
decision making process.

488 Strongly agree

489 Strongly agree

490 Neither agree or 
disagree

491 Agree

492 Disagree People need to be more aware of their surroundings by not using mobile phones or headphones while 
out walking/cycling, even with road heirarchy accidents would not be prevented, but also car drivers 
need to make sure they keep to the highway code and use signals and cyclists also need to know and 
keep to it, at the moment you can just get on a bike without knowing any highway code. Cars need to 
have some sort of priority in order to keep traffic moving.

Noted. However, while this is very important, the purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve 
conflicts based on function of a particular road or street, for example a main road that runs 
through a high street with large numbers of pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some 
re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites for as many modes as possible, however, for roads 
designated eg for freight then that will remain their primary function - the issue is how to 
ensure that other modes are not endangered. 

493 Strongly agree

494 Agree

495 Strongly agree

496 Strongly agree Lots of people who object to removing cars go on about the effects on disabled people. The most 
negative impact on my disabled daughter is the way it’s difficult  to cross roads due to speeding 
selfishness car drivers putting our lives at risk. The roads stink of pollution and cars often block footpaths 
meaning I have to push her in the road. I’ve never had any issues with cyclists on roads or footpaths.

Agreed, although we recognise that cyclists do use footpaths often because they feel unsafe 
on the road due to traffic or parked vehicles. All are issues that the STS seeks to address.

497 Agree

498 Strongly agree

499 Disagree Disagree with prioritising cycle lanes The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered.

500 Agree

501 Strongly agree

502 Agree

503 Strongly agree

504 Agree Not sure why there is a distinction between local and non-local motorised traffic. I don't think local traffic 
is better than non-local, especially as there is a high level of car dependency in Sutton and people use 
cars for short journeys.

This is a fair comment and we will consider amending the wording in the hierarchy. It must be 
noted that many non-local movements are freight traffic and commuters who pass through 
the borough without stopping.
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505 Disagree Main distribution roads such as Malden Rd, Central Rd, London Road  are key for transport and public 
transport services .  Cyclists should use alternative routes such as side roads.  The pavement width are 
sufficient for pedestrians .  Young people should walk and not use scooters .  Elderly already walk on 
pavement and the pedestrian crossings are sufficient in numbers to make them safe .  If you look in your 
history books transport was key for growing the economy .  Walking and cycling wasn’t !  If you study 
Sutton  demographics you will  discover it has more white van drivers than Essex!! These people either 
being self employed trades people , taxi drivers or employed by companies such as BT Openreach,  
Network Rail /utility companies . All use company vehicles and are dependent on them for work.   Sutton 
council needs to reign in its expenditure as the council tax increases are not sustainable with residents 
who are losing their jobs as a result of the pandemic , AI being implemented reducing the need for 
humans to be employed !! At same time the no of people retiring is increasing and this alone will impact 
on borough finances. Young people prefer to move to east London and young families now looking 
further afield.   Flexibility of the workforce is key .  Working from home, in coffee shops etc has been in 
place for past 20 years +.  However when implanted in corporates it was soon discovered that sone 
people loved it and others hated it and abused it .  The pandemic  has driven firms to implant home 
working but for some has led to closure or speeding up of AI .   At the same time it has led to people fear 
of public transport and hence for sone there will be no return to an office unless by car .  It is much more 
noticeable that traffic has significantly increased rather than decreased and I expect this to continue for 
sone time to come .   It is also important to recognise that initiating these types of surveys without door 
to door consultation  means that only a limited no will respond due to the general apathy of the public . It 
is only when you meet face to face do you get a true perspective of people’s views .  I saw this working 
for IPSOS Mori and the difficulties in this borough to respond!  Hence am extremely disappointed to are 
carrying out this exercise now as people will understandably be cynical .

Thank you for your comments. 

As you identify, The Covid-19 pandemic has caused significant changes to the way people 
travel, and indeed if they travel at all. However, there is no guarantee that traffic in the 
borough will not return to pre-pandemic levels in the future, and if sustainable travel options 
are not available then there is a risk of the private car becoming an even larger predominant 
mode. There is strong demand for additional homes across all boroughs and especially in 
attractive areas such as Sutton, and so we must act now to create more space for local people 
to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while 
capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future.

506 Neither agree or 
disagree

507 Disagree

508 Strongly agree

509 Strongly disagree It gives people the right to say not my fault when an accident occurs. 
Pedestrians looking at their phones stepping out in traffic, cyclists using their phones too, it takes away 
common sense.  
Keep teaching the Green Cross Code, keep doing cycling proficiency. Teach all road users they have a 
common responsibility. If you are likely to come off worse in an accident then take more care don't give 
them less responsibility for themselves it will lead to more motorised drivers getting sued because others 
have the entitlement of the right of way.

The purpose of the hierarchy is to resolve conflicts based on function of a particular road or 
street, for example a main road that runs through a high street with large numbers of 
pedestrians, or near a school. There may be some re-prioritisation to maximise opportunites 
for as many modes as possible, however, for roads designated eg for freight then that will 
remain their primary function - the issue is how to ensure that other modes are not 
endangered.

510 Agree

511 Strongly agree The Road User Hierarchy featured in Sutton's 2015 STS, but I am not aware of this hierarchy having been 
used in any schemes that have been delivered during the intervening six years. To help with this, it would 
be useful to include examples of where the Road User Hierarchy has been used to date in this revised 
strategy for 2021. 

Paragraph 3.1, includes the phrase "it will also be important to recognise the function of roads in the local 
area and design the schemes accordingly". The only design guidance referred to in the document is the 
Sutton Public Realm Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document (adopted January 2020). It would 
be useful to also include reference to the DfT's LTN1/20 (July 2020).

Noted. We are updating document references - LTN 1/20 was not published when we started 
work on the new STS but will now be included in the final document, along with other recently 
released guidance and plans.

512 Strongly agree

513 Agree

514 Strongly disagree Never heard such dribble in all my life. Noted

515 Neither agree or 
disagree
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1

Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

1 I am concerned that the proposed EV charging points will annexe more public space from pedestrians and 
cyclists. They invariably seem to be located on the footway.

The borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the number of 
chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021 which will negate 
the need for separate units. Over the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging 
capability to accommodate the legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan 
already specify charging provision requirements for new developments. Siting of chargepoints remains a key 
issue and careful siting will be considered to reduce impact on pavement capacity.

2

3

4 The Council's strategic focus would be better employed on simple wins rather than grandiose idealistic plans that 
are unlikely to be funded in the current climate.

As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that contribute to 
the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include 
SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP programme. These will vary 
from quick win small schemes to longer term ambitions.

5

6

7 Cannot focus on this while no one is using the roads in the normal way. How will you prove success? The Covid-19 pandemic has caused significant changes to the way people travel, and indeed if they travel at all. 
However, it is important to improve both capacity and confidence in the safety of public transport for it to be a 
viable method of travel going forward. There is no guarantee that traffic in the borough will not return to pre-
pandemic levels in the future, and if sustainable travel options are not available then there is a risk of the private 
car becoming an even larger predominant mode. 

8

9 Remember disabled people The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, including those 
with disabilities. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those 
who have no option but to use a car.

10 The pressure on existing roads is made worse by poorly thought out road closures. Noted. However, with proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get 
much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited 
during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase in 
vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive this will 
increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is why we are 
taking action now.

11

12 Do not dismiss the needs of the greater numbers of residents in favour of a very small but vocal pro-cycling group 
of Councillors - who were elected and are responsible for the wishes of their constituents

no response

13

14 Building flats with very little parking spaces does not cut down on cars people just park near where the live . 
Some people need cars . Developments need to be near decent transport links . For example hackbridge still has 
poor train lines to London .

The provision of parking spaces provided with new development needs to be balanced. For development 
schemes located in town centres, the parking provision will be lower as access to public transport is far better.  In 
other lcoations, with lower public transport accessibltiy levels, more parking can be provided. However, the 
Council accepts that 

15

16

17

18

19

20 Most looks reasonable; apart from the cycling which looks to have a big effect on driving in the borough. Noted
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2

Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

21 Consult your residents .
.

.

Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.

22

23

24

25

26 Stop this cyclewayway wand nonsence theres no room and its dangerous Although we understand that everyone was not supportive of our temporary scheme proposals, and changes 
may have affected some people’s journey times the key intention of the measures was to rey and remove 
through traffic to create an improved environment, which may encourage more walking and cycling. The Council 
remains committed to reducing traffic problems and improving the environment in the borough. As part of the 
scheme monitoring a number of traffic surveys were undertaken to help understand the impacts, and this will 
help future scheme design.

27 Any road closures to support walking around the borough need to be done with close consultation with the 
residents affected. Not imposed upon residents with councillors not listening to residents concerns, as has been 
evident with recent LTNs and schools streets.
Hackbridge needs better public transport links with more and increased carriage trains. Bus routes linking 
Hackbridge to the rest of the borough need to be improved and there needs to be a night bus servicing 
Hackbridge.
I'm struggling to see how you will action your freight and delivery transport goals when an increased amount of 
waste to be sent to incinerator has already been agreed. This affects the residents of Beddington Lane and 
Hackbridge due to the frequent closures of Beddinton Lane for roadworks, forcing HGVs through Hackbridge and 
adding to the traffic issues along London Road.

Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  
The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a safe, cost-effective and environmentally-sustainable 
solution to treating this residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only viable 
alternatives for this waste would be to export it or send it to landfill - both of which would have a significantly 
higher environmental impact. The recent decision by the Environment Agency (EA) to allow Viridor to process 
15% more waste at the Beddington ERF was not one that Sutton or the SLWP boroughs were consulted on.

28

29

30 Bin it No response

31

32

33

34 Do not prioritise cyclists over motorists in Sutton. Look at the congestion caused by the St Nicholas way 
narrowing for cycling lanes. Motorists are vital to Sutton's economy

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car (or van).

35 Scrap the whole lot of nonsense and try to develop policies which work in the real world rather than eco-land, 
and address the needs of all residents equally, not prioritise the chosen few at the expense of the majority.

No comment

36

37

38

39 Extend the tram to sutton! The Sutton Link scheme remains a priority for the Council and we will continue to work with TfL to deliver the 
scheme as funding permits.

40

41

42

43

44

45
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

46 What are you going to do about ALL those people who cannot walk, cycle or use public transport?????

You all live in Cloud Cuckoo land!!! This borough has an aging population and more and more of us fall in the 
above category!

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

47 Asking me to jump on a bicycle or a Motorbike after nearly 50 years of not using such and with one leg is asking 
me to become an accident victim and take up space in the local hospital.
Even with two legs most elderly who gave up cycling a long time ago are not able to safely jump in the saddle in 
their 60`s,70`s and 80`s. That is a recipe for disaster and as you are aware Sutton has a very high percentage of 
elderly residents. Cycles may be a good idea in inner London, however once you move further out it no longer 
becomes a reality. You cannot apply inner London Policy to the outer Boroughs.
You see what mess you have made with your stubborn implementation of LTN`s all for a few cyclists. Come on 
Sutton wake up.  And also stop discriminating against some with mobility issues.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

48

49

50

51

52

53

54 I really hope, unlike the LTN fiasco, that you actually listen to residents on this matter and aren’t swayed by small 
lobby groups who  look to influence your decision with gifts and donations. Sutton is for all and as such, options 
for all types of transport needs to be accommodated. Put aside your personal whims and act of residential data 
and desire.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, and to facilitate 
and promote greater use of sustainable travel. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that 
can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car (or van).
Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.

55

56

57

58

59

60 The proposals are too broad give the Council the right to veto anything and totally impractical. These 
requirements will stagnate future development which will be to the detriment of the Borough. 
It’s pretty rich for a council to come up with tight requirements for future development after it approved a 
scheme to burn waste for most of south west London with all the associated problems of heavy vehicle 
movement and associated pollution.

Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and 
meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  
The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) provides a significant carbon saving over the landfill site it 
replaced. Every tonne of waste that is sent to the Beddington ERF instead of the Beddington Landfill Site 
represents a saving of c. 440kg of CO2e.  

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68 I like the way you say you ‘will’ implement this - so pls tell me why you are asking for opinions if you will do it 
anyway!? Is this just a waste of our time? Probably

As a strategy that will become a Supplementary Planning Document, and so have considerable weight in future 
planning applications, we are required to consult in public. This consultation is being used to help shape and 
refine the final version of the STS to be considered for adoption later this year.

69 Cyclists seem to be taking over.
No regard for pedestrians,or red traffic lights.Riding on pavements in cheam village .Remove headphones and 
make it an offence.No helmet No cycling.They are ruining cheam and nonsuch parks.We now walk in the streets. 
How sad is that.

no response
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

70

71

72 Why is it so anti car?

Is there a hidden agenda here, like the LTNs that were such a disaster?

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents. 

73

74

75

76

77 Electric vehicles are not currently the answer. Many will struggle to charge them assuming the national grid can 
cope. Lithium batteries certainly don't come without a distinctly ungreen cost.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the issues of 
congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in 
encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. 

78

79 Cycling is not the answer. I have poor eyesight and cannot safely use a cycle. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

80

81 This is too much to ask in one survey Noted

82 11 is another ill-thought out question.  In case no-one at LBS has noticed, we don't have a Tram.  Thanks. The borough is served by the Croydon Tramlink in Beddington, and the Sutton Link tram extension remains a 
priority for the Council. We will continue to work with TfL to deliver the scheme as funding permits.

83

84 What do you mean by powered two wheelers? Electric scooters or ice motercycles? combustion engines - will address e-scooters separately

85

86

87

88

89 Your targets to reduce car use are not ambitious enough.  In reality when driverless cars come through most 
people will not need their own car - cheaper to hire a driverless car for longer trips.  Especially as most cars 
around here sit unused on the road all year round.  Many people will try to work from home in the future to 
avoid daily commute.  Cyclists are a menace, all pedestrians are sick of almost being run over on the pavements 
with no way of preventing this from happening, same with scooters.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles and potential future driverless cars is significant, and the STS 
recognises this. However the issues of congestion and road safety would remain, along with demand for parking.
The Covid-19 pandemic has caused significant changes to the way people travel, and indeed if they travel at all. 
However, it is important to improve both capacity and confidence in the safety of public transport for it to be a 
viable method of travel going forward. There is no guarantee that traffic in the borough will not return to pre-
pandemic levels in the future, and if sustainable travel options are not available then there is a risk of the private 
car becoming an even larger predominant mode. 

90

91 Please cater for the majority NOT the minority! The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs, and offer sustainable travel 
solutions, for all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport 
network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them 
will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable 
journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

92

93

94

95

96

97
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

98 To think you will achieve 0 deaths on the road is entirely unrealistic. Machines go wrong, people walk out into 
the road without paying attention and whether it's a petrol V8 or an EV, they are going to get hit. Here's some 
maths I guarantee you haven't done in your preoccupation for berating motorists. In your desire to promote EV 
and cycling, you have failed to realise that an EV typically weighs twice that of a regular vehicle. So the kinetic 
energy involved in an accident is going to be twice that of a petrol/diesel vehicle. Just going to leave that there as 
I bet you NO ONE even thought to look at energy in their haste to shut roads and make loads of money. Your 
planning also goes further to stifle local businesses. The ones I've spoken to on WP high st are losing customers 
who just can't get here now, whilst having to spend more on longer trips to bypass LTNs. So - if a van has to travel 
further, that's a greater amount of Time Exposed to Danger (as the Police will attest to), more mileage, more fuel, 
more pollution. An absolute fail in any part of your "greener or safer " streets mantra. This is simply a mantra of 
Get Sutton Cycling, backed by the wider group of Simon Munk's LCC group. And it does nothing to actually help 
the borough  AT ALL!

no response

99

100 Just get rid of LTN's, bus gates & school streets and consult your residents instead of a very selection well picked 
few (cycling groups) Cllr Abellan & friends needs to engage and listen instead of ignoring. (Needs to leave office!)

no response

101

102

103

104

105

106 Again impossible to accurately give an answer because if I say I support it, as written, that does not mean that 
Sutton Council will apply the principles in practice in a fair and equal way. They will use the parts of the policy 
that enable them to make the changes they want, whilst ignoring the parts that stop them doing exactly as they 
want. 
Be clear and honest with your residents and maybe we could actually back you

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and transport 
measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to provide open 
text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being considered in refining the 
strategy before it goes forward.

107

108

109

110

111 There are plenty of existing cycleways that should be promoted more, instead of further punishing car drivers by 
creating 'quietways'.
Proposals for Bus, Train, Tram and Taxi travel are vague at best, non existent at worst.
The strategy should include mass ULEV charging infrastructure building.

The borough does not manage the rail or bus network, however we work closely with TfL, Network Rail and 
operators to improve the services in the borough. Proposals for metro-style train services are set out in the 
Mayors Strategic Case for Metroisation in South London, which we support, and the borough is also preparing a 
business case for improvements at Belmont to serve the Cancer Hub.
The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the issues of 
congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in 
encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. 
On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the 
number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over 
the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to accommodate the 
legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging 
provision requirements for new developments.  

112 This is about choice and freedom to use Vehicles as well as over forms of transport.  I oppose any proposal that is 
unlawful and discriminating.  the Highways Act 1980 state that a person has a right to use any public road how 
they see fit and that includes Vehicles, however you are taking that away from the majority of Sutton residents.

LTNS and street schemes are unlawful and wrong especially when no proper consultation has taken place or the 
negative comments/complaints are  ignored.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough. 

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be used in 
the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, School 
Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

113

114 Councillor Abellan is totally untrustworthy and should be removed from office immediately. No response
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

115 It’s difficult to read the proposals and comment while using a phone. However I didn’t see any strong proposals 
for buses and trains .  I did read that Sutton has far less public transport than any other borough and this needs 
addressing by you. There are no trams or tubes to comment on. We used to have the Go Sutton bus which was 
very popular and this needs to be brought back. We have a very poor bus service in the Carshalton beeches area 
and no taxi services locally . The black taxis from Sutton station are too expensive , it’s no wonder we use a car. 
Do you expect us to walk to Wallington or Sutton for shopping and walk back with it all the way uphill ?  Many of 
us walk for exercise but certainly not if we have to get shopping or return home in the dark .

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, and this includes 
working with and lobbying TfL, government, rail and bus providers for improved services. Some of these 
proposals are set out in the STS. We recognise that the public transport network is not always accessible to some 
residents, however facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have 
no option but to use a car (or van).
The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public transport to 
provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-responsive bus service has 
proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support from the borough and TfL which 
would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons from the trial, and the technologies used, 
might be used in other ways in the future.

116

117

118 You cannot even decide if you want to use miles or KMs in the document. It should be in miles that’s how we 
measure road distance. 

In the introduction you claim that Sutton drivers use their cars for journeys of less than 3km,  Later in the 
document it’s 2 km, laters it’s 50% of journeys less than 3 miles and then 60% less than 3km....   none of which is 
referenced. Do you know how people use their cars? Was this written by a child? 

The whole thing needs to go in the bin and be written after consultation with residents.  WE do not want a series 
of connected LTNS that lock us in or out, lock out our families who do not live in Sutton, increase congestion in 
other roads and for other children. Divide communities.  The WP bus gate brought NO INCREASE in cycling.

no response

119

120

121

122 There should be more emphasis on targetting the use of electric vehicles for freight, deliveries, powered two 
wheelers, car club vehicles, taxi and private hire vehicles. 

There should be some measures (such as grants or subsidised loans) to promote the installation of charging 
facilities at off-street premises (such as existing flats).

On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the 
number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over 
the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to accommodate the 
legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging 
provision requirements for new developments.   As this continues we will of course be considering how best to 
accommodate EV freight movements

123

124

125

126

127

128 Don’t waste our tax payers money on your transport strategies everyone has seen this over the last year since 
Covid  and they don’t work !

no response

129

130

131 On paper, the proposals are reasonable but, as ever, the devil is in the detail. My experience has been that 
specific strategies have often created more problems than they have solved, Any proposed changes need to be 
considered carefully and take all road users into account

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car (or van). Future schemes will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of 
undertaking full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.

132 The time frame for potential building of new, segregated cycle infrastructure is too loose and not enough 
certainty. The council should be looking to ensure all major roads have well connected, clear, segregated, 
efficient cycle infrastructure with bicycles being given priority on all roads apart from dual carriageways...and for 
the sake of all resident's health this should take place long before 2025 and not just be a 'potential' project.

Selection of routes for cycle infrastructure is complex, and aside from road characteristics and physical width 
there are other issues such as parking to contend with. 
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

133

134 One of the biggest barriers to cycling is the attitude of other road users. Drivers will force their way through 
when it is not their right of way. The high number of parked cars adds to the danger. A cyclist doesn't have to 
cross the central line when overtaking so they have priority but many drivers don't seem to understand this. They 
can also be very aggressive which also puts people off cycling.

Noted

135 The objectives are very important

136 Please can we have more detail. Impossible to respond fully on such a limited question set Not clear what is meant by this question. If referring to what schemes are involved, as a Supplementary Planning 
Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that contribute to the targets set out in the Local 
Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include SMART targets. Schemes 
associated with this will be included in the borough LIP programme. The decision to do this is because under the 
existing STS a separate action plan resulted in two lists of targets with different outcomes, leadin

137 Suport for the measures you propose is limited to a minority composed of cycling zealots, anti-car fanatics and 
misguided eco-warriors,  none of whom should have any influence over local government.

no response

138

139

140 Regards walking,  time - especially if in the context of walking to work is a real barrier. I think a real focus on how 
walking  can improve health & wellbeing is a more persuasive argument. Especially, as people may have been 
using it as an activity during lockdown.
STS2  page 32  mentions the Sutton Buggy  - however this has not been operable since March 2020 and no plans 
for it to recommence in the current climate.    I appreciate it is hard to predict how Sutton's High St will  look 
immediately  post Covid. However, if we want to encourage people into Sutton town centre  as an attractive 
leisure/shopping destination - we do need to think about how those with moblity and age related conditions are 
supported in travelling the  1 mile long distance  of the shopping area.
Really good idea to be working with the PCN and social prescribing link workers to promote  walking as  healthy 
lifestyle, although potentially not all clients working with social prescribers  are car owners.  Is it worth exploring 
if any  promotional campaign can be done with local gyms?    Gym users may have more disposable income, likely 
to be car owners and possibly a harder group to target ?
   Regards cycling - there is often much antagonism between cyclists and road users, perhaps look at some focus 
groups with both sectors working together to plan how to achieve  Shared, Safe space ?

Bus travel   7.13  - glad to hear that   G7    new and redesigned routes the Council will work with TfL to implement 
new stops in accordance with TfL’s ‘Accessible Bus Stop Design Guidance’ in convenient and safe locations.   
However, Sutton's bus stops are not fully accessible for those with visual impairments.  The Ibus system is good 
for those with visual impairments/ communication difficulties on the bus -  but the lack of  audio at bus stops  
means that these groups are having to rely on others if there is a diversion or they don't have a phone app to 
assist.

Taxi and Private Hire:    Considering Sutton is going to have a higher proportion of over 65's in the next 10 years, 
I'm surprised that more attention hasn't been paid to future service users.  I think it would be useful for all taxi 
drivers to have mandatory training around dementia .   It may help  dispel some myths ,  but for carers of those 
living with dementia and people with dementia themselves , it would provide some reassurance.

Thank you for your comments. As part of the STS we recognise the need to make walking a more attractive 
option, and this can take many forms. The Healthy Streets approach to street design, offering good sight lines, 
lighting, shade, places to stop and rest etc. are key and will be factored in as part of any work undertaken. For 
cycling this will also include identifying safe quieter routes and how best to manage the space constraints and 
conflict with parking that limits many options for cycling infrastructure in the borough.

For Sutton High Street, the Council has been developing a masterplan for design and regeneration of the High 
Street, access across the gyratory, and through the recently introduced design guide measures to improve the 
street for older people and people living with dementia. The buggy used on the High Street was operated by the 
Successful Sutton Business Improvement District, but as you have identified the Covid-19 pandemic and 
associated lockdown meant that it was suspended for the foreseeable future. We will continue to work with 
Successful Sutton and its member businesses on how best to accommodate the needs of those with limited 
mobility.

Bus stops are managed by TfL and shelter providers. Although iBus information is available on board vehicles, and 
audio announcements at bus stations, we are not aware of any bus stops with audible announcements or 
provision to use an audio fob as used in some areas outside London. However, as part of the ongoing review of 
bus services in Sutton we discuss the need for real time information on a regular basis and will include this issue 
in future discussions.

Likewise, regulations for taxis and private hire are a matter for TfL, but again we will explore what training is 
already given or planned for the future for those with accessibility needs such as dementia.

141

142 Cars are the most / safeist / most used form of transport for a very good reason, most people already have one 
and pay a lot of money for the privilege.

With proposals for increased housebuilding, and without action, future traffic volumes may get much worse than 
before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use sustainable transport 
(like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 
pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase in 
vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive this will 
increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is why we are 
taking action now.

143
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

144 If 2 wheeled motorised vehicles are used they must be taxed and insured and used on the road only. motorcycles are required to be taxed, insured and used on the roads only. e-scooters are currently illegal to use 
on public highways. Enforcement is a matter for the police

145

146 PLEASE CONSIDER THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF MAKING ORDINART PEOPLE POORER no response

147

148 You cannot expect private car ownership to decrease within the borough, it just isn't viable. Most people need 
two cars in the households due to dropoff/pick ups from school/ nursery and getting to/from work. Regardless of 
public transport improvements, driving to work (in greater London, Surrey or Kent) is still the quickest most 
efficient way to travel. Our daughter attends school in Kingston, 5 miles away. The only option is to drive as the 
physical and mental toll on us all to use public transport to get there would be too great involving a 15minute 
walk, one team journey, a train and a bus taking a total of 1.5hrs. Driving there takes us 40minutes on a bad day!

The draft STS recognises that not everyone can walk or cycle all the time, however, facilitating greater use of 
these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as 
providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van.

149

150

151

152

153 Bored now Noted

154 You have left no section for tradesmen and care providers and people.who depend on the use of a vehicle to.
earn a income     why have you left that section out    is that no discrimination buy restricting a person ability to.
earn a income

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, however, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van.

155 You just want us to give up cars it’s nonsense not everyone can do that The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough. 

156 You should Try living on one of these pollution/noise/speeding routes you plan for the residents No response

157

158 Think about disabled people and the older persons needs!!! The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, including older 
people, people with dementia and people with disabilities. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, 
however, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion 
and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option 
but to use a car or van.

159

160 The choices are incomplete.  There is no mention of facilities for those in the community for whom the car or van 
is a necessity for conducting their everyday lives.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

161 Do proper consulting...learn the laws of the land...... Discrimination and Equality are massive....get it right and 
listen to all the residents in the borough....not the ones you want to ,to suit your ideology.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car (or van).
will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and meaningful consultation 
with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.

162 Biased questions. You will use the answers to try and justify road closures without being transparent that is what 
you mean

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and transport 
measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to provide open 
text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being considered in refining the 
strategy before it goes forward.

163

164
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

165 Things were working perfectly well for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers until the Council started their ridiculous 
changes.

no response

166

167

168

169

170 Again, there is a presumption that permeates the policy that there is a desire within the borough to carry out 
measures that force people, by punitive means, to step away from methods of travel that are, in a vast majority 
of cases, necessary.  The public outcry towards the road closures, bus gates and other measures shows just how 
unpopular these measures are and how out of sync this strategy is with the needs, wants and realities of the 
borough.  Whilst there is a small minority that would support the policy, most would be so adversely affected as 
to make it a key factor in whether the LA is even likely to stay in power in a year or so. Something that the LA 
should really be considering strongly. The general thrust of the policy is admirable, but much more of a balance 
needs to be struck and alongside recognition that implementation of the strategy in its present form will be 
unsafe, flawed and economically disastrous.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

171 With regard to cycling, it is good top see that the council recognises the need for segregated cycle lanes/paths. (It 
is also good to see that they recognise the difficulties in doing so as our streets were not built with this in mind). 

I think there are two types of cyclist: The person who wants to get somewhere quick and is experienced, for 
example the commuting cyclist, the cyclist delivery rider, the regular "keep fit" cyclist. These cyclists want to use 
the roads, so that they can see the traffic and the traffic can see them and they can move quickly. It is unlikely 
that they will use cycle lanes unless they are i) segregated and ii) offer a lengthy unbroken stretch of lane - the 
A217 would be perfect. Unsegregated cycle lanes are (generally) dangerous in my opinion, as they are on the left 
hand side of the road:- car doors opening unexpectedly, left turns without signals. In my 30 years commuting 
from Carshalton to London, I never used the cycle lanes and never had a serious accident.

The other type of cyclist is the occasional user: children, people going shopping, people out for a pleasant ride 
etc.. These people are far less likely to want to use main roads. So in these cases, a shared pavement cycle place 
might answer, similar to those in Holland - the cyclists are less likely to be travelling fast. It will take some time 
for the pedestrians to become used to such a scheme, but over time, I think this would work. Of course, the 
difficulty lies in available space.

Noted. Selection of routes for cycle infrastructure is complex, particularly if it is to cater for both commuting and 
general cycling, and aside from road characteristics and physical width there are other issues such as parking to 
contend with. Segregated infrastructure is ideal but given the constrints on the borough network we will also 
need to consider quieter signed routes.

172

173 If public transport was cheaper, efficient and reliable it would be used more. 
Cycling is not the cure all for reducing pollution as not everyone can or wants to cycle. People who work in 
London don't want to cycle there but the transport network is terrible so they resort to using cars.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car (or van). The STS also sets out our proposals for working with and lobbying TfL, government and 
operators for improved public transport in the borough.

174 I oppose LTN in the Borrow Noted
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

176 Whilst cycle lanes are a profoundly welcome addition to the community, they must be prioritised at the expense 
of private motor vehicles, rather than public transport users or pedestrians.

The aim to increase bus travel's modal share is very welcome indeed; however, against a backdrop of both 
nationwide and London-wide decline in bus patronage, the proposals must meet these targets. It is pleasing to 
see mentions of increased frequencies and new routes for major developments, though.

Bringing tramlink to Sutton is imperative if sustainable travel targets are to be met - the Council must not only 
continue to be in discussion with TfL and DfT but also be actively pressing for its funding and for works to 
commence as soon as possible, overcoming any potential political barriers.

Although provision of EV charging points is good, this must never be at the expense of funding for public 
transport / active travel, as electric cars are still far more polluting (and cause much more congestion) than even 
London's oldest diesel buses.

The political imperative of providing for taxis is noted, but it is disappointing to see these considered on a par 
with public transport. On the contrary, these are often responsible for congestion and an increase in public 
transport journey times, particularly when using bus lanes. Go Sutton would be a better solution for people not 
near a station or bus route, but the council doesn't mention this. Nevertheless, the move to electric taxis is 
cautiously welcomed and the removal of older taxis is a positive development.

Noted. The Sutton Link scheme remains a priority for the Council and we will continue to work with TfL to deliver 
the scheme as funding permits. 
The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the issues of 
congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in 
encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. 
On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the 
number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over 
the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to accommodate the 
legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging 
provision requirements for new developments.  
The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for more orbital public transport to 
provide improved coverage in the borough. However, the cost of providing a demand-responsive bus service has 
proved to be very expensive and would require significant ongoing support from the borough and TfL which 
would not be sustainable. We will continue to explore how the lessons from the trial, and the technologies used, 
might be used in other ways in the future.

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184 Again, your document discriminates against car drivers, thus this plan and consultation is against the real people 
of Sutton (vast majority making their living and living by using their cars). You are not taking into account what 
people need and what people want. You are discriminating against car drivers. You need to look at car drivers 
and allow them to use the roads and parking in almost beneficial way for Sutton business. Alongside, you need to 
make improvements that will lead to more sustainable Sutton, but NOT at the expense of car drivers, but in 
addition to the current road usage and car drivers.

INVEST INTO SCHOOL BUSES!! 
This plan is DISCRIMNATORY and I strongly oppose it.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and 
practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-
friendly Borough. 

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192 Not everyone is mobile and not everyone has a blue badge - private cars are a must for some people The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

193

194

195
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

196

197 You must be joking if you think residents want to download a 106 page document. How about a synopsis. Noted

198 Arbitary targets which ignore many socio economical factors that contribute to particular vehicle use. As always 
the poor will suffer more as cannot afford new tech

Not clear why measures such as walking and cycling would be deemed unaffordable.

199

200 None of these even make sense?

What are you doing?

No wonder you need to raise council tax if this is how you are wasting it!

No response

201

202

203

204

205

206 Not enough detail to form an opinion Not clear what is meant by this question. If referring to what schemes are involved, as a Supplementary Planning 
Document the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that contribute to the targets set out in the Local 
Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include SMART targets. Schemes 
associated with this will be included in the borough LIP programme. The decision to do this is because under the 
existing STS a separate action plan resulted in two lists of targets with different outcomes, leading to confusion.

207

208

209

210

211 Don't forget about self-employed trades people that have to drive their work vehicles around the borough in 
order to do their jobs. We can't walk or use public transport.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, however facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car or van.

212 I can’t support any proposal that puts local motor transport so far down its priorities. This shows a total lack of 
compassion for worker and family requirements. I have no faith in Sutton being able to deliver any material 
improvement to public transport. So it will be a continuous victimisation of drivers.

The draft STS is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private 
car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel 
needs for all residents. We know that there will remain journeys which for whatever reason are not feasible by 
walking, cycling or public transport, but if promoting choice results in a switch for other journeys then this will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for 
those who have no option but to use a car.

213 please do not bring an excess of parking meters/yellow lines/red routes into the area Parking proposals are set out in the borough's Parking Strategy

214

215

216

217

218

219 As a retired person, I am unlikely to use a bicycle again, nor a motorcycle. It is a shame that the borough (LBS) 
pays little attention to complaints about road condition.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car (or van).
Road and pavement condition remains a concern and the borough is continuing with its maintenance 
programme.
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

220 As always it is dependant on adequate planning and implementation of necessary.  So for example if electric 
vehicles are sufficiently affordable to buy and run with adequate infrastructure to support them, there will be no 
need for draconian legislative measures,  motorists will choose the better option.  Sadly, as was seen with the 
implementation of congestion charging, this was not done.  Did/does it not occur to those in office, if the public 
transport offering is sufficiently attractive and workable, why would anyone choose to sit for hours every day in 
cars on heavily congested roads.  They do so because the public transport services are woefully inadequate.

While we are already planning and working with providers to install large numbers of EV chargers, the issues of 
congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in 
encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. On the 
latter we have been making the case for an improved public transport offer for many years, and are now lobbying 
for and supporting a number of schemes for both bus and rail improvements as well as the Sutton Link tram 
extension.

221 Again the balance is about right and people should accept that the current situation is not sustainable ,certainly 
not for generations to come.

Noted

222

223

224

225 I'm very pleased that the use of powered two-wheelers is now being considered in a sensible way to aid  
sustainability.

Noted

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233 What about car owners? Have you just missed them out, forgotten them or think we don't need to use them? The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

234 You are seriously delusional if you think there will be zero fatalities on the roads! Do you not understand we are 
humans that make choices and some of them are bad choices. There is always going to be some error in our 
judgement and that will cause accidents and deaths to happen.

As mentioned before people are NOT going to cycle in bad weather so stop saying that there are plenty of cycle 
journeys that could be made! Why don't you understand human nature! DO NOT close lanes of the main roads 
for cyclists, DO NOT stop cars travelling in the same roads as cyclists, STOP adding in 2-way cycle lanes where the 
cyclist feels like they are cycling into on-coming traffic. The new cycle lanes in Kingston are at times very scary as 
they are so unsafe! Do not make the same mistake in Sutton.

Stop adding too many buses on the roads as they block the roads! Bring back bus pull-in's at bus stops. Stop 
saying buses have priority over a car user - why do you think this? I pay for the roads so why can't I been seen as 
an equal road user!

If you want fewer vehicles on the road stop building new housing so the population in this area does not 
continue to rise.

Freight/Delivery - have you ever worked in this industry? Do you not realise that deliveries cannot be within 
certain time zones as they need to travel great distances. The reason they cannot be precise in their timings is 
because of the traffic problems mainly caused by 20mph zones where they really shouldn't be, road calming, 
road closures and silly ideas that councillors like yourselves come up with! Do you not think delivery drivers want 
to get all of their deliveries completed in the quickest time possible? How would have 'going the last mile' work! 
How long will it take to unload one vehicle into another be quicker! I can't believe you think cycling the last 
section would work!

Let motorbikes use bus lanes.

Comments noted. However, with proposals for increased housebuilding to meet demand, and without action, 
future traffic volumes may get much worse than before the COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more 
space for local people to use sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both while 
capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the future, rather than turning to private motor 
vehicles. 
The development of technology, including sat-nav and associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase in 
vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel through Sutton. If more people choose to drive this will 
increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy for the people who live on them. This is why we are 
taking action now. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. 
However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion 
and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option 
but to use a car.
Motorcycles are permitted to use the few bus lanes in Sutton.
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

235 Reiterate my earlier concerns around cycle lanes being a box ticked without proper impact assessment.
Concerns that walking and cycling aren't always compatible e.g. Sutton High Street.
Some bus routes are no longer practical due to the design of roads (narrow)

Although we understand that everyone was not supportive of our temporary scheme proposals, and changes 
may have affected some people’s journey times the key intention of the measures was to rey and remove 
through traffic to create an improved environment, which may encourage more walking and cycling. The Council 
remains committed to reducing traffic problems and improving the environment in the borough. As part of the 
scheme monitoring a number of traffic surveys were undertaken to help understand the impacts, and this will 
help future scheme design.

On buses, route frequency and the type of vehicle are influenced by the accessibility of the route, hence smaller 
vehicles being used for some of the denser S bus routes. As part of the Sutton Bus Review we remain in 
consultation with TfL to identify issues and improve services wherever possible.

236 New crossing places are a good idea but please stop using the brick pavers, cars and pedestrians unsure who has 
right of way.  Black and white strips are tried and tested.

The Go Sutton service was a good idea but as it never came to Worcester Park..........!

Noted. 
The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for demand-responsive travel in the 
borough. However, the cost of providing a service is very expensive and would require significant ongoing 
support from the borough and TfL. We will continue to explore how this might be achieved in future.

237 Need to see specific proposals as do not trust to  generality, reasons as previos comments As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that contribute to 
the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include 
SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP programme. The decision to do 
this is because under the existing STS a separate action plan resulted in two lists of targets with different 
outcomes, leading to confusion.

238

239

240

241 I support building Better public transport infrastructure but I do not agree with the freight ideas as this has a 
massive financial cost to companies changing there fleet over ect especially if your a newish small company that 
could send your business under if you can not afford the cleaner greener alternative vehicles and as I said before 
I disagree with the cycling and walking policies because I believe shutting roads is dangerous and causes more 
congestion and pollution

The STS does not propose wholesale vehicle changes, as restrictions on vehicle types permitted in London are for 
the Mayor. However, the borough supports the use of cleaner vehicles where possible, as well as encouraging 
means of reducing the impact of freight operations in terms of noise, congestion and pollution.

242

243

244

245 I think the sustainable Sutton transport strategy can only be truly effective - and delivered - when the tram finally 
comes to Sutton.  It is the missing component.

The Sutton Link tram extension remains a priority for the Council. We will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link 
scheme and are supporting the work of Network Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, including the 'South 
London Metro' proposals to increase frequency and capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the 
reinstatement of twin railway tracks to Belmont and increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and 
new acute care hospital.

246

247

248

249

250 This is a self selecting and judgemental survey No response

251

252

253

254

255

256 Once again, this is a very dense document of over 100 pages and is not accessible due to this. Have you 
considered using snippets of information or perhaps video as a medium to provide condensed information for 
what the plans include?

257
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

258 G6m strongly oppose. By restricting local traffic you increase issues in already congested areas and create a 
culture of resent towards cyclists. This does not increase cycling use in those put out by the changes.

LTNs are one potential measure for improving safety in residential areas, which by their nature have high 
numbers of pedestrians and potentially cyclists. The strategy includes the proposal to identify where LTNs might 
be effective, however implementation would not take place without significant consultation and design

259

260 So unrealistic - cloud cuckoo land, really..... Zero road deaths by 2041!  Try working with the residents of Sutton 
to find something workable and realistic,  don't jump on the Sadiq khan version of let's waste a whole load of tax 
payers money then just put the ctax up to cover up our deluded blunders!

No response

261

262

263

264 I do not think two wheeler electric vehicles will help any but the young and able bodied. The elderly beed thrir 
cars and buses.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.
e-bikes are an increasingly popular method of travel, allowing easier cycling in areas with hills (including Sutton) 
but also allowing commuting by cycle and for people to continue to cycle into later life. e-scooters remain illegal 
at this time but we will be monitoring the trials taking place across England, so that if the law is changed in future 
we can identify what needs there are in the borough for them to be used safely.

265 The document seems to accept that car ownership in the borough is high but reading between the lines you are 
also idealogically at war with the motorist. So where does that leave you in terms of your relationship with the 
electorate who clearly rely on their cars? So far the ham fisted attempts to force your ideology on the town have 
done little more than increase aggravation in an already trying time. Your actions in the last year have only 
caused division where you should be seeking concensus and cooperation. There is most likely room for 
improvement in the borough but the current approach feels like the tail wagging the dog.

Also, for the sake of what's left of the old Sutton, please just forget the dreadful tram link idea.

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

266 We do not need to waste money and have the major upheaval of a tram system. noted

267 When I first moved to the Sutton area I started using the train to travel to work but it was so packed and so 
unreliable with the amount of cancelations that I had no choice but to change the way I traveled to work. The 
other issue of public transport in Sutton is that it is so expensive. I cannot see anything other than these issues 
get worse with your policies.

Trains through Sutton were affected for a number of years by operational issues including driver shortages, and 
are still affected by track layout on the Brighton Main Line and the Selhurst Triangle. Network Rail are now 
commencing a large scheme to replace the existing track crossings to eliminate delays. The Council has supported 
Network Rail in the scheme development and is lobbying for additional measures at Wallington, Sutton and 
Belmont stations which would if implemented enhance flexibility of rail services still further.

268 "proposals for future measures and planning guidelines for the Council and developers to follow when planning 
new schemes"
This should not be the case. It should read 'Council, developers AND residents'.

This relates to new developments and the inclusion of measures to support sustainable travel, which in turn can 
be used by residents. 

269

270

271

272

273
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

274 Current provision for cyclists is woeful. It is a strong disincentive to cycle use. 

There is an enormous pent-up demand for greater cycle use, as demonstrated by what happened when traffic fell 
during the first "lockdown". But many are put off cycling because of the perceived dangers from road vehicles 
and the scant provision of cycle lanes.

It is essential that there should be an expansion of the cycle network, to include many more segregated cycle 
lanes. At present many cycle lanes end abruptly and are of little practical use for travelling around the borough. 
Requires much better planning, integration and implementation.

Greater cycle use will only be achieved by prioritising investment in this area.

The Council should also engage in an education programme, which informs  vehicle drivers about good and safe 
practice when encountering cyclists; and which actively encourages cycle use. This could include signage 
informing motorists of the safe distance to pass cyclists.

20 mph zones should be properly enforced.

Thank you for your comments. Funding is of course a key priority for sustainable travel, and as London recovers 
from the pandemic we are keen to ensure that this does not result in higher levels of traffic than pre-Covid. The 
adoption of the STS as a supplementary planning document will also provide greater impetus for developers to 
contribute towards sustainable measures.

20mph zones are designed to be self-enforcing, with traffic cushions and measures to slow traffic. However we 
will also look at other options such as community speed enforcement and will continue to work with the police 
and our Safer Neighbourhood teams.

275 As previously stated I cannot support anything this council are proposing as they cannot be trusted to implement 
any schemes which benefit the majority of the borough, they just want to push their ‘no motor vehicle’ idealism 
which in this day & age is not at all practical. 
Roads are for motor vehicles & cycles, pavements are for walking & parks are for playing & leisure. This has been 
the case for past century or so & will continue to work just fine without anymore waste of council tax payers 
money. Leave the borough alone!

No response

276 Wait a couple of years to see how /if travel changes post Covid and now that on line sales may change the use / 
face of the high street

he Covid-19 pandemic has caused significant changes to the way people travel, and indeed if they travel at all. 
However, it is important to improve both capacity and confidence in the safety of public transport for it to be a 
viable method of travel going forward. There is no guarantee that traffic in the borough will not return to pre-
pandemic levels in the future, and if sustainable travel options are not available then there is a risk of the private 
car becoming an even larger predominant mode. 

277

278

279

280
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

281 The document states majority of trips are less than 3 miles, but doesn't state what form of transport is being 
taken. Assumption seems to be that these trips are by car - how was this measured? I've lived in Sutton for over 
11 years and never been asked about my travel habits, except on a survey done when I was travelling by bus. I 
can only assume the data is referring to people using public transport.

I would challenge the data as it does't add up. It says 71k car trips per day by people in sutton  (not part of a 
longer chain of trips, or those carrying tools/heavy equipment. With about 45k residents in the sutton area - and 
some of those children - the figures don't add up especially as there are people like me a Sutton resident who 
cannot think of any car trip under 2km (absolute minimum I do is 3km) . So must include people outside Sutton, 
which again by default means they are travelling over 2km - please share methodology and how this was 
calculated?

Regarding motorbikes - I t would be great to make it better of motorbikes, but recent changes not just in Sutton, 
but other councils have made it more dangerous. Some roads have seen widening of cycle lane and so reducing 
space on road for motorbikes.

I would likek to see all road uses properly educated and trained. You don't need any certificate to cycle, yet often 
have done dangerous things e.g. on a motorbike, the number of bikes that have pulled out in front of me without 
even looking over their should (called a lifesaver move).  The number of people wearing all black/dark outfits that 
cannot be seen (even when out running at night i have nearly ran into people because they are almost invisible),  
The use of scooters esp electric ones - although illegal a lot of people are using these (better to make them legal, 
but provide training on how to use them safely, rather than ignore the issue). 

Freight - corner of Boscombe and Charminister - too many freight vehicles already - some clearly lost - have seen 
a number of heavy goods veghicles too large for the corner - one even mounted the pavement breaking a 
manhole cover leaving a dangerous hole in the middle of the pavement. It was just fortunate I saw it and was 
ableto raise the alarm before any incidents.

Information on trips, including trip length, is taken from the London Travel Demand Survey. To carry this out, TfL 
randomly select a sample of households in London to be interviewed about their travel habits, covering all modes 
of travel. We know from the survey that approximately 55% of trips in the borough are undertaken by car. 

Further information about the survey can be found at https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/about-tfl/how-we-
work/planning-for-the-future/consultations-and-surveys#on-this-page-1 , and data for all London boroughs can 
be found at http://planning.data.tfl.gov.uk/.

We note your comments on freight issues and these have been passed to the area engineer for consideration.

282

283 I do not support the goal of trying to reduce the number of households that have a car. This is trying to reverse 
the progress of civilisation and impose restrictions from government on individuals

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

284

285

286

287

288 It is so important to promote sustainable transport such as walking, cycling, trams, electric buses and electric 
delivery vehicles, so well pioneered by the dairies with their electric milk floats

Noted

289

290

291

292 WHAT ABOUT CARS AND CAR DRIVERS? The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

293

294

295

296 .

297 I object to green chains as a method of transport, for both cycling and walking.  It is rare (though it should 
completely be encouraged where it occurs) that these are quicker for cyclists or walkers, and speed is a key 
feature of transport for many users.  Cyclists and walkers require direct routes, because added distance adds a 
great deal of time.

One of the key aims of the Mayors Transport Strategy is to improve public health, including increasing the level of 
physical activity each day. Providing attractive walking and cycling routes, which can also be used for commuting 
or other purposes, will help encourage this.
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

298 We do not have tube transport in Sutton. Therefore we need a much better bus service and also parking for the 
stations. There is no parking at Carshalton Beeches and the roads around are soon to have permits.  This will 
prevent me from going out at all and being isolated at home.

Noted

299

300

301

302 Until such time as public transport offers the flexibility, practicality and value for time derived from a personal car 
or motorcycle it will not present a viable option for my travel needs. Using public transport more than doubles 
my commute time. When the time comes to replace my fuel burning car I will replace it with an electric vehicle of 
the same size which whilst removing some of the polluting nature of the car will do nothing to reduce my number 
of journeys.

We recognise that not every journey can be made by public transport, which is why the STS includes the need to 
continue to develop bus and rail routes to improve choice. Doing so will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality, as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but 
to use a car.

303 Taxi hire yes,
Private hire no

Noted

304 I cannot comment on the above because what you say and what you do are completely different things.  eg the 
parking scheme in AW was 61% opposed and the message was that the residents would decide if it was needed. 
The majority were against and it was still forced in. The LTN’s were hugely unpopular and it took  months of pain 
before they were removed and only then because of a court ruling ( not listening to residents ) . The cycle lanes 
around the one way were never used and caused more pollution and delays than was acceptable, this was also 
marketed as successful until they were suddenly removed. Are you needing to reduce car use because the 
incinerator is pumping over the areas limit on CO2 emissions.  Let’s have electric busses, vans and lorries, 
incentives to help switch to electric cars when they are fully developed and cheaper than petrol or diesel...

305 Again why anticar? The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

306 I personally feel that the council as a whole has its own agenda and is being led by people who are out of touch 
with their residents and their wishes and views , there is no engagement at a local level and most of the surveys 
are on line and hidden from the majority of residents , if you were serious about getting feedback a mailshot 
would be appropriate.

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

307

308 It seems very much biased against car users and should be much better balanced. Councils recent LTN's were 
disastrous and caused no end of chaos, frustration and stress to residents. Will never be able to solve problems 
by creating othrs where none previously existed.

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

309 Again you need to allow cars to get to where they need easily and without restriction, you need more parking 
spaces and access to town centres , lorries have to be able to deliver easier and more parking , there is a very 
small proportion of the county that ride bikes , and most people walk if possible , but walking is not an option 
with children over a half mile length, as the children get tired especially young ones , the roads need a lot of 
attention with pot holes everywhere , use your money to repair roads not restrict roads .

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

310

311

312

313 Again, a biased consultation with decisions obviously already made. no response

314 Oppose the strategy so oppose the lot no response

315

316 Not necessary no response

317

318 Don't regress. no response

319

320 People will NOT get rid of their cars so please go away and join the fairies. no response

321

322
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

323

324 Please remember that not everyone is perfectly fit and healthy and capable of walking miles carrying bags of 
shopping/household necessities.  We want to LIVE, not just exist in what used to be a pleasant London borough.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

325

326

327 This is an anti car/van/bus strategy and needs serious reconsideration with input from ALL residents. The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

328 I live in a maisonette on Green wrythe Lane, between Muschamp Road and Fellowes Road. There is no way I 
would be able to charge an electric vehicle at home currently as there is the large green between the property 
and the road. Also parking directly outside the property is difficult due to the amount of available space to park 
safely and without blocking the carriageway. EV's are also prohibitively expensive to buy when compared to their 
combustion engine counterparts.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the issues of 
congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in 
encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. 
On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the 
number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over 
the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in both on- and off-street charging capability to 
accommodate the legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already 
specify charging provision requirements for new developments.  As vehicle and battery technology continues to 
develop so the cost of adoption will decrease over time.

329

330

331

332

333 The document is nice and glossy but how can you ask us to comment when the maps of road affected are so 
small that they can not be read and the road it affects not listed.  Poorly drawn up.

The document covers general policies and proposals for future types of intervention, but does not highlight 
individual issues on specific roads. As an online document all maps can be zoomed for clarity.

334

335 Every thing gets delivered by road at a stage     be it a private car or multi drop delivery    a ltn  needs long term 
planning not short term force it through          it is pretty easy to see the long term       but it is a 15 to 20th year 
plan and will work

Comments noted. Future proposals will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of 
undertaking full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made.  In the case 
of the recent School Streets proposals you may have seen that we have concluded a round of consultation with 
residents, businesses and the schools at present, with consultation on traffic management interventions in Butter 
Hill and Worcester Park during the summer. The Council value feedback from all Stakeholders including residents 
and we would encourage everyone to have their say by contributing to the consultation processes.

336

337

338

339 I would like to see an active set of proposals around decreasing motor travel, especially private vehicles, in the 
Borough e.g. reducing parking which at present presents a hazard for cyclists. 

I am also disappointed not to see any reference to Low Traffic Neighbourhoods as part of the policy to encourage 
walking and cycling, and discouraging driving, for short journeys.

340 The priority of cycling should not be prioritised over car users, they need to share the road The draft STS is about giving people real choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private 
car.  We recognise that not every journey can be made my walking, cycling or public transport. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

341 Where is the car category? The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

342

343 I oppose anything that penalises the borough’s car owners & drivers. Cyclists are a minority and should not be 
prioritised over everyone else

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

344 What about private cars why should we be discriminated against. We should be able to drive along our roads. 
Disgraceful, unlawful discrimination shows nothing about equality. Everything the LA say they are supportive of .  
LIB DEM OUT

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

345

346 cycling ticks all the boxes. Noted

347

348 If you want to reduce CO2 emissions then you need remove all the speed bumps and increase the roadways to 
allow for through flow of traffic. Not throttle it at every junction and set of traffic lights. The phasing on main 
routes has changed over the years and now the "hold" is so long for red for cars and pedestrians it's ridiculous.
Roundabouts are a far more efficient way of managing throughflow. 
Removal of speed bumps will reduce the amount of brake/accelerate throughout the borough and encourage 
more "cruise" momentum where engines are not pulling hard and thus reduce emissions. The aim of this "green" 
scheme. Although the current feeling is it's just a money spinner for the council and doesn't actually address 
resident concerns. What about average speed cameras? Can't put them in because not enough people have died. 
But the council can put in a simple resident trap camera. Which extends journey times as people have to find 
other routes to get where they're going and those routes are then more congested. 
NONE OF WHICH ACHIEVES THE PROPOSED "GREEN" AIM OF THESE "SUSTAINABLE" SCHEMES.

The use of speed restraints such as cushions, tables and humps is to address problems with speeding and road 
safety in a given area, particularly where collisions and personal injuries have occurred or where residents' 
concerns have been noted. Removal of these would only lead to increased levels of speeding and more safety 
incidents. 

349 Ban electric scooters on public roads and footpaths Electric scooters are banned on public highways in the UK, including in London, other than where specific trials of 
rental e-scooters are taking place. The borough is not presently taking part in any trial. Enforcement of this ban is 
a matter for the police.

350

351

352 Electric vehicle charging stations needed on  more roads to allow residents who are unable to charge their car 
from home access to charging points. Allow residents who can only park on street in front of their homes due to 
the absence of a driveway/garage to have an designated electric vehicle bay outside their homes so they are able 
to have a charging cable reach for their home to their vehicle.

On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the 
number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over 
the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to accommodate the 
legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging 
provision requirements for new developments.  
However, it would not be feasible or desirable to allocate designated on-street bays to particular households 
dure to parking capacity constraints across much of the borough. In addition vehicles will not necessarily require 
charging every day, so the use of shared bays or charging hubs would be a more practical solution.

353 Cycle users are very rare in Sutton and don't warrant the excessive space being set out for them. Penalising car 
users as a consequence of this is a direct attempt to make money out of those who pay car tax in favour of a 
small minority who don't. This is why you have so much push back from residents. Your proposals are not 
designed to help the majority, only a minority at great expense to the drivers you wish to penalise. You don't 
consider why people use cars, you just assume based on bogus data.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car or penalising car users. This is about giving people real choice by 
providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about becoming a cleaner, safer and more 
environmentally-friendly Borough, and addressing travel needs for all residents.

354 Our current transport modes and roads are fine as they are.
Tram stations will just bring gangs warfare and crime in from over areas.
It's more environmentally friendly to keep old petrol cars than the cost of producing new Electric cars that use 
carbon to make the electric to charge.
If everyone in the borough had one they'd crash the national grid.

no response

355 I strongly oppose all the above as you only listen to anyone who agrees with you and I do not believe you will use 
any data in an impartial fashion.

no response

356

357

358

359
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

360 The push to encourage electric vehicles on the grounds of reducing pollution often ignores the damage caused by 
the mass production of batteries.

The environmental benefits of electric vehicles is significant, and the STS recognises this. However the issues of 
congestion and road safety remain, along with demand for parking, and so there is still a strong benefit in 
encouraging trips to be made using more sustainable modes such as walking, cycling and public transport. 
Battery technology continues to advance and the impact on natural resources is something being considered on a 
worldwide level.

361 Please dont take not sure as a point in your favour. I decline to comment on weighted questions which you can 
bend to make it look like I agree with you. As with all sutton council surveys you have clouded it with smoke and 
mirrors and rely on fact that people wont be bothered to look at your blurb. I disagree with everything that you 
are doing to obliterate car ownership within the borough.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by other issues, and transport 
measures are an area where this happens a lot. For this reason we have given the opportunity to provide open 
text answers for respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being considered in refining the 
strategy before it goes forward.

362 All planning permission should require adequate car parking without expensive parking permits Local Plan Policy 37 sets out the Council’s approach to parking requirements from new developments. This takes 
into account the location of a development, the level of access to public transport, and available parking within 
the vicinity of the site. The number of spaces required for different types of schemes is set out in the appendices 
to the Local Plan. The Local Plan review has just started and will include assessment and consideration of future 
parking standards that will be required from new developments. In some instances, access to parking permits for 
new developments can be restricted to prevent cars being parked on neighbouring roads and causing overspill. 

363

364

365

366

367 I was driving at 18 mph in a 20 mph road for some distance at night. On the PAVEMENT was a male on an electric 
scooter gradually getting ahead of me so for some distance was travelling MORE than 18 mph!! On the 
PAVEMENT. In the DARK. Nothing is being done to sort this out - someone could have been killed or paralysed 
stepping through their front gate. I already walk for short trips to shops or recreation but I know people who 
won’t because of dangers like this. Sutton is NOT a nice or safe place to be a pedestrian and car users are not the 
reason for this.

e-scooters remain illegal for use in the UK other than in designated trial areas, some of which are in other London 
boroughs. Enforcement of this is a matter for the police.

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

376

377

378 Cycling in Sutton is completely unsafe - more cycle lanes are needed to encourage cycling.
There needs to be more done to discourage the use of cars for short journeys - school streets and parking bans 
must be put in place and enforced; the policy does not go far enough in these areas.

379

380

381

382
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

383 Stop bleating on about how you want to improve the air quality when the you have allowed/ encouraged the 
Virador waste disposal project that produces more harmful emissions than anything else in the borough. If you 
were serious the first thing you would do would be to address that problem not try to make up for it’s failure by 
impeding on local lives, especially if you don’t live in the borough.

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility has enabled the Beddington Landfill site to close. This has allowed us to 
take an important step up the waste hierarchy by recovering non-recyclable waste and generating energy instead 
of burying it in landfill. Every tonne of waste that is sent to the Beddington Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) instead 
of the Beddington Landfill Site represents a reduction in our carbon emissions of c. 0.44 tonnes of CO2e.  

The Beddington ERF provides a safe, cost-effective and environmentally-sustainable solution to treating this 
residual waste. If the Beddington ERF were not available to us, then the only viable alternatives for this waste 
would be to export it or send it to landfill - both of which would have a significantly higher environmental impact. 

384

385

386

387

388

389 Carshalton Highstreet should be completely pedestrianised - buses can take alternate routes (up Park Lane, along 
Ruskin Road).

Noted

390

391 They give no idea at what is being planned. You cannot have a strategy document without plans. They are merely 
suggesting a wish list without a way forward - with the exception of planning for future developments. 
A war against cars.
Cyclists will ALWAYS use their own routes to get from A to B. They will never use prescribed routes as you 
suggest they will. They are normal people not robots.
How can you possibly consider reducing congestion when LTN's and lower carbon/less traffic on main - bus 
carrying - routes are mutually exclusive.

As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines and objectives that contribute to 
the targets set out in the Local Plan, The London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include 
SMART targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP programme. The decision to do 
this is because under the existing STS a separate action plan resulted in two lists of targets with different 
outcomes, leading to confusion.

392

393

394

395

396

397

398

399 Why is there not a choice for private car use??
I do not support your plans for drivers!

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

400 You mean “LTN”? No. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be 
used in the future, such as junction improvements, improved crossings, better plans for construction, delivery 
and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities and 
improved safety and accessibility.

401

402

403

404

405

406

407

408 All stations should be wheelchair accessible.
Th etram should beextended t Sutton and the cancer hub asap.

Noted. We support making all stations in the borough step-free and continue to lobby Network Rail and train 
operators on this issue. The tram remains a priority, and we are also promoting a scheme to increase capacity on 
the line to Belmont Station to serve the Cancer Hub including rebuilding the station and providing shuttles to and 
from the Cancer Hub site.

409
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

410

411

412

413

414 More buses are required on the 93 route from North Cheam to Morden at peak times. It is not possible to board 
this bus along London road due to its popularity. Bus lanes where possible on the A24 would also encourage bus 
use over car usage. 

The withdrawal of funding for Crossrail 2 is extremely disappointing. Trains to Waterloo from Worcester Paek are 
badly overcrowded and delayed at lengthy peak times (pre pandemic).

Noted

415

416

417 Make carshalton high st one way. Noted. Carshalton High Street forms part of the A232 which is part of the Transport for London Road Network. 
We continue to work with TfL to address the conflicts between freight, buses, cars and pedestrians on the High 
Street

418 Think about aging population and families The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

419
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

420 To sum up;
OVERALL

Definition of strategy - a plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim. This document contains 
plans only for future developments and does NOT address current issues. It merely is a wish list detailing (mostly) 
unachievable targets ‘backed up’ by out of date, sometimes fictional data. Census data from 2011 is included as is 
data from the TFL city planner TOOL! Most data is from around 2015/6 and is totally obscure and made up with 
guesswork. Furthermore it contains what I consider threats to car users rather than actual plans.

The document is complex, repetitive and includes very few plans and merely wish lists. It contains different dates 
of issue Jan 2021, Sep 2020 - very confusing.

Consultation. Why use aims SS1-5 rather than para. numbers as per document. To confuse perhaps?

Future Developments.

This is taken from your STS.

'Transport Assessments (or Transport Statements for smaller developments) should demonstrate that the 
development will not have a negative impact on safety, cause congestion or lead to illegal or additional parking 
near the site of the proposed development.
It must also show how it is likely to improve, provide and prioritise travel by walking; cycling and public transport 
and restrict travel by car'. 

Restrict travel by car! And you say that this is not a war or cars. I believe this proves it certainly IS a war on cars!

Electric cars. These are seen as a silver bullet by many but watch out for what you wish for. Cheaper mpg costs 
will INCREASE car usage causing more congestion. Simple rules of supply and demand apply.

I believe that para. 6.16, fourth bullet point,  is the most worrying for the residents of Sutton as it potentially 
gives the council carte blanche to do what they - not the residents whom own the roads - want with the road;
"The volume of on-street parking and demand for more at key times of the day, and a lack of space on many 
roads at present for segregated facilities, suggesting a need for changing priorities". What the heck does this 
actually mean? Not strategy, just leaving a door open for anything you dream up? 
A WAR AGAINST CARS!

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

421 again only interested in making money out of residents no response

422

423

424 I thought the street calming measures were brilliant and it was a shame they were taken out On 20 January 2021, the High Court issued a judgement against Transport for London (TfL) regarding a scheme in 
Bishopsgate, City of London, within its “Streetspace'' programme. Following this judgement the Council took 
urgent legal advice about its programme (which had been developed and implemented following the TfL policy 
documents). Given the uncertainty this left us with, the Environment and Sustainable Transport Committee 
decided, on 11th February, to conclude the programme. However, in doing so, they agreed to take account of, 
and reflect, ongoing concerns from residents about various environmental issues across the borough, by 
progressing a new School Streets programme and traffic management interventions in Butter Hill and Worcester 
Park . 

The High Court judgment was subsequently overturned in the Court of Appeal in June 2021. We will continue to 
develop measures in other areas as appropriate, and these will of course be subject to a Sutton-led full 
consultation process, of undertaking full and meaningful consultation with all stakeholders prior to any decisions 
being made. 
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

426

427

428

429

430

431 As per previous answers, the proposals are too penal against use of private cars The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

432

433 You are trying to take away road use without making adequate improvements to alternative means of transport. 
The most beneficial improvement you could make to encourage me to drive less is improve the train network, 
efficiency and cost. I fail to see how Sutton Council is going to be able to achieve that given the trains are run by a 
company that you have no authority over

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. This includes 
measures within our remit, and lobbying for improved bus and rail infrastructure. All of this provides for gradual 
sustainable change as measures become available and residents have the opportunity to make more choices.

434 How does Sutton propose to increase walking as a means of transport? I live near a school and observe that so 
many parents drive their cars as near to the school as they can legally, and often illegally. With the congestion it 
is often quicker to park several hundred yards away and walk, but this does not seem an option to many. If this is 
typical, how is Sutton proposing to turn round this way of life?
In Worcester Park the pedestrian crossings in their sequencing, favour cars rather than pedestrians, who are 
often commuters going to the station.
Sutton should seek legislation to cover electric scooters and electric cycles, which are powered 2 wheelers. These 
are increasing in number and being driven on roads and elsewhere by young people not old enough to have a 
motor cycle license. These are a danger to the riders and pedestrians.

If cycle and two wheel motor provision is to be increased it must be accompanied by enforced regulations/law 
that ensure the riders are legally capable of driving such transport.

Noted. We are continuing to work with and lobby TfL to improve the bus offer in and through the borough 
including routes serving schools, particularly the selective grammars where the catchment area is much larger. 
Walking still remains the largest single mode for trips in the borough, but to further enhance the aim is to 
improve infrastructure through the Healthy Streets programme. This includes measures such as clear lines of 
sight, goot lighting, opportunities to stop and rest, shade and safer crossings.
Electric scooters are illegal to use on public highways in the UK, including in London, other than where specific 
trials of rental e-scooters are taking place. The borough is not presently taking part in any trial. Enforcement of 
this ban is a matter for the police. Electric cycles still require pedalling and so are permitted due tot he limits on 
their power output.

435

436 I don't feel the document is well written and it makes it difficult to read and assess what you are proposing.  It is 
too long and should be precised.  Don't baffle the local resident with long words etc so that we don't 
understand/don't have the time to read it and then take it as a yes that we approved.

Noted
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

438 (Part 1 of 2) I understand the policy is to move people away from cars and get them using other forms of transport, however 
this is a choice for residents to make not for the council to dictate to residents. There are a whole host of 
different plans/schemes and consultations in Sutton currently that aim to discriminate against its residents as 
follows:-

Carers
Vulnerable
Elderly
Disadvantaged/Low Income Families
Single Parent Families
Women
People with medical problems not defined by normal parameters
Working Parents
Workers and Residents

You have to look at the whole demographic of people in Sutton and not a portion, by consulting online, issuing 
notices on a select few lamp posts and advertising in the local guardian of which mot people no longer have 
delivered. is in itself discriminating against those people who have not been out through shielding who are not 
on line through age or financial hardships and who do not have the time to navigate a website looking for 
consultations which are hidden from sight, not every person is tech savvy ! 

I understand the need to reduce emissions and can be achieved by improving the current unmanaged, 
unmaintained, unlit and poorly maintained cycle routes, I have cycled through the borough and some routes are 
met with low hanging branches, lack of lighting, muddy trails, poor signage/markings, cracked surfaces and an 
inability to get from A-Z on the best roads for cyclists. One of my niggles is that if you want people to cycle to 
work, then there must be a facility to shower, maybe suggest addressing business rates to companies that install 
these facilities and offer lockers for those wanting to keep clothing/uniforms at work. I cycled for 20 years to my 
offices who had these facilities but most women will not want to do this if there is no options to change or 
shower or dress. My current company promotes cycling with the various cycle schemes offered by the 
Government. Great schemes and should be promoted better through our council, however there has to be a 
benefit to the business too.

The demographic that you seem to be aiming these schemes at are typically the more privileged male population 
and if you are not in this category tough luck you don’t count!! Which is in itself a disgrace. You ask residents to 
change their habits to reduce emissions, fair enough but then in the next breath Sutton council sign a contract to 
take all of Kingston’s waste to the Beddington Incinerator which is not fit for purpose and will automatically 
increase heavy vehicles producing more emission and then burning 24x7 and filling our air with even more 
pollutants as well as still having to dispose of harmful bottom ash. If the council really thought the environment 
and sustainable transport policy through properly it should address what they are doing increasing pollution and 
not penalise the residents by trying to counteract their short comings stopping use of a car to go about their daily 
lives. There is a lack of correct information of air quality, there is a lack of data on road safety and a lack of 
“proper consultation” with residents. I am aware that cycling groups have been consulted regarding plans to 
adapt the roads for the 4% increase in cyclist you want to achieve, however I am also aware that the bike ability 
schemes were reduced to a 2 hour session and not available to all children, this again is not promoting safe 
cycling and making it dangerous to the next generation. We need to address cycling schemes, increase the bike 
ability schemes for all children this in turn will foster a better response from parents wanting to cycle with their 
children to school. We need to look at returning cyclist schemes or beginners for adults, the ones offered online 
by the council is counterproductive no one can learn practical skills online. There is a cycling group in Nonsuch 
but this is poorly advertised and not very well attended due to the lack of focus in enabling people to want to 
learn from experts, all the council have done is pitted resident against residents but both have a common 
grievance with these schemes and the way they are presented by the council. The council needs to look internally 
and consider what they actually are trying to do, I suspect some people are biased , a little like the consultations 
and their target market. In short the council must listen must consult and must start working with all residents in 
Sutton.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car (or van).
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

438 (Part 2 of 2) Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and School Streets create more emissions with traffic sat on arterial roads also 
affecting the speed in which blue light services can attend incidents and the speed in which our bus and transport 
services can get from point A to B, these are not effective as per the previous attempts last year showed. This 
displaced traffic onto other ill equipped roads also meaning other routes are clogged and traffic at a standstill 
increasing pollution on those roads, as we know air travels so reducing emission from LTNs will increase 
emissions to other roads and then the air travels back over. LTNS also reduce the traffic flow meaning those 
roads could be subject to Anti Social Behaviour and for those households on those routes feeling unsafe in their 
own roads as well as increasing journey times meaning even more emissions.

You mention a hierarchy of road users, there should be no hierarchy, all road users are key no matter what mode 
of transport they chose this is a personal choice and cannot be dictated otherwise you take away our rights as 
citizens. To consider a car user last in all of your plans and schemes actually creates more problems, the roads are 
roads and therefore designed for “vehicles” (Cycles, Two Wheeled Motor, Public Transport, Pedestrian, cars and 
vans) to proceed from one destination to another. You also note the reduction in traffic through COVID, the 
obvious reason is we are in lockdown and working from home, when we return back to normal the requirement 
to drive may naturally increase, most people will now be classed as mobile workers therefore carrying their 
office, to cycle or walk may need to be readdressed having extra equipment in tow and may not be possible. You 
also make an assumption (incorrectly)  that local travel/shorter journeys will increase with the longer effects of 
Covid for people working locally or at home, if we are working from home we are not travelling by the nature of 
your statement so have automatically reduced car usage by your own projections.

I noted you mentioned a reduction is cars from 1999 in section 1.9  so I am unsure why you are trying to reduce 
this further if there has been a natural decline, you seem to assume it will suddenly increase with a population 
increase however by your own statement again you have contradicted this. The population has increased 
however since 1999 car travel has reduced.  In effect looking at the trends you have produced if you do nothing 
the dependency on motor vehicles will continue to decline even though the populations is increasing with people 
being less reliant on cars, however cars are essential and will remain essential for people to go about their lives.

I do agree with speed restrictions to 20MPH but these also need to be enforced whether with cameras/fines with 
chicanes or additional toucan and pedestrian crossings these are natural speed limiters and offer the ability for 
cyclists and pedestrians safe places to cross the roads. This will also naturally move traffic to other roads where 
they can cope with higher levels of cars.

There are a flaws in your proposed plans with several contradictions. The target market you are looking at will 
automatically discriminate against others, the plans need to include all road users not be bias toward cyclist and 
pedestrians. I suggest you revisit your plans with regards to roads, the roads are not the problem the residents 
are not the problem the whole way the council is looking at their schemes and implementation is the problem. I 
am happy to discuss further on a possible un biased solution to the transport network and sustainability and how 
we can actually all have an impact on the environment.

439 I strongly oppose to anything that infringes my right to use public roads as a car user Noted

440 Cycling scheme needs improvement and council should promote more people to use bicycles by investing safe 
cycling roads.

Electric vehicles are future but at the moment are simply not affordable.

We are not currently participating in the e-scooter trials taking place elsewhere in London and England, and will 
reflect on the experiences elsewhere to decide whether to join in. Current trials exclude under (16s?) from taking 
part

441 If the proposal of using two wheel electric scooter is going to be adopted, I think only adults should be allowed to 
use them as young kids will often use this to cause trouble to other pedestrians.

We are not currently participating in the e-scooter trials taking place elsewhere in London and England, and will 
reflect on the experiences elsewhere to decide whether to join in. Current trials exclude under (16s?) from taking 
part

442

443 Up to now planners seem to totally ignore guidelines for safer streets. I dont know what the point of these are if 
even the basics are ignored.  
Barriers erected across public right of ways against all design recommendations.

444
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

445 I’m sad to see local traffic at the bottom of the list. Not sure how we can reliably do school/childcare drop offs 
(often to two or more locations) and get to work on time if we make car journeys more arduous and slower. I 
work at st Helier and I’m paying for parking there so I already get penalised for being a driver, I do childcare drop 
off to two different places before and after work. I can’t get the bus because there isn’t a direct route and when I 
have got the bus it’s totally overrun with school children and often I cant get on the bus I can’t change the hours 
I’m asked to work and my contracted childcare hours so walking take an hour or more out of my working day that 
I’d have to make up for later or extend childcare which would cost a fortune. Please just accept that card are a 
viable form of transport for short journeys and stop penalising us!!!!

The purpose of the STS is to set the framework for increasing the opportunities and options for borough 
residents and workers to travel sustainably, and to reduce their dependence on the private car. It is not anti-car, 
rather pro-choice.

446

447

448

449

450 More will need to be done to support the private EVC strategy to ensure homeowners are are assisted where 
necessary and driveways are not available ie parking is not directly outside the property. There currently appears 
to be no consideration for this.

On EV charging, the borough is working with its street lighting partners, Source London and TfL to increase the 
number of chargers in the borough, including a plan for nearly 100 lighting column chargepoints in 2021. Over 
the next decade we anticipate a significant increase in on-street charging capability to accommodate the 
legislative changes planned for 2030, and the Sutton Local Plan and London Plan already specify charging 
provision requirements for new developments.  
However, it would not be feasible or desirable to allocate designated on-street bays to particular households 
dure to parking capacity constraints across much of the borough. In addition vehicles will not necessarily require 
charging every day, so the use of shared bays or charging hubs would be a more practical solution.

451

452

453

454

455

456

457 I have more chance of being knocked over by idiots on bikes electric or otherwise . It will be mayhem if they are 
given priority

no response

458 All important Noted

459 Transport needs to be accessible for all and not to expensive if people are to be encouraged onto it to use. In 
past I’ve found it cheaper to drive to Lincoln from Sutton with one passenger than to go by public transport plus 
have the flexibility of when leave etc which can’t be done by train when you have to have a nominated train to 
travel on and can’t change except under special circumstances. Plus I had to choose journey date at least a 
month in advance. The flexibility from the car after I had to do it once and found I spent much less on fuel than 
the train tickets plus I had to pay additional travel across London to kings cross st pancras meant I could easily 
change my choice of day for journey if wanted. Without booking train journey in advance when the fare used to 
be £32 per person return booked at least a month in advance the cost if I bought it later I was told was over£100 
and I could do the journey on around or just over a tank of petrol with economical driving speeds. Which meant I 
was spending max £40 plus wear and tear on vehicle doing around 380 miles or just over door to door plus stops

With nearly 60% of car trips in Sutton less than 3km, one of the highest rates in London, this is of course a major 
focus in the STS. We of course recognise that longer distance trips remain a concern and so continue to lobby TfL 
and government for improved public transport offers to address many of the common concerns among residents. 

460

461

462 Work places do not currently meet the needs for a lot of local journeys to work as there is not drying facilities 
provided for clothes or if you do not wear a uniform you would be in wet clothes all day and no where to hang 
wet outer clothing.
Taxis do not reduce the number of car journeys, but potentially the number of cars.
Vehicle charging points are likely to cause a lot of problems with the amount of street furniture and the required 
maintenance.  Electric vehicles do not work for flatted accommodation but could be built in to new build.
Tram does not really provide what is needed but a faster train service to various parts of London from other 
stations apart from Sutton main station would be better.

Noted. The Local Plan and London Plan contains requirements for minimum EV charging standards at new 
flat/apartment developments, both active or passive (ie wired ready for additional chargepoint installation). 
Aside from the Sutton Link, we support the proposals for metro style frequent rail services in Sutton, which are 
set out in the Mayors Strategic Case for Metroisation in South London.

463

464
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

465

466 Nothing unexpected from a Council that has been in power too long and is proving extravagant  and virtue 
signalling.

no response

467 I didn't have time to read this whole document so have answered 'not sure' to most of the questions above. A 
summary of the key points would have been very helpful.

no response

468

469 I feel like taking out the School street schemes and LTNs has been a huge backwards step. Many of them were 
working really well and had lots of local support e.g. Butter Hill and the School Street at All Saints School 
Carshalton. I support all measures to improve cycling and walking in the Borough, and as Sutton has the most 
potential to change as we have the most short trips by car in London, there is a huge opportunity to be taken 
now.

The roads are still relatively quiet due to lockdown but as soon as that is lifted the roads will be busy again and 
many people that were walking and cycling more in lockdown will feel unsafe. Walking along busy roads is no 
fun, eg. the London Road, the walkways/cycleways need to be joined up.   I know many Sutton residents love 
their cars but if they can see that it is often faster to cycle short distances than drive, sit in traffic and then have 
the stress of parking, many people might consider active travel instead. 
I personally would love more protected cycle lanes on the busier roads.

I think all the 2041 targets should be 2030 targets, and should be more ambitious!

Also why doesn't the Hackbridge Lidl have bike parking? 

Can we demand electric buses in Sutton?

Noted. We know that aside from the recent pandemic the development of technology, including sat-nav and 
associated mobile apps, has also led to an increase in vehicles cutting through residential areas as they travel 
through Sutton. If more people choose to drive this will increase, making streets more dangerous and unhealthy 
for the people who live on them. This is why we are taking action now.

Electric buses will be gradually introduced as contracts are renewed, and will require depot upgrades to support 
charging.  In the meantime all TfL services operating in Sutton meet the Euro VI standard for emissions, and 
hybrid buses are starting to appear.

470 These are generally good proposals, but they strike me as like they're low hanging fruit - the easy and obvious 
choices. Why aren't we widening the net and investing in infrastructure in drone deliveries, for example. The 
technology has been there for years and would be great for reducing congestion, emissions and great for 
people's health.

Likewise for carshare schemes. I know we're in a pandemic and that sounds like an unpopular strategy, but that 
we aren't always going to be having the threat of Covid looming.

Also I was a big, big fan of GoSutton. Please bring this back permanently! It offered an easy, cost effective way for 
disabled people to get about and for people with buggies/pushchairs.

Noted. Use of drones would be initially a commercial matter but something we will be interested in as 
technology progresses.
The Go Sutton bus trial proved very successful and we see an ongoing need for demand-responsive travel in the 
borough. However, the cost of providing a service proved to be very expensive and to continue the service would 
require significant and unsustainable funding subsidies from the borough and TfL. We will continue to explore 
how the benefits might be achieved in future.

471

472 As again you are not considering resident ofor this borough who have not option but to use a vehicle   and again 
you are only looking at the borough how many buses trains etc cross many boroughs    by your own questions  it 
is daft what you are asking

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. We recognise that 
not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. However, 
facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion and 
improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to 
use a car.

473 building new rail routes at any stage of a sustainable transport strategy  is wrong as it cuts through existing 
natural habitats  and thus destroys  the green belt and goes against a more sustainable future

There are no proposals for new rail tracks through the borough at this time, either as part of the draft STS or 
London/national rail strategies, and no justification for doing so.
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

474 (Part 1 of 2) I don't think the targets go far enough to encourage alternative forms of transport such as cycling and walking.  
Furthermore, it doesn't set out clearly the actions the council will take to achieve this.  E.g. with walking, there 
needs to be better light phasing at junctions - at the moment pedestrians have to wait far too long, get frustrated 
and then risk their lives crossing - this is possibly why the number seriously injured is still high. Cars frequently 
block junctions and crossings at badly laid out junctions e.g. Burnell and Lewis junction. I have almost been 
knocked over several times here when cars jump the lights.  Cars frequently block both the junction and the 
kerbs - I've witnessed mobility scooters getting trapped in the middle of the road on a green signal as cars have 
stopped incorrectly. 

Crossing for other road users where they need it e.g. the crossing from Seears Park to Lovers Lane - treacherous if 
you're walking or cycling with kids as the central reservation is so narrow and so puts people off.  Another 
crossing here would make this a much safer and more attractive option for people walking between the Cheam 
and Sutton schools and the shopping on offer at each.  There is a 'no cycling' on many pathways.  Instead, create 
more more cyclists when there is clearly a quicker route or cut through e.g the PROW joining Gander Green Lane 
and St Dunstan's Hill. 

Make more roads two way for cyclists e.g. Vale Road.

Cycling provision - Sutton says 'better', but how does it plan to achieve this? Cyclists don't want to be diverted to 
a longer route - they want a the quickest route possible with good surfacing which is why commuting cyclists 
favour the road network rather than cycling one.  

I actually think the bus routes are fine.  Good if more were electric and drivers better trained to operate around 
cyclists! The buses are frequent and we are well served. However was FURIOUS that the transport team didn't 
raise an objection to Ikea's proposed closure of the Sutton High Street frontage (old Matalan site) which is RIGHT 
NEXT TO SEVERAL BUS STOPS! This goes against national policy and Sutton's own policy for sustainability and 
enriching Sutton's public realm and shopping.  I expect the transport team to be a lot more proactive if such a 
ridiculous proposal comes up again or elsewhere. 

We are well served for rail travel I think, but there is huge potential in making rail transport of goods work for 
Sutton and reduce the number of HGVs on our streets. This would naturally mean better investment in the rail 
infrastructure. 

Tram - of course would love to see the Tram network extended! This would be a game changer for transport and 
have potential to replace some of the 'dirtier' and less pedestrian and cyclist friendly transports (car and bus).

Electric vehicles - more charging points please and ones which you can use for longer periods - got caught out at 
Sainsburys and charged (alter revoked) because of unclear parking restrictions.  Subsidising private charge points 
would be helpful. 50% by government ok but still have to fork out £350. More super fast charging points. Council 
needs to encourage city car clubs to get electric vehicles and have more vehicles - we recently started leasing an 
electric vehicle because it was cheaper and not fossil fuelled.  Also more available - sometimes you can't find city 
car club cars as they've been parked in the wrong place.  The Covid measures (road widening and closure of car 
club bays) contributed to this. Very supportive of electric vehicles for transport and cargo bikes - see these listed 
as guidelines but more detail on actual infrastructure needed to achieve this is important e.g. where the charge 
points are, where cargo bikes, possible meeting others etc can stand.  Better joining with other modes of 
transport to reduce HGVs e.g. cargo bikes meeting rail deliveries.

Powered two wheelers - I actually find these very anti social.  Possibly what people say about cyclists like me!  
But I've nearly been knocked over so many times by reckless drivers of these and they often don't seem to have a 
licence or they act as if they are cyclists. They are heavy and can seriously injure others and riders themselves are 
often injured.  I don't think they should form part of a long term sustainable transport strategy and don't 
enhance healthy or safe streets as so often in conflict with other street users. 

Thank you for your extensive comments. The STS sets out the policy approach to, and assisting with funding for, 
future schemes and interventions which will be delivered through schemes set out in the borough's Local 
Implementation Plan. Issues such as phasing of lights and junction improvements will form part of the process for 
scheme design, and we will work in partnership with TfL where this meets the TfL road network.

Your suggestions for crossings in Cheam are being passed to the borough Highways team to be taken into 
account in future calls for schemes. For cycle routes, we know that confident cyclists will often use existing 
infrastructure rather than segregated routes, particularly if the latter are not as direct as they would like. 
However, as you will appreciate space contraints in urban areas often cause priority issues and this is something 
that a gradual adoption of sustainable travel can achieve over time, particularly if demand for parking decreases.

We are working with TfL to continue to address the services in the borough with poorer frequencies, as well as 
covering those areas less well served by existing routes. As part of this, TfL consulted on a large package of 
improvements to routes, and creation of a new route, in late 2020, which will come into effect from late 2022 
onwards as contracts are renewed. This includes frequency and capacity upgrades on a number of key routes and 
the addition of evening and Sunday services on some routes for the first time. The Review will continue and will 
look at both strategic cross-boundary routes and other more local issues. On the Ikea proposal, unfortunately, 
because a supermarket and a clothing retailer both fall within the same national planning category, the 
conversion can take place without needing prior permission from the Council. 

On rail, the borough has bid for funding to reinstate twin rail tracks between Sutton and Belmont to serve the 
London Cancer Hub and new emergency care hospital due to open in 2025. The adoption of the Mayor's 
metroisation proposals would also greatly increase rail options by providing consistent high frequency (ie 12-15 
min) rail services throughout the day. Freight options are limited in terms of facilities for freight interchange in 
the borough but may be revisited in the future.

For electric vehicles, we are undertaking works and inviting proposals to radically increase the number of 
chargepoints in the borough to meet forthcoming legislation in 2030, as well as to serve electric taxis and the car 
club fleets in the borough. Cargo bikes and e-bikes are now covered in more detail in the Cycling chapter 
following the consultation and we support them as a highly sustainable option for travel for businesses and 
young families.
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

474 (Part 2 of 2) Taxi and private hire - I so rarely use these, even when we didn't have an electric car.  I don't think they play a 
huge part in any sustainable transport strategy but agree for some who cannot drive / have heavy shopping, they 
are a must.  Obviously make electric and ensure not in conflict with other road users.  Generally, they are well 
driven since they are licensed so better than private car. 

This question was difficult to answer as the Strategy was difficult to download and an error message kept 
appearing - it took me 6 attempts.  There was too much having to sift through the information which I imagine 
was difficult for many users of this survey and would mean that many would skip this very important question! 
Better to have selected the relevant sections and ask people to comment on these... I'm afraid this was a lazy 
way of questioning!

475

476 I noticed in the "Car Club" section, only Enterprise and Zipcar were mentioned. There is also Getaround (formerly 
Drivy), which is a cheaper option than Zipcar and a bit easier to use, which already operates in Sutton.

Enterprise and Zipcar are presently the only recognised operators in the borough, for which parking bays have 
been provided

477

478

479

480

481

482 The language of your strategy, is it written for humans? Because I cannot understand anything you wish to 
propose going forward? What are the specific changes you're proposing?! Are they in here because it's so full of 
waffle I cannot tell...

no response

483 SCT strongly supports the STS policies and is proud to be part of the sustainable transport operation in Sutton

484 I hope this will discuss with a range of disabilities. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents, including those 
with disabilities. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not 
always accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in 
reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those 
who have no option but to use a car.

485

486

487

488
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

489 BUS TRAVEL - URGENT ISSUE:  One clear omission from the strategy relating to encouraging bus travel is a 
definite commitment to provide ELECTRONIC INDICATORS OF ARRIVAL TIMES AT ALL BUS STOPS for specific 
services.  An argument that passengers can use Apps on their smartphones is unreasonable, even ludicrous.  
Many people have no smartphone or cannot afford one.  These may well be just the people who rely on buses, 
including older people.  LACK OF SIGNAGE PUTS PEOPLE OFF USING BUSES.

Indicators are an essential part of the bus service - In no other mode of public transport would it be acceptable to 
leave passengers with no idea at all whether or not specific services are due or even available.   A train or coach 
station with no arrivals indicators would be unthinkable.  Some bus stops which used to have indicators have had 
these removed over the past 3 years, for example the 213/151 stop in Worcester Park, near the corner with 
Lindsay Road, where Central Road meets Cheam Common Road on the way to Sutton.   Indicators are expected 
when travelling elsewhere in London, so why is provision so poor in Worcester Park, an area so polluted by 
private cars?

Safety of passengers - This is a serious concern if people are waiting at bus stops alone, especially at night, 
including women, children and the elderly, not knowing whether the service they need will arrive.   Sutton has 
pledged to help these groups of travellers.  I have waited for up to 45 minutes for a 213 bus in past years, which 
left me chilled to the bone on a cold night. 

Bus stop indicators are universal in other countries with strong public transport systems.  In Sweden for example 
they were available back in the early 1990s and their accuracy was excellent.  There is no excuse for essential 
signage to be unavailable in the 2020s.  Please join with TfL as quickly as possible to resolve this major problem.

The Council has discussed the subject of live bus arrival times with TfL on a regular basis as part of the ongoing 
Sutton Bus Review. Their position remains that the original Countdown screens are no longer fitted as a matter of 
course as the majority of users now have access to live information via smartphone, or have a means of receiving 
via the text service offered at each stop. 

490

491

492 I can understand reasoning for more walking /cycling but I do not spend more money going into Sutton by 
walking as I cannot carry shopping back and even getting to bus stop is not easy. I could get stuff on line but I like 
the experience of trying things on rather than buying three sizes and sending things back, and also speaking to 
assistants and getting advice. There is no easy answer I know.

We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. 
However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced congestion 
and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option 
but to use a car.

493

494

495

496 There are lots of noisy well organised NIMBYs who reply to these surveys. I doubt the people who would actually 
support these proposals will even know you are consulting.

Noted

497

498

499

500

501

502

503
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

504 There need to be more separate cycling lanes (not shared use with cars or pedestrians) to get more people to 
cycle. For example, the cycling route along Green Wrythe Lane is not a proper cycling facility as indicated on 
figure 14. It is too narrow for shared use with pedestrians and it is very inconvenient having to keep crossing the 
side streets. 
Wrythe Lane would be great to have a separate cycling lane, even though it is a London Distributor. This road is 
wide enough (mostly) and more people will cycle if there is a good facility and that will make that road less busy 
with cars. 
Electric vehicles still cause pollution (dust from brakes and tyres) and the issues with road safety, congestion, 
parking, inactivity and equality remain. 
Last sentence in 17.4: should be 'increase the uptake', not reduce. 
3.5 Second to last sentence is incomplete: 'Therefore.... traffic'. Flow of traffic can still continue with separate 
cycling lanes. A more narrow road will reduce speeding.

Thank you for your comments. The cycle network will be developed around a range of options, including 
segregated lanes where feasible, junction improvements, quieter routes and changes to priorities. Space for 
segregation is of course very difficult in the more densely populated areas, particularly where high levels of 
parking are experienced, and it will take some time to address this as the greater choice for public transport and 
sustainable modes becomes available.

We will amend para 17.4 - thank you for spotting the error.

505 Imposing additional costs on freight is outrageous as this impacts the costs to consumer .  Making it harder rather 
than easier could end up making Sutton a no go area .
The Mayor and Sutton targets are unrealistic and damaging .  It is clear that the council and Mayor Office has lost 
all touch with the residents they serve and are living in an imaginary green cloud .    TFL does not have the finds 
to put in a tram.  As you know crosss rail2 is scrapped . If TFL implement toll charges for entering Sutton and 
other London boroughs ultimately businesses and residents will look to relocate .

There is no intention to increase freight costs through the STS. The document sets out proposals for freight and 
deliveries in a way that minimises impact on congestion or noise, and while the use of greener vehicles is 
encouraged there is no mandatory requirement to go above the restrictions currently in place from the Mayor or 
government.

506

507

508 I would propose the following for consideration

1)Bus: The X26 service would benefit from an increased frequency, but more importantly, either an earlier start 
or simply a 24hr service. For those working early shifts at the airport or for passengers on the first flights (6am 
onwards), the bus simply starts too late for it to be a reasonable option.
2)Bus: A similar express service to Gatwick would be an extremely positive step. 
3)Train: Train journeys to and from Central London have increased in terms of length of time, with every major 
timetable change. A Carshalton to Blackfriars service used to take 28mins, but now takes 35mins. 
4)Train: Accessibility at Carshalton station is no longer an issue with the installation of the lifts, but the station 
would benefit from an additional entry and exit point from North Street, which offers direct platform access from 
street level.

Thank you for your suggestions. Discussions on buses are ongoing with TfL. The X26 route is the subject of a 
number of comments within this consultation and is an ongoing topic with members and residents. TfL are 
continuing to look at capacity and frequency along its route, and start/finish times will also be looked at.

509 The  boroughs roads have been around since before all this planning for all road users, you can not expect to 
remove usable space to reserve just for cyclists especially on the a232. How are the cycle lanes going to be 
maintained? They weren't during the first covid lockdown and were filled with road debris so that cyclists using 
them got punctures or just gave up and cycled on the main road next to them. 
Improve and maintain the pavements and they will get used.
More busses per hour are needed, waiting for half an hour is not going to get people out of their cars maybe a 15 
minute wait will

The cycle network will be developed around a range of options, including segregated lanes where feasible, 
junction improvements, quieter routes and changes to priorities. The experimental routes used during the TfL 
Streetspace trials in 2020/21 do not represent an indication of where future routes are likely to be - all future 
schemes will be subject to a Sutton-led full consultation process, of undertaking full and meaningful consultation 
with all stakeholders prior to any decisions being made. As part of any designs for permanent schemes, 
maintenance and cleaning will be considered.

The Sutton Bus Review is an ongoing process between the Council and TfL to address the shortfalls in bus 
coverage and frequency across the borough. As part of this, TfL consulted on a large package of improvements to 
routes, and creation of a new route, in late 2020, which will come into effect from late 2022 onwards as contracts 
are renewed. This includes frequency and capacity upgrades on a number of key routes and the addition of 
evening and Sunday services on some routes for the first time. The Review will continue and will look at both 
strategic cross-boundary routes and other more local issues.

510
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

511 (Part 1 of 3) The adoption by the Council of the Healthy Streets approach to pedestrian and cycle design is welcomed. 
However, the statement (para 5.1) that "we will look to introduce incremental changes as part of area wide 
schemes, which will seek to provide pedestrian benefits at crossing points and introduce new crossing points 
where they are needed" appears weak, largely due to the inclusion of the phrases 'look to' and 'seek to'. What do 
these  phrases actually mean, and why are they included? "We will introduce...". "We will provide pedestrian 
benefits...".

Para 5.2 notes "walking routes to the borough’s town and local centres require relatively little improvement, 
such as improved wayfinding and improved crossing points over the road network".  Although welcomed, a lot 
more is required (especially, perhaps, in Sutton town centre and the barrier effect of the one-way gyratory and 
the many interactions with traffic).  Suggest the Council carries out a full review and audit of the streets (as 
defined in Objective G5c), and that, perhaps, Grove Road outside Morrisons would be a good place to start.

Para. 5.6 notes that "more people in Sutton are choosing to use their car for journeys of less than 2km than 
anywhere else in London". This fact would make a useful headline on the front cover (or in the missing 'Executive 
Summary') of the strategy.

Para 5.12: "The Public Health team in Sutton is developing projects, as part of their own corporate objective, to 
increase levels of physical activity amongst school children and to promote active travel". The inclusion of 
commentary outlining how this objective is actually being delivered, along with evidence that it is, would boost 
the profile of the document. 

Para 5.16 refers to "Safe street design". Critically important, of course. However, the inclusion of details of the 
design standards actually being used would be useful.

Para 5.16 "Reviewing uncontrolled crossings and non-signal controlled crossings". Suggest, also, a review of all 
controlled crossings (and liaison with TfL).  The pedestrian waiting times, and the allowed crossing times, of some 
controlled crossings can be excessive. 

Para 5.17 "...possibly showing destinations in terms of number of minutes walking time". Good! This idea has 
been used in Demonstration Towns for a number of years and has been seen to change the perceptions people 
have.

Para 5.17 "We will also seek to rationalise signage wherever possible...". Again, inclusion of unnecessary caveats. 
Drop the "seek to" and, if the inclusion of "where possible" is absolutely necessary, explain why.

Para 6.1 "The borough has important work to undertake as part of the Cycleways project". Agree, there has been 
little (if any) progress on this to date.

Para 6.2 - very good.

Para 6.3 "The borough has a number of signed cycle routes as a base ... ". These "signed" routes are currently not 
consistent (choose any sign on any route at random, and then try following it). 

Para 6.4 A link to the quoted LIP Table STO1 would be useful.

Para 6.8. Largely outdated statements. Consultations not completed. Proposals have either been "in the pipeline" 
for several years (e.g. Sutton to Worcester Park), or delivered (to a poor standard) years ago (e.g. Green Wrythe 
Lane).

Para 6.9 Beddington North Major Scheme - and three years on, still not completed. 

Para 6.10 Cycle parking "To date, two [bikehangars] have been installed on-street and a further seven within 
housing estates". Over what period is "to date"? Two years, ten years? Either way, does not sound particularly 
ambitious.

Thank you for your extensive comments. While the Council is of course keen to ensure that safe crossing facilities 
are provided where needed this is subject to suitable engineering solutions and availability of funding, and as 
developments progress in the borough and pedestrian/cycle movements change so will the priorities for 
locations and capacity.

Para 5.2 - the Sutton Town Centre Masterplan includes the gyratory and addressing the severance issuesbetween 
the high street and surrounding neighbourhoods.

Para 5.16 - The TfL Healthy Streets design guidance is being used, together with the Sutton Town Centre Design 
Guide, alongside other measures.

Para 5.17, rationalising signage - some signage is of course still required, but it is also necessary to consider users 
very carefully, for example as part of our aim for Sutton to be a dementia-friendly borough. It will be necessary to 
consider this on a scheme-by-scheme basis.

Para 6.4 - we can provide a link to the LIP3 and reference to Table STO1;
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

511 Part (2 of 3) Para 6.11 "Sutton has relatively low levels of cycling at present...". At present? Suggest replacing "at present" 
(1.1%) with "for decades" (2% in 1991).

(An example on targets: In the period 2013 to 2017, only 28% of Sutton’s residents spent at least two ten-minute 
periods walking or cycling each day. The ambition is to see this increase to 36% by 2021, and to 70% by 2041. 
Perhaps the new STS could provide updates on the targets set out in the 2015 STS? Without building on what has 
(or has not) happened, there is little confidence in any of the ambitions set out in the new strategy).

Para 6.12 This is a largely incorrect interpretation of the Analysis of Cycling Potential 2016. The existing [i.e. six or 
seven years ago (LTDS 2012/13-2014/15] number of cycling trips made each *day* (not each year) in Sutton 
is/was 7,700, out of a daily total in outer London of 208,200 trips [not sure of the relevance of providing the 
outer London figure (which, as written, could be interpreted as an annual figure rather than daily)]. However, [in 
Sutton] there is a potential for 234,900 cyclable trips each day, which would mean that 3% of all borough 
journeys would be by cycle. [No, the figure of 3% is incorrect - 234,900 trips equates nearer to 40% of all trips  
(assuming around 500,000 trips are made each day by borough residents - based on a population of circa 
200,000, and 2.2 trips per person each day)] Consequently, the figure of 7,700 daily trips by cycle in Sutton 
represented **just 3% of all potentially cycleable daily trips** (234,900). The text goes on "This figure [what 
figure? 3% or 234,900?] is higher than boroughs of similar size and population such as Harrow, Merton and 
Richmond upon Thames. [Yes, that is true. 234,200 is indeed higher than 228,100 (Harrow), 208,900 (Merton) or 
186,800 (Richmond). However, the relevant point to note here is not the absolute figure comparisons between 
boroughs (all of which shown a significant potential for cycling), but that **the analysis highlights that Sutton has 
the highest potential for increasing cycling (at 1.2 potentially daily cyclable trips per resident) of any London 
borough (for the given criteria)**.

Para 6.13 Update required. The details here reflect ‘Analysis of Cycling Potential’ Table 2.1 (2010 cycling potential 
elimination criteria), rather than the updated Table 2.2 (2016 cycling potential criteria).  

Para 6.16 "Even with a segregated cycle lane..." Suggest use of the word "protected" rather than "segregated". 
The sentence continues "....fast-moving vehicular traffic is still a concern for many and as the routes are 
designated by TfL for freight movement the risks are presently considered high" suggests (to me) that the 
authors are throwing in the towel before leaving the starting block. The final sentence, however, "....the potential 
for streetscape changes and learning from the temporary Covid-19 measures will be evaluated and solutions 
deployed in partnership with TfL" is very good (excellent, in fact).

Para 6.16 Topography, as a barrier to cycling, is a weak argument. Especially given the rise in electric-assist cycles.

Para 6.16 Barriers to funding. Suggest additional sentence " However, with the announcement by Government in 
May 2020 to provide £2bn billion of new funding for cycling and walking across the UK, and the subsequent 
publication of ‘Gear Change: a bold vision for walking and cycling’ (DfT, July 2020), more significant funding 
opportunities are anticipated". And then "This strategy is evidence of Sutton's ambition to be ready and willing 
when those opportunities arise".

G6a) Improving the existing [existing!] network, and facilities both in and between town and local centres, retail 
parades, parks and key routes from residential areas and stations, including learning from the temporary 
measures introduced during the Covid-19 pandemic [How will the council make ‘Improvements’? What does this 
actually mean?];

G6b) Work with health providers so residents use cycling as part of their health and well-being; [GOOD]

Para 6.11, 2015 STS targets - these have of course been superseded by the 2018 Mayors Transport Strategy 
targets and so are being scrapped. A closure report on the old STS will be produced when the new STS is in place.

Para 6.16, e-bikes - alongside additional references to e-scooters we have also now added improved references 
to e-bikes. Your comment is noted, but topography is still one a main reason given by members of the public as 
to why they do not cycle in Sutton;

Para 6.16, barriers to funding - The Active Travel Fund was available to authorities outside London. Funding 
within London was limited to the Streetspace programme;
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Respondent no. If you have any further comments about the Draft Sustainable Transport Strategy’s policies, please use the box 
below: - Other comments about policies

Council Response

511 (Part 3 of 3) G6c) Working with the local Cycle Forum, landowners, developers, infrastructure providers and funding agencies 
to ensure that specific destinations popular with residents and visitors are accessible by cycle, and provide 
suitable cycle parking [Heard all this before. Where is the evidence that anything has changed or has been 
delivered? The section ‘Recent and Pipeline Developments’ above (6.8; 6.9; 6.10) provides a scant outline of 
largely poor historical schemes. What is going to be different this time?];

G6d) Ensuring the borough’s cycle network is accessible to all types of bikes and cyclists, including those with 
disabilities and users of mobility scooters, and is designed to avoid conflict with those with visual or physical 
impairments, especially the older people; [This is a basic requirement and should have already been achieved as 
part of the process of delivery. What is changing? When will the declaration be believable?] and

G6e) Working with schools to produce School Travel Plans for pupils and staff, and continue to provide Bikeability 
cycle training in schools. [Several years ago, Sutton proudly declared it was the first London borough to have 
delivered School Travel Plans for all of its schools. The question now then, is what difference has this 
achievement actually made? By all accounts, not a lot. For example, the 2008 School Travel Plan from Glenthorne 
High School (Stonecot ward) identified an on-going travel problem as “lack of cycle lanes that lead safely right up 
to the school gates”, noting that “the A217 and A24 generate a lot of traffic at peak times. Sutton Common Road 
is used heavily as a link between these two roads during rush hour and regularly congested.” Thirteen years later, 
when the 2008 cohort of pupils may well now have children of their own, nothing has been delivered, nothing 
has changed. (In 2020, the Cheam North and Worcester Park local committee announced that new trees were 
going to be planted on Sutton Common Road. Although very welcome, what’s the betting that these will planted 
where a cycle track could be installed, and thereby ensuring that future generations of children will be deprived 
of cycle lanes that lead safely right up to the school gates). Will this 2021 sustainable transport strategy, with its 
commitment  to work with schools to produce School Travel Plans, make any difference? The outlook is not good. 
As for Bikeability, although very welcome, it is noted (again) that only 1.1% of residents trips are by cycle (down 
from 2% twenty years ago), and so it needs to be recognised (again) that cycle training alone is not the silver 
bullet].

Promoting public transport. This section all good, but unless there is a move towards charging people for driving 
short distances, with the funding generated put towards  *delivering* public transport that is worthy of the 
suburban areas of the best capital city the world, then the public transport offering is likely to remain a less than 
compelling option for many. Imagine if, in any given area, peoples cars could only be unlooked every thirty 
minutes, say, at 6 and 36 minutes past each hour. But that is what happens on large swathes of the suburban rail 
network in a city of nearly 9 million (despite three mayors having been calling for metroisation for over twenty 
years) . And for over five decades the trains have still largely operated half-hourly. A main difference now is that 
the journey times can take 10% longer than they did 50 years ago. How is that for progress? Some welcome 
improvements were introduced on some Sutton services in 2010, but even that was over ten years ago now.

G6c) The new STS will be a supplementary planning document and therefore a material consideration in planning 
decisions for new developments;

G6d) the Council receives regular complaints from the public and members lots of complaints about mopeds and 
motorcycles using cycle lanes. Previous use of barriers and other means of discouraging unauthorised use have 
proved difficult due to the impact on pushchairs, wheelchair users and riders of adapted cycles. We recognise 
that the situation requires a change in how safety is improved and unwanted and illegal use reduced, but this 
remains a challenge;

Promoting public transport - as a borough we have no plans or legal powers to impose road user charging 
schemes. On rail and bus improvements, the new metroisation proposals are being worked on as part of a 
Network Rail London Rail Strategy, and schemes such as the Belmont Twin Track Reinstatement scheme form 
part of the proposals. 

512 I believe that if you make the improvements mentioned before (80 to Hackbridge town centre, tram extended 
from Mitcham Junction to Hackbridge), as well as possible links to Colliers Wood (it's ten minutes in the car, why 
does it take so long by public transport?!)....then you would be able to get a much larger percentage of 
Hackbridge residents to use public transport. We have so much compared to other parts of the borough, but with 
a few improvements, it could be a game changer.

The Sutton Link proposals are to connect Sutton Town Centre to Colliers Wood by tram, and there are no plans to 
extend the tram service to Hackbridge from Mitcham Junction. The existing rail service between the two stations 
has been improved, and the future metroisation proposals will result in higher frequency rail services between 
Victoria, Sutton and Belmont.

513

514

515
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1

Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

1 The only permanent protected cycling infrastructure we have is the historic cycle track alongside the A217. It is very poorly implemented and rarely maintained. This is shameful in 2021.

2 Zebra crossing Gander Green Lane near Kimpton Road

3

4 Strong enforcement of existing 20mph zones in residential areas as opposed to imposition of LTNs.

Improvements to East / West public transport in the borough.

Requirements for all new developments to include sufficient parking and mandatory charge points for private motorised transport.
5

6 Make cars flow better down Worcester Park High Street and bother directions past the station. There is far too much pollution from stationary traffic and I often find myself sitting in 15 minutes of traffic 
to cover the last 2-3 miles to get home!

7 Open kings lane bridge. Increase length of yellow lines on cross roads such as the junctions on Wales avenue SM5. Vans often park along there so cars can’t see approaching traffic.

8 A removal of all LTNs and road closure schemes.

9 Better provision and recognition of the difficulties this council is determined to inflict on disabled people.
Constant reference to increased walking and cycling is very hurtful to those that can’t do it. Perhaps you should remember that. It is discriminatory

10 A fair and balanced allocation of road space to all users and a removal of the poorly thought through road closures.

11 Don't change things unless it's an overall improvement..... implementing a cycle lane on the one way was shambolic.... Think what your doing , rather then following your agenda

12 Re-open the one-way system completely to allow the flow of traffic into, and through the centre of the town. Encourage shoppers to come to Sutton, to boost the economy, by making the parking 
charges - car-parks and meters - realistic, not extortionate

13

14 Opening up of Butterhill with traffic lights at the bridge . 
Stopping HGV’s along Hilliers Lane . 
School buses for pupils so that public transport can be freed up for people going to work ( I work with people with learning disabilities who hate travelling on buses during school time ) 
Giving children free travel for school days only and means tested . 
To slow down traffic instead of adding speed humps put in road narrowing at certain spaces so traffic has to give way to oncoming traffic like the ones in Downsway would be great along foresters drive .

15 Proper zebra crossings in Hackbridge and takeaway all trace of the courtesy crossings.    Bollards and a camera installed on the corner by Sainsbury’s at Hackbridge.

16

17

18 Train and tube system needs proper addressing in Sutton. Consideration in the expansion of services to connect with other lines for Sutton and the city. Also good connection services to key transit hubs 
for airports. Sutton has a bright future and needs to be green with zero emission hence a wider transportation system gives variety of choices to the commuter.

19 Not reducing car lanes for aging population at the expense of cycle and bus lanes

20 Remove all the LTNs and school streets.

21 Consultation of residents....

22 Stop discriminating against car users, more flats and less parking is not good

Recent changes to parking in south sutton have not been good

Speed controls (speed bumps) are NOT kept in good repair - check along Langley Park road for evidence of this - potentially damaging cars

Sustainable transport only works when it is done as a whole, implementing local changes that adversely affect car users when other areas do not simply means the penalisation of residents who have no 
choice but to use their cars because the surrounding areas do not have the same priorities

23 Traffic calming and pedestrianisation to whole neighbourhoods, street closures etc.

24 The wandle trail needs to be ridable all year round by any bike not just mountain bikes it also needs lights the whole way.From the Hackbridge end of Beddington park there should be a new all weather 
walking & cycling path  with continues across mitcham common with a crossing on the road between mitcham & croydon.The route continues across the common & heads towards figgs marsh to link up 
with the cycle route there & onto the cs7.This way there is no need for a cycle route down Beddington lane, riders will cycle through Beddington park onto  the new segregated cycle route from 
Hackbridge across mitcham common into streaham vale to link up with the route across figgs marsh.

25

26 Sandra Lane and foresters drive junction is well overdue traffic light restrictions it is dangerous as is the wands installed in foresters over 300 signatures on a petition now do something before a fatality 
occurs

27 Night bus for Hackbridge. 
More frequent trains at Hackbridge.
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Consultation Results Summary  Implementation plan suggestions

2

Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

28 Removal of all road blockades,

29 Remove the camera in browning avenue

30 Free movement of all vehicles without closed roads

31 I don’t trust Sutton council to implement anything successfully. They have shown time after time their total disregard for residents views and rail road through whatever they wish. The council meetings 
are horrific to watch!

32 Remove school street closures of muschamp and fellows Road.

Cut into the verges on green wrythe lane to create better parking/open the road.

Remove the cycle path on green wrythe lane between fellowd Road and muschamp Road so that children, elderly and disabled people stop getting hit and near misses with cyclists.
33 I would like the arrogance and untouchable attitude of cyclists to be addressed.

34 Underground tube to sutton

35 None of the groups you list require any special privileges or to be singled out for favourable treatment. The council ought to be more concerned with running the borough for the benefit of all residents, 
not a favoured few.

36 Dedicated cycle lanes all around borough for families.

37

38 Switch buses to electric fleet and increase their use.. alternatively provide secure cycle parking facilities inside public buildings and train stations

39 Run the bus routes covering S4 and 470 on Sundays and much later in the evenings. Also increase the frequency.

40 Each area of Sutton to
have at least one high quality cycleway

41 Robinhood juniors School and robinhood infant school need wider foot path as parents needs to catch up with school pick ups from these schools for siblings at the peak time.

42 Remove of the road blocks, to ease congestion and the damage it is causing to the environment.

43 Removal of barriers along Devonshire Avenue  by the Eagle House Sutton School, because these are causing traffic congestion on Brighton Road. Removing them will allow two vehicles access: those 
entering Eagle House School  and for those passing through to either Devonshire Primary and to Devonshire Road. Currently,  in the morning and home time, there is always massive traffic congestion 
affecting traffic into the school, going through to Devonshire Primary School  and this has an effect  on Brighton Road traffic.

44

45 remove cycle lanes everywhere

46 Whatever the Strategy is, it MUST be agreed with the population.

The ZEALOTS on Sutton Council should NOT be making the decisions which ruin the lives of the local population!
47 Reduce the weight limit in Church Hill Road from 16.5 T to 10T and make that for any time for simplicity.

Repair sections of Church Hill rd between Priory Crescent and Abbotts road to counter the damage that has occurred from HGV`s
Ensure the speed limit of 20MPH in Church Hill road is upheld.
Remove the road closure at Wrayfield rd/Esher Avenue and instead put in a no right turn from Church Hill into Hilbert Road.
Go back to the 1920`s plan to extend the Northern Line from Morden to North Cheam and West Ewell. Or put in a branch of the tram  from Morden .
Press ahead with the Tram link to Sutton and Belmont serving the Cancer hub and hospitals.
Free up further Worcester Park Central road and Cheam common road to improve traffic flow, dont try and restrict traffic that will ever work you just get more congestion.

48 I’d like e-scooters to be legal. They’re currently only allowed to be used on private land.

49 The inter-hospital busses often travel empty, they should be allowed to pick up staff and patients on their route. This would reduce the number of cars travelling to/from hospital appointments. Patients 
could be returned to their pickup point after their appointment. These busses should connect St Georges, St Hellier, Royal Marsden, Epsom.

We do not need a tram line through Sutton town. We already have busses covering the proposed routes. However a tram on existing lines linking Epsom Downs through Belmont and Sutton and on to 
West or East Croydon would be advantageous.

50 Removal of ALL LTN schemes from Sutton North. At the very least allow residents to use access through the LTNs now that planters are to be replaced with ANPR.

51 Better parking for Beddington Park and the Beddington Farmlands.
Opening up Kings Lane
Removing all the current road closures, and dismissing all plans for Harrow & Oxford Road

52 Hamilton Ave is a rat run in normal times . Should be blocked at London road end. Speeding camera needed. Drivers take no need of 20 ml signs. Speeding traffic is a danger to pedestrians and parked 
vehicles. I have on two occasions been nearly hit by speeding  drivers when getting out of my car whilst visit g daughter.

53
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

54 The removal of the busgate between Ruskin Drive and Browning Ave in Worcester Park. This has divided a neighbourhood and cause untold congestion. Noise and Air pollution has increased and safety 
of children i the area has been put at risk due to the massive increase of diverted traffic.

55 Addressing the issues of Derek Avenue being used as a rat run between A232 and A237. 
Addressing the increasing problem of potholes in roads across the borough (problematic for motorists and cyclists alike).
Addressing the issues of traffic management on the A237 through Carshalton Village in respect to the exacerbation of the problem due to the LTN put in place on Butter Hill.
Transport links into central London on the trains need to be looked at as they are poor compared to other boroughs.
TfL Trams need to get funding to support journeys in the borough.

56 The crossroads at the centre of Cheam village are not pedestrian friendly. The pedestrian sequence is not sufficient for older residents

57 Keep the existing transport network /service/time table in place for Carshalton. 
To provide transport needs for people who don't drive or cycle.

Please keep a fair balance between pedestrians needs and public transport users needs versus cyclists. Very often cyclists are a menace for pedestrians and bus drivers.

And please don't propose cycling lanes in our parks.

58 Junction of Waterer's Rise, Sandy Lane, Forester's Drive etc needs immediate improvement eg a roundabout
Parking outside all schools should be banned
More buses going to different places eg 154 and 157 cover much of the same route but no easy access to Kingston, Epsom or Bromley

59 Bicycle access to bicycle park at Sutton station. No cycle route to it!

60

61 Being able to cross Carshalton Road near B&Q in one go, rather than wait for 2 sets of lights.

62 Return the X26 to stopping in Beddington. The reinstatement of the regular service to Guildford. There are two each way in the rush hour from London Bridge but when we moved here there were two 
Thameslink trains an hour which stopped at Wallington and Sutton en route.

63 Improve the lot of the motorist

64

65 No

66 Stop the road closures

67 Until schools provide places locally for the children nearest to their homes, parents will use cars to get them to school as young children are limited in how far they can walk and parents have to factor in 
time to get to work.

68 I would like you to remove all the ones you have put in place!

69 Remove crocodile restrictions in park Road cheam plus all other tfl ridiculous in Sutton. Total waste of money

70 How installing more average speed cameras as they clearly work.

71 Rather install sleeping policemen than road humps

72 Balanced approach to the scheme, don’t start losing more roads to residents and legal areas users

73 Keep the bridge open along York Road.
Re-phase the traffic lights in Cheam Village to give vehicles longer to cross going South to North.

74 High Street, Tram to Wimbledon is a priority for easy access to London

75 I would like to see any residential new-builds/developments to have sufficient car parking spaces for all residents.

76 Improve traffic flow and reduce congestion by minimising on street parking on key routes, especially bus routes, and also encourage electric vehicle use, by a) relaxing the criteria that have to be met for 
home owners to use space in front of their properties for hard standing for vehicles and b) making it cheaper and easier to have a vehicle crossing (dropped kerb) installed.

77 Remove the pointless restriction at Butter hill. It just causes more vehicles in carshalton.

78 Butter Hill LTN has been a great success and should be made permanent. I'd like to see School Streets extended to secondary schools: in my neighbourhood far too many healthy young people are 
delivered by car to Wallington Boys School creating congestion and pollution.

79 Less reliance on cycle and walking from Belmont to Sutton
Local public transport should nit be restriced to 20mph - defeats the whole purpose of them.

80 Open all roads to all vehicles.

81 Please sort out access onto Central Road from Green Lane - it's almost impossible to pull out of there if the traffic is busy (which it usually is), as cars are always on the space beyond the box junction. 
Last time we pulled out there, the lights changed twice without us being able to pull out, and the third time we had to do a strange manoeuvre to keep the car out of the box junction.

82 Re-open perfectly serviceable and useful roads and free up the congestion on the Boroughs road network.
This will improve pollution and facilitate emergency services.

83 REMOVE THE ROAD CLOSURES AND SCHOOL STREETS IMMEDIATELY

84 To allow private hire and taxis to pick up during school time to take disabled and vulnerable passengers to and from appointments.
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85

86

87 A LTN at the junction of Matlock Crescent and Windsor Avenue to reduce unnecessary through traffic and HGV's that can't get through the width restrict on Abbots Road.

Implementation of the CPZ as there are some properties with multiple vehicles in excess of usual needs, these properties disproportionately affect others who don't have the opportunity to access their 
driveway.  Properties with multiple vehicles should face exponential permit charges 1st vehicle £100, 2nd £400 or a refusal for permit if the property has a driveway.

88

89 Please keep the road closure in Esher/Wrayfield as this road has long been viewed as a straight race track for motorists (despite speed bumps, which are so low no one even slows down for them).

90

91 None, all seems to be working fine, don’t try to fix what isn’t broke.

92

93

94 I'd like more signposting and joined up cycle routes that go to useful places like town centres, leisure centres, schools etc. 
Make routes safer for cycling in the dark winter mornings and afternoons with better lighting and markings
I'd like concerted effort to encourage all primary age children to walk to and from school
Instate something like the Go Sutton bus for its flexibility and accessibility
Discourage pavement parking

95 Lack of free parking throughout the borough

96 We would like to see the removal of the busgate in Worcester park. The LBS has demonstrated it does not listen to residents, it has demonstrated that councillors will not be held to account, This policy 
premises listening and action based on that, but the last 6 months has demonstrated anything but. If people on mass reject a scheme they should be listened to. Many thousands has been wasted and 
continues to be wasted. Cllr Abellan is now proposing wasting more money, on ANPR cameras. How does that fit in with this policy when you claim you will listen and action accordingly?

97 Reducing vehicle speeds on Sutton Lane and Woodmansterne Road
Reduce use by vehicles of Station Road, Belmont as a cut-through

98 Worcester Park suggestion - remove the busgate. It's been the cause of accidents on scene and in relation to. It's increased congestion (definitively proven) on the high street. And is taking money from 
some of the poorest members of society - pensioners, single parents, carers and many more. You want a suggestion for improvements, don't you pay people for that? My suggestion would be turn 
busgate into a zebra crossing. That gives pedestrians' the right of way, leads to a slowing of traffic from all directions and makes matters safer for the local school.
You also need to open up all the roads in the borough so that the emergency services can do their jobs effectively as every second counts. Or are you saying it doesn't and some people are supposed to 
die? Surely that's contrary to your "safer" planning "mandate".
YOU NEED TO LISTEN TO YOUR CONSTITUENTS PER YOUR CONSTITUION, POINTS 9 AND 10.

99 The removal of LTNs across the borough and perform a proper consultation using valid data.

Listen to local residents views, rather than the we know better attitude.  In particular Cllr Allbelan should stop trying to force his views on others.
100

101 Remove awful busgate near Ruskin drive to improve traffic flow back to the previous lower levels and therefore improve air quality.

102

103 Reopen "Busgate"

104 Stayton Road. TfL have threatened to open up the Oldfields Road end of Stayton Road which would cause this relatively quiet residential road to be turned into a nightmarish rat run. Please don't let this 
be allowed. I certainly don't mind the buses travelling both ways along this road but the junction with Oldfields should allow access ONLY to buses and not other vehicles. There is a pinch point near 
Stayton House on Stayton Road which would benefit from double yellows at that point to enable easy access for the buses as they often get stuck there.

105 The Bus gate on Browning Avenue that has restricted access to my property when driving from Morden/North Cheam.
It now takes longer to take my dog to the vets when poorly and adds to congestion and pollution joining the queues on Central Road, Worcester Park.

106 I would like the complete waste of money bus gate that has been installed directly against overwhelming local opinion at the junction of Browning Avenue / Dorchester Road in Worcester Park removed 
entirely. 
It has not had the effect the council claims was needed. Just as many cars speed down Dorchester Road as they did before. Just as many delivery drivers now clog up the high street and Ruskin Drive 
instead of Browning. 
This is a travesty, based upon unsubstantiated and out of date data, which was not properly consulted on. Listen to your residents and remove the gate.

107 Sadly - despite measures close to some schools in the borough - drop off and pick up times are problematic. People park illegally and inconsiderately - causing congestion for other road users and making 
walking and crossing roads in the vicinity of schools dangerous. An example of this is the junction of Dalmeny Road and Stanley Park Road. Sadly - people ignore double yellow lines and park across 
driveways - are there ways to enforce these restrictions more effectively? I'm not a fan of enforcement but it seems too many people are not sufficiently motivated to find other ways of getting to and 
from school - or parking a safe considerate distance away if/when they have to drive. In this example - there are frequently safe spaces to park just a couple of hundred metres beyond the restrictions.

108 Go Sutton to be increased.  Replace the S buses with Go Sutton outside of peak hours and the area that Go Sutton covers to increase to cover places just over the border.

109
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

110 Better transport connections to royal Marsden hospital site.

111 Remove all of the LTNs and revenue generating ANPR cameras

112 Speed reduction measures. Accessability to everyone 
Road and pavement resurfacing (pothole ) 
possible one way systems 
cleaner streets 
abandoned vehicle checks and removal

113 The removal of the grey stoned social crossings at Hackbridge roundabout. There are 3 of them sitauted directly on top of the roundabout, not only are they dangerous to the pedestrians trying to cross 
but most car drivers do not take any notice of the crossings and it can sometimes be too late for them to stop as they turn  into another road.

114 None by the current council as they are not to be trusted.

115 I would like a reduction of the ‘school times’ in Rotherfield road Carshalton . The signs have much longer times than those originally set out in the letter addressed to local residents.  Again totally anti car 
as the times greatly exceed the times of children going to and from the school there.  It prevents me from travelling to the area and making use of the better transport links from the high street so again I 
just use my car to get about instead . This is why people use cars - because we are hindered from using the public transport which is available !!

116 Introduction of "no parking" on both sides of the eastern end of Chiltern Road  (as far as the junction with The Gallop) would eliminate congestion, and associated  pollution, at the junction with 
Banstead Road South at busy times.

117 It has been great having the bridge in Kings Lane closed - lovely seeing children walking easily to the park and watching the trains on the bridge. Understand the need for emergency traffic to get through 
but be good not to have cars using it as a cut through any more or coming face to face and refusing to reverse, blocking the road.

118 I would like to see the removal of the ‘we want interconnected LTNS’ across the borough - the residents don’t as evidenced by your consultations that you are now ignoring.

I would like to see WOrcester Park bus gate removed as no one wants it , I do no want to see no entry at Ruskin and Colbourne. 

I would to see engagement with residents to find the solution to their own areas.
119 A suitable safe pedestrian crossing needs to be put in place at Hackbridge (Nightingale Rd/Hackbridge Rd) right next to the bridge to ensure a safe crossing when using the Wandle trail and having to 

cross the road/bridge. Due to the curve in the road it is almost impossible as a cyclist or pedestrian to see the traffic from both sides and therefore dangerous/worrying each time. Lots of young families 
use this way as well as the public on walks.

The traffic system at the T- junction in Hackbridge is still not satifactory in any way. All 3 road arms need proper zebra crossings, as through traffic still does not know that they should give priority to 
pedestrians and therefore endanger everyone. Especially for older people and visually impaired this junction between Sainsbury's and the Asia Tandoori restaurant is like Russion Roulette.

120

121 Improved and maintained cycle lane as part of the existing broad structure. No to enter Churchill Rd from Malden rd or senhouse rd

122 Developments at the London Cancer Hub should not be allowed to produce an unacceptable increase in traffic volumes, nor the removal of the existing allotments.

The existence of pleasant, traffic-free walking routes in the borough should be promoted (e.g. from Sutton to Cheam) using the council website, social media etc.
123 As previously stated ,

Clear through roads , enforcement of speed restrictions , enforcement of parking restrictions , get cyclists and scooters off pavements , improvements to safe crossing of main roads for pedestrians.
124 Electric Vehicle charging points

Parking issues
Safety on roads

125

126 More disabled parking around shopping areas generally.

127 Banstead Road, Carshalton to have speed limit measures to prevent High speeds and consequential noise pollution.

128 Very poor previous planning traffic builds up on Worcester Park High Street ,so all the traffic down one bottle neck instead in having a through road through the Hamptons or relief road now , to closed 
Browning Avenue makes the traffic even more Congested

129 The use of heavy freight vehicles on residential roads.  Church Hill Road is increasingly becoming a cut through for  heavy transport.

130

131 I'm not generally in favour of 'measures'. I would like to see more and better travel options generally around the borough and between different parts of the borough.

132

133

134 The time between pushing the button and the light going red at some pedestrian crossings in the borough seems to be excessive. The crossing on the A217 between Church Hill Road and Alberta Avenue 
takes over 20 seconds. This crossing is used by a lot of school children and they end up crossing before they are given the signal. There is no need for this long delay.
The traffic lights at the junction of Green Lane in Worcester Park create massive jams holding up buses and encouraging drivers to use back roads. This has been a serious problem since the Hamptons 
estate was built and it needs addressing to encourage more people to use the buses through Worcester Park.
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135

136 Get rid of the anti car councillors

137 All road closures in LTNs & school streets must be reopened. All 20mph zones must be returned to the proper speed limit. All PPAs must be  suspended and only reintroduced when more than 50% of 
affected residents confirm their support for them, not merely a majority of those who self-selected to respond to a 'consultation', and any permit scheme subsequently introduced must be revenue 
neutral, not the cash generator the current schemes are.

138

139 Camden road (Harris academy carshalton) - reinstate school street but with  clearer signage for drivers - so they can see it before they make the turn (when it's too late for them to stop) also - speed 
bump at the threshold - to stop them speeding.  

Enforced "no idling" zones around schools to reduce air pollution.

North Street Carshalton - widen footpath between station approach and wrythe green to slow traffic and stop parking /idling, plant trees.

Change zebra crossing on north street near rochester road to pelican crossing - as transport often fails to stop during peak morning rush hour.

140 As a  Strawberry Lane Resident  -  would hope that we are included in any consultation on potential  new  traffic calming measures  for Butter Hill.    Certainly have enjoyed it being used as less of a ratrun 
past few months.

Demand responsive travel service - Borough wide.   I was sorry to see the Go Sutton service go but  I felt it's original target demographic  was wrong. It was too expensive to deter car users  but was a 
very welcome addition  for  those with disabilities  and people living with dementia .  It would have been very useful if it's boundary hadn't stopped at  Woodmansterne  Rd  as it meant clients at QEF 
Mobility services ( Metcalfe Avenue) were unable to use and the organisation is not near a bus route.

As mentioned in previous questions - Dementia Awareness training   mandatory for  taxi drivers  . Also add Hidden Disability training as part of their Disability awareness training .

141

142 We need free parking for cars (and more of it) to bro g back like to our shops and high streets.

143 None

144 Pavement parking aultone way carshalton to help free flow of traffic and parking for shops. Remove hedges back to their property line and plenty of room for pedestrians as well. An easy solution to a 
big problem. Will encourage more use of local shops . Will enable carriage of heavier loads and stop frustration of drivers blocking the road.

145 More roads with 20 mph restrictions in residential roads.

146 I WOULD LIKE TO SEE WHY A COUNCILER IS ALLOWED SO MUCH POWER WHEN HE IS AN AVID CYCLISTS AND WISHES TO FOIST HIS IDEALS ON EVERYONE ELSE.

147 There to be full consultation with the whole of Sutton's residents and the full results to be published and not hidden by the powers that be.

148

149

150 None

151

152 Make it affordable for business to run shops in Sutton, our high street used to be a great attraction during the 90s.

153 Whatever

154 One way systems are a good way of improving traffic flow thus reducing emission  many people just cannot or will.not use public transport    it just seems like a one way mission against vehicle users of 
this borough

155 I would like speed cameras in Dorchester road and browning avenue

156 All roads to be 20mph 
Speed bumps/ speed cameras installed 
Less pollution and noise inflicted by your buses

157 Ban hospitals from charging for parking.

158 Walk the streets with a disabled or visually impaired person and you will see the hazards.

159 Banstead road, particularly between Cambridge road and Park Hill, is narrow, crowded and too busy. On street parking is needed because one side of the street has no option for off road parking. But 
large vehicles regularly use this route, and damage vehicles. Too many people use this part of the road in both directions. There are regular traffic issues. And the end of the road is dangerous as the path 
is too narrow for a buggy so you have to walk in the road. This should not be a through road.

160 There seems to be an obsession with LBS to lower speed limits despite clear and unambiguous scientific proof that this increases congestion and pollution and has a negligible effect on safety.  In fact 
there is a body of thought that it is less safe for cyclists and pedestrians.

161 Electric car chargers are massive in moving forward
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162 No road closures of any kind in Worcester Park. Any road closure or scheme to limit road access in any way including in school areas will have a significant negative impact on the wider area for all road 
users including pedestrians, cyclists etc by merelydisplacing traffic onto already congested roads,  increasing congestion in those areas and therefore risk and pollution. Be clear that traffic displacement 
is NOT the same as traffic reduction. Make roads safer for pedestrians by improving street lighting, reducing illegal parking on central road, and getting swr to sort out their crap train service.

163 A proper formal consultation on any plans the Council wishes to implement, supported with clear data and named councillors made responsible so when misinformation and lies are found they are 
personally held responsible - No hiding or blaming others as Cllr Abellan has done in the past.

If an area is identified as a potential pilot site for a scheme the Council needs to consult with the residents to confirm they want to participate in the scheme, not force it on the area - as Cllr. Abellan has 
stated, the sutton Way is to consult - SO CONSULT, don't impose.

164 I live in Hackbridge and the council has allowed numerous new housing developments but there has been no increase in buses or trains. Also the council have allowed these developments to be built 
without any parking spaces. The council is creating problems not solving them.

165 Remove all barriers and closures to Benhill Wood Road and other surrounding roads.

166

167 Stop trying to cause issues for local residents and focus more on keeping the borough clean

168

169 Any message that reduces danger to pedestrians and active travellers is good

170

171 With regard to car traffic, I have no issues with the current situation (where the current situation is defined as prior to all the restrictive measures and street closures brought in during Covid). I cycle and 
walk a lot and have no specific issues - it all works well for me.

172

173 Please place a crossing at the Cheam Common Junior School end of Central Road Worcester Park

174 I oppose LTN in the Borrow - 20 MPH are not useful at all, traffic should be allowed to flow at 30 MPH

175 Residents access over the bridge at Butter Hill

176 Small-scale interventions are of course welcome and complement major schemes, but the best way forward is to adopt rail-based projects as these have the potential for the greatest modal shift for 
longer distance journeys (which are harder to convert to active travel).

Absolutely critical to the future of Sutton Borough is the adoption of Tramlink. Without Tramlink, car dependency will remain and the possibility of a sustainable recovery from COVID will be gone. 
Tramlink is the individual most important transport project for Sutton's future. Whilst the most important task is to get funding approved and the route under construction, once this is achieved, 
extension to the new Cancer Hub in Belmont should be considered.

The metroisation of rail services is also important. This could be achieved either through transfer of current services to Overground or working with GTR & DfT. In the short-term, due to political 
implications (and the lack of appetite from central government for transfer to Overground), the latter is the more important focus. All main routes and stations in the borough should have at least 4tph 
in each direction and lesser-used lines like towards Epsom Downs and the Sutton Loop should be better publicised, by adding to the tube map once they reach the 4tph threshold and publicity delivered 
through letterboxes.

177 In Worcester Park you are threatening to return the unwanted LTN. I would like assurances that full and fair consultation is given. Not the biased “Sutton way”
And schemes are not at the detriment to residential roads.

178
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179 Separate cycle lane on Trafalgar Avenue alongside brook, which is used for commuter parking. 

Permission to cycle on wide pavement on London Road near zebra crossing to link up cycle routes. 

Pedestrian crossing on Green Lane/Longfellow Road is dangerous as drivers cut the corner or speed down this Road. 

The Area outside Green Lane/side of the Hamptons is poorly maintained and used as a dumping ground. This is difficult to cycle on and is crowded at school pick up time. 

The pedestrian crossing points in Worcester Park are generally ignored by motorists so it takes a long time to cross Central Road. It’s frustrating having to wait such a long time to cross outside Costa, 
even when traffic is slow moving. 

The cycle route along the A217 could be improved massively, especially near Tesco and McDonalds. It is scary cycling outside McDonalds as motorists driving in and out only give way to motorists and 
tend to ignore cyclists or pedestrians or block the route. 

It would be good if speed bumps could be redesigned so that cyclists don’t have to go over them. In Browning Avenue the speed bumps encourage motorists to swerve onto the other side of the road to 
avoid them. The speed bumps like on Garth Road are better, but this Road is heavily parked so the gaps for cyclists are usually blocked. 

The cycling and walking route behind St Helier Hospital that emerges onto Wrythe Lane could be improved as there is poor visibility because of hedges  and a bottleneck here. 

I’m never sure if you’re allowed to cycle in Sutton Town Centre.
180 None 

Just leave it the way it is now
181 I’m all for slowing down traffic in certain areas, but not to the extent the recent changes that have started to be removed

182 Hi there, thank you for allowing residents to comment: 

1. Mill Green Road - an even walkway  / cycle lane to aid more family friendly modes of transport. 

2. Mill Green - smoother path through the green and may I suggest a few path lights for night time

3. Goat Road - crossing from Mill Green over to the crown of Mitcham pub, a zebra crossing would be a key welcome for this area to reduce speeds and increase safely of this particular crossing.

4. A refreshed walkway/cycle path from Goat Road to Croydon Road (Roundabout) would be most welcome. It's currently a busy walkway, unpleasant with rubbish and feels unsafe to walk alongside the 
immense traffic down London Road to Mitcham Junction Station and to Mitcham Town Centre.

183 No parking in Butter HIll which is too narrow.
Closure of Butter Hill Bridge to stop rat running from Nightingale Rd via Mill Lane and Butter Hill to Wallington Green area.
Levelling of pavement along Mill Lane for pedestrians and mobility scooters.
Zebra crossings in the vicinity of the Nightingale Rd/North St/Wrythe Green junction.
An area check to make sure there are adequate dropped kerbs for mobility scooters in the whole area.

184 PROVIDE MORE FREE CAR PARKIGN SAPCES-THIS WILL HELP BUISNESS
PROVIDE FREEE SCHOOL BUSES FOR EACH SCHOOL
WIDEN EACH ROAD WHERE CYCLE LANE IS ADDED, THSI YOU ARE ADDING CYLCE LANES IN ADDTION TO THE ROAD LANES, SO YOU ARE NOT PENILSIING ROAD USERS. 
WIDEN ROADS, ALLOW MORE CARS - YES MORE CARS, THAT WAY TRAFFIC WILL FLOW FASTER

185

186

187

188 Banning electric and motorised scooters as they are a risk to pedestrians and road users alike and are unsafe

189 Ban pavement parking. Increase residents parking permits. Reduce speed limits. Make Sutton an easy place to walk into.

190 We are in desperate need of a zebra crossing / pedestrian crossing at the top of Cheam Common road, next to cheam common infant school. The S bend is very dangerous as people can’t see cars 
coming, and cars come racing around the corner where children are trying to cross every day at school pick up/ drop off. It’s an accident waiting to happen

191

192

193 St Heliers Estate to become a 20mph zone.
With metered residents parking.

124
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194

195 Browning Avenue, Lincoln Road and Green Lane are used more and more as rat runs or short cuts. The traffic is increasing more and more bringing all that is negative. Central road as a results suffers 
with flow of traffic. Buses stick for longer as smaller vehicles are allowed to cut through and get out in front! The speeding, noise and pollution is unbearable! Recent intervention with a Busgate solved 
the issue but the Tory mob and what’s seems like a supported social media mob have had a negative impact from their small but vocal contradictions!  Stop giving into motorist convenience and make 
the hard choices needed to reduce car journeys!

196 Blanket 20mph limit on all residential roads. 
Stronger measures to separate cyclists and pedestrians.
Realistic approach to vehicle parking at public transport hubs.

197 More Zebra crossings along Gander Green Lane and Malden Road.

198 None. Stop wasting public money. You dont even sweep the leaves anymore, get the simple things right first before you spend money on these non essential things. Invest in youth.

199 Easier parking for residents

200 More busses running 24/7.

If I finish work at 0200hrs I still need to get home.

Otherwise I'll drive and that means driving to work during the day just because I need to drive home. 

Longer bus routes that don't go all round the houses would be good so people can actually get to places.
201

202 Immediate implementation of the planned double yellow lines on the corner of Wordsworth Drive and Hemingford Road to address the safety issue of trying to pull out of Hemingford Road when the 
view is obscured by large commercial vehicles that park there, often for weeks at a time.

Calming measures in Kingsmead Avenue, such as raised tables. I do not think that the proposed 20mph limit will have much effect on the vehicles that travel up to 50mph.

203

204

205 The issues in Kingsmead are going to be made worse by your idiotic suggestions.  Teachers parking in our road, parents dropping kids off result in residents being unable to safely get on and off their 
drive. Bin lorries and emergency services struggle at all times of the day.  You continue to ignore safety.  If there is an accident.  You will be to blame for ignoring our pleas to help. You need to reduce the 
number of parking bays and police the road during pick up and drop off. Ignorance is not an excuse. Deal with it. You agreed to expand the school. Fix your mess.

206

207 Stop parking in all roads surrounding Cheam Park Farm schools at drop off and pick up times to reduce the extremely high volume of traffic at these times.

208

209 Speed limitations in Kingsmead Avenue

210 Parking and idling outside primary schools especially  Robin Hood Juniors around Clarence Road etc. The parking is residence only which means that more people leave their cars running to avoid traffic 
warnings.

Speeding up rush hour and school buses, especially the 627 from Sutton to Wallington High School for Girls through Carshalton High Street.

Increasing safe cycling between Sutton Town Centre and Belmont and Cheam

211

212 Any reduction in road capacity for motor vehicles must be thoroughly tested before implementation. Plans for local residents incorporated so that road closures don’t lead to a virtual “Berlin Wall” 
through parts of Sutton. If you have the camera and permit technology it should be used fully for local residents.

213 Filter light to turn right into Sutton Common Road coming from Cheam heading to Morden at busy times of day.

Filter light to turn right from Gander Green Lane at Gander Pub towards Reigate at busy times of day.

Local shops should be encouraged and parking outside their premises reasonably allowed time for shopping.
214 You have imposed a 20 mph speed limit on  most side roads but NO ONE adheres to it NOR has it led to a reduction in the speed drivers use these roads - it needs enforcement!

You have signs that restrict lorry usage on many roads but again you do NOT enforce it NOR have you put in measures i.e. road width restrictions, which would stop through traffic instantly.
There are vehicles which travel around the borough which clearly break the decibel level on noise pollution - again this is NOT enforced.
Drivers park their cars selfishly i.e. taking up two spaces AND on the incorrect side of the road.  They are therefore NOT displaying their reflectors to oncoming traffic at night - surely a source of income if 
this were enforced.
There are many other 'lack of enforcement issues'  which could be addressed.
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

215

216 Get X26 bus to stop at the Plough Beddington

217 All car parks in Cheam Village should be made free of charge for the first hour, to help local businesses get more local trade.

218 Crossways. Downsway and The Gallop volume of traffic is too high and becoming a main route avoiding the congestion in Sutton town. Lots of it is through traffic. The Banstead Road South proposal for a 
new road south needs to happen faster, especially with the Cancer Hub developments already starting. Why wait till it is built. It is needed now.

219 Consider the potential pollution arising from LTNs, speed limiting and rat running by individuals passing through residential neighbourhoods

220 Unnecessary parking restrictions, particularly close to the town centre and railway stations just make people less likely to support the town centre and less likely to use the rail network.  It also crams 
more and more cars into smaller and smaller areas as they search for places to park.
I would like to see all parking restrictions reviewed against a criteria that they should only remain where there parking would be a danger.  Not because it attracts residents votes because they want 
exclusive use.

221 As long as you maintain the hierarchy of need you should take most people with you.

222 Public transport links to  communities just to the south of the borough - eg Banstead - there is only a circuitous S1 bus route to get to Sutton but there is a considerable number of commuters and 
potential consumers using cars by necessity

223 Improved drop crossing points for wheelchair users along Westmead Raod, including particular attention to vehicle crossing points near business premises, for example near the Lord Nelson public house

224 Leave our streets alone

225 Ideally public transport would be free to use. Unfortunately we live in a capitalist society so I don't imagine that will ever happen.

226 No right turn Carshalton High Street into The Square. Ease traffic flow and The Square/Talbot Rd/Seymour Place really busy rat-run, regular road rage site. 

Reduce parking along Parkgate Rd, Wallington as painfully slow for buses waiting to pass. 

Lobby for more Express bus routes eg: X157 & X127 stopping at key places only to improve popularity.
227 Get the private cars off the road with use of good and 24hr public transport, hire electric cars in every road and 2 wheel electric vehicles for those whose job requires a vehicle.

228

229

230 No LTN plans put in place. These only cause more congestion and pollution and angst in the community.

231 To support local and independent shops  increase parking bays nearby and allow 30 minute free parking in borough car parks.
Synchronise traffic signals to ensure continuous free flow of traffic.

232 Zebra crossing out side schools is a great idea but not at the detriment of residents who keep the council staff employed

233 Marlborough Road Sutton should have parking on the verge (1 side) for wider vehicles. Parking permits for each house in Dibdin Rd, Stayton Rd would solve most parking problems. Only allow non-
business vehicles to park over 3 hrs in narrow roads (not car transporters (we have 3 in our road).

234 Secure and marshalled bike racks in the town centres so I know my bike is not going to get stolen whilst I shop. I am happy to pay a small fee, but it should be in a secure venue (e.g. a car park) or in the 
centre of town. It must be more secure than just a metal pole to lock my bike to!

235 Marlborough Road - remove grass verge on one side on the approach to the junction with Dibdin Road. This would make the road wider, giving better and legal parking and provide better width for the 
S3 bus and bin lorries. The pavement width would not be reduced so impact to pedestrians, pram users etc. As can example of this, see Ranfurly Road where parts of the verge have been put to parking.

236 You have already proposed double yellow lines on the junctions in Farm Way, Worcester Park.  Thank you finally for that as these do make the roads safer for cyclists and pedestrians.  Shame we have to 
paint double yellows on the road for those who don't know their Highway Code about parking by junctions.

Traffic flow can be improved in Central Road by
!. getting the phasing of the Green Lane junction sorted out, and removing light from the Brook exit.  There is no traffic light for the exit from the North End Tavern and that exit is much more dangerous 
as on a bend.
2.  Allowing traffic from Stone Place car park to exit again by Iceland.  This would alleviate hold ups on Windsor Road.  
3.  Re-instating a yellow box junction on Central Road to allow traffic to exit from Windsor rather than waiting for someone to let them in.
4. Enforcing the continued parking on double yellow lines outside the post office in Central Road.  Suggest the camera from Browning Avenue could be recycled here.

237 Larger reasonably priced car park at W/Park station.Car park for athletic club.This would go a long way to solve side street parking.We used to have a car park until it was built on .

238

239 Reduced single person car use
Perhaps addressing peak hour car use during school drop offs etc
More cycle store options in the Borough's shopping areas
More education perhaps through school children to reach adults who still see car use as a human right! We use our hybrid car as a family but work hard to limit its use - we know its  generally always 
more convenient to drive so this re-education needs some work for us all.

240 Butter hill bridge closed !
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241 Traffic lights put in place instead of a mini roundabout at little wood coat lane as that causes congestion and is very dangerous to all types of transport and pedestrians

242 The southern part of the Borough (Wallington South , Woodcote areas) needs to be protected against unsuitable planning projects that encourage heavy traffic up an already major road around 
Woodcote Green and Woodmansterne  Lane in particular. 
There is a High school on the corner and an earmarked re building scheme planned on the opposite side of the road. Also an ongoing highly contentious plan for a Care Home adjacent to the large 
Garden Centre. All of these schemes encourage huge amounts of traffic on what is the edge of Green Belt land.
This needs monitoring.

243

244 Mill Hill and Butter Hill should be closed again to through traffic.

245 An embarrassing episode for the Mayor of London, but the intent was absolutely right.  Where there is danger to the public, or where quality of lives would be improved, traffic calming measures should 
be central to future transport planning in the borough.  Full and appropriate public consultation should take place, but there are examples in the borough where road closures make sense.  King's Lane is 
a prime example.  It is a single lane entry point.  Where the railway passes underneath, due to the angle of the road, bridge users have their visibility partially blocked.   The crossing is used extensively by 
pedestrians - including many children - accessing The Warren Recreation Ground.   Similarly, the railway bridge over Langley Park  Road and existing traffic priority system is an accident waiting to 
happen.  If a lorry goes into the bridge, then rail use for much of the Southern Region would be suspended.   Potentially, it's that serious.

246 Removal of cycle lane on Croydon Road between Purley Way and The Plough.
In all the years it has been there I have only twice seen a cyclist use it.

247

248 I would like for the Council to NOT implement useless/expensive/unused cycle lanes eg: the utterly laughable 'cycle lane' (all of 10ft approx!)  on Green Wrythe Lane which is on the pavement by Scott's 
and Nisa.  Absolutely ridiculous! The cycle lane along Wrythe Lane, opposite St Helier - there is a lamppost in the way of the cycle route! How is that safe?

249 Ability for residents to park in Longfellow Road.
Commuters occupy most of the parking spaces and Rossi's Green grocvers vans  occupy the rest!

Please  instigate PARKING PERMITS.

250 Light rail link to Belmont and the new Hoslital

251

252 Queens wood Avenue should be made a no through road with access only to residents

253

254

255

256 Improved train times at Hackbridge. Introduction of steps to prevent profiteering in CPZs

257

258 Remove all LTN. Improve main network where possible to improve traffic in such LTN areas.
Be open and honest about all surveys and studies before implementing schemes and refrain from clearly biased surveys where only positive questions are asked to support change.

259

260 I would suggest better traffic management on central road WP some double yellows down by the exit of green lane coming towards Sutton, curing the traffic on that road would solve alot of the side 
road issues (obviously not a money pot like LTNs and speed cameras, but it's ok just put our ctax up again!) We can only hope that Khan gets voted out in May followed by the diabolical shambles that is 
the Lib Dems in Sutton..please stop experimenting on Worcester Park we are absolutely sick of it!

261

262 Fixing the potholes would be a good start.

263 More side roads reopened to keep traffic flowing. (Park Lane and Park road in Cheam Village.
Cheaper car parking to help support the high street at St Nicholas centre and free on street parking.
Bicycles and scooters banned from all pedestrianised areas especially Sutton high street.
More night buses.
Bring back Sutton Go and expand it to Morden tube station.

264 Hamilton avenue needs one way system to stop speeding and heavy goods  using it to avoid the traffic lights at London Road. Filter light needed at Gander Green lane :/ 217

265 I think we've all seen in the last year that traffic flow across London is a finely balanced thing and attempts to "improve" things with changes to road schemes and people's habits have on the whole have 
been rather less than successful. Change to habits as ingrained as those of road users is likely to take generations and won't be achieved overnight by foisting a few bollards, planters and cycle lanes on 
the majority for the benefit of the few. So, no, I've no particular issues I need addressing.

266 I suggest lower speed limits 20mph every residential road, few exceptions on wider roads/dual carriageways.
No road schemes to simply satisfy the wishes of a reference Busgate in WP.
I suggest more speed cameras , I am sorry but I do not believe that to be allowed onen there needs to be  3 fatalities in an area , the Council need to push back on the Police with this.
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267 enforcing current driving/parking laws and start enforcing the law on electric scooter users in all of Sutton. Someone in Sutton is illegaly providing road tax as there are several vans that have not had a 
MOT for several years yet they have current road tax which is supposdely impossible to do.

268

269 adequate parking on street for all high streets to encourage use of local high streets

270

271 Acre lane/manor road - pedestrian crossing in safe. 
Manor road/london road. High volume HGVs and cars travelling at high speed 
Croydon road/Derek avenue - unsafe pedestrian crossing not helped by curved corner (cars don’t slow down sufficiently )
Manor road. Shopping parade opposite dukes head.  Narrow pavement with cars frequently parked on it making it unsafe for vulnerable pedestrians and those with children. 
Very little meaning provision for cyclists.

272 Residents' parking in Sutton Grove SM1 as a necessary priority for all residents rather than as '..democratic vote..'

273 Links to morden and central London being priority

274 1) Improved provision of cycle lanes borough-wide, as described above.

2) The provision of safe road crossings in The Wrythe, to allow pedestrians (and cyclists) to safely access the Greens, when having to cross:
- Green Wrythe Lane at its southern end, close to the Post Office
- Wrythe Green Road close to its junction with West Street 
- West Street where it passes through the Greens

There are currently no safe road crossings to the Greens, despite there being several paths over them. The Greens are heavily used by people on their way to Carshalton Station, by parents taking small 
children to school, by schoolchildren, by young people attending the College and by other local people. Green Wrythe Lane, Wrythe Green Road and West Street and busy roads and crossing them to 
access the Greens is unpleasant and can be hazardous.

3) The enforcement of 20mph speed limits.

4) Providing direct access to the northbound platform at Carshalton Station from West Street, by use of the currently closed passageway - which runs from West Street just north of the railway bridge, 
along the southern boundary of Camden School (Harris Academy) to the foot of the stairs and the lift to the northbound platform.
This would reduce peak-time congestion at the main entrance and allow commuters to have more rapid access to the northbound platform.
It is an inexpensive move, which would probably only require a ticket barrier to be installed, once the path has been re-opened.

275 None

276 Free multi story parking at the cancer hub to provide parking to workers so that street parking for residents is not impacted. It must be free.
Free multi story parking to cancer patients who are trouble.enough without worrying a put charges.

277

278 I would like to see the removal of speed cushions in Banstead road South. All we hear all day and night is scraping and banging as vehicles go over them at speed. Remove parking restrictions so all can 
park safely and take the useless line markings away

279 I feel yellow lines on junctions is fair. But I do not believe that stopping people from using roads to get from A to B or paying to park outside their own house is a good thing

280 A plan to stop rat running down my street Braemar Road and an enforcement of the 20mph limit which is completely ignored.

281 Zebra crossing where bus gate was would help those walking and especially those going to the school. It would also help slow down the traffic. The issue of speed is unfortunately a minority - speed 
camera at least or one of those reminders that light up. Even if you put in a fake speed camera on Browning avenue.

282 If someone can fix the traffic in Worcester park, you’ll have all our votes!

283 Close the right turn from A217 into and out of Lumley Road in Cheam, it's too dangerous

284

285 Full review of state of existing cycle infrastructure in the Borough, as much hasn't been maintained since installation, e.g. Cheam Village to Nonsuch Park, and Greenford Road.
Also, remove the dangerous bidirectional cycle path alongside the A232 Croydon Road near the A23 - this is a classic example of cycling infrastructure designed without proper consideration of how it 
will operate in practice.

286 No "Busgate" and  no parking proposals for WORCESTER PARK

287 Bring back GoSutton. I used it a lot when it was being trialled.

288 More crossing facilities for pedestrians on the busier roads, such as Erskine Road and North Street. And a longer pedestrian phase on the main crossing in Sutton Town centre by the Cock

289

290 All vehicles should be banned from roads outside schools during drop off and collection times. 
Camden Road is a prime example.
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291 Speeding on Cornwall Road where it meets Belmont Rise is a massive problem. More zebra crossings generally in the borough, particularly around schools.

292 The implementation of "average speed cameras" are the only really way of reducing car speed.

293 Less ltn and more parking when building flats

294 Make car journeys easier to boost the economy by widening roads and implementing free local and high street parking for short stays.

295

296 Central white lines up the centre of St Barnabas Rd to stop people driving up the middle of the road, also enforce your 7.5 tonne limit, too many large lorries having a face off in the road where they are 
using car sat navs. Also the road sign at the corner of ST Barnabas and Lower Road has been missing for years, as has the sign saying end of the parking on the pavement in Waterloo Road. Stop 
implementing expensive projects before you have fixed the basic infrastructure.

297 Better access to St Cecilia's School on London Road A24 for pedestrians and cyclists.  At present access for most children requires crossing Staines Avenue or one of Clarkes or Langley Avenue.  A suitable 
crossing point on Staines Avenue, or both of Clarkes and Langley would improve safe access.  The school should be pressured to provide bike parking.  Some kind of segregated cycle path, which might 
need to be shared with pedestrians (but ideally not), should be added to the A24.

Pedestrian traffic at the North Cheam crossroads is very slow because of the phasing of the two-step crossings.  Crossing the crossroads diagonally is almost impractical (4 waits!)  Pedestrian subway?  
Overpasses? Zebra crossings on all four arms (within 150 m)?  A proper pedestrian phase of traffic lights?  Bury the junction underground and put a garden on top?  At present the junction makes 
journeys on foot or by public transport to North Cheam very difficult.  I believe Cheam crossroads (A232/Malden Road) is similar.

Right filter required on A232 at A217.  Current lack is dangerous and sometimes causes major blockages.  (I appreciate this is TfL issue.)

Restore LTN arrangments in North Cheam by blocking Esher Ave/Wrayfield Road and Buxton Cres/Matlock Cres.  The former had a huge benefit during the widely welcomed trial but I understand 
increased traffic on Buxton Cres, which is narrow and inappropriate.  Block Buxton and the whole area ceases to be a possible rat run.

298 You have proposed altering the S 4 bus route. This will mean we no longer have a direct route home from Sutton station or indeed a direct link home from St Helier Hospital. (East Drive , Stanley Square 
area of Carshalton )

299

300 Abolish LTNs, school street schemes and don't change the current parking situation as it works reasonably well.

301

302 Road Safety. The biggest single issue I face is that of POTHOLES representing a danger to cyclists and motorcyclists especially.  Allowing cyclists and motorcyclists to travel  without having to deviate 
around these hazards would be a huge improvement.

303 Make roads safe first and filll in pot holes,

304 Now that the LTN’s have been removed there is a big sense of relief in the borough, I would like to see the parking schemes that were opposed by a majority removed also. Campaign and support for 
zero emission transport and public transport. Crack down on vehicles that are obviously polluting , belching black smoke etc. Support for electric bikes and scooters to cut car use where appropriate.

305 Be less anticar

306 Zebra crossing at the junction of shorts road and colston avenue rather than a school Street restriction. Or bring back the lollipop person . There is no need to mend something that is not broken ...

307 No more LTNs, bus gates, cycling lanes

308 More yellow lines on Gander Green Lane and Kimpton Road as parked cars cause congestion. 
Double yellow lines on most street corners on Park Farm Estate, and enforce them.

309 Do not put in stupid restrictions for no real reason, 20 mph on school roads is fine, but only on school roads , make bile riders take a cycling proficiency test and enforce it , stop putting in useless bus 
lanes that only go down part of a road

310

311

312 All schools should have some form of crossing whether is be a zebra or manned by what used to be a lollipop person

313 I have no particular transport issues.

314 need more roads built in the area  for the increased number if people due to the building of the Hamptons  650 new homes and no new roads and yoh wonder why there are traffic problems and you 
have now allowed the building of an Aldi on the London Road which will cause chaos thanks

315

316 Ditto to previous comments

317

318 Fine more people for speeding and cyclist who don't obey the rules e.g. not stopping at red lights. Illegal parking.

319 I'd like to see it compulsory for EVERY cycle to have passed a competency test BEFORE  being allowed on the road.  Law that EVERY cyclist wears hi vis clothing on every journey,  a helmet and working 
lights of an acceptable standard. That cyclists USE a cycle lane if there is one and said cycle lanes are maintained to a high standard and able to be used. Pavements are for pedestrians not lazy cyclists.  
Only then will I support cycling which we all know councillor Abellan is desperate that we do!

320 Leave our roads alone. They are not for changing. Taxi drivers learn "the knowledge" for a reason. Please go away.
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321 Speed restrictions on Banstead Road SM5 3NH between Willis Avenue & Staplehurst Road.
This section of road is consistently overlooked despite continual requests for action to be taken to reduce the speed of traffic which is far in excess of the speed limit. Speed restrictions are in place on 
the section of Banstead Road heading in the direction of Banstead Road South after the mini roundabout junction with Staplehurst Road do why not on the section heading back to the Banstead Road 
shops.

322 Stop ridiculous LTN proposals

323 Full public consultation on every single change requested and voted on my local residents on the streets and with a quater mile of all streets effected for commuters to have a say

324 The complete and permanent removal of all the schemes recently introduced in various parts of the borough, thus enabling us to return the previous normality we enjoyed.  20mph on most smaller 
roads is quite acceptable, but not on the bigger roads, where it only frustrates people.

325

326 Cycles normalised in rush hour traffic. This would ensure unattractive could flow more freely without the need to look out for cyclists in traffic jams

327

328

329 No more LTNs, leave our streets alone.

330 No more LTNs, no one asked for it.

331 The parents who drop off and pick up children who attend Seaton House School are a nightmare, especially given Banstead Road South is a busy thoroughfare.  They park inappropriately, block through 
traffic and buses.  Other than telling parents they must (say) 1/2 a mile away and either walk or use the bus, I’m not sure what can be done.  The presence of traffic enforcement officers on a regular 
basis would be helpful.

332 Junction of forresters drive sandy lane needs traffic calming and crossings

333 I would like to see speed restriction within Oakhill Road and road humps to stop the constant speeding down the road when initiative are in place which channel trafic from other road that you think 
deliver your key issues. I would also like to see the road monitored for air quality when you do to be able to evaluate the benefits and at what cost your initiative really is delivered under.  Road safety 
evaluated as cars speed down these road because you have closed off other roads due to your initiative.  The health impact to those residents who are subjected to this which affects their mental health 
at the cost of improving others within your initiative.

Consider making roads usable by electric cars only if you want to increase air quality.  Put in speed restrictions so residents do not pay the price of your badly thought of initiatives which are put in place 
without warning.  Equality for all road users.

334 No more road closed for cycling and permits around the road for all Sutton carshalton Wellington and hospital to give free parking not ha e to pay to park in hospital .

335 A change of team with in the council  whos implementation of the last schemes was ill thought out badly planned and showed contempt for a vast amount of residents

336

337 Consult with the residents before hand, scrap ideas such as LTN’s & other daft restrictions with contradictory statements of reducing pollution. Work with the constituents who elected you for the 
greater good of the borough & not your own personal agendas.

338

339 North Cheam crossroads: signals prioritised for pedestrians. Crossing these roads on foot at present is VERY slow.

Pedestrian access to St Cecilia's School SM3: pedestrian crossings required either on Staines Avenue, or on Clarkes and Langley Avenue, to make the school safely accessible on foot.

Secure covered cycle parking required at St Cecilia's School for older children wishing to cycle to school which is currently impossible due to lack of storage.

Safe cycle route to get children from Marlow Drive (safe for children to cycle) to St Cecilia's School. Currently they can go up the footpath to the A24 and cross the zebra crossing on foot but then have to 
cross Langley Aveue and walk the rest of the way as there is no safe way to cycle up the A24. Or they can continue to the end of Marlow Drive but then end up on Staines Aveue which is not safe to cross 
or cycle along for a child. Safe cycling means that a Year 6 child who has completed Bikeability level 2 should be able to do it on her or his own.

North Cheam has poor scores on the public transport accessiblity plan, but I see very little to improve this. The proposed cycle route to Sutton via Pyl Brook is a substantial detour from my home (Hilbert 
Road). Will there be good public bus and cycle connections to the planned tramlink?

340

341 Keep roads open stop the Tfl closures, propose a safe way for all road users.  Provide safe drop off points at schools - yes reduce speeds near schools

342 Exploring ways to prioritise pedestrian and cyclist use of roads along the high street around the ponds in Carshalton. These roads cannot cope with both the quantity and size of vehicles currently using 
them, especially the large HGVs. Creating a more peaceful atmosphere by pedestrianising the high street from West Street to Carshalton Place (rerouting all traffic along  Ruskin Road which was 
originally built as a bypass for the village centre) would create a retail area and conservation zone that people would travel to visit and boost the local economy. 

Increase in safe cycling infrastructure in the borough, including extra bike storage in Carshalton High St and Carshalton Station.
343 Improving the junction layout at Harris Academy (old Sutton Hospital) on to Brighton Road
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344 Reduce speed limits, chicains possible one way systems where practical all acceptable but not to stop traffic all together. How about prioritising school admissions to our local community too and not 
outer Borough children.
The large super hospital being built will bring in more people and they will be commuting by vehicle. Leave our roads alone

345

346 i live on holland avenue, and cars often travel at extremely high speed, heading towards belmont. I think the area would benefit hugely from a filter installed at the roundabout of Avenue Road and 
Northdown Road. This would create a school street for avenue primary academy, and reduce rat running.

347

348 I would like to see active consultation about any scheme before it is launched.

I do not want any more time and money wasting schemes foisted upon residents. 

The only reason Worcester Park is so firmly in your sights is because as a boundary ward, without it, your whole ill advised plan falls apart. Which it needs to do and then be put together in conjunction 
with residents that you are elected to serve. Not dictate and rule over. 

The level of arrogance shown by this council in it's contempt for its residents is appalling.

349 Stop traffic using Kingston Avenue as a cut through and stop parents from bringing children to Cheam Park Farm by car. I would like to see Kingston Avenue as a one way street entered via Windsor 
Avenue.

350

351 I would like to see a space rocket built at the top of Sutton High street.
It could then be loaded up with every councillor and MP that has caused so much aggravation by meddling with our road infrastructure, at a time suited only to themselves, during a national deadly 
pandemic.

Then it should be launched into space, never to be seen again 🚀
352 Muschamp Road, designated a no vehicle school street or have disabled parking bays near the school entrance to enable blue badge holders to be able to park near the school at peak times.

353 Grennell Road should be a one way street. I work at Greenshaw High School and I am out on the street morning and afternoon seeing students in and out. The biggest issue is congestion by two way 
traffic. Make it one way and you will alleviate that issue making it safer, quieter and much more smooth running. The same with all school roads. This would work.

354 Widening of the pavements on Malden road Cheam. Very narrow and dangerous on the bend near no. 151.

More side roads opened up particularly Park Road and Parkside in Cheam village to stop the built of of traffic at the traffic lights that backs up all down the road. Less traffic diverted onto main roads as 
pollution levels are already over legal limits on Malden road and most A roads.
Traffic should be shared across the borough. People living in main roads have kids too not just those in leafy residential roads already benefitting from less traffic pollution.

355 Do not reintroduce those stupid road closures which you were forced to remove because they were illegally introduced.

356 Removal of all  cpz and ppa s which have been installed against the majority of residents wishes

357

358 Increased frequency of buses should be a priority.

359 Junction Malden Rd/ Lumley Rd adjacent to entrance to Tesco garage entrance is a nightmare for pedestrians trying to cross Lumley Rd, as vehicles turning in an out from so many directions.
Approach rd to Cheam Fields Primary school, Stoughton Ave. Half rd owned by school, other half is Chatsworth Rd residents Garage access. Parents park here constantly and on Stoughton Rd near 
entrance to this access rd where Stoughton is at it’s narrowest... always causes congestion and pedestrians ( children) at increased risk when trying to cross this approach/ access rd.

360 Would like to see a borough wide check of roads and footpaths so that repairs are carried out. For example the footpaths around Rose Hill Market are in a terrible state. Paving bricks are loose and 
uneven.

361 The removal of the lib dem council immediately, replaced by people who do actually listen to residents would be a good start. Would like to see transparency and ownership by said lib dems. Listening to 
the residents of new Mill quarter who have had numerous power outages all ignored by the council who now dont want to know as the incinerator is up and running but have renagaged on their 
promises. I would like to see 20 mph from lights at dukes head all way down to hackbridge to stop maniacs driving along a road frequented by commuters from station, school children, park users.  The 
roundabout in Hackbridge is dangerous as are the informal crossings as is the sequencing of lights by lidl entrance.. There will be a serious accident soon. There needs to be a right hand turn filter at 
traffic lights top of wallington by sainsburys and and at dukes head traffic lights approaching from Hackbridge. Numerous accidents, nothing done.

362 Not introducing unnecessary parking restrictions on roads around Worcester Park which will cause unnecessary cost and inconvenience to local residents especially the disabled and elderly

363 I would like to see an end to discussion on LTNs, especially Sutton North until you establish a way to reduce traffic in these areas without simply punishing hard working residents by adding impossible 
timing on journeys.

364 Pavement parking in aultone way carshalton extended.. The pavement is wide enough and some hedges on properties encroach on the paving by 60cm. If removed to their boundary, cars could be 
facilitated and local trade would increase considerably as people could buy more when needed due to not carrying heavy shopping. .  This would mean the road would be clearer and less dangerous. The 
road humps stop speeding already.

365 Widening of roads to accommodate increase in population, development of new road networks to improve congestion

366 Red route along the high street or double yellows where the shop Peacock food is.
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367 Remove ‘pencils’ at crossing points near schools. Roads are not playgrounds. Remove rainbow crossings. Crossings should be for safety and no other purpose. Remove 20 mph limits on main roads like 
Church Hill Road. I drive at 20 but have been overtaken with a car coming the other way, been tailgated many times, had people beep horns all because I am doing speed limit. I am being put at risk by 
abiding by the rules and will do my best to sue individuals at the council if I am hurt on a road managed by them.

368 Tram to Wimbledon and Kingston. Expanding Malden road from Worcester park to A3. Create a slip road from A240 for the traffic to join A3 without waiting on the traffic lights to turn left. Build more 
local small carparks to keep our cars off the street if not needed over night. Install charging points for EV on every lamp post

369

370

371

372 Beddington gardens outside Bandon Hill needs the restrictions reinstated. The road is busy and congested which has an impact on the safety of kids but also prevents the ability for parents to social 
distance.

Elgin Road in Wallington which is used as a rat run and due to the blind bend is a constant source of issue. It needs to be cut off at Stafford Rd end to prevent accidents from happening.

373

374

375 Cyclists need to use cycle lanes where provided, have lights fitted and high visibility clothing. Stop at traffic lights and crossings instead of swerving round pedestrians crossing the roads.

376 Belmont more controls around the Avenue primary school

377

378 Enforcement of anti idling zones; posters and signage is simply not enough.

379

380 To ensure that transport links are joined up in order to make it feasible for all members of Sutton community to travel without personal cars and then to look (with the major) at ways of discouraging car 
us

381 Re-instate the no go time zones around schools with cameras.  Make the times longer to stop parents coming and parking hours before school ends especially.

382

383

384 You have had months of school children being at home and therefore less traffic yet roadworks have begun near schools in Carshalton as the children return to school causing huge delays! It took 40 
minutes to get from Wallington high street to Carshalton ponds! -Better planning! You have two weeks of Easter Holidays that work could have been done then if not before!

385 Pedestrian phase on traffic lights at junction of Angel Hill/All Saints Rd/Sutton Common Rd.

Cycle contraflow access northbound onto Brunswick Rd at junction with Benhill Avenue.
386 I would like to see a tram connecting Sutton with Wimbledon.

I would also like to see more trains from Sutton St and Sutton Common st into London. 

Finally, I would like the Go Sutton buses to return.
387

388 More traffic light controlled pedestrian crossings, Cyclist to be made to pass a competency test before using the highway and it to be law that cycle lanes are used when available

389

390 Measures to reduce road speeds on York Road SM2 6HH - they tend to be high here as York Road is a wide, fairly straight road. 

Safer crossing for children attending Nonsuch school - traffic speeds are high there
391 Find a way of reducing traffic speeds in 20mph zones. All they do is slow traffic down from 40ish to 30ish.  All the police say is that they are enforced with speed humps etc. - and that was directly 

obtained from a Police Officer! You couldn't make it up I'm afraid.
392 Measures to reduce vehicle speeds on Benhill Road, Westmead and Lower Road.

Measures to reduce vehicle pollution near all schools, hospitals, care homes, Elderly residents homes. 

Measures to repair potholes that make cycling dangerous along smaller roads, where a cyclist might need to suddenly swerve out into the traffic. 

+ please note there is apparently a science to filling a plot hole succesfully.  The road surface, hole and tarmac all need to be same temperature so the tarmac adheres well.  Different temperatures do 
not work e.g. cold road, hot tarmac = waste of money and effort, it will need replacing again soon. Loose material needs to comeout before tarmac is infilled.  There is research on this held at one of the 
UK universities or institutes.
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

393

394

395

396 Traffic bottleneck on London Road,North Cheam between Staines Avenue and Gander Green Lane.

397 Traffic issues and congestion outside Cheam park farm primary school. Cut through of Wrayfield rd -  vehicles now speeding round the corner and much more traffic since the LTN was removed. I no 
longer allow my children to cycle on the road there. Speeding on Killester Gardens.

398 Not coming up with anything revolutionary here, but how about introducing measures which reduce the number of private vehicles on routes around all schools at start/end times, to enable and 
encourage children to be able to walk/scoot/cycle to and from school safely?  Developing and normalising these healthier habits at an early age can only be a good thing in the long run, from both health 
and environmental perspectives.  And drawing children and their adults out of their cars will  increase attachment to  surroundings and neighbourhood, and reduce the sense of entitlement which seems 
to come from being wrapped up inside increasingly comfortable and powerful steel boxes.  

Roads must also be safe enough for less confident adults to feel it is safe enough to ride a bike on.  Space has been squeezed over the years as private vehicles got more numerous and also considerably 
wider.  Reduce the number of private vehicles parked on public roads and you instantly create more space for moving traffic, or even cycle lanes.  E.G. -  Take the majority of the private vehicles parked 
on North Road and Denmark Road (SM5) and put them in the council staff car park (currently not used) on Denmark Rd - charge a parking fee (stop giving away road space which is paid for by all for free) 
for upkeep of the car park and CCTV for security, and enforce strict no parking in the regained road space.   You then have the start of two wider, safer routes in to both Victor Seymour and Harris Junior 
Academy.  Both of these schools have car parks should any pupil need to be delivered by car.

399 Roundabout by lower road, vibi, cafe would benefit from a lollipop person for children going to manor park primary. Especially as its encouraged for children from 9 years old who are encouraged to walk 
to school unsupervised by adults.

400 Where did the tram idea go?

401

402 Speed calming measures on Woodmanstern Road

403

404

405 Provision of cycle lanes or alternatively, divided cycle/pedestrian lanes on pavements where possible, particularly on major roads, where it is most hazardous to be a cyclist!

406 Sutton in general - cyclists, electric scooter and other forms of single person electric vehicles, food delivery cyclists, etc, who use the pavements (even when a cycle lane is available) and pedestrianize 
areas.

407

408 Exptend tram to Sutton and the cancer hub!

409 Crossing between Sainsbury and bus stop

410 More frequent rail service to Hackbridge 
More frequent rail service to Carshalton
Extend tram service to Hackbridge 
Extend northern line to Sutton

411

412 More efforts to reduce car use, encourage walking, cycling, public transport

413

414 I believe that an improved LTN scheme in Worcester Park north would garner local support and massively improve upon the old scheme. Two bus gates could remove all cut through traffic from the 
entire WP north area. 

1) restore the Browning Avenue at its previous location
2) install a second bus gate at the end of Dorchester Road (near the Sun Bakery and the crossroads with Clarke’s Avenue). This second location is the second pinch point in the area and there is room for 
a bus gate. It would effectively create 4 LTN zones across WP north, and address complaints from Dorchester, Ruskin and Clarke’s about bad traffic in the neighbourhood.

415

416 Central Road Worcester Park requires more air quality control and a revised view of traffic control at any time of the day in this area.      Implementing CPZ in the side roads will greatly affect the shops 
revenues and only lead to more shop closures.

417 More side road buses. Around carshalton park would be wonderful.

418 You cannot force people to use cycle and buses

419 Enforcement of current regulations

420 Don't see any problems.

421 Leave the roads in Carshalton Central as it is.Now Kings Lane re opened we have better  air quality as no build up of traffic in side roads and main roads trying to get to chosen destination .The idea you 
put forward for cameras in Wales Avenue and Banstead Rd would cause so much more problems than you would be solving
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

422

423

424 heavy traffic through carshalton High Street and ruskin road

425 Improve pedestrian safety at the Carshalton Road/Pound Street junction.
20mph limit in Mill Lane, Carshalton and North Street, Carshalton.

426

427 A central drop off/collection point for all school children. Force exercise, reduce obesity and the drain in the NHS, free up the roads and improve pollution. These are not necessary journeys, they are lazy 
journeys.

428 Lighting on path between Buckland way and the Hamptons. 

Speed cameras on browning avenue.
429 Repair of potholes in the borough

430

431 A joined-up inter-connected travel plan for the wider London Cancer Hub/Royal Marsden/ICR/Sutton Hospital (incl. proposed new Acute Care hospital)/Harris Academy site - including cross-border travel 
to/from Surrey and surrounding areas.  For far too long plans for this site have been tackled piecemeal, the transport infrastructure needs to reviewed and developed in an integrated fashion now, not 
later once development has already happened.
Today there are already several macro-level issues in this area - significant increases in volumes of traffic accessing the site via the Cotswold Road/Maggies Centre entrance, combined with increased 
daytime use of Cotswold Rd/Belmont CPZ residents parking bays by RMH staff (with Govt. Covid Parking permits) has created higher volumes of traffic on Cotswold & surrounding roads, as well as 
reduced sightlines and passing places due to extra parked vehicles.
Add to this the dangerous junctions at both ends of Cotswold Rd (Brighton/Chiltern/Cotswold intersection and Cotswold/Sutton Ln/Downs Rd) and the increase in Harris Academy related traffic volumes, 
especially at school pick up times and there is a very complex traffic situation in a very small area which is in need of urgent review and mitigation measures before more serious accidents occur

432 Reintroduction of all school streets.  Funding to allow regular play streets in suitable roads.

433 You are trying to take away road use without making adequate improvements to alternative means of transport. The most beneficial improvement you could make to encourage me to drive less is 
improve the train network, efficiency and cost. I fail to see how Sutton Council is going to be able to achieve that given the trains are run by a company that you have no authority over

434 The closure of Kingsmead Avenue during school drop-off and pick-up times did resolve many of the traffic issues. Indeed, these times should have been extended rather than stopped. The introduction of 
Parking Permits into the Moreton Road area will cause car parking to move from this area to Kingsmead Avenue and surrounding roads. This will add to the present issues and make the road even less 
safe. Parking restrictions should be introduced to greatly reduce the number of cars using Kingsmead Ave.
While this strategy document prioritises pedestrians and puts motor vehicles last, several years ago the timings of the pedestrian crossing outside Iceland were changed to give to favour cars and delay 
pedestrians, many of whom are going to commute from the station. Please reverse this as it is common to see people giving up on waiting and dangerously, crossing the road while still in favour of road 
users.
It is clear that the Council cannot afford to frequently maintain the flower beds in Central Road Worcester Park and they are now eyesores. These should have been left as pavement or parking spaces to 
encourage use of the shops.

435

436 Keep some of the lower mileage areas but be more consistent.  For example 20mph in st barnabas - Waterloo road leads off but is 30 mph and is a much smaller road.  I notice in Cheam leading to 
Nonsuch park it is 20mph, and I have been overtaken several times on this road when doing 20mph.  However from Cheam to North Cheam it is 30mph.  Again, Westmead Road has different speed 
limits.  So no-one can keep track of what speed they should be doing.  I think side roads should be 20mph and main roads 30mph.

I also think you could have a campaign against idling cars - it could be made illegal.
437
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

438 (Part 1 of 2) I understand the policy is to move people away from cars and get them using other forms of transport, however this is a choice for residents to make not for the council to dictate to residents. There are 
a whole host of different plans/schemes and consultations in Sutton currently that aim to discriminate against its residents as follows:-

Carers
Vulnerable
Elderly
Disadvantaged/Low Income Families
Single Parent Families
Women
People with medical problems not defined by normal parameters
Working Parents
Workers and Residents

You have to look at the whole demographic of people in Sutton and not a portion, by consulting online, issuing notices on a select few lamp posts and advertising in the local guardian of which mot 
people no longer have delivered. is in itself discriminating against those people who have not been out through shielding who are not on line through age or financial hardships and who do not have the 
time to navigate a website looking for consultations which are hidden from sight, not every person is tech savvy ! 

I understand the need to reduce emissions and can be achieved by improving the current unmanaged, unmaintained, unlit and poorly maintained cycle routes, I have cycled through the borough and 
some routes are met with low hanging branches, lack of lighting, muddy trails, poor signage/markings, cracked surfaces and an inability to get from A-Z on the best roads for cyclists. One of my niggles is 
that if you want people to cycle to work, then there must be a facility to shower, maybe suggest addressing business rates to companies that install these facilities and offer lockers for those wanting to 
keep clothing/uniforms at work. I cycled for 20 years to my offices who had these facilities but most women will not want to do this if there is no options to change or shower or dress. My current 
company promotes cycling with the various cycle schemes offered by the Government. Great schemes and should be promoted better through our council, however there has to be a benefit to the 
business too.

The demographic that you seem to be aiming these schemes at are typically the more privileged male population and if you are not in this category tough luck you don’t count!! Which is in itself a 
disgrace. You ask residents to change their habits to reduce emissions, fair enough but then in the next breath Sutton council sign a contract to take all of Kingston’s waste to the Beddington Incinerator 
which is not fit for purpose and will automatically increase heavy vehicles producing more emission and then burning 24x7 and filling our air with even more pollutants as well as still having to dispose of 
harmful bottom ash. If the council really thought the environment and sustainable transport policy through properly it should address what they are doing increasing pollution and not penalise the 
residents by trying to counteract their short comings stopping use of a car to go about their daily lives. There is a lack of correct information of air quality, there is a lack of data on road safety and a lack 
of “proper consultation” with residents. I am aware that cycling groups have been consulted regarding plans to adapt the roads for the 4% increase in cyclist you want to achieve, however I am also 
aware that the bike ability schemes were reduced to a 2 hour session and not available to all children, this again is not promoting safe cycling and making it dangerous to the next generation. We need to 
address cycling schemes, increase the bike ability schemes for all children this in turn will foster a better response from parents wanting to cycle with their children to school. We need to look at 
returning cyclist schemes or beginners for adults, the ones offered online by the council is counterproductive no one can learn practical skills online. There is a cycling group in Nonsuch but this is poorly 
advertised and not very well attended due to the lack of focus in enabling people to want to learn from experts, all the council have done is pitted resident against residents but both have a common 
grievance with these schemes and the way they are presented by the council. The council needs to look internally and consider what they actually are trying to do, I suspect some people are biased , a 
little like the consultations and their target market. In short the council must listen must consult and must start working with all residents in Sutton.
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Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

438 (Part 2 of 2) Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and School Streets create more emissions with traffic sat on arterial roads also affecting the speed in which blue light services can attend incidents and the speed in which 
our bus and transport services can get from point A to B, these are not effective as per the previous attempts last year showed. This displaced traffic onto other ill equipped roads also meaning other 
routes are clogged and traffic at a standstill increasing pollution on those roads, as we know air travels so reducing emission from LTNs will increase emissions to other roads and then the air travels back 
over. LTNS also reduce the traffic flow meaning those roads could be subject to Anti Social Behaviour and for those households on those routes feeling unsafe in their own roads as well as increasing 
journey times meaning even more emissions.

You mention a hierarchy of road users, there should be no hierarchy, all road users are key no matter what mode of transport they chose this is a personal choice and cannot be dictated otherwise you 
take away our rights as citizens. To consider a car user last in all of your plans and schemes actually creates more problems, the roads are roads and therefore designed for “vehicles” (Cycles, Two 
Wheeled Motor, Public Transport, Pedestrian, cars and vans) to proceed from one destination to another. You also note the reduction in traffic through COVID, the obvious reason is we are in lockdown 
and working from home, when we return back to normal the requirement to drive may naturally increase, most people will now be classed as mobile workers therefore carrying their office, to cycle or 
walk may need to be readdressed having extra equipment in tow and may not be possible. You also make an assumption (incorrectly)  that local travel/shorter journeys will increase with the longer 
effects of Covid for people working locally or at home, if we are working from home we are not travelling by the nature of your statement so have automatically reduced car usage by your own 
projections.

I noted you mentioned a reduction is cars from 1999 in section 1.9  so I am unsure why you are trying to reduce this further if there has been a natural decline, you seem to assume it will suddenly 
increase with a population increase however by your own statement again you have contradicted this. The population has increased however since 1999 car travel has reduced.  In effect looking at the 
trends you have produced if you do nothing the dependency on motor vehicles will continue to decline even though the populations is increasing with people being less reliant on cars, however cars are 
essential and will remain essential for people to go about their lives.

I do agree with speed restrictions to 20MPH but these also need to be enforced whether with cameras/fines with chicanes or additional toucan and pedestrian crossings these are natural speed limiters 
and offer the ability for cyclists and pedestrians safe places to cross the roads. This will also naturally move traffic to other roads where they can cope with higher levels of cars.

There are a flaws in your proposed plans with several contradictions. The target market you are looking at will automatically discriminate against others, the plans need to include all road users not be 
bias toward cyclist and pedestrians. I suggest you revisit your plans with regards to roads, the roads are not the problem the residents are not the problem the whole way the council is looking at their 
schemes and implementation is the problem. I am happy to discuss further on a possible un biased solution to the transport network and sustainability and how we can actually all have an impact on the 
environment.

439

440

441 Stop closing roads...there's a reason you build them. There is no such thing as exclusive use of roads for certain residents only because everyone pays the road tax. 
Educate the traffic wardens, teach them to be human beings. Make signage more visible and easy to understand.

442

443 Bring back the school streets, in particular Muschamp Road.
20mph speed limit across the borough including TFL roads.
Butter Hill modal filter.
Parking restrictions along all bus routes particularly those used by hoppa type buses e.g. 413, S3 etc.

444 Step free access to platform 2 at Carshalton Beeches Station

445 Stop people stopping their cara outside Tesco locals where there is no dedicated car parking spaces people stupidly treat the pavement as a car parked and it’s so dangerous for pedestrians because they 
just pull in a nod out at the last minute with no concern. Please put bollards up outside these stores and make the deliveries happen in side roads instead of right outside. Tesco on lower road is a 
particular concern.

446 The bus garage need to be moved from the current location.

447 More bike lanes on all main roads.

448 No cycling allow through public parks so unsafe for walking people as you can’t here them coming up behind you they cycle far too fast and you don’t know if they are over taking on the left or right 

Public transport that would serve Wallington to the new A/E hospital in Sutton direct  as at the moment there is no public transport that serves Wallington /Wallington Green that goes to South Sutton  
Banstead  which having to change

449

450 Review of on road parking on Grange Road whereby often there will be cars parked both sides restricting views of on coming cars and making it difficult for pedestrians crossing (particularly children 
going to school) - grange road / Stanley road junction.

451 Butter Hill Bridge closure

452
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453 Stop the madness of putting in yellow lines to speed up traffic then putting in speed humps to slow it down (as happened on Wrythe Lane).  Traffic finds its own level with fewer interventions.  Look how 
often traffic flows better when traffic lights aren't working (i.e. Rosehill and Woodcote Road/Stafford Road).

Speed humps removed or lowered - they take the bottom off low cars.  

Better synchronisation of lights at Stafford Road and Woodcote Road.  There are pedestrian lights and traffic lights bunched together causing delays.

Correct use of yellow boxes.  Stafford Road and Woodcote Road junction would benefit from being wholly yellow boxed rather than partially - which many people don't know how to use.

454

455

456 Complete and unilateral removal of all LTN’s across the borough.

457 Speed camera on Hamilton Ave, traffic lights at Gander Green lane to allow more than three cars through at London road end. Filter on traffic lights junction of gender green lane and 217

458 Lollypop lady outside Shorts Road
Crossing on the corner of pound street badly situated on a corner of a pavement that is very narrow.
Continue school services post pandemic down Brighton Road to cover the 3 schools that cause dangerous congestion.
Harris, Devonshire and Overton

459 Double yellow lines at Windsor ave junctions with all roads especially Windsor Matlock junction and the Buxton crescent junctions and abbots road mattlock junction as people park right on the corners 
making visibility almost nonexistent when need to turn also this would put pedestrians and cyclists and other vehicle drivers at increased risk. This was noticeably much more manifold when Kingston 
avenue was a school street and parents let kids get out in Windsor ave etc without parking up rather than entering a school street at school time leading to increased congestion which was exacerbated 
when the Lyn in Wray field ave was in situ as all traffic had to go down Windsor or exit via Staines avenue road gander green lane

460

461

462 New junction for Brighton Road/Chiltern Road/Cotswold Road.
Wider road/different layout for Downs Road.

463 Dorchester road restricted parking at school drop off and collection times by a controlled yellow line as has been done in Clarkes Avenue

464

465 Reinstall Butter Hill LTN. Expand LTN across the borough. Enforce fines for parking on the pavement. Implement fees for car storage on public roads borough wide. Segregated cycle lane between 
Wallington Green and Mitcham

466 Less spending  on the council’s pet obsession with speed bumps and other anti-car  measures.
More spending on essential road repairs.

467 Cotswold Road, near intersection with Pelton Avenue: New pedestrian crossing would allow safer access for pedestrians between Belmont rail station and Royal Marsden/ICR site. Measures to reduce 
vehicle speed along Cotswold Road would also improve safety for pedestrians.

468 Measures to improve air quality on Carshalton Road, near Manor Park.

469 Still need a crossing in Hackbridge, to connect Claudio's garden on the Wandle to the other side of the road....

470 School Streets for Culvers House on Orchard Avenue. By this, I mean discourage people to drive/pickup using a car. Or better still, incentivise green transport to and from school. There is a constant issue 
with vehicles idling outside of my property and it is absolutely disgraceful that my child is breathing in toxic air from other vehicles sitting idle doing the pickup/dropoff (I have already written to the 
school regarding this, but I have not received a reply). It is illegal to idle, so I'd love to see the council to enforce fines on offenders. 

Like I said in an earlier response, a cycle lane on London Road outside of Mitcham Junction station leading towards Hackbridge Station is sorely needed. The road is far too narrow when it is congested, 
even for confident cyclists.

471

472 Traffic safety around schools is important  that cannot be denied    how ever the use of camera should only be the last resort as it is seen to punish people  and unless properly managed will cause even 
further dislike distrust

473 Woodstock Avenue Stonecot Hill the proposed no parking double yellow line on both sides of this road should NOT be implicated No one I have spoken too has asked for this and no-one wants it, half 
the residence do not have a drive so would have no where to keep their vehicle. 
it would also stop visitors from coming as again there would be nowhere to park  thus making the older residence  isolated from their families, there is also a residential home on the corner of 
Woodstock Ave and Sutton Common Road  and staff from there park along Woodstock as do people visiting loved ones in the home ,the whole proposal of the transport plan is a war against  the motor 
vehicle
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474 Ah right.  All makes sense now.  The delivery plan is crucial and I would like to have seen at least a tentative or draft delivery plan at this stage. 

I've listed several transport issues elsewhere in relation to healthy streets, walking, cycling, mobility scooters, pushchairs etc and the need to prioritise these over the car.  Depressing to see the LTZs 
removed.  The rat runs have opened up again unfortunately.  Where you could stop and have a chat in the middle of the road, there are now cars racing by again. It was was lovely having a taste of what 
a car free road feels like.

Please provide a better crossing - with lights - between Seears Park and Love Lane.  The other crossing point is too far along the road.  
Please make Vale Road two way for cyclists.
Please allow cyclist to use the wide pavement by Sainsburys to avoid the main road here when doing shopping and when cycling to and from schools based near St Nicholas Way and over in Cheam.
Please provide a safe box for cyclists on Angel Hill both ways - the three lanes set up here is so dangerous with cars frequently passing cyclists on right to turn left or go to Sutton Common Road.
More grass verges and trees to line road and make pleasant.
More traffic areas every and traffic calming.
Raingardens to form verges and green corridors and separate cyclists and walkers from traffic pollution. 
More wildflower planting for pollinators as past of the national B-Line
More roadside planting e.g. cotoneaster which has been proven to absorb pollution. But better maintenance of these - litter never picked and instead strimmers chew up, releasing plastics into nearby 
drains. 
More electric car club points.
Better crossings generally and remove ambiguity so vehicles don't pass in front of crossings and dropped kerbs.
Better light phasing to prioritise pedestrians.  The latter should only have to wait 15 seconds and not have to wait for a full phase. Intelligent light phasing needed.  
Invest in community planters alongside road and maintain them / have resident planter adoption schemes.
I'm sure I'll think of others as time goes by - the ones above are the ones I frequently think of - please talk to me - keep me updated.
I'd like to set up a Sustainability Steering group with Council staff and have asked Katrina Lloyd to bring the transport team on board.  Please say yes!

475 All measures to improve air quality at all locations

476 A cycle lane on Angel Hill/Rose Hill, between Rose Hill roundabout and Sutton town centre, would be very welcome. The road is quite narrow and dangerous to cycle on at the moment. Also the number 
of personal electric scooters on the roads is increasing - it would be good if they had a lane to go in.

Also, more cycle lanes in general in SM1, and less on-street parking on cycle routes, would be good. There isn't currently an easy way for us to cycle to Sutton town centre from our house (SM1 3LP) 
without travelling on relatively busy roads.

More Thameslink trains from Sutton Common would be good. Currently there is one every 30 minutes, which is not super convenient! Also, is there any possibility of getting a train that goes direct to 
Waterloo/Victoria without needing to change at Clapham Junction?

From Cranleigh Gardens bus stop, is there any possiblity of getting a direct bus to Banstead and/or Epsom? Currently we have to change a bit further down, which is okay. But if you are expanding bus 
routes, this is one that would be welcome!

Also, some of the buses can be flagged down, is that right? Some better guidance on that would be good. As relatively new people to the area, we weren't really clear on how that worked! Eg the S1 bus 
to Banstead.

And finally, we'd love to see the Sutton Go bus reintroduced, although appreciate it wasn't that popular...
477 Improvements to Sutton Common Road, especially the junction with the A217.  And appropriate restrictions on school traffic around Glenthorne which make this main route impassable in the mornings.

478 More school streets, to remove rat running past schools. Protecting children. For example closing butter hill stops cars passing Victor Seymour and Harris academy. 

Protected cycle lanes.
479 Worcester Park High Street very congested especially going up the high street.  As a result, non residents are using the back roads as a rat run.  The busgate was unsuccesful as it pushed local residents 

onto Central Road making it more congested and giving off fumes which is dangerous for the school children walking up to Cheam Common School.
480

481 A zebra or light controlled crossing over Central Rd (Worcester Park) next to the corner of Balmoral road. The bend on Central Road towards Sutton is quite blind and vehicles often speed. An additional 
crossings on Central Rd would also be useful

482 Cycling

483 SCT would like the accessibility of residential roads to be improved for our buses so that we can offer a door-to-door service. We nearly always have to take our passengers right up to their house for 
mobility reasons and if we can't it can cause problems.

484 More disabled parking spaces.
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485 Most roads around carshlton are covered in pot holes that need addressing. Particulary alphabet gardens carshlton, fellows road carshalton, green wrythe lane. Traffic build up due to the proposed road 
closers for muschamp and by carshalton boys.

486 A crossing in Thornton road along with speed enforcement as no one not even buses stick to the 20mph speed limit. More cost effective parking at st Helier hospital.

487

488 Sutton is a very unsafe place to cycle and walk and I would like to see that changed

489 Discouraging cut-through traffic across Worcester Park North:  This area has been an air-pollution black spot since at least the 1990s.   The problem is caused in part by drivers wanting to get from the 
A24 to Central Road and on to the A3 as quickly as possible, avoiding the main roads.   This is exacerbated by local residents who drive short distances unnecessarily to get to Worcester Park Station; the 
local shops or even to visit a friend who lives two roads away. 

There is an excellent, frequent hail and ride bus service, the S3, which local people can use to get to and from the Station and in the opposite direction to Sainsbury's at North Cheam; the shops in Sutton 
and the hospitals off the Brighton Road.  Outside the period of the Covid-19 pandemic this was popular with commuters, shoppers,  school children and hospital patients and visitors.  The bus gate trial in 
Browning Avenue from September 2020 to February 2021 was highly successful at reducing this traffic and air, noise and vibration pollution on residential streets.  Something similar, with additional 
traffic management to reduce dispersal of vehicles around other roads in Worcester Park North would be deeply appreciated.

490

491

492

493 Wider and more even pavement on Brighton Road between Devonshire Avenue and Egmont Road so pedestrians can walk safely including children walking to local schools.

494 A new bus stop between Wallington Green and Queens Road in southbound direction on Manor Road. The current distance between bus stops is too long and the ground surface is too uneven with 
slopes and a cobbled crossing. The grass area located near the  junction of Alcester Road may be ideal for this.

This would compliment the new council flats  alongside existing homes on Alcester Road and Harcourt Avenue particularly for the elderly and disabled as there are wheelchair accessible flats in the new 
buildings on the Ludlow Site.

495 Electric vehicle charging stations

496 Traffic calming  that actually slows cars down. Lived in Sutton 40 years and have never seen any kind of Police operation to catch speeders or uninsured drivers around the ring road. People speed and 
drive terribly in the UK and they know there is little enforcement so carry on with impunity. To be honest the Police are pretty invisible on the streets of Sutton.

497

498

499 Central road Worcester Park widened to  reduce bottle necks. School street on Kingsmead Avenue, kt4.

500 Where there is a bus shelter, fit a Countdown. They are a real incentive to using buses.

Railway stations to  have an information screen (visible from either side of the ticket barrier) showing the local public transport options. When the line is closed (either because of a problem or because 
of engineering work) the screen would offer alternative routes that were working.  Don't leave would-be passengers in the dark.

Reduce the number of out-of-borough school children to reduce the amount of cars on the roads just before and just after school time.

501 Improved traffic layout for exit/entrance to BP garage on Carshalton Road

502

503 Egmont Road - would welcome closure to motor vehicles at halfway point, preventing rat run traffic; roundabout at junction of A217 and Brighton Road-would welcome cycle priority measures to reduce 
reckless driving; Langley Park Road - welcome cycling priority to remove cyclists from Brighton Road and Banstead Road South; Banstead Road South - would welcome safe cycling measures at southern 
end to improve access to woods at HMP Downview and Banstead Common

504 20 mph at all roads with schools, both primary and secondary, e.g. Hackbridge Road. 
Return of School Street at Rushy Meadow. 
No idling zones at schools. 
Zebra crossings at Wrythe Green. 
Installation of traffic filters at Butter Hill bridge, Grenell Road and other locations where there were trials.

505 I am happy with current bus services , rail service at Cheam and Worcester park stations and underground at Morden.   There is no problem with crossing roads , walking etc where I live.  I have noticed a 
huge increase in traffic between 5.30-9am and 15.30 -1800 since road closures were implemented and people clearly are now using our road .  The only way to now stop this is for our road to become 
private as like Tudor Road .  However I don’t think most residents will want this .  Hopefully this will be a temporary blip but has been totally caused by your a department actions .  
Sadly the actions by the planning department has led to misery for residents such as myself .  When I moved here Sutton was one of the best in the Uk now has to be one of the worst .  Perhaps it’s 
because it’s links with Surrey County Council have now completely gone .

506 London Road through the centre of Hackbridge and onwards towards Wallington, should be made a 20mph zone.
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Consultation Results Summary  Implementation plan suggestions

24

Respondent no. What particular transport issues would you like to see addressed in an implementation plan, and where? - Implementation plan suggestions

507 1. More trains stopping in hackbridge/mitcham 
2. Night bus to hackbridge/ mitcham junction
3. Direct bus from hackbridge corner to Sutton town centre

508 I would propose the following for consideration

1)Bus: The X26 service would benefit from an increased frequency, but more importantly, either an earlier start or simply a 24hr service. For those working early shifts at the airport or for passengers on 
the first flights (6am onwards), the bus simply starts too late for it to be a reasonable option.
2)Bus: A similar express service to Gatwick would be an extremely positive step. 
3)Train: Train journeys to and from Central London have increased in terms of length of time, with every major timetable change. A Carshalton to Blackfriars service used to take 28mins, but now takes 
35mins. Reduction to 2013 lengths would be beneficial
4)Train: Accessibility at Carshalton station is no longer an issue with the installation of the lifts, but the station would benefit from an additional entry and exit point from North Street, which offers direct 
platform access from street level.

509

510 Speed measures on the Hackbridge on the London Road specially around the bridge will be welcome.

511 Where do I start?  Perhaps with conversations around people-friendly (low traffic) neighbourhoods?

512 - There needs to be more trains per hour at Hackbridge station.

- The roundabout at Mill Green road is extremely dangerous...cars coming from Mitcham often do not see cars on their right coming from Mill Green Road and I have seen several near misses at that 
junction.

- 80 extended to Hackbridge town centre

- Tram extended to Hackbridge

- New bus routes going straight to Colliers Wood and Croydon. Potentially also Wimbledon.

513 Powered two wheelers should also be promoted as a means of transport and for residents securing of their motorcycles should be made easier for example by deploying ground anchors in designated 
motorcycle parkings.

514 All of your low traffic neighbourhood schemes were a joke - stop messing with our roads and ask the residents of each street what they want - you are elected on our behalf not to do as you please

515 Speed controls
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Summary Consultation Results  Measures to encourage sust. travel methods 

1

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

1 Address driver dominance, make LTNs permanent and introduce a  Borough wide 20 mph limit.  Enforce pavement parking much more rigorously.

2 Technology will have to help preserve our environment

3

4 More charge points for electric vehicles.

East / West rapid public transport - electric trolley buses much cheaper than pipe dream tram proposals that don't got to the places people want / need to go.

Proper consultation rather an imposition of ideas.
5

6 New bus route between Worcester Park and wimbledon

7 Dedicated cycle paths not closed bridges and plastic lane markers on busy roads. Improve cycle and bus infrastructure BEFORE closing the roads.

8 The bus routes are fine, no need for the tram.

9 More disabled parking closer to venues like GPS, pharmacies etc.
Removal of LRNs that have caused increased traffic and air pollution on other roads

10 The increased take up of electric cars and ensuring roads are open to them and there is sufficient parking and charging points.

11 Nothing...it's fine as it is.....

12 Provide electric car charging points more widely - not just in car-parks, but on the street, in metered bays. And provide them in the large number of streets where residents have to park on the roads, not 
having access to off-street parking on private drives. Sutton has many, many roads where the houses were built before cars became plentiful - so residents must park on public roads Controlled Parking 
Zones work well

13

14 Link to the underground from Sutton to Morden . 
Better and more trains from Hackbridge . 
School buses to major schools in the borough to free up buses for commuters . 
Free school travel for children only when travelling to and from school and these times not at weekends .

15 Better public transport with more bus routes.

16

17

18

19 Less congestion for cars

20

21 Removal of LTNs and school streets, consultation with residents, transport that takes residents where they need to go eg along A217 to st Helier

22 None

23 More cycling provision - safe direct cycle routes, cycle storage.

24 More segregated cycle lanes  there is a need for one from sutton into wimbledon to link up with the tram & the cs7.On the tram issue allow bikes to be carried.The is also a need for a segregated cycle 
lane from Beddington to Figgs marsh as i said previously to link up with the cs7.From wallington there is a need for a route into coulsdon & along the A23 with an underpass at the M23 junction into 
Redhill.The Tesco roundabout in purley is dangerous for cyclists to use again there could be a segregated route across the open land at roundshaw.As we know the roundshaw area has alot of poor 
families just off the new route  put in a cycle track on the colannades side with a cafe & pavilion for people to change in sutton & Croydon should work together on this.Local cycling clubs could run 
cycling sessions here every day.

25

26 Investment in busroutes

27 Improved public transport around the Borough.

28 By not trying to penalise car users at every opportunity, by having better bus routes reliable train services .

29 By freeing up the main roads concentrate on them and traffic lights etc and flow of traffic. Stop shutting the roads

30 Getting rid of the lib Dems and especially cllr Abellan

31

32 Electric car charging facilities.

33 Let people keep their cars and give people the chance to help the environment with electric cars. If I had somewhere I could charge one easily I would go green with an all electric car

34 Sutton go bus and better frequency and reliability of buses with bigger capacity. Eg the S1 is usually full by the time it gets to Sutton from Banstead and is so helpful in getting people into Sutton from 
South Sutton without their cars
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Summary Consultation Results  Measures to encourage sust. travel methods 

2

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

35 I do not want to see policies promoting so-called 'sustainable travel methods' implemented in the borough, as the main effect of these will simply be to make life harder for the majority of ordinary 
residents. Who also vote.

36 1. Safety - Sutton has very poor and downright dangerous cycling infrastructure. 
2. Dedicated and segregated cycling routes.

37

38 Awareness 
Facilities 
Upgrade public transport to sustainable fleet..

39 More bus routes running more frequently.  Extend the tram to sutton.

40 Investing in high quality cycling infrastructure

41 Tram

42 Made electric cars cheaper to buy than conventional cars, and implement charging points on all lampposts.

43

44 Reducing car use is key and also proper enforcement of 20mph zones and trying to reduce cars parked on the street as this just uses space on the road and makes things difficult for all road users

45

46 ACTUALLY CONSULTING THE POPULATION FIRST!

47 Tram Link to Sutton and Belmont
Second tram link or Northern line extension to North Cheam from Morden. This could easily reduce traffic by 20% in the Worcester Park North Cheam corridors.
Return of the Go London Bus, very useful for those with mobility issues.

48 E-scooters and designated cycle lanes in Sutton

49 I walk in  parks and woods for exercise. I use public transport because I have a Freedom pass. I use my car for weekly shopping, going to play golf and to visit attractions further afield. (National Trust, 
garden centres etc).  Only a free bus service for all Sutton residents  will encourage many to change from cars to public transport. A car is so convenient for transporting family members collection 
shopping, and the school run.

50 Whilst there is a pandemic. Absolutely none. In line with government policy. I will not be using any public transport given the health risks.

51 Voting in a new council

52 Reduced or free fares on public transport if you really want people to stop using cars. This would still not help less able bodied people.

53

54 This whole thing comes across as a hate document aimed squarely at anyone who dares to drive a car. We dont all use just one type of transport and prioritising one over the other simply alienates 
everyone. This is an uneducated, ill informed proposal drafted by a team who clearly have no respect for the desire of the residents nor the economic success of Sutton. You are elected to represent not 
dictate. Please, please, please listen to the residents. You are heading towards the destruction of Sutton and with Kingston and Epsom within easy distance, people will vote by doing their business there.
Look at Croydon and the mess it’s in. Lets not become another Croydon.
Scrap this insane plan and canvas the public to get their ideas. We have some good ones.

55 Tramlink - it works well for Croydon and parts of Bromley so why not extend to Sutton.

Also I would like to see the Northern Line being extended to from Morden to the borough; there's actually only a few hundred metres between the end of the Northern line and the "Thameslink loop" 
national rail track which would connect the borough right across London.

Cycling in itself is NOT the answer. Demonising motorists is NOT the answer. Affordable public transport is a long term investment because people will naturally start to walk and cycle more to such hubs 
for both local and across London travel.

56 Improved bus service including access  by one bus  to-the underground at Morden or Wimbledon from Cheam village

57

58 Frequency
Reliability
Cost

59 Cycle routes to Sutton station, Carshalton Beeches station. Cycle racks; no cycle routes! Right turn against traffic to access Sutton Station if coming from South.

60

61

62 Your intention of increased service provision should be enough as long as it is well enough advertised. The general feeling since the start of COVID shows signs of better environmental concern amongst 
the general populace and thus there should be increasing willingness once public transport is truly safe to use it. I received by 60+ bus pass in May 2020 and have yet to use it on any public transport!

63 We don't need to do this

64
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Summary Consultation Results  Measures to encourage sust. travel methods 

3

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

65 Extend the tube and tram to sutton

66 Extend the northern line and tram

67 Encourage local areas to become just that.

68 I certainly don’t think Punishing those who drive is the way to go! I don’t think now is the right time either. People are scared to mix with others so stop trying to force them to

69

70 I think that the current councillors who come up with these schemes are dreaming. As I'm trying this it's pouring rain, who in there right mind would cycle or walk anywhere in this weather and over the 
whole winter period.

71 Cheaper fares

72 Provide a more frequent train service from Sutton to Wimbledon where there are more connections. 
We don’t need years of chaos whilst a tram line is built, we have a direct and u defused train line that could easily handle shuttle trains from Sutton to Wimbledon every ten minutes. A much greener 
solution as uses existing infrastructure so reduces new construction traffic

73 A balanced approach which does not disadvantage local residents who still drive.

74 Public transport with good connection to London is the key to sustainable transport

75 Bus shelters at all bus stops.
Disabled access to platforms at smaller railway stations.

76 More hopper buses, a more wide spread Go Sutton service, Tramlink direct to Croydon and to underground links such as Morden and Wimbledon.

77 Cheaper travel for many. 

Until covid is behind us and people have built up confidence again nothing will encourage them onto public transport
78 More LTNs, more school streets, better promotion of quiet cycle routes, cycle paths and footpaths running east-west across Beddington Farmlands.

79 Stop building massive blocks of flats

80

81 Get rid of the Corona virus. I don't feel safe using public transport.
Buses and trains are usually fine round here, as we have good connections.  It's important to keep the transport prices down and retain the over 60's and children's free travel.

82 If LBS had a strategy worthy of the name it might be considered.

83 None. So don’t bother.

84 Get cyclists to have better manors on the road

85

86 Remove cycling routes

87 Bring the TfL Tram and Overground services to Sutton. Have protected cycle lanes South of Sutton towards Reigate and Redhill.

88 Change the council members

89 More bus frequency on certain route eg 293 and x26.  Discouraging the use of cars for short journeys by reducing the number of parking spaces.  Making it quicker for pedestrians to cross the road at 
Queen Victoria junction.

90 50% discount for fully/ hybrid electric cars when parking  or maybe preferential parking spots. Seeing more police on bikes and holding drivers to account when they put cyclists in danger. Encouraging 
new office developments to have plenty of showers and bike storage facilities. Traffic lights that prioritise cyclists alongside more marked lanes. More common crack downs on polluting diesel and petrol 
cars - roadside emissions testing, warning notices then fines. Same principles need to be applied to TFL fleet.

91 None

92

93

94

95

96 When you say sustainable, why are you not including private cars in that statement. Carbon emissions for private cars can be offset, cars can be carbon neutral - for very little cost - schemes are in place 
already . So until you propose something fully inclusive of all modes of transport modes and the wider community it is impossible to support it. The lobbying must be for the vison of the community, not 
LBS and it must reflect the majority and be obtained from consultation, not the whim or desire of just a few councillors -

97 We need to create an environment where people don't automatically think of using a car for a short journey. Your report addresses this issue and hopefully it will receive support. You must resist the 
protestations of those who appear to believe that they have a divine right to drive everywhere.

98 By working with residents about what sort and how. Trying to bully and intimidate residents has had the exact opposite effect. You have put people's lives in danger and you have not listened to a single 
thing in opposition. This is undemocratic. If you want to make a positive change, work with your constituents to find out what changes they want. Cllr Abellan is on record as saying "we know better". 
That is not the case. He does not live in WP, he has no idea what he's doing here and his juniors in Batt and Heffernan just tell him what he wants to hear. There needs to be genuine consultation. This 
consultation is only seeking to reaffirm goals already set in place. The only chance of real objection are these free text boxes. Other councils, listen after just a few objections. Why won't Sutton?
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Summary Consultation Results  Measures to encourage sust. travel methods 

4

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

99 Removal of LTNs and doing a proper consultation with residents to restore trust.

100

101 Advertise current traffic free routes and public footpaths more so people know the short cuts from one area to another.

102

103

104 For me there isn't anything. I already walk 2.8 miles to work, but I couldn't cycle it as it's too hilly. Even when I was young I couldn't manage it, and you can't flatten the hills! 

The only thing i can thing of is to extend the trams down Rose Hill to Sutton town centre?
105

106 With the current council in place - none. Nobody trusts you, you have destroyed the faith your electorate placed in you. We cannot have faith in anything you do. 
Why should any residents in sutton pay any attention to what you say, you do not bother to listen to us???
Bring on the next election. It is time for a change.

107 Go Sutton was a great bridge between cars/taxis and buses. It's a shame the trial stopped - though understandable given the pandemic. If we are to raise revenues through taxation on private transport - 
I'd be in favour of a progressive tax - the more I drive - the greater my financial contribution. I'd prefer an incentive for those using more sustainable methods but I'm unsure how that might be 
implemented.

108 Go Sutton to be increased.  Replace the S buses with Go Sutton outside of peak hours and the area that Go Sutton covers to increase to cover places just over the border.

109

110 Better transport links to other London boroughs besides the train or normal bus.... Tram line from Wimbledon/Croydon... Maybe some sort of fast bus... Monorail... And/or better cycle paths to/from 
London boroughs... Currently quite a bad/dangerous bike ride from to/from zones 2/3 in London.

111 Build a network of electric vehicle charging points

112 During this pandemic there is no sustainable travel public transport is restricted with amount of passengers allowed.  Look at the Tram link 
Limit the Out of Borough applications for schools
We are getting a new Hospital in the borough we will see an increase in people coming to Sutton. Make use of this and make it welcoming, 
Our high street is appalling the money would be better spent here that discriminating vehicle users

113 If public transport were kept clean inside, it was reliable and more frequent. If it was extended to more areas and also if the prices  did not keep increasing, year on year.

114 The immediate removal of ALL the LTNs, busgate cycle lane wands that have had such a detrimental effect on your residents lives since they were inflicted on us with no consultation.

115 ~

116 The proposed reduction of bus services running along Banstead Road South will severely impact those wishing to use buses as an alternative to private cars.

117 A new tram to Morden or Wimbledon would be really helpful. Keeping the bus and train numbers high makes it easier than driving. Showing people a route may look far but is only a 10 minute walk 
would be good - always better to walk than drive when you can...

118 Getting rid of the bus gate and no entry proposals and engaging with resident to create solutions that fit their areas.

More buses and trains would encourage greater use of sustainable travel. Worcester PArk already sees cycling at 2.7% so that is close to your target.  Now let’s focus on what MOST people actually want 
- improved public transport.

119 better and safer roads , pavements , crossings and cycle paths.
All residential areas including all of Culvers Avenue and roads leading off it should be a designated 20 miles or lower zone.
Keeping the GoSutton bus.
More trains

120 I believe that fewer people will be travelling to work as home working has become the norm for many. This I think will mean that there will be less train usage into the city. People would use buses more 
for short trips if there were better bus services - more frequent buses and the reinstatement of the Go Sutton bus. 
There also needs to be improvements to the high street to make people want to come now that so many shops have closed or are being converted to flats. More sit-down restaurants suitable for 
families (not pubs), an indoor market would be great too. People love farmers markets, car boot sales, antiques fairs etc.. An indoor venue for that would be an asset and something different to draw in 
the crowds.

121 Some common sence on the sede of officers and Cllr's. Some joined up thinking for a start

122 Make clear to people why they need to change their behaviour and provide examples where other people have changed theirs and the benefits arising.

Make information more widely available (e.g. on social media) regarding streets with poor air quality and its effect on health and the environment (e.g. climate change).

Similarly publicise information more widely regarding obesity levels and the benefits of exercise (walking, cycling etc).
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Summary Consultation Results  Measures to encourage sust. travel methods 

5

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

123 Overground rail link from Sutton to East London line.
Tram link  Belmont  to Wimbledon. 
Sufficient Electric charging points. 
Commuter parking provision. 
Designated commuter cycle paths segregated from pedestrians.

124

125

126

127 Electric power points more readily available

128 Better roads , waste money on closing roads instead of fixing pot holes move the drains so easier s to cycle on ,!

129 Not sure.

130 More bus routes taking in the side roads

131 Measures that are attractive and safe. Cyclists won't want to use a path separated from busy traffic by a painted white line. In the Netherlands and Germany they have specific cycle lanes separate from 
pavements and paths for pedestrians on the one hand, and from roads for motor traffic on the other. 
Improvements to bus services: frequency, links between different parts of the borough and access to buses from residential roads as well as thoroughfares.

132 Proper, efficient, clear, segregated cycle infrastructure on all roads with priority given to bicycles on all roads bar dual carriageways.

133

134 More trains. The Wimbledon loop is very popular now but gets very crowded.
Better policing of poor driving.
Keeping footpaths clear of overhanging vegetation and rubbish.

135 Encouragement. Many people don't know what facilities there are in Sutton from tram services to walking routes. Providing information on these facilities can improve the modal shift away from cars 
and other motor vehicles

136 Having trains that actually turn up on time

Filling potholes 

Consultation with residents not the way the LTNs were mismanaged
137 There is no such thing as 'sustainable travel'.

138 No cycling restrictions on pavements and footpaths as these are dangerous.

139 Make walking more appealing - wider pavements, better crossings  (e.g. Wallington traffic lights with stafford road - no green man to cross manor road (sainsburys to british heart foundation) - 
dangerous.

Also, a green barrier - hedges between pavements and road where possible, as along beeches avenue, carshalton beeches - barrier to air pollution and more pleasant

140 Getting data communicated in a quick snappy way.    I was shocked that 60% of 18+ adults are overweight/obese -    it's timely to link in with health  right now.

Reassurances that public transport is safe   post Covid.  Again present the facts and figures.

Financial benefits of  car pool/ sharing to  be promoted.   
 Examples of local  people using  the car less & how they've adapted 
Is it worth revisiting the Better Points scheme?  I wasn't really aware of it at the time  but  did it encourage more active travel ?

141 Local schools for local children.

142 None, we don't need it.

143 Would need to be free and door to door for the old

144 More parking to access transport. Use of electric buses like Brighton  . More buses. No need for tram. It would go from nowhere to nowhere and cause disruption . Waste of suttons budget. We can use 
trains and buses to where it's going. But need better transport to outside greater London as many of us work in Epsom etc.

145 Fair pricing for public transport. No low traffic neighbourhoods as they increase traffic in surrounding areas

146 BRINGING DOWN THE COSTS OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES, BOTH COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE

147 You have to let residents decide and not force your views on them.

148 Cheaper electric vehicles and more charging points in residential areas with a high uptake of electric vehicle purchases.
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Summary Consultation Results  Measures to encourage sust. travel methods 

6

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

149 Affordability of public transport. 

Specific cycle lanes for cyclists to stop them from holding up traffic on roads.
150 None

151

152 No more LTNs.

153 Given up

154 Change the persons team or person in the council who was in charge lead the last lot of schemes     it seems to many  they did not listen or chose not to listen to many residents of this borough and only 
used limited information to support or say the schemes were a  great success  which as we can see.were not    this is by no means disrespectful full to those but you should change them

155 Taking into account the need for disabled to use a car not stopping them using roads and making more parking for us not taking it away we put up with a lot of hassle in Dorchester road without 
complaint the majority of the time just use your brain and realise we can’t all walk or cycle it’s impossible when your crippled

156 Routes that actually make sense. You have buses that go one road in from a main road, this makes no sense

157

158 Better access to public transport

159 Disabled access to Carshalton beeches train station. 
More electric vehicle charging points

160 Trams.
This has been out for consultation before and the desired routes agreed.
LBS blame TfL for the failure to implement the tram-link, and TfL predictably blame LBS.
Get your heads together and get it done.

161 Stop dictating to the residents, I will travel the way that suits my means.... always have ... always will

162 Better train service, more trains, more reliable trains, better and more frequent connections. Why would I spend three hours using public transport when driving takes 75 mins. That’s a real example if a 
frequent journey I make. That is the only thing that will reduce car use. Cheaper trains.

163 Remove Cllr Abellan.  His previous behaviour now means that there is little trust in the Council, particularly around sustainable travel.

Consult with residents and listen to them.  Don't force ill thought out schemes, with corrupt data on to residents.
164 Banning of petrol cars, more charging points. People will always want to drive so trying to stop them from doing this will not work. You have to change what they drive. If electric scooters were legal I 

suspect many people would use these instead of cars but the government appear to have botched the introduction of these.
165 None required.

166 Not closing roads for a start ! 
No ANPR cameras either !

167

168

169 By having a decent incentive to not travel by private vehicle.  TfL, Mayor and Council must realise there  needs to be something of interest to make people want to use the boroughs transport, at the 
moment the sustainable travel in the borough  is not good enough.

170 A concentrated promotional campaign that expounds the benefits of using sustainable transport methods, alongside taking better care of the roads within the borough - for instance, dealing with 
surfacing, pot holes and removal of unsafe and unnecessary street furniture (for example the useless and dangerous cycle bollards on Foxley Lane and the positively illogical and daft cycle lane along the 
A232 Croydon Road). This, along with a more integrated, cleaner and more reliable public transport system will start to encourage positive and voluntary migration to more sustainable travel, where this 
is reasonably possible for families and individuals.   Penalizing, disenfranchising and essentially fining people for car use just creates resentment and bad feeling.

171 Buses and trains I think are fine for where I live and where I want to get to.
On the cycling front, I think people would be encouraged by being able to use more covered cycle parking areas.

172

173 Extend the northern line to Cheam or the Croydon tram service to Worcester Park.

174

175 Independent consultation, before, during & after, listening to all & everyone, not just the people who agree with your agenda.
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7

Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

176 From Q15 but it covers this question too:
Absolutely critical to the future of Sutton Borough is the adoption of Tramlink. Without Tramlink, car dependency will remain and the possibility of a sustainable recovery from COVID will be gone. 
Tramlink is the individual most important transport project for Sutton's future. Whilst the most important task is to get funding approved and the route under construction, once this is achieved, 
extension to the new Cancer Hub in Belmont should be considered.

The metroisation of rail services is also important. This could be achieved either through transfer of current services to Overground or working with GTR & DfT. In the short-term, due to political 
implications (and the lack of appetite from central government for transfer to Overground), the latter is the more important focus. All main routes and stations in the borough should have at least 4tph 
in each direction and lesser-used lines like towards Epsom Downs and the Sutton Loop should be better publicised, by adding to the tube map once they reach the 4tph threshold and publicity delivered 
through letterboxes.

177 Residents should be consulted on new ideas which you have failed to do in the past.  And residents views should be a priority I. Your decision making.

178

179 Increased petrol prices. Most people maintain that car use is still cheaper than public transport. 

Having somewhere nice to walk to, e.g a park or meeting place. Design high streets for pedestrians rather than motorists. 

Encourage people to offer lifts, which has likely been affected by the pandemic. 

Extend car clubs and ensure it’s not too expensive. The one in the Hamptons stopped - it was too expensive so no incentive to not use private cars which people had already bought anyway. 

Consider extending/subsidising the Hospital bus scheme.
180 None 

Leave as is 
All measures taken so far have increased pollution and used busgate as a cash cow 
Pay for free meals and internet for needy children instead

181

182 Pleasant walk ways that are even,  looked after, with greenery where possible. 

I've recently moved to Sutton and really would love to be proud of where I live.  At the moment, I see a lot of potential, I hope this comes to fruition. 

Do let us residents know where we can help to speed these positives changes up.

Thank you.
183 Level pavements.

Dropped kerbs.
Restrict parking.
Restrict speed in Pound St to cut down further on vehicles ending up in the Pond.
Direct through traffic away from Carshalton High St and along Ruskin Rd,
Or pedestrianise Carshalton High St altogether.

184 FREE SCHOOL BUSES
WIDER ROADS
CYCLE LANES ONLY ADDED IF ROAD LANES ARE KEPT

REDUCE CRIME-PEOPLE ARE SCARED IN SUTTON, THERE IS A HUGE ICNREASE IN CRIME IN ORU AREA, WE DO NTO DARE GPO OUT AND WALK!!!

REDUCE CRIME!!! SPEND MONEY ON MAKING SUTTON SAFE FROM CRIMINALS AND GANGS. THERE ARE KNIVES ATROUDN, FIGHTS, I DO NTO DARE WALK AROUND SUTTON-IT IS DANGEROUS.
185 See the Tram coming to Sutton and Sutton railway coming under TFL

186 Stop closing roads off, they just push the traffic and pollution to other roads.

187 Value for money

188

189 Slow cars and remove rat runs. Make walking and cycling feel less dangerous due to threat of injury from vehicles.

190

191
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

192 Money back on old cars and bikes, and other modes of travel.  Grants to buy electric vehicles.

193

194 None because you are talking about a non existent and false fantasy.

195 LTNs, school streets and cycle lanes

196 Carrots not sticks. 
Vast improvement in quality of pavement surfacing -put pedestrians first. 
Integrated transport.

197 More public transport.

198 Not LTNs. They have created choas. People use varying transport for all manner of reasons, don't assume other means will be suitable to the individual in question

199

200 Cheaper transport that actually goes where people want to travel to.

201

202 A direct bus route from the Worcester Park/North Cheam area  to Raynes Park, because when the train service to Wimbledon and Waterloo is not running (as has happened quite frequently) an 
alternate train on another line can be picked up at Raynes Park.

203

204

205 Reducing parking. Encouraging use of public transport.

206 Public consultation by meetings rather than surveys Involving local people and interested parties in decision making and not just passing legislation and then having to reverse decisiins.Incentives to use 
public transport instead of punishing motorists.

207 Parking restrictions

208 Remove unnecessary traffic lights

209

210 Faster and more frequent trains into Central London and buses between Sutton and Morden Station.

Creating safer bike routes from high density housing to Nonsuch/Oaks Park/ The Downs etc.

Freeing up the pinch point of Carshalton High Street from heavy freight etc

Not introducing bus fares for children 11+
211

212 Electric charging points. I will never stop using a private vehicle.

213 Hail and Ride I think is very good idea and reasonable prices to encourage more people to use services.

214 Decent dry and convenient lockable strategies for the leaving of bicycles when visiting the High Street.  Some innovative idea similar to the one used at the station which means cyclists don't have to 
carry a  multitude of locks and chains.

215 in respect of public transport i.e. buses then there needs to be more routes including 'express routes' (avoiding housing estates and with fewer stops), more comfortable buses with air conditioning and 
efficient heating, more frequent services, more fare subsidy for all users

216

217 How about getting an elected council that actually consults all the residents that will be affected by their ill considered road closures and then acts on the residents wishes.
Also how about an elected council that doesn’t make up statistics and lies to justify what they are going to do .

218 Make road travel more difficult in residential areas and easier on main roads.

219 Increase periodicity of services

220 Extension of the tram system to include Sutton and Belmont.
Much better infrastructure for electric vehicles.
Better pricing of EV's
Far better parking provision for commuters travelling by public transport into London
Better train services
Better bus services

221 Public transport and safe cycling and walking.

222

223 Return of the Go bus scheme
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

224 None. You are trying to take away people’s freedom

225 Make public transport free to use.

226 Better enforcement of traffic laws and antiSocial behaviour on public transport. 

Living and working locally- we live in a culture of travelling miles to work. 

Recognising that much traffic comes from other boroughs and Surrey given fact TfL public transport 'stops' or is poor once crossing into Surrey towns. 

Safe cycle ways. 

Significant increase in safer streets closed to through traffic. 

Bus lanes that feel like your actually going faster than cars. 

Local schools for local children. 

Significant increase in CPZs (like inner London boroughs).

227 Easy and available public transport going where you want to go.  Shared electric taxis, electric mini buses which can drop you off near your home.  All of these have been available in third world countries 
for years.  24hr transport

228

229

230 Proper transparent consultation with ALL residents focussing on working collaboratively with wider livability strategies across all age groups and not just cyclists. Not all can cycle or even want to based 
on mobility, age, vulnerability etc.

231 None.
Residents  will continue to walk up to 10 minutes for their local shopping
Larger weekly shopping will always be done by car if they have one.
Freedom Passes encourage the use of busses and trains.

232 Being open and honest with the residents

233 When you take out some of the route of the S3 I will have to use my car and not bus for getting into Sutton as cannot walk up/down Dibdin Hill. Sort out the parking and ensure buses can run smoothly. 
Remember that not everyone can ride a bike.

234 Get rid of traffic calming, the closure of side roads and get the traffic moving. You are creating the problems.

235 Walking, cycling and using public transport needs to be safe.
Public transport needs to be available to encourage people to use it e.g. the S3 and 470 buses stop quite early in the evening so we drive or use taxis if we have a night out.

236 Personally I think you will struggle in Sutton to change car usage.  Many of us moved here as it was a good place to live with cars with easy parking and convenient for services.
The problem is that we do not really have the characteristics of a London borough, we are much more like Surrey.  There is no bus that can get me to the places in North Surrey that I need to visit and 
walking to these locations is not an option.  Time is also a factor.
Although my local Sainsburys is well within walking distance I cannot do a weekly shop for 4 and walk or bicycle home with it so the car comes out.  When I go to Kingston, Cheam or Sutton, or St Helier 
Hospital I get the bus.
I walk, bus or car to Central Road, Worcester Park - it depends on what I am doing there.
I use my car when it is raining or snowing, and after dark for safety.  I would oppose any measure that severely curtails my car usage when I need it.

237 see previous remarks.

238

239 quietening the roads and offering more cycle support for all ages (training, parking areas etc)

240 Zone parking around stations higher charges ..

241 More electric car charging points like a electric vehicle charging station like a petrol station and better more reliable transport like the tram extension which was meant to happen and more help for 
poorer people to switch to greener transport and make the cost of public transport cheaper and more appealing

242 Bus routes seem to function well across the Borough. The Rail service links are good.
I’m not in favour of the proposed Tram Links from Wimbledon to Sutton .
Electric charging points for cars with easy access would be beneficial to drivers.
Keeping buses running to time as they do now mostly, is important for necessary retail and school activities.
Stopping cars parking on  major roads to ensure buses and other large vehicles are not held up en-route ,  needs to be implemented .
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

243 Sufficient electric car charging points.
A robust and regular bus transport system.
Safe places to leave bicycles when parking.

244

245 People respond to what is most convenient.  Your example in the Draft on the impact of the tram's introduction to Croydon being a case in point.  Sutton has one of the highest car ownership figures in 
London.  I understand how the Draft focuses on a lack of public transport options in the  south of the borough compared to the north, but, I strongly suspect, the ratio of car owners (and those owning 3-
4 vehicles per household) is considerably higher in these more affluent areas.   So, simply increasing bus services isn't necessarily the solution.  For example, the S3 stops outside my house.  It is often 
akin to a private chauffeur service.  Seeing only one or two passengers on board is the norm.   I don't think that's sustainable.   I know tfl is re-considering the routing of its local bus routes.  I welcome 
that.   Perhaps part of the issue to reducing car dependency is to attract local people to stay within the borough (and thereby more likely use public transport) yet Sutton Town Centre - the commercial 
and geographic epicenter of the borough - has little currently to offer the visitor/consumer.   This must change.

246

247 I want the right to choose the method that is appropriate

248

249

250 No tjis is an ideological document put out by Abellan Latham and others to promote their view of the world.

251

252 Exciting initiatives like the Go Sutton bus

253 Making schemes which do NOT make money from people who live in the area, such as Busgate in Worcester Park. Fines were dishonest and signage extremely poor made them so.

254 New Tramline

255 Better public transport

256 Transparency with schemes and not reducing other means, increasing awareness and accessibility in terms of entry barriers to these means. Providing incentives or following models similar in 
commercial settings with free trials etc.

257 Free roads to drive in rather than getting stuck in traffic because of unused cycle lanes

258 Not necessary

259

260 You need to encourage people to use other modes of transport, better the carrot than the stick...try and remember some people the elderly, the disabled people with children, tradesmen need their 
cars!!!! Consult the resident rather than forcing your will on people, learn lessons from the LTN disaster.also inform the public, you seem ok with sticking up fly tipping banners everywhere, try informing 
people, some people don't use social media!

261

262 Leaving our roads open

263 None to be honest, people already have a choice.
These may help:
Free door to door electric taxi service from home to station or work.
More Hail and ride bus routes.
More regular buses and trains.
Cheaper public transport.
Night buses

264 Cheaper fares, school buses.

265 Just make sure that the buses on all existing routes are as efficient and clean running as possible, don't lose bus routes in favour of the tramlink vanity project and try to find ways of bringing various road 
users together rather than forcing them apart with "hierarchies".

266 Cheap travel.
Better traffic flow initiatives to improve emissions , not closures and restrictions to make it worse and our lives a misery.

267 you need to stop parents driving their kids to school, closing the road the school is on is a waste of time as the parents just block other roads, remove free bus passes fro kids as this will then reduce the 
amount of anti social kids using busses making using a bus a better option than it is now, I will not use a bus in the morning as its such a nightmare.

268

269 allow bus routes through residential areas on a regular basis as an alternative option to door to door travel by car

270 Better walkways not next to busy roads, better link ups between bus/bus and bus/train travel - timings of services to link up better.

271 Revisiting numerous junctions and reprioritise for pedestrians and cyclists. 
There is a lot of work to do.
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

272 Bus lane priority.

Pedestrian centric traffic lights.

Extending resident parking so that ad hoc day parking by '..visitors/staff..' is more actively discouraged as the distance to getting to work after parking increases exponentially.
273

274 Segregated cycle lanes.
Enforcement of 20mph limits.
Traffic calming measures.
An education programme.

275 Stop dictating to the residents on how they can travel around the borough & let people have the right to choose.

276 More charging points for vehicles.

277 Better provision for the motorist

278 Provide variety and allow people to use a range of measures such as driving in part walking and using transport. For instance have more car parking on the outskirts of town within walking distance and 
service with bus routes. People will always wish to use cars so make it work to keep traffic flowing and moving around the borough. Provide more EV parking in town to reduce pollution where vehicles 
are used

279 Sensible ideas which are done under proper consultation with all residents.

280 Better communication with residents on why we need to embrace green transport rather than blanket implementation with no engagement. Electric buses and trams wherever possible.

281 Better transportation around London (would like a more direct link to Kingston instead of a trip that literally takes you around the houses); better circulatory links e.g. getting to Chiswick/Kew Gardens.

Better cycle way across the A3 rather than the recommended route taking you through a muddy dark Wimbledon common (guess thats outside Sutton......).

Better places to lock bikes (would be nice not to have a wet saddle after it rains).
282 Safer road space for cycling, make public transport noticeable cheaper than owning a car and make it as convenient. We need to work out what  is the profile of journey all people are making and cater 

for it as much as possible. You shouldn’t need a car to get to any office job within in London.
283

284

285 Implement Low Traffic Neighbourhoods to make walking and cycling safer and easier   and private car use less convenient.

286 Involve what the residents want not what certain councillors want i.e
Manuel Abellan

287 As above. I know a lot of people used this service and left their cars at home and a whole group of neighbours booked it to go a funeral in 2019 thus saving several trips in private cars.

288 1 Information provision. People often don't know what transport facilities there are. This would include leaflets and online information showing walking, cycling, tram, train and bus routes 
2 Promotion via council noticeboards and social media of the above, and if costs allow, advertising in various local publications 
3 If funding allows, extending the supply of public transport services, such as Sutton Link

289 Ease of use and convenience. More schemes like ‘Go Sutton’ bus that offer flexible routes.

290 The mayor of London is a joke and had no idea what Londoners actually want or need, hence why he doesn’t actually ask them. 
Maybe first start making the roads road worthy and fix all the pot holes and defects properly not just putting a plaster over the offending issue.

291 Low traffic neighbourhoods, school streets and reshaping of streets to remove wide, unsafe road surfaces, increasing pavement widths and proving cycle parking areas.

292 None. It's great saying we should all cycle but from October - March when we generally have rain, most of us that have bikes won't use them because of the weather.  If it's air quality your really 
concerned about you need to prompt affordable electric cars because you won't get us out of our cars.

293

294 Help support electric car owners.

295

296 More bike parking racks.  Also police the pedestrianised High St, the kids cycling there go too fast and are a danger.

297 Improvement of cycling safety on routes where they are unsafe at present, especially near schools.
Low traffic neighbourhoods.  These have so many advantages.  If all residential neighbourhoods have only one entrance/exit for motor traffic (in the same place) they cannot be used for travel, and local 
journeys will often be quicker by walking or cycling.
Improved signage for cyclists on Sutton High St.
Better promotion of bikeability to encourage cycling, also reaching out to parents to provide advice about how to tackle the difficult areas in the vicinity of local schools, playgrounds and facilities.  
Ideally, this would include specific recommendations, eg: When your child has done the level 2 course, they will be able to make the left turn from Langley Ave into London Road and proceed safely to 
the school.
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

298 Faster train routes. Increased frequency of 154 bus route and Sunday service of S4 .  
Without regular services we will continue to use cars 
Also lower your expectations of people using bicycles . It’s totally unrealistic.

299

300 Stop your war on cars.

301 Proper discussion with local residents

302 See answer 15 re POTHOLES
Improved bus services to Morden for Northern Line 24/7 and East Croydon

303 Electric buses,

304 Allow the use  of electric bikes scooter and segways , golf carts etc where appropriate with speed limits.  Encourage walking more for short journeys where possible. Leave the car at home or work from 
home more to save on emissions, not just because of Covid.

305 None you are ignoring residents views in consultations to support your own policies

306 Nothing that you are doing at the moment.. the way you have gone about implementation of previous restrictions has lost you as a council all credibility ...

307 Common sense

308 Bus service is already fairly good.  
People are always going to use cars so make the roads safer for them. Fill in the potholes and minimise parking on bus route roads.

309 Stop putting in useless LTNs stop restricting cars and lorries from using roads , stop trying to slow up traffic as that causes more congestion and carbon monoxide , unless you have a continuous bike lane 
down a whole road instead of part of one .

310 More free charging points for electric cars and remove ALL cycle tracks especially those on pavements where they are actually illegal

311

312 Allowing access to high street or essential shops by methods that suit the  individual 
Stop pussing the general public to cycle/bus  not everyone can use this method of  transport for medical or psychological reasons.
I for one am one of those people 
I do not feel comfortable or secure when using any public transport and I am unable to ride a bike due to health issues

313 Local schools for LOCAL childrenn.
More frequent and cheaper public transport.
Less 'bullying' of car drivers

314 None

315 Fairer measures for all types of travel

316 Better toilet facilities 
Covered areas to prevent bad weather
Proper seating arrangements
Better transport links
Less bicycle-should use side road

317 Safe places to lock cycles up at destinations.

Public transport that is safe, clean, punctual, and goes to places that people need to get to at an affordable price
318 Fewer new developments being approved by the council. The infrastructure cannot accommodate it. Don't just see it has a way to increase council tax income. Again show some innovation.

319 Not forcing people to increase their journey times by installing poorly planned and pointless road closures which have already been proven not to work.

320 By Sutton Council crawling back under the rock you came from before using COVID as an excuse to ruin our town and our country. Please go away. It is all illegal!

321 Letting people make their own choices instead of being dictated to

322

323 Far Cheaper public travel

324 The removal of certain councillors who were hellbent on pursuing their own aims (and those of rather dubious groups (e.g. XR)
 Treating residents as capable citizens and using more persuasive ways to enable us to consider change would be a good first step.

325 Reduction of traffic feeding the disgracefully polluting incinerator.

326 Cheaper bus fares too expensive. More disabled parking so that disabled people can get to their destination easily.

327 Keeping roads open and traffic flowing to enable public transport to run unimpeded by unnecessary road closures and restrictions.

328

329 N/A
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

330 None. Let everyone make their own decisions and don't try to force people to go along with your personal agendas.

331

332 Bus travel

333 Giving people the choice not forcing them.
Subsidised travel for public transport.
Incentives to buy an electric car or bicycle.
Multiple charging points throughout the borough.

334 Affordable fares

335 The liberals working with the majority of residents not against them   and the removal of the last team who were dealing with it

336

337 A new council with trusted, upstanding members who abide by the law and consult with their constituents and deliver what has been agreed & not just what the council want

338 Getting rid of the current group of corrupt councillors who run Sutton council.

339 Cycle routes that are actually usable. At present, cycle routes are deprioritised so that they are often the long way round (e.g. the current and proposed North Cheam to Sutton routes) and/or very slow 
e.g. cycling up the A217 to St Helier hospital. The cycle route on the A217 requires crossing endless side roads treated as a pedestrian (the crossing at Tesco is especially poor), and is very poorly signed 
so hard to follow especially in the dark. This is very discouraging even for a determined cyclist and is certainly not going to encourage cyclists.

Implementation of proper low traffic neighbourhoods so that children can safely walk short distances (including to school) by themselves. e.g. the road closure at Wrayfield Road/Esher Ave was great for 
making that section of road safe on a historically dangerous corner, but needed a road closure also at Buxton Ave to discourage traffic rather than simply displacing it.

340 Proper consultation with all residents more electric charging points

341 Better bus service, faster train services to London from all stations I. The borough not just sutton and Carshalton and better transport outside boroughs like Caterham, Epsom etc - better links, Trams 
Better information on when transport is less busy,  better and cheaper parking in Sutton so  residents don’t feel they have to drive further just to use a shopping centre where they can park for free, and 
more choice of shops more cycle lanes on pavement not roads,  find ways to reduce congestion without road closures which promote higher pollution levels

342 Building infrastructure to encourage people to choose to walk or cycle.

343 Reinstating the Go Sutton bus

344 Leave roads alone repair and clean our streets. Reduce vehicles per household parking on streets .
Plant more greenery that absorb carbon emissions. 
Now is not the time to reduce car usage we are still living with fear and public transport is currently reduced. Cars are safer.  There could be higher price on disqualifications, like if you are banned from 
driving 3 times you lose licence for good.  This way the vehicles will gradually reduce.

345 Leave as is

346 creating school streets and LTN's.

347 Wide range of options

348 Council sponsored cycling proficiency tests to make sure all road users are prepared for road usage.  Not just drivers. This is a great idea and would lead the way for other councils to follow, making road 
usage better for all and putting Sutton at the forefront of leading such a change.

Rather than just constantly trying to restrict travel by car and penalising drivers all the time. 

Removal of speed bumps and the inclusion of average speed cameras. This maintains better engine management as well as removing the need for stop start driving. The biggest issue in emissions 
creation.

You need to keep roads open to allow traffic to dissipate and allow careers and delivery drivers in as well as residents to use their roads and thus free up main roads for the bigger vehicles.

More visual deterrents such as zebra crossings to slow traffic in dangerous areas would be good vs ANPR money making and hated cameras.
349

350 Make cycle lanes off of roads, not on them and not closing them.

Make cyclists pay road tax and have insurance.
351

352 Safer cycle routes. Many routes are now not clearly marked  including Greenford Road where I have received verbal abuse for “cycling on the footpath”, then being forced into the road facing oncoming 
traffic.

353 If you had more frequent shuttle busses, maybe like small PCV available in smaller streets or dedicated school busses for designated schools to travel around smaller road routes, this would definitely 
encourage parents to not take their children to school in cars.
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

354 Free door to door taxi or mini bus service.

355 Let everyone travel how they want and stop trying to force people to do what you want.

356 Sensible planning with full and lengthy consultation with the residents of this borough.

Secure protected and monitored bike 
Stores across the borough and vigorously pursued prosecution for bike theft

357

358 Cheaper and more frequent bus services would be a big boost.

359 Extend tram system
Create new bus hopper route between Cheam and Banstead village direct( not via Sutton)

360 Just be fair to all types of transport. Do not waste money on schemes that do not work and cause chaos.

361 Letting people use their cars without persecution.

362 Much better electric vehicle charging infrastructure and cheaper purchase price in the first place

363 Clean the streets and make it possible for children to cycle and scooter. The borough is appalling at this which means it’s often easier to drive. Reducing speed limits around schools or even having time 
specific closures would still allow parents to get children to childminders/nurseries/clubs etc well before children start to attend school. Simply blanket closing a road puts impossible pressures on 
parents who are trying to earn a living whilst doing the best for their children. This should be a consideration of your plans considering how much they affect our daily lives. If you are going to propose a 
closure, you should have an answer to struggling parents who’ll no longer have time to drop children and get to work on time. I’m afraid that a pedal cycle won’t make this any easier.

364 The invention of a cheaper greener fuel. Cars are here to stay as the most convenient method of transport. Their popularity speaks for itself. All that will happen is in the end we will have smaller electric 
vehicles. We need an infrastructure that supports charging of vehicles and parking. Park and ride is a good option. I use it all the time when visiting Brighton. They have efficient electric buses.

365 Cheaper electric vehicles for residents, improved electric chargers across the borough.

Better transport infrastructure that is direct, efficient and crosses borough boundaries to prevent increased travel time
366 Tram

367 Give new disposable seat/back covers when boarding bus and bin on bus to dispose getting off. Make seats bigger. As a slim person I am sick of being squashed against others. Ban talking. Lots are 
permanently on phone and therefore spitting on person in front. If you disagree this happens then what are masks all about for COVID. Make bus stops enclosed so people don’t get soaked when raining 
while  waiting. Get the bus to go as far as it says it will when people get on. Get drivers to go slow over road humps - had my back damaged by driver. Also sick of people’s bags on my feet on a bus as 
there is nowhere for them to go. Given Sutton is not a nice place to be there are very few journeys I make that are short enough to use a bus anyway.

368 Build more free local carparks to keep our cars off the street when not needed.

369 Better road network to ease congestion and pollution

370

371

372 Education or perhaps a permit required to drop your child off by car, which could be driving to work after drop off or live more than x miles from the school?  Most parents could walk, just choose not to.

373

374

375 Kids using public transport to reduce CO2 levels when most of them live within three miles of a school.

376 None

377

378 Enforcement/fines around school areas. 
Safer walking and cycling routes.
Average speed cameras on Malden Road, Cheam.

379 Not trying to force these measures on car users only , not everyone is able to walk or cycle to there jobs . Fairness should be shown

380 Charging for driving a non electric car. More parking charges and local resident permits. More frequent trains from certain stations.

381 Impossible task - people love their cars.  Parents want to see their children dropped outside the school gates.  Why can’t they park and walk ?  As mentioned re-instate no vehicle times at school 
dropping off and picking up.

382 Logical long term plans not short experiensive projects which are basically tick box exercise.
Think community workers too.

383 I don’t think you will change the way people behave. I walk everywhere I can but you will never get me on a bike. Others will bike but not walk and those that do neither will not change their habit just 
because you put in road closure etc. All you will do is increase traffic pollution and aggressive driving. Since COVID many are unhappy to use public transport for fear if catching something, I don’t know 
how you address that as so many refuse to wear masks.

384 Cheaper fares, bus drivers not shutting the doors on and trapping small children without saying a word because the bus is full. -This happened to my son on more than one occasion.
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

385 Reduce parking requirements for new developments while preventing access to parking permits in controlled parking areas.

Enforce 20mph speed limits.

More bike hangars.

Refuse applications for further dropped kerbs in controlled parking areas.

Filtered permeability measures to reduce rat running.

Recognise that electric cars are not "zero emissions vehicles" as they are called in the Strategy and that a switch to them does not of itself address issues of congestion or danger to vulnerable road users 
or eliminate harmful particulate emissions.

386 Increasing the frequency of public transport. 

Educating people about the use of public transport.

Cycle lanes.

Working with local businesses to offer cycle to work schemes/bike purchasing/rental schemes. Boris/Santander/Lime bike points within the borough.
387

388 All methods are sustainable if used correctly and not impeded to their detriment by giving priority to a minority service over the majority

389 Shutting down busy areas of road completely to cars ( the road through the middle of Sutton highstreet, Carshalton highstreet) will not only mean more walking and cycling, but also will benefit shops. 
Think how bustling Carshalton highstreet would be if the car park was grass and wild flowers, and the road was free for all to walk around and across.

390 Reduce traffic speeds so that cyclists feel safer and the road space feels more "forgiving" to them.  Increase in car parking fees.

391 Cheaper transport costs.
Cleaner pavements.
Clear the pavements of bins left on the pavement e.g. Vernon and Williams Roads - which are obstacle courses!
Nothing would make me cycle - age and disability.

392 Traffic calming, safer routes to walk and cycle.  More frequent and regular public transport. Then this is a change hearts and minds scenerio.  
Intergrated health and wellbeing, active encouragment to engage people about walking, cycling. Peer to peer.

Make it exceptable and so give people the confidence to request people don't idle in vehicles.

Children on board to pester power adults into behaviour change. 

Neighbourhood champions.  At the end of the day it needs to be seen as more acceptable and fun, to walk, cycle or public transport than drive a vehicle.  Walk, talk, cycle bus etc it's the social thing to 
do.  Car driving, antisocial. 

The only exception being- those that need to and they need to be encouraged to change to electric ASAP, or carshare or go from 4 to wheels electric. 

Could you have nectar points or local economy points to those who cycle, walk, reduce their dependance on petrol vehicles.  Part of the Sutton Bid? 

Perhaps you need to put up the charge for car parking or reduce the available space?

393

394

395 More disabled parking bays.

396 A mini Holland scheme like the one in Kingston.

397 School streets, cycle lanes, LTNs, cycle hire schemes, the Tram

398 See previous answer.  It's going to be a gradual process as most people tend to dislike change which they think is unfair to them as individuals, and their perceived 'rights'.

399 An EQUAL and FAIR method that allows ALL means of transportation including private use of personal motor vehicles.

400 The tram was a great idea, and the funding for that either keeps getting taken away, or Sutton are spending it on silly schemes.

401
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

402 Joined up timetabling.

403

404

405 Safety, reliability of public transport.

406

407

408 Education.
Extend tram.
Increase disabled access.

409

410 better incentives
Education of young people
Safer and cleaner public transport

411

412 Making it easy, quick and safe to use alternatives

413 More support for disabled. No LTNs. No charging people to park outside their house. Less waste vehicles in Beddington Lane. Stop the incinerator

414 Low Traffic Neighbourhoods. More frequent bus services.

415

416 Any logistical improvements must be supported but not the closure of roads and diversation of traffic

417 Buses on side roads.

418 Electric charge points and electric buses

419 its availablilty

420 Cars are Sustainable and essential for Sutton to be a place where residents want to live. Drive out car users at your peril. Most people need them to live a 'normal' life and they are utterly essential to 
nurses, careers, tradesmen, workers, taxi drivers, disabled, those looking after young children, many hobbyists such as fishermen, delivery drivers - the list is endless.

421 Leave it as it is no problems at all only what you the Council will cause

422

423 Better cycle lanes are necessary before more people will cycle. Roads are overcrowded at present.

424 cycle lanes. traffic calming around schools

425 Increasing walking as the default means of transport for short distances - ie, up to two miles - needs more carrot and less stick. A clear, consistent, and continuous campaign needs to focus on success 
stories.

426

427 Remove or financially prohibit the option of the lazy options

428 Train improvements, as previously said. But you can influence that so what’s the point of all this

429 None at present

430 Tram

431 A significant reduction in Anti-Social behaviour on & around public transport. There needs to be a seismic shift in attitudes across London and the country.
An acceptance that many local journeys (e.g. to supermarkets or shopping centres which are outside of the traditional town centres) are simply not suited to public transport and will, for the foreseeable 
future continue to be made by car by the vast majority of people - and they should not be penalised or demonised for this.  If I can drive from Belmont to Sainsburys North Cheam in under 10 minutes 
(less time than it takes to drive to Sainsburys Sutton) and then drive directly home with my shopping, why would I consider  switching to buses when it would involve two buses each way, a change in 
Sutton town centre - and a walk across the town centre to make that change in one direction? If the option of driving is open to you, public transport simply becomes a less attractive option to such a 
degree in many cases that it becomes unrealistic to expect people to switch - instead efforts need to be focussed on improving public transport accessibility and options - rather than penalising those 
who chose to make journeys by car because it is more convenient to them

432 Widening pavements in high use pedestrian areas.  Increasing the number of crossings and making them clearer and safer.   Removing dual pedestrian/cycle lanes - not safe for pedestrians.  Continue 
lobbying for the tram to be brought to Sutton.
Some measures put in to increase traffic flow decrease pedestrian safety - Waverly Way in Carshalton Beeches is now subject to constant speeding traffic due to yellow lines preventing parking on one 
side.
Increase awareness of illegality and dangers of engine idling outside schools.  Erecting green barriers between pavements and roads, where space allows (e.g. beeches avenue, carshalton beeches)

433 You are trying to take away road use without making adequate improvements to alternative means of transport. The most beneficial improvement you could make to encourage me to drive less is 
improve the train network, efficiency and cost. I fail to see how Sutton Council is going to be able to achieve that given the trains are run by a company that you have no authority over
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

434 Frequency and pricing of public transport.
Prioritising pedestrian use of pedestrian crossings on roads near public transport boarding places.
Not wasting money on vanity projects e.g. introducing flower beds when It is clear that the Council cannot afford to frequently maintain them. Please take this into account when designing the plans for 
Sutton High Street. Flower beds that become eyesores in a couple of years will not be an encouragement to travel to shop in Sutton.
Not adopting the false hope that people will suddenly start walking more, even though such a change would greatly increase the health of people in the borough.
Every person will feel safe 24/7 in any new walkways introduced.

435 Go Sutton service and the links to neighbouring boroughs because most journeys are not Sutton based.

436 Improved public transport.  More police around when dark so you feel safe walking down side roads and through Sutton town centre.   Better lighting.  

Areas of Sutton are really a no-go area after dark.
437 Support for public transport.

438 (Part 1 of 2) I understand the policy is to move people away from cars and get them using other forms of transport, however this is a choice for residents to make not for the council to dictate to residents. There are 
a whole host of different plans/schemes and consultations in Sutton currently that aim to discriminate against its residents as follows:-

Carers
Vulnerable
Elderly
Disadvantaged/Low Income Families
Single Parent Families
Women
People with medical problems not defined by normal parameters
Working Parents
Workers and Residents

You have to look at the whole demographic of people in Sutton and not a portion, by consulting online, issuing notices on a select few lamp posts and advertising in the local guardian of which mot 
people no longer have delivered. is in itself discriminating against those people who have not been out through shielding who are not on line through age or financial hardships and who do not have the 
time to navigate a website looking for consultations which are hidden from sight, not every person is tech savvy ! 

I understand the need to reduce emissions and can be achieved by improving the current unmanaged, unmaintained, unlit and poorly maintained cycle routes, I have cycled through the borough and 
some routes are met with low hanging branches, lack of lighting, muddy trails, poor signage/markings, cracked surfaces and an inability to get from A-Z on the best roads for cyclists. One of my niggles is 
that if you want people to cycle to work, then there must be a facility to shower, maybe suggest addressing business rates to companies that install these facilities and offer lockers for those wanting to 
keep clothing/uniforms at work. I cycled for 20 years to my offices who had these facilities but most women will not want to do this if there is no options to change or shower or dress. My current 
company promotes cycling with the various cycle schemes offered by the Government. Great schemes and should be promoted better through our council, however there has to be a benefit to the 
business too.

The demographic that you seem to be aiming these schemes at are typically the more privileged male population and if you are not in this category tough luck you don’t count!! Which is in itself a 
disgrace. You ask residents to change their habits to reduce emissions, fair enough but then in the next breath Sutton council sign a contract to take all of Kingston’s waste to the Beddington Incinerator 
which is not fit for purpose and will automatically increase heavy vehicles producing more emission and then burning 24x7 and filling our air with even more pollutants as well as still having to dispose of 
harmful bottom ash. If the council really thought the environment and sustainable transport policy through properly it should address what they are doing increasing pollution and not penalise the 
residents by trying to counteract their short comings stopping use of a car to go about their daily lives. There is a lack of correct information of air quality, there is a lack of data on road safety and a lack 
of “proper consultation” with residents. I am aware that cycling groups have been consulted regarding plans to adapt the roads for the 4% increase in cyclist you want to achieve, however I am also 
aware that the bike ability schemes were reduced to a 2 hour session and not available to all children, this again is not promoting safe cycling and making it dangerous to the next generation. We need to 
address cycling schemes, increase the bike ability schemes for all children this in turn will foster a better response from parents wanting to cycle with their children to school. We need to look at 
returning cyclist schemes or beginners for adults, the ones offered online by the council is counterproductive no one can learn practical skills online. There is a cycling group in Nonsuch but this is poorly 
advertised and not very well attended due to the lack of focus in enabling people to want to learn from experts, all the council have done is pitted resident against residents but both have a common 
grievance with these schemes and the way they are presented by the council. The council needs to look internally and consider what they actually are trying to do, I suspect some people are biased , a 
little like the consultations and their target market. In short the council must listen must consult and must start working with all residents in Sutton.
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

438 (Part 2 of 2) Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and School Streets create more emissions with traffic sat on arterial roads also affecting the speed in which blue light services can attend incidents and the speed in which 
our bus and transport services can get from point A to B, these are not effective as per the previous attempts last year showed. This displaced traffic onto other ill equipped roads also meaning other 
routes are clogged and traffic at a standstill increasing pollution on those roads, as we know air travels so reducing emission from LTNs will increase emissions to other roads and then the air travels back 
over. LTNS also reduce the traffic flow meaning those roads could be subject to Anti Social Behaviour and for those households on those routes feeling unsafe in their own roads as well as increasing 
journey times meaning even more emissions.

You mention a hierarchy of road users, there should be no hierarchy, all road users are key no matter what mode of transport they chose this is a personal choice and cannot be dictated otherwise you 
take away our rights as citizens. To consider a car user last in all of your plans and schemes actually creates more problems, the roads are roads and therefore designed for “vehicles” (Cycles, Two 
Wheeled Motor, Public Transport, Pedestrian, cars and vans) to proceed from one destination to another. You also note the reduction in traffic through COVID, the obvious reason is we are in lockdown 
and working from home, when we return back to normal the requirement to drive may naturally increase, most people will now be classed as mobile workers therefore carrying their office, to cycle or 
walk may need to be readdressed having extra equipment in tow and may not be possible. You also make an assumption (incorrectly)  that local travel/shorter journeys will increase with the longer 
effects of Covid for people working locally or at home, if we are working from home we are not travelling by the nature of your statement so have automatically reduced car usage by your own 
projections.

I noted you mentioned a reduction is cars from 1999 in section 1.9  so I am unsure why you are trying to reduce this further if there has been a natural decline, you seem to assume it will suddenly 
increase with a population increase however by your own statement again you have contradicted this. The population has increased however since 1999 car travel has reduced.  In effect looking at the 
trends you have produced if you do nothing the dependency on motor vehicles will continue to decline even though the populations is increasing with people being less reliant on cars, however cars are 
essential and will remain essential for people to go about their lives.

I do agree with speed restrictions to 20MPH but these also need to be enforced whether with cameras/fines with chicanes or additional toucan and pedestrian crossings these are natural speed limiters 
and offer the ability for cyclists and pedestrians safe places to cross the roads. This will also naturally move traffic to other roads where they can cope with higher levels of cars.

There are a flaws in your proposed plans with several contradictions. The target market you are looking at will automatically discriminate against others, the plans need to include all road users not be 
bias toward cyclist and pedestrians. I suggest you revisit your plans with regards to roads, the roads are not the problem the residents are not the problem the whole way the council is looking at their 
schemes and implementation is the problem. I am happy to discuss further on a possible un biased solution to the transport network and sustainability and how we can actually all have an impact on the 
environment.

439 If you create more efficient public transport I may be tempted out of my car, I particularly hate being crammed into a bus where you can't even breathe at peak times.

440 Cycling, e- cycling and electric vehicles are the future.

441 Tram that will take us from Sutton to Croydon or Sutton to Wimbledon. This is more efficient than buses, which are always late.

442 Improve cycling measures and continue to introduce measures to reduce car usage for local journeys

443 I'm very pessimistic  that any encouragement will prevent car usage and it will require stronger measures.

444 Re-introduction of Go Sutton minibus scheme

445 Hire bikes being available for adults and children in Sutton high street would be great

446 Tram

447 More bikes lanes. Better bus shelters. More bus services.

448 Good  regular bus service

449

450 If the high street shopping facility is improved ie more reasons to go, more people are likely to walk rather than drive to another shopping destination eg Kingston

451 Fast bus links to high streets etc

452

453 More public toilets.  It's no use asking people to walk 3 miles from home (your stated journey length on foot)... then 3 miles back again if there is nowhere for them to go to the toilet whilst they are out.

Secure cycle park facilities outside shops.  If you can't park your bike safely, you aren't going to use it to go shopping.
454 Showing on billboard across the town the detrimental effects of pollution on people, especially kids.

We need a strong message to change people's mind
455

456 An end to social distancing will encourage people to use public transport more regularly. 
I used to use the bus and train on a daily basis, but do not feel it is safe at present, ergo car use has increased. 
Until it is safe to do so, people won’t use public transport.

457 School buses so that morning and afternoon buses are available to all
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

458 I am not sure you have a good marketing department.
Hence why the Go Sutton campaign was so poorly targeted.
Older residents are obv not on social media but incentivising SHP housing managers at sheltered blocks to have helped with sign up or help the aged.

The extra school bus services should have been pinged out via schools and advertised more on social media where parents have their own groups like Sutton mums and Carshalton mums.
459 Economical fares and transport going where it is needed at times needed plus if needed people being able to park up on route and if needed bus in should they for example have mobility issues as they 

may only be able to do a limited amount of walking without pain or swelling and the walk for some people just to get a213 151 bus for example may be too much for them to also walk in Sutton too
460

461

462 Making it cheaper, including bus electronic bus information at all bus stops (not all are included at the moment), bus stops that actually keep you dry while you are waiting, cross boundary (particularly 
with Surrey) bus service that is regular and cheap, better provision at work places for those who need to dry clothing.

463 Better parking so walking can be achieved once at shops and not have to rush back in fear of ticket time running out and getting parking ticket

464 I think it needs to be as intense a public health campaign as we saw for smoking. People are wedded to their cars. They need hard facts and figures presented, education, nudges to encourage them, a 
full behavioural change campaign.

465 Segregated cycle lanes. 20mph speed limits. No pavement parking. Higher parking costs in car parks and on street

466 None the public aren’t actually with you in changing how the fet around.

467 - Increased train frequency and improved train service
- Extension of tram link to Sutton

468 A behaviour change campaign is needed, to help people to understand the benefits of sustainable travel methods and to understand the environmental and health impacts if we continue as we are. 
People are scared of change, until they try it.

469 Safer and joined up cyclepaths/ pedestrian routes.

470 Schemes like GoSutton are inclusive and more sustainable and give people more accessible modes of transport. 

Just providing the borough with better cycling facilities like cycle sheds, cycle lanes (this is critical) and cycle hire schemes. For example, it would be great to provide a brompton bike hire near train 
stations in the borough for regular commuters to hire, bring on the train. https://www.bromptonbikehire.com/

Incentives that would actively encourage sustainable transport, like subsidies for bicycle repair (they are expensive!), or free lessons (I know these exist, but they're not well publicised).

471

472 You worked with the mayor and his action or tfl were seen as illegal   so do you want to continue on the same course with the same staff

473 Better synchronising of traffic lights less narrowing of roadways take cycle pathways away from main roads

474 Listed before - intelligent light phasing for pedestrians. Safer crossings. Give pedestrians more time to cross. 

Better routes for cyclists - direct with good surfacing (don't give us silly detours - we've got places to go!)

Frequent services of buses and trains.

Incentives to give up private car e.g. vouchers for bikes, electric car club provision and SHOWING people the COST SAVINGS of utilising these over private cars.
More attractive streets - better litter picking, improved streetscape, greening, green chicanes, traffic calming, 20s plenty enforced (speed cameras), Living Streets, raingarden and wildflower verges, well 
maintained trees, parklets instead of car parking spaces, secure cycle parking.

475

476 Less out of borough children in schools. There is a huge amount of school traffic in the borough!

Better cycle lanes. Currently it is pretty unsafe to cycle around large parts of Sutton (particularly in SM1).

More trains. One Thameslink from Sutton Common every 30 minutes is too infrequent. (Also, could a ramp be installed at Sutton Common station? It is not currently wheelchair or pram accessible)

Expand bus routes. Too many changes are needed to get between places at the moment, eg SM1 to Banstead/Epsom.
477 Better services and appropriate routes which makes travelling between places more accessible e.g. A bus route between Sutton and Raynes Park without have to change or go a particular long way 

round.
478 Protected cycle lanes.
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

479 I don't think you could encourage anyone as lives are so busy and we are all trying to get to a new normal after covid.  I for one, had covid and have long covid.  Am working in office 3 days a week and 
using car as I am too frightened to go on public transport.    We def need more buses on the road and not just school buses.  Before covid I would have used buses to work more but there is only one 
route direct from Worcester Park to Carshalton for me and that is the 151.  Due to constant congestion in Central Road, buses are often terminated at North Cheam so I would struggle getting to work on 
a bus.

480

481 Implementation of the road user hierarchy will help.

482 Cycling

483 Information provision: people often don't know what transport facilities there are. This would include leaflets and online information showing what accessible transport facilities there were

Promotion via Council neighbourhoods and social media of the above, and if costs allow, advertising in various local publications

If funding allows, extending the supply of public transport services, such as our SCT Shoppers Bus, which provides a demand responsive service for elderly people
484 More frequent buses 7 day a week service.

Easy to access payment. such as card, cash or oyster. 

Make sure buses clean.

Make sure staff are trained with people with disabilities.
485 Sort the roads out, resurfice instead of repeatedly filling pot holes that are back after a week!

486 A tram link.

487 Education.  Forcing people, many who are unable, and even more when specific journeys are required, should not be forced to an ideology.

488 Segregated cycle lanes , bus gates and school streets

489 1) READILY AVAILABLE INFORMATION IS VITAL.  I hear some Worcester Park residents saying that they have to drive because public transport is so poor.  This is simply not the case.   The area is well 
provided for with buses and trains from the centre of Worcester Park.   There are also frequent bus services down the A24, to get to and from the Northern Line at Morden.   This is not a long walk from 
Central Road.  Alternatively the A24 can be reached via the 213 or 151 buses.  Publicity and clarity about the specific services available and how they can interlink should help encourage use.   Public 
transport can be so much less stressful than driving, with no worries about parking, as well as removing from the borough's streets sources of air, noise and vibration pollution and potential dangers to 
walkers and cyclists.   The borough's residents must be in favour of living in a cleaner, quieter environment and getting more health-giving exercise.   There is so much positive information to publicise.

There are some very pleasant walks available in the Worcester Park area and it is possible to walk from here towards Sutton along green paths.   

2) GREEN CHAINS - Point 5.4, page 28 - Please note that if you check on the Sutton website for the "Walking Map of the Borough",  you find a woefully inadequate map which appears to be some 20 
years out of date, at least for Worcester Park.   This reinforces the perception here that our area is a forgotten corner of the borough.  

https://www.sutton.gov.uk/downloads/file/1692/walking_-_map_of_the_borough

You will notice that most of Worcester Park is just a blank.  Central Road is not named.  In terms of green spaces, the small park in Dorchester Road; the green path at the top of Trafalgar Avenue into 
The Hamptons; the water park on The Hamptons itself and the path from there over to Motspur Park are not included.  If we ever needed evidence that Sutton Council has barely considered the green 
areas and paths in Worcester Park, here it is.    Please create a new, clear, comprehensive Walking / Green Areas map for the borough and publicise it well.   Publicity could be simply done, for example 
on colourful local signs; leaflets at the railway stations, public libraries, schools and on buses; via Sutton Scene; through flyers and promotional posters, as well as on the Sutton Council website.

490

491 More frequent public transport

492 Affordable and more reliable timetable wise buses or Go Sutton type buses.

493 More car-free roads, blocking off of rat runs such as Egmont Road, more cycle lanes, bring back the Go Sutton bus. Wider pavements, safer crossings and more of them. More speed restrictions. Better 
lighting and CCTV so people feel safe walking at night.

494 Bringing London Trams to Sutton, increasing transport into Surrey via Belmont with destinations such as Tadworth and Redhill, this could be achieved by a joint venture with Surrey County Council and 
bus companies such as Metrobus or Arriva who operate non-TfL services around Sutton and Epsom. This could also be achieved by increasing frequency of route 420. Better connections to places such as 
Coulsdon or Purley could be introduced as there is no direct bus service from Sutton Town Centre.  You have to change in Carshalton, Wallington it Croydon Town Centre.

495 Electric vehicle grants

496 Don’t try an appease the car brigade as no scheme will ever be acceptable to them. Identify schemes that will be used and make them as good as possible. All the compromised Cycling and walking 
schemes mean they don’t get used so get used against further implementation.

497
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Respondent no. What measures do you think will encourage greater use of sustainable travel methods in the borough?  - Please specify

498

499

500 Better road  surfaces. The recently re-surfaced parts of Stanley Park Road are an example of the quality that can be achieved. They increase the ease and pleasure of cycling. 

The railways need to be 'turn up and go' (as happens with the majority of the Overground). This means a minimum of four trains an hour, evenly spaced.
The draft of the STS document is already out of date in respect of Section 8 (Rail) Table 4. The line from Sutton to West Croydon currently has only four trains an hour (not six), and these are unevenly 
spaced (gaps of 5 minutes and 25 minutes).

Remove the 'not before 9am' restriction on Freedom Passes.
501 Improved local bus routes - very disappointing that Go Sutton scheme ended - something similar would be great!

502

503 Create segregated cycle routes north south and east west so that whole journeys can be made by cycle by unaccompanied children

504 More separate cycling lanes. When children can cycle safely from a young age they will develop more active travel habits and this will reduce car dependency.

505 Free bus and rail travel - however I would not agree to this if this meant an increase in my council tax 

Free transport to supermarkets and schools inside and outside of Sutton borough again not subsidised by residents 

To lobby the government to provide the funding to all who are dependent on vehicle use to change to electric vehicles .  

To find a school bus service for all pupils within xxxx  distance removing  the need for parents to drive to the school. Similar to what sone private schools do !
506

507 More frequent faster trains and better fairs

508 Ban school drop-offs via car, and encourage alternative schemes like shared school buses.

509 More busses per hour outside the rush hours.
Bring back Go Sutton bus.
Get a major subsidy to buy ebikes

510 Availability of public transport and improvements on the frequency of buses, trains and trams.

511

512 More frequent and useful services. More zipcar bays...nearest from Hackbridge are Thornton Heath or South Wimbledon...doesn't make sense!

513 Making it safer for young kids to walk/cycle to school. This is more to do with general safety from crime and not necessarily road  conditions.

514

515 Cheaper fares for all rather than free for some expensive for others
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Summary Consultation Results Opinion on STS

1

Respondent no. Overall, Support or 
oppose STS

Comments about the STS Council Response

1 Strongly support

2 Support

3 Support

4 Strongly oppose

5 Support

6 Support Public transport needs to cost less than driving! Noted

7 Oppose It’s the wrong time to do this, and it appears to be a series of sticking plasters rather than getting to the root 
cause of the problem. We’ve now got more problems than we had before.

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused significant changes to the way people travel, 
and indeed if they travel at all. However, it is important to improve both 
capacity and confidence in the safety of public transport for it to be a viable 
method of travel going forward. There is no guarantee that traffic in the 
borough will not return to pre-pandemic levels in the future, and if sustainable 
travel options are not available then there is a risk of the private car becoming 
an even larger predominant mode.

8 Strongly oppose

9 Strongly oppose Think about disabled people The draft STS establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of the 
borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people 
and other people who are vulnerable.

10 Strongly oppose

11 Strongly oppose Your not fit for purpose Noted

12 Oppose

13 Oppose

14 Neither support or 
oppose

15 Support

16 Support

17 Oppose I do not see why the strategy cannot look to develop equal opportunities for motorists and cyclist/pedestrians.  
Why do motorists have to be vilified?

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

18 Strongly support

19 Neither support or 
oppose

20 Oppose

21 Oppose

22 Oppose

23 Strongly support

24 Support

25 Strongly oppose

26 Neither support or 
oppose

Take not of people and tfl consultation s Noted

27 Oppose

28 Oppose

29 Strongly oppose

30 Strongly oppose

31 Strongly oppose

32 Strongly oppose

33 Strongly oppose Regular car users have rights and shouldn't have their primary source of transport ripped away from them The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

34 Oppose
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Summary Consultation Results Opinion on STS

2

Respondent no. Overall, Support or 
oppose STS

Comments about the STS Council Response

35 Strongly oppose Scrap it and come back with something that works for everybody , not just a chosen few. Noted

36 Strongly support

37 Support

38 Strongly support

39 Support

40 Support

41 Strongly support

42 Strongly oppose

43 Strongly support

44 Strongly support

45 Oppose cycle lanes should be banned
electric scooters should be monitored - silent vehicles are dangerous for pedestrians

Disagree. Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. 
Anyone who can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to 
address some of the biggest issues facing our communities and freeing up space 
for those who must still travel by car.

The Council is not taking part in the e-scooter trial in London and so e-scooters 
remain illegal to use on public roads in the borough, until such time as the law is 
changed.

46 Oppose

47 Neither support or 
oppose

Some of what you suggest would be an improvement , however I expect those parts will not be obtainable due 
to cost and they will remain forever on the Wishlist.
Whilst detrimental measure for car use will fit in with your anti car policy which I oppose.
Will you do what is best for residents - Probably doubtful because you are pursuing inner London policies in the 
suburbs which need a different consideration. Remember the inner London Boroughs have Tube stations no 
further that 1/2 mile from any point. plus rail stations here in North Cheam we have no tube or even railway for 
well over a mile away.
Then there is the discrimination against those with mobility issues who rely on converted motor vehicles in 
order to get about be it for work or pleasure. Remember it is illegal to discriminate against this group.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents, including those with disabilities. We recognise that not everyone 
can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. 
However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them 
will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing 
more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a 
car.

48 Support

49 Neither support or 
oppose

50 Oppose

51 Strongly oppose Anything the current LibDem council is considering is bound to be a bad idea, so I would oppose anything they 
propose in principle

No response

52 Oppose Get rid of most of the ridiculous road blockages they are not helping pollution they are just diverting traffic to 
previously quite areas.

Noted

53 Neither support or 
oppose

54 Strongly oppose Ask residents what THEY want. You are in a privileged position to represent the desire and wishes of the public. 
This should be a selfless role and not an opportunity to do what you want.
Listen, listen, listen

Noted

55 Oppose

56 Support

57 Support

58 Strongly support

59 Support

60 Oppose

61 Strongly support

62 Strongly support

63 Strongly oppose Fundamentally flawed thinking Noted
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Respondent no. Overall, Support or 
oppose STS

Comments about the STS Council Response

64 Support

65 Support

66 Strongly oppose

67 Strongly oppose initial questions are phrased in such a way that responses can only support the proposals, I.e., encourage a 
biased response in council’s favour.

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by 
other issues, and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For 
this reason we have given the opportunity to provide open text answers for 
respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being considered 
in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

68 Strongly oppose

69 Neither support or 
oppose

As stated.More control of cyclists and fine e scooter riders.So many in South cheam and the village Noted

70 Strongly oppose

71 Support

72 Neither support or 
oppose

Don’t let Cllr Abellan anywhere near it.

He is an anti car zealot who has no idea about democracy and forces his ideas through

No response

73 Strongly oppose Nothing further Noted

74 Strongly support

75 Oppose

76 Support I support the principles of what you are trying to do, but the huge emphasis on cycling is misplaced I think. What 
absolutely won’t work is just cutting off vehicle access physically to so called Low Traffic Neighbourhoods! That 
just increases congestion on main roads, increases delivery times and thus costs, and will endanger lives by 
making it much longer for an ambulance or fire engine to get to an emergency.  Make public transport better, 
encourage walking as that improves fitness, and do encourage electric vehicle use to cut pollution, but don’t 
penalise those who do need to use private vehicles.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

77 Neither support or 
oppose

Need to ensure any ideas are workable not like the failed cycle lanes which just annoyed residents Noted

78 Support

79 Oppose

80 Strongly oppose

81 Oppose

82 Strongly oppose

83 Strongly oppose

84 Neither support or 
oppose

85 Oppose

86 Neither support or 
oppose

87 Strongly support

88 Strongly oppose

89 Support

90 Strongly support I hope the talk turns to action relatively quickly... Noted

91 Strongly oppose

92 Support

93 Neither support or 
oppose
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Comments about the STS Council Response

94 Strongly support Consider why people use cars.Its often for multiple reasons in the day eg. Someone may have to take kids to 
school, go to work, do shopping on the way home, collect children from childcare and go to leisure activities in 
one day. This encourages them to use a car as they see it is flexible and fast and accessible to all locations,  even 
though for any one of these purposes a more sustainable method may be better. We need better information 
about travel times, more flexibility about times and routs of busses and sustainable transport should be 
measurably cheaper than using conventional cars.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

95 Strongly oppose

96 Strongly oppose Yo have not promoted this draft sufficiently. I learnt about it form a facebook post - that's just not good enough. 
You setting policy with very narrow and limited engagement, you must engage more with the community, and 
canvas wider and more diverse input, not just the input of a small vocal minority. The real residents of LBS are 
not being consulted in an adequate and fair manner.

Due to the Covid 19 pandemic it was not possible to include public meetings, 
leafletting, drop in sessions or street stalls in the consulration process. However, 
a range of activities were carried out including local committee meetings, local 
media releases, social media, engagement with a wide range of local interest 
groups, a dedicated web page on the council site and contacting all residents 
who have signed up to receive advice on planning policy activities in the 
borough.

97 Strongly support

98 Strongly oppose If I haven't made it clear let me summarise:
You have not made Sutton safer or greener.
You have actively gone against the will of your constituents and therein the purpose of your own constitution. 
The pollution is greater in WP. The roads are busier.
The facts have been either misused, falsified or twisted to suit a single agenda, to kill car ownership.
Which is already on the decline with the Millennial generation. But you have failed to address that fact, simply 
focusing on rising population levels. The two do not correspond. 
You have sought to penalise local residents from using residential roads.
You have actively slowed Emergency Services to scenes through the placement of bollards and planters. You will 
tell me you have consulted with them. I will tell you that has not fed down to the teams on the street who are 
constantly having to U Turn to find other ways to their destinations.
You have dismissed surveys and petitions in their thousands, in favour of a minority pressure group and you 
have an XR agenda at heart as has been seen through various post and social media commentary. 
These, and many others, have shown this entire situation to be a scam from start to finish and that Covid was 
the best thing to happen as it was a "good pandemic to bury bad news". 
For which you should be ashamed of yourselves.

No response

99 Strongly oppose With the Council’s use of LTNs and failure to listen to local residents about the negative impact they are having, 
some that were installed using flawed data  I do not trust you.

You can not be trusted to do what you say and the Council has clearly demonstrated that it cares more about a 
small minority of cyclists than the wider community

No response

100 Strongly oppose

101 Support

102 Support

103 Oppose

104 Oppose

105 Neither support or 
oppose
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Comments about the STS Council Response

106 Not sure The current councillors have ruined sutton. They have implemented strategies that THEY want and have 
personal vested interests in. They have NOT acted in a reasonable and fair way whilst taking the views of their 
residents into full consideration.
What is the point of consulting on this draft strategy - at the end of the day you will bring in whatever suits your 
needs and goals regardless of what we say. You will use the legislation to achieve your agendas, regardless of 
what we say and you will not admit when you get something wrong because you know in a few short years 
barely any of you will remain on the council because of the lack of respect you have shown to your residents.

When you start listening, and acting upon what you are being told by your residents then maybe we will be able 
to place faith in you to do the right thing. Until then why should we trust you to listen to anything we say? 

No comment

107 Support We need to rebalance things - so that for example, a walk from home to town centre is seen as easy, safe and 
'doable'. I live in Carshalton on the hill and a walk from there to Central Sutton is only 2 miles - it's good for my 
fitness and it doesn't take much longer than a car - and it's cheaper :)

Noted

108 Support

109 Support

110 Support

111 Strongly oppose

112 Strongly oppose discrimination and prejudice.  No thought to car users who need to travel across the borough and time 
management there will be less productivity in the workplace.

Noted

113 Support Whilst I am in agreement to people walking and cycling  more and leaving the car at home, I do not believe it 
possible for all families to be without a car.
Some people use their cars for business use and would find it difficult to switch.
It is not viable to expect someone to do their shopping for a family by cycling  or walking to collect the goods. 
The roads are not in a very good state to cycle on, it could be argued that over use by cars and lorries cause this 
but  potholes are not fixed quickly or to a good standard so the incentive to change to a cycle is not there.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

114 Strongly oppose For God’s sake come to your senses, accept mistakes have been made and remove the schemes. Noted

115 Not sure I still don’t quite know what your strategy is. There doesn’t seem to be anything definite planned for the near 
future. It’s all dependent on funding with no clear proposals

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

116 Strongly support

117 Strongly support

118 Strongly oppose TEar it up and start again Noted

119 Support

120 Neither support or 
oppose

121 Strongly oppose It's complete and utter drivel No response

122 Strongly support
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123 Neither support or 
oppose

Needs considerable further work to include all aspects of future transport requirements, 
Needs a realistic approach to budget possibilities.
Needs a coordinated approach regionally , ie with other London boroughs and with Surrey. 
Needs proposals for the regulation of of all vehicles , including  cycles , scooters etc

The borough receives funding each year through Transport for London for 
regular low-cost schemes and initiatives, some of which goes on projects such as 
Cycleways and some of which is distributed through the Local Committees. 
Other works, such as maintenance onthe Transport for London Road Network 
(including the A232 and A24), is funded directly by TfL. There is also a range of 
other funding opportunities available, such as the Office for Low Emission 
Vehicles who provide funding towards electric vehicle charging points.

Aside from the regular Transport for London funding and developer 
contributions, there are often opportunities to bid for certain ‘challenge’ funds 
for particular types of project, such as cycle parking, electric vehicle charging 
and safety schemes. The time-limited nature of many of these funds means that 
it is important to have a clear understanding of local needs and potential 
schemes so that the Council is ready to proceed quickly as opportunities arrive 
or funds become available. The Sustainable Transport Strategy will help us bring 
forward schemes more quickly and improve our chances of securing larger pots 
of funding. The proposals also give new developers, Transport for London and 
the government a much clearer picture of the borough’s priorities and how new 
homes and businesses would be accommodated within the borough.

124 Strongly support

125 Not sure It was a very confusing consultation Noted

126 Support

127 Support

128 Strongly oppose Read my comments, bet this just gets filed away Noted. All comments received have been considered in refining the strategy 
before it goes forward.

129 Oppose

130 Support

131 Neither support or 
oppose

132 Support

133 Support

134 Strongly support

135 Strongly support The Strategy is so important in the continuing fight to reduce pollution and global warming and, at the same 
time, increase accessibility for those unable to use a car or other motorized vehicle.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

136 Neither support or 
oppose

I would support if it wasn’t so anti car

Problem is if I support I fear you will start closing roads again

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

137 Strongly oppose I am aware the government, for reasons I cannot comprehend, is currently pushing this 'active travel'  nonsense. 
Your entire scheme is predicated on the fiction of a climate emergency. When this doesn't happen everybody 
who acted as though it was  a fact will be left looking very foolish.

No response

138 Support

139 Strongly support

140 Support

141 Oppose Not well publicised. Noted

142 Strongly oppose

143 Strongly oppose

144 Strongly oppose
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Comments about the STS Council Response

145 Neither support or 
oppose

Please do not forget the elderly and disabled. Noted. The draft STS establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of 
the borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people 
and other people who are vulnerable.

146 Strongly oppose THE MOTORIST IS A LARGE LOBBY THAT PAYS VERY HIGHLY FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF BEING ALLOWED TO USE THE 
ROADS.

Noted

147 Strongly oppose

148 Strongly oppose The views of the people- the residents in the Borough and major road users should be the deciding factor as we 
are the main users so this needs to fit within our needs.

Noted

149 Oppose

150 Oppose

151 Oppose

152 Strongly oppose

153 Neither support or 
oppose

154 Oppose Going by the last ltn  schemes.and this  you have given no or very little consideration  for the many people who 
have no option but to use vehicles to and for the provision  of many essential services across this borough    of 
am more than willing to discuss this and give a logical forward plan that in time will work with a garden greater 
support than at present  thank you

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

155 Oppose

156 Strongly oppose See previous comments Noted

157 Strongly oppose

158 Not sure Not sure it has been planned with anyone but cyclists as shown by Browning rd busgate fiasco The draft STS is not written purely with cycling in mind, and is aimed at 
encouraging the use, and providing greater choice, of alternatives to the private 
car. This includes walking and public transport as well as cycling or scooting. 
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and interventions such as bus gates are just a 
couple of many potential sustainable transport measures that could be used in 
the future, such as junction improvements, better plans for construction, 
delivery and servicing facilities, School Streets, public realm enhancements, 
better bus/rail interchange facilities and improved safety and accessibility.

159 Support

160 Not sure I can't comment until I know what the plans are. Noted. The draft STS sets out the aims and approach to improving sustainable 
travel options in the borough. The Local Implementation Plan will contain the 
schemes as they come forward.

161 Oppose Only fix something if it is broke.....it's quite clean to me... electric car chargers are your biggest priority. Noted. The Office for Low Emission Vehicles provides funding towards electric 
vehicle charging points.

162 Strongly oppose Refund the fines from the illegal browning ave bus gate. Report yourselves to the ombudsman over your 
misconduct in handling complaints about LTNs. Listen to what residents have already told you in these 
consultations and don’t try bringing these schemes back. Residents have been clear that they have a significant 
negative impact on the community overall. There is already a cycle path in pig alley. You don’t need one in 
browning too.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

163 Strongly oppose Anything to do with Sutton Council, particular that involves cllr. Abellan can't be trusted. No comment

164 Oppose

165 Strongly oppose

166 Strongly oppose Consultation, by Leaflets, computer, post and telephone ( not a unbalanced phone consultation either ).
Consultations should have independent reviews, so that the questions are not bias either way AND should be 
pier reviewed and allow ALL residents to participate, before the consultation survey is submitted. 
When the results are in.. LISTEN to what the residents actually want, not what YOU think they want or “ might 
like “ !

167 Strongly oppose Stop wasting money Noted
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168 Neither support or 
oppose

169 Support Currently borough residents don't have confidence in the council due to its political eligence and past 
performance on environmental  issues - SDEN and the incinerator are just two examples of poor leadership

No response

170 Strongly oppose

171 Neither support or 
oppose

Whilst I am in favour of walking, cycling, less use of cars, I am strongly against anything that will further 
penalise/harass motorists (at least at a local level). Air quality issues should be addressed at a national level. 
"Side streets" should be available for all to use if they so wish. When I bought my house, I knew there was a 
railway station, 3 schools and a football ground close by. I therefore never complain about parking, traffic or any 
supposed inconvenience generated by any of these. I also think it is vital that the views of those who need to 
drive for whatever reason (care workers, tradesmen etc.) should be carefully considered to ensure that they are 
not penalised.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

172 Support

173 Neither support or 
oppose

174 Strongly oppose The council should review signage and improve safety that way. cameras might also help but no LTA Signage is one area that the STS will promote, in order to make choices for 
sustainable travel easier. As part of this it is important to ensure that signage is 
appropriate and does not over-clutter the streetscen, in order to make it easier 
to understand

175 Strongly oppose

176 Strongly support

177 Strongly oppose

178 Strongly support

179 Strongly support

180 Strongly oppose

181 Oppose

182 Strongly support

183 Strongly support I would urge the council not to give in to the "noise" about opening Butter Hill Bridge again permanently. A well 
organised few on the Butter Hill Estate with multiple facebook pages, encouraged by certain Conservative 
councillors who do not even live in the area, are not wholly representative of all residents in the area, and most 
of them are not directly affected by the bridge problems of noise, exhaust fumes, traffic queues and loud 
aggression between drivers when it is open. They are merely concerned with their own convenience.

Noted

184 Strongly oppose It is a terrible document and I strongly oppose it. It is a one sided document that has no place in a democratic 
society.

You would be much better spending money and effort in fighting crime so that Sutton citizens are not scared of 
going out!! There are gangs, fights, and criminals walking around everywhere in Sutton. Go out and start sorting 
that out.  You will not have sustainable Sutton with the crime around which is ripe and increasing by each day.

No response

185 Support

186 Oppose

187 Strongly support

188 Support

189 Strongly support

190 Oppose

191 Support

192 Not sure

193 Strongly support

194 Strongly oppose

195 Support Just do it! Noted

196 Strongly support
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197 Support

198 Strongly oppose

199 Support

200 Strongly oppose I'm not sure anyone at the council even reads the complaints. Noted

201 Strongly oppose

202 Support

203 Support

204 Strongly support

205 Support

206 Not sure Would like a greater in depth study on the impact of any changes Noted

207 Neither support or 
oppose

208 Oppose

209 Oppose

210 Strongly support I would also like easier access to the borough leisure centres from Sutton Town Centre especially by bike Noted. The Council will work with local stakeholders to identify schemes, 
ranging from junction and safety improvements to larger area-wide 
interventions, such as 20mph zones or ‘low traffic zones’, where bus, walking 
and cycling are prioritised.

211 Support

212 Strongly oppose The recent failed trials have left Sutton with little credibility. Plans need to balance all road users and their 
requirements to work and move families around the borough. The must not focus on niche groups and vanity 
projects.

Noted

213 Not sure I find  the wording in all your information hard to clarify.  Not at all easy to understand what you are actually 
trying to say and do.  Hence my "Not sure" comment boxes ticked.

Noted

214 Support

215 Oppose The proposals are generally too extreme. Noted

216 Support

217 Strongly oppose

218 Strongly support

219 Support

220 Support As previously mentioned, make the necessary improvements and provisions such that people will choose to 
modify their way of life

Noted

221 Strongly support An important and well balanced draft.
Just about right on everything.

Noted

222 Strongly support

223 Support

224 Strongly oppose Get rid of Abellan and his cycling cronies No comment

225 Support

226 Strongly support

227 Support

228 Support

229 Support

230 Not sure I think it needs more work across more groups and social sectors not just the wants of a few counsellors focused 
on a minority few

No comment

231 Support

232 Strongly oppose
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233 Oppose Don't forget that not all residents are under 40 yrs with no medical problems. Not everyone can stand and wait 
for a bus or train, some people do need to use and park a car for daily life and to get to work.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

234 Strongly oppose The wording of the statements are very biased in favour of your scheme. There is NO option to say we don't 
want these measures. We can oppose them but there is no way to say STOP them.

You STS document is very long and boring and I gave up reading it all ... you are not going to engage with your 
residents with questionnaires like this and therefore you are not going to get an overall opinion of us. This is 
why you constantly think you have the support of your residents when actually you don't.

If you implement many of these ideas like you did with the LTN's there will be a lot of dissatisfaction as you DO 
NOT LISTEN to your residents!

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by 
other issues, and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For 
this reason we have given the opportunity to provide open text answers for 
respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being considered 
in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

235 Strongly support

236 Neither support or 
oppose

237 Neither support or 
oppose

238 Support

239 Strongly support

240 Support

241 Oppose There are some points I agree with but I’m afraid you have to work with the car drivers not against them and 
improve the transport with in the area and make greener transport more cheaper and cost effective

Noted. The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real 
choice by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. 

242 Support

243 Support

244 Support

245 Strongly support

246 Support

247 Strongly oppose

248 Oppose

249 Support

250 Strongly oppose

251 Strongly oppose

252 Oppose All I would say listen to all residents before taking any decisions. Noted. Future schemes will be designed and consulted on with members and 
the public before decisions are taken to move forward

253 Strongly oppose

254 Strongly oppose

255 Oppose

256 Neither support or 
oppose

To actually provide a clear view on this would take me about a week of reading and research. The way in which 
this is submitted is not clear nor accessible. Further, I have concerns about the format in which feedback is 
sought and have identified issues with the phrasing of things before clear information is provided and without 
context.

257 Strongly oppose

258 Oppose

259 Neither support or 
oppose
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260 Strongly oppose Please listen to residents views do t steamroller them, please use all methods to engage with residents you can't 
rely just on Facebook to reach the majority of residents, you can't base you decisions on the feedback of maybe 
one or two people in each road..it's unfair and discriminatory again people who don't use social media but who 
would be interested in giving their view if they were aware of your 'schemes'...

In designing the questionnaire we recognised that answers might be qualified by 
other issues, and transport measures are an area where this happens a lot. For 
this reason we have given the opportunity to provide open text answers for 
respondees to provide additional comments, and these are all being considered 
in refining the strategy before it goes forward.

261 Strongly oppose Sutton does not listen to its residents. Most residents fear that this consultation had been put together as as a 
requirement but will go ahead regardless of residents opposition as the council are not representing their 
residents interests.

Noted

262 Strongly oppose

263 Strongly oppose Why?
You haven't listened to residents in the last year so why do I believe you will now?
This survey is still biased and weighted towards the conclusion you want, less cars on the roads!
Where are the options to choose about widening roads, creating extra capacity for cars and more parking 
spaces etc.
This survey will just add to your very poor lack of knowledge on equality impact assessment.
As a disabled resident I shall be complaining as one question made me pick 3 choices when only 1 was suitable 
due to my disabilities. Meaning I had to tick a box on a method of transport I don't use.
Your plans and surveys are all discriminatory.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car. The STS 
establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of the borough’s 
residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people and other 
people who are vulnerable.

264 Strongly oppose Stop the use of parking permits , Allow people to park outside theur houses.  Give priorities to families and 
elderly not cyclists.

Parking charges are covered by the borough's Parking Strategy and are set by 
the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee.

265 Oppose It's a sledgehammer to crack a nut. Noted

266 Strongly oppose

267 Strongly oppose no one appeares to have looked at the negative effect that this strategy WILL have to the point its clear the 
negative effects are being ignored

Noted

268 Strongly oppose

269 Oppose

270 Strongly support

271 Strongly support I’m extremely supportive of this strategy and feel it is long overdue compared to other London boroughs. Noted

272 Strongly support

273 Support

274 Support Please stop prioritising motorists demands over the well-being of residents. Noted

275 Strongly oppose

276 Strongly oppose LBS needs to wait and not rush in. We need to see if their is a shift to home working and people giving up their 
second car.
I have up my car and share the family car.  I have not travelled to London for circa 12 months. My company's 
view on home working has means whole sale changes for many.  Friends also talk of  far less work travel in the 
future

Noted. While we expect that there will be a change in working patterns 
following the Covid-19 pandemic, traffic levels have already risen considerably 
in 2021 and congestion is once again becoming a common issue. While at this 
time we have no way of knowing what future levels would be, promoting 
healthier and more sustainable means of travel remains a key priority regardless 
and future schemes will take account of this.

277 Strongly oppose It is very nieve Noted

278 Support I support the principles but you do need to work with people to include all form of transport including cars to 
make this work, simply driving cars out will kill off the already dwindling high street and it will never recover. 
Encourage less polluting vehicles and combinations of transport to get people in and out of the borough safely 
and efficiently.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

279 Strongly oppose

280 Strongly support Engagement and comms is the key to getting people to support it. Highlighting the impact on health and well-
being of the current ‘use the car for every journey’ culture.

Noted
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281 Neither support or 
oppose

The issue with the strategy is that many of the figures, assumptions do not add up. I worry that there is an 
attitude that all car drivers are lazy sods. Yes there will be some, but there are a lot of people like me who use a 
variety of  transport and feel that as a resident we are being penalised for a few bad drivers. Also its a very 
narrow focus - its only looking at roads rather than wholistically. Traffic has reduced recently not because of any 
LTN or busgate, but because Covid is seeing a lot of people like myself being able to work from home.  How do 
we reduce the need for people to travel, can councils work with businesses to support home/local working 
more.  Also it does not even look at why people are choosing the car - can there be encouragement for "city 
cars" like electric golf buggies, or even those scooters (with proper training).

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents, including those with disabilities. We recognise that not everyone 
can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always accessible. 
However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can use them 
will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as providing 
more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a 
car.

282 Support I think the council have made a right mess over the recent LTNs and have lost some goodwill, I say that as 
someone generally in favour of them.  The strategy needs to include all people, and we need to address the 
elephant in the room which is the sutton incinerator pollution if you want to win the argument over health.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

283 Strongly oppose Instead of adopting anti-car policies, you should adopt pro-car policies aimed at making their use more efficient, 
like using technology to improve road junctions

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

284 Oppose

285 Support

286 Strongly oppose You need to invlove the residents in Sutton because currently you are not Noted

287 Strongly support

288 Strongly support It says all the right things and is a very good first step prior to the introduction of sustainable transport schemes 
and improvements

Noted

289 Strongly oppose

290 Oppose

291 Strongly support

292 Strongly oppose I've said it already but you're being totally biased towards getting people out of their cars in this questionnaire 
and it not a balanced questionnaire but then we have gotten use to this with Sutton Council.

Noted

293 Strongly oppose

294 Strongly oppose

295 Strongly oppose

296 Oppose You have mixed up too many topics. Some items if separated (ie car and pedestrian use) would get very 
different answers, but by having them in the same issue, then people cannot really answer as they have 
differing answers for each part.

Noted

297 Support This strategy is none too radical.  It should be pushed to its limits, not relegated to a top shelf and broadly 
ignored.  DO IT!

Noted

298 Neither support or 
oppose

Please think of the elderly and disabled who need to travel to socialise and who also have spending power for 
the economy

Noted. The draft STS establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of 
the borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people 
and other people who are vulnerable.

299 Oppose

300 Strongly oppose

301 Strongly oppose I would like to wait post covid and when we have had a chance to impact council through elections. Noted. While we expect that there will be a change in working patterns 
following the Covid-19 pandemic, traffic levels have already risen considerably 
in 2021 and congestion is once again becoming a common issue. While at this 
time we have no way of knowing what future levels would be, promoting 
healthier and more sustainable means of travel remains a key priority regardless 
and future schemes will take account of this.

302 Oppose Be realistic about the aspirational nature of residents in the borough in terms of personal car ownership. 
Address road safety measures such as white lining, signage and potholes to ensure that journeys can be made 
safely.

Noted

303 Strongly oppose Can not wait to vote Lib Dem’s and change London mayor No comment
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Respondent no. Overall, Support or 
oppose STS

Comments about the STS Council Response

304 Neither support or 
oppose

I would need to know what the strategy is before supporting or not. LBS have a record of doing what they want 
anyway, despite what people actually want

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

305 Strongly oppose It is an anticar strategy The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

306 Oppose

307 Strongly oppose

308 Neither support or 
oppose

309 Strongly oppose

310 Oppose

311 Neither support or 
oppose

312 Strongly oppose I think the time and money Sutton Council have already wasted on the recent closures tell you already how the 
residents of Sutton Feel.
I think also the lies that have been told and the data that was used speaks volumes.
And some of the councillors involved need to be told that lying about such matters will always end badly and 
need to be held to account.
Any trust we had in the running of this council has long gone.

No comment

313 Strongly oppose Lack of consultation. Noted

314 Strongly oppose Oppose Noted

315 Strongly oppose

316 Strongly oppose Ditto previous comments Noted

317 Oppose This whole survey has been filled with very loaded questions, no doubt to try and get the answers you're looking 
for.

Noted

318 Strongly oppose Don't trust your approach and motivation. Noted

319 Strongly oppose

320 Strongly oppose Absolute rubbish, it will destroy our town, destroy people's livelihoods, people's lives and health by causing so 
much congestion and carbon monoxide. Please go away and don't bring this rubbish for debate again, it's 
despicable.

Noted

321 Oppose

322 Oppose

323 Strongly oppose

324 Strongly oppose CONSULT residents and actually CONSIDER what we say BEFORE doing anything would be a good first step.  You 
have completely lost my trust with the fiasco inflicted on us in recent months.

Noted

325 Strongly oppose Council funds should not be used for councillors vanity projects. No comment

326 Strongly oppose

327 Strongly oppose

328 Strongly oppose I have little faith in the current council leadership & lib dem councillors. The handling of the ltn & school Street 
schemes in the Borough was outrageous. Councillors have either lied about data that is available or have just 
made up that the figures exist (as Cllr. Aberfan has claimed that it existed, but has been unable to provide proof. 
FOI requests by residents have also proved unsuccessful)

No comment

329 Strongly oppose

330 Oppose
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Comments about the STS Council Response

331 Oppose I am very worried about the measures introduced by LBS in the last few months - without consultation.  They 
caused mayhem.  Your proposals caused unnecessary problems , and you seemed totally unwilling to act when 
it was obvious they were not working sensibly.

It would be disastrous to reintroduce them in a few months time, without sensible consultation and discussion.

Noted. The draft STS establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of 
the borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people 
and other people who are vulnerable.

332 Support

333 Oppose Due to your last strategy I have little confidence in how the Council  deals and implements their sustainable 
transport strategy.  It showed no regard for residents impacted by the poor assessment, planning and 
implementation of the strategy.  The authoritarian approach was not appreciated and it left a lot of residents 
asking who actually benefited from it.  No one would listen and take on board comments and pleads from 
residents adversely affected.  I hope there have been lessons learned and not just to do another consultation 
where the comments are going to be ignored.

It is not clear from your response whether you are referring to the previous 
Sustainable Transport Strategy, published in 2015, or a more recent 
consultation. However, given the impact that transport has on all walks of life, 
future schemes and interventions will be subject to detailed consultations 
within a sympathetic timeframe. 

334 Oppose

335 Strongly oppose Because it will be  by your own words you will  push through  your schemes regardless      so if we have positive 
effective plans you still would not listern

Noted 

336 Oppose After the recent LTN debarcle I would be very wary of saying I supported any strategy that did not give full detail 
as to how it would be achieved.  Some members of the current council would take any indication of support as a 
green light to close whole parts of the borough to cars.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

337 Strongly oppose

338 Strongly oppose

339 Support I support the principles, but it needs much stronger proposals for implementation else it will not change 
anything. It will be unpopular with the people who currently use their cars for short journeys, but our response 
to the climate emergency which Sutton Council declared in 2019 means that people are going to have to change 
their behaviour. There is no way to sugar-coat this or pretend it's not going to happen, so the strategy needs an 
element of convincing people and winning hearts and minds. Pretending that you can please everyone is a sure 
route to failure.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

340 Neither support or 
oppose

341 Strongly oppose

342 Strongly support

343 Strongly oppose The Liberal Democrats have proven to be unreliable & undemocratic so I oppose most plans in principal. The so-
called consultations are a farce & no matter what the results show, the council will implement their plans 
regardless of residents’ views or wishes

No comment

344 Strongly oppose Needs to be fairer to everybody and not make it about the cyclist. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

345 Oppose

346 Support i would love to see bold decisions to reduce car use in the borough. Noted

347 Support Controlling  vehicular traffic with speed calming measures eg bumps and 20 mph but not banning it from roads 
causing greater pollution elsewhere.

Noted
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Comments about the STS Council Response

348 Strongly oppose Stop fighting residents and penalising anyone who uses a car.
Your mission statement to restrict travel by car is a direct attack on those that need or want to use a car. That is 
discriminatory and the plans proposed are nothing more than further taxation on the motorist.
They do nothing to tackle climate emergency as they increase automotive output by forcing cars into a single 
areas and normally these are the more socio economically deprived areas, which as Justice Lang said, leads to 
indirect discrimination through increased targeted pollution. 
You are causing extreme mental anguish to me and thousands of others by trying to force these changes upon 
us, by never being honest in consultation about this.

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

349 Support

350 Strongly oppose

351 Strongly oppose

352 Strongly support

353 Oppose

354 Strongly oppose The majority of residents do not want these schemes, why do you not listen? No comment

355 Strongly oppose I hope that after the next council elections there is not a single FibDem councillor left. No comment

356 Strongly oppose

357 Strongly oppose

358 Strongly oppose I do not want to see a return to the chaos the LTNs and the school streets caused across the borough during 
their trials.

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

359 Strongly support

360 Neither support or 
oppose

Fairness to all users including car owners. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

361 Strongly oppose

362 Strongly oppose

363 Oppose Consultation is key and this isn’t what consultation looks like. Noted

364 Strongly oppose Sutton high street will not exist if people have to travel by public transport. It's too wet and cold.   no capacity to 
do a shop for multiple things (we need to be able to make one visit not several. Public transport is time 
consuming and expensive per mile.

Noted

365 Strongly oppose

366 Oppose

367 Oppose

368 Strongly oppose

369 Strongly oppose

370 Strongly oppose

371 Strongly support

372 Support

373 Oppose

374 Oppose

375 Oppose

376 Oppose

377 Support

378 Support The strategy does not go far enough to reach the targets needed. Noted
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Comments about the STS Council Response

379 Strongly oppose

380 Support

381 Support

382 Oppose It's too focused on an agenda rather than improving life for all. The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

383 Oppose

384 Strongly oppose

385 Support

386 Strongly support

387 Oppose

388 Oppose You want to reduce the majority user by forcing through changes that only benefit the minority users - this is a 
totally faulty  endeavour

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

389 Support

390 Not sure

391 Strongly oppose Not a strategy document - no plans - merely a wish list.
A complex repetitive document.
See it as a series of threats against car drivers.
Sources of data reported is questionable at best, and mostly fictional. Census 2011 data- WHAT for heavens 
sake.
LTN introduction went well didn't it? It wasted >£800k of my money to introduce plus >£60k of my money to 
remove. Appalling.
This questionnaire is bordering on illegal. You ask for comments on STS's not on the document itself. Extremely 
confusing. 
Loaded questions hoping residents will agree with principals stated and therefore agreeing to the Strategy. - 
where no plans are associated.

Noted.  

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

392 Strongly support

393 Support

394 Oppose

395 Oppose

396 Strongly support

397 Strongly support

398 Support

399 Oppose
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Comments about the STS Council Response

400 Oppose “LTN”

I only support the increase of transport such as the tram. 

Not to cyclists as that idea failed miserably, along with road closures.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

The Council will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are 
supporting the work of Network Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, 
including the 'South London Metro' proposals to increase frequency and 
capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the reinstatement of twin railway 
tracks to Belmont and increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and 
new acute care hospital.

Cycling has many benefits to individuals, society and the environment. 
Anyone who can make the switch to a different mode of transport is helping to 
address some of the biggest issues facing our communities and freeing up space 
for those who must still travel by car.

401 Strongly support

402 Support

403 Strongly support

404 Support

405 Strongly support

406 Support

407 Support

408 Strongly support Cycles should be lower priority than wheelchairs.

Extend tram.

Make everything wheelchair accessible.

In managing priorities for vulnerable road users the most vulnerable will always 
be accorded a suitable priority. In the case of pedestrians, particularly the 
young, elderly or those with disabilities, this will come above the needs of 
cycling. Under the Equalities Act we are bound to ensure that accessibility is 
promoed and managed as far as possible, and this is vital for road users.

The Council maintains its support for the Sutton Link and will continue to pursue 
an achievable means of delivering what is a vital scheme to improve public 
transport accessibility for Sutton residents, workers and visitors.

409 Strongly support

410 Strongly support

411 Neither support or 
oppose

412 Support Make the options attractive.
Make it easy to park in Sutton centre or have a park and ride - otherwise the high street will die and the centre 
will become horrible

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

413 Oppose

414 Strongly support

415 Support

416 Oppose
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Comments about the STS Council Response

417 Strongly support Need lots of electric charging points for electric cars Noted. The Council is working in 2021 to install a significant number of EV 
chargepoints in the borough, including lamp column units for overnight charging 
and extension of the Source London network. A number of fuel retailers such as 
BP are also now installing rapid chargers on their forecourts. We expect 
however that the changes to legislation for new cars, due to take effect in 2030, 
will see further rapid expansion of the charging network.

418 Oppose

419 Neither support or 
oppose

Too complicated  - simplify the document to get a wider response Noted

420 Strongly oppose It is definitely NOT a strategy policy document. It contains no plans or dates. It is a wish list without any meaning 
or purpose. I cannot for the life of me understand what purpose it serves as it is so obviously a war or cars which 
you deny so how can anyone take it seriously and enter into a meaningful discussion?

As a Supplementary Planning Document, the STS contains planning guidelines 
and objectives that contribute to the targets set out in the Local Plan, The 
London Plan and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, all of which include SMART 
targets. Schemes associated with this will be included in the borough LIP 
programme. The decision to do this is because under the existing STS a separate 
action plan resulted in two lists of targets with different outcomes, leading to 
confusion.
 It is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice by 
providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and 
addressing travel needs for all residents. 

421 Strongly oppose The sooner Lib Dems are out of power the better for Sutton Resident.You have not solved problems but only 
caused them.The money you have wasted on planned drawings on side of Civic centre etc you should not be in 
charged at all

No comment

422 Support

423 Support

424 Strongly support

425 Strongly support

426 Neither support or 
oppose

427 Neither support or 
oppose

It would be encouraging to see progress that also benefits the contributors in the area and not entirely focussed 
on the huge numbers of people that LBS seems hell bet on badging as vulnerable.

The draft STS establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of the 
borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people 
and other people who are vulnerable. 

428 Strongly oppose

429 Strongly oppose

430 Strongly support

431 Oppose

432 Strongly support

433 Strongly oppose You are trying to take away road use without making adequate improvements to alternative means of transport. 
The most beneficial improvement you could make to encourage me to drive less is improve the train network, 
efficiency and cost. I fail to see how Sutton Council is going to be able to achieve that given the trains are run by 
a company that you have no authority over

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents, and this will include the borough's own neetworks as well as 
working with and lobbying public transport operators. We recognise that not 
everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is not always 
accessible. However, facilitating greater use of these modes for those that can 
use them will result in reduced congestion and improved air quality as well as 
providing more pleasant and reliable journeys for those who have no option but 
to use a car.

434 Neither support or 
oppose

It is fine as a wish list. It does not contain any actions to achieve anything. Noted. The Council monitors data across a wide range of local issues, from air 
quality and congestion to child poverty, public health, flooding, education and 
deprivation. The Sustainable Transport Strategy does not identify/propose exact 
scheme locations at this time, but where particular challenges arise in more 
local areas, we will commission much more detailed local surveys to identify 
what, if any, sustainable transport measures might help.
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Comments about the STS Council Response

435 Support

436 Oppose I suggest you listen to the residents of Sutton.  I believe the majority of residents would support improving the 
environment but not in the way that traffic measures have been implemented over the past few months.  The 
cycle lanes implemented in Throwley Way and St Nicholas Way were a complete waste of time and money.  I 
also believe that LTNs will result in them becoming areas for burglaries and drug dealing.

Noted

437 Support
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Comments about the STS Council Response

438 (Part 1 of 2) Strongly oppose I understand the policy is to move people away from cars and get them using other forms of transport, however 
this is a choice for residents to make not for the council to dictate to residents. There are a whole host of 
different plans/schemes and consultations in Sutton currently that aim to discriminate against its residents as 
follows:-

Carers
Vulnerable
Elderly
Disadvantaged/Low Income Families
Single Parent Families
Women
People with medical problems not defined by normal parameters
Working Parents
Workers and Residents

You have to look at the whole demographic of people in Sutton and not a portion, by consulting online, issuing 
notices on a select few lamp posts and advertising in the local guardian of which mot people no longer have 
delivered. is in itself discriminating against those people who have not been out through shielding who are not 
on line through age or financial hardships and who do not have the time to navigate a website looking for 
consultations which are hidden from sight, not every person is tech savvy ! 

I understand the need to reduce emissions and can be achieved by improving the current unmanaged, 
unmaintained, unlit and poorly maintained cycle routes, I have cycled through the borough and some routes are 
met with low hanging branches, lack of lighting, muddy trails, poor signage/markings, cracked surfaces and an 
inability to get from A-Z on the best roads for cyclists. One of my niggles is that if you want people to cycle to 
work, then there must be a facility to shower, maybe suggest addressing business rates to companies that install 
these facilities and offer lockers for those wanting to keep clothing/uniforms at work. I cycled for 20 years to my 
offices who had these facilities but most women will not want to do this if there is no options to change or 
shower or dress. My current company promotes cycling with the various cycle schemes offered by the 
Government. Great schemes and should be promoted better through our council, however there has to be a 
benefit to the business too.

The demographic that you seem to be aiming these schemes at are typically the more privileged male 
population and if you are not in this category tough luck you don’t count!! Which is in itself a disgrace. You ask 
residents to change their habits to reduce emissions, fair enough but then in the next breath Sutton council sign 
a contract to take all of Kingston’s waste to the Beddington Incinerator which is not fit for purpose and will 
automatically increase heavy vehicles producing more emission and then burning 24x7 and filling our air with 
even more pollutants as well as still having to dispose of harmful bottom ash. If the council really thought the 
environment and sustainable transport policy through properly it should address what they are doing increasing 
pollution and not penalise the residents by trying to counteract their short comings stopping use of a car to go 
about their daily lives. There is a lack of correct information of air quality, there is a lack of data on road safety 
and a lack of “proper consultation” with residents. I am aware that cycling groups have been consulted 
regarding plans to adapt the roads for the 4% increase in cyclist you want to achieve, however I am also aware 
that the bike ability schemes were reduced to a 2 hour session and not available to all children, this again is not 
promoting safe cycling and making it dangerous to the next generation. We need to address cycling schemes, 
increase the bike ability schemes for all children this in turn will foster a better response from parents wanting 
to cycle with their children to school. We need to look at returning cyclist schemes or beginners for adults, the 
ones offered online by the council is counterproductive no one can learn practical skills online. There is a cycling 
group in Nonsuch but this is poorly advertised and not very well attended due to the lack of focus in enabling 
people to want to learn from experts, all the council have done is pitted resident against residents but both 
have a common grievance with these schemes and the way they are presented by the council. The council needs 
to look internally and consider what they actually are trying to do, I suspect some people are biased , a little like 
the consultations and their target market. In short the council must listen must consult and must start working 
with all residents in Sutton.

Noted. The draft STS establishes a pathway for enhancing the quality of life of 
the borough’s residents of all ages, but especially children, families, older people 
and other people who are vulnerable, by:

● Increasing the safety of our roads and streetspace.

● Improving the health of residents by making it easier to walk and cycle, 
including our access to green spaces in the borough, such as parks and the 
Wandle Trail.

● Contributing to key aspects of our latest Environment Strategy and Climate 
Emergency Response Plan, in particular improving air quality.

● Improving the accessibility of public transport for people with disabilities, and 
offering enhanced age- and dementia-friendly travel options.

● Setting out clearly in one place our expectations of developers in terms of 
their role in bringing sustainable transport benefits to the borough’s residents.
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Comments about the STS Council Response

438 (Part 2 of 2) Strongly oppose Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and School Streets create more emissions with traffic sat on arterial roads also 
affecting the speed in which blue light services can attend incidents and the speed in which our bus and 
transport services can get from point A to B, these are not effective as per the previous attempts last year 
showed. This displaced traffic onto other ill equipped roads also meaning other routes are clogged and traffic at 
a standstill increasing pollution on those roads, as we know air travels so reducing emission from LTNs will 
increase emissions to other roads and then the air travels back over. LTNS also reduce the traffic flow meaning 
those roads could be subject to Anti Social Behaviour and for those households on those routes feeling unsafe in 
their own roads as well as increasing journey times meaning even more emissions.

You mention a hierarchy of road users, there should be no hierarchy, all road users are key no matter what 
mode of transport they chose this is a personal choice and cannot be dictated otherwise you take away our 
rights as citizens. To consider a car user last in all of your plans and schemes actually creates more problems, the 
roads are roads and therefore designed for “vehicles” (Cycles, Two Wheeled Motor, Public Transport, 
Pedestrian, cars and vans) to proceed from one destination to another. You also note the reduction in traffic 
through COVID, the obvious reason is we are in lockdown and working from home, when we return back to 
normal the requirement to drive may naturally increase, most people will now be classed as mobile workers 
therefore carrying their office, to cycle or walk may need to be readdressed having extra equipment in tow and 
may not be possible. You also make an assumption (incorrectly)  that local travel/shorter journeys will increase 
with the longer effects of Covid for people working locally or at home, if we are working from home we are not 
travelling by the nature of your statement so have automatically reduced car usage by your own projections.

I noted you mentioned a reduction is cars from 1999 in section 1.9  so I am unsure why you are trying to reduce 
this further if there has been a natural decline, you seem to assume it will suddenly increase with a population 
increase however by your own statement again you have contradicted this. The population has increased 
however since 1999 car travel has reduced.  In effect looking at the trends you have produced if you do nothing 
the dependency on motor vehicles will continue to decline even though the populations is increasing with 
people being less reliant on cars, however cars are essential and will remain essential for people to go about 
their lives.

I do agree with speed restrictions to 20MPH but these also need to be enforced whether with cameras/fines 
with chicanes or additional toucan and pedestrian crossings these are natural speed limiters and offer the ability 
for cyclists and pedestrians safe places to cross the roads. This will also naturally move traffic to other roads 
where they can cope with higher levels of cars.

There are a flaws in your proposed plans with several contradictions. The target market you are looking at will 
automatically discriminate against others, the plans need to include all road users not be bias toward cyclist and 
pedestrians. I suggest you revisit your plans with regards to roads, the roads are not the problem the residents 
are not the problem the whole way the council is looking at their schemes and implementation is the problem. I 
am happy to discuss further on a possible un biased solution to the transport network and sustainability and 
how we can actually all have an impact on the environment.

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

439 Strongly oppose

440 Neither support or 
oppose

441 Strongly support If you build more houses in Sutton you should also expect that car usage will also go up. Right planning is always 
necessary.

Noted

442 Strongly support

443 Not sure This document is packed with good intentions but so many of these type of document remain just good 
intentions. Planners just carry on as usual . Any new development never puts these into practice.

Noted

444 Strongly support

445 Neither support or 
oppose

446 Strongly support
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Comments about the STS Council Response

447 Strongly support

448 Not sure

449 Strongly support

450 Support

451 Strongly support

452 Strongly support

453 Support It's a bit airy fairy at the moment.  I want specific detail of measures with maps so I can see what is proposed.

I agree there should be more trains on the Loop p.h.

I hope this is not a way for Sutton to introduce more permit parking, which I see as a way Sutton makes money, 
and makes areas difficult for visitors to park.

I STRONGLY OBJECT TO ALL OF THOSE PERSONAL QUESTIONS YOU ASK.  THEY ARE TOTALLY IRRELEVANT TO 
ANSWERING THIS SURVEY.  AGE GROUP IS ONE THING BUT SEXUAL ORIENTATION, ETHNICITY,  BIRTH GENDER, 
RECENT PREGNANCY AND MARITAL STATUS ETC ARE NOBODY'S BUSINESS.  I THINK IT OUTRAGEOUS THAT YOU 
ARE ASKING THESE QUESTIONS, ESPECIALLY AS THIS IS A TRAFFIC SURVEY.

The Council monitors data across a wide range of local issues, from air quality 
and congestion to child poverty, public health, flooding, education and 
deprivation. The draft Sustainable Transport Strategy does not identify/propose 
exact scheme locations at this time, but where particular challenges arise in 
more local areas, we will commission much more detailed local surveys to 
identify what, if any, sustainable transport measures might help.

Parking permits are covered by the Council's Parking team.

The additional questions within the survey are purely optional and are related to 
the council's commitment to equality. Responses are not mandatory

454 Strongly support

455 Neither support or 
oppose

456 Strongly oppose

457 Strongly oppose

458 Not sure

459 Neither support or 
oppose

I feel that it is opposing cars etc but if transport can be properly provided economically and to where people 
want to go at times people need and want to travel then people would automatically be likely to gravitate 
towards public transport. There needs to be a balance and this is not coming across it presents as biased from 
car driving. Car drivers drive normally because they need to and not because they want to. If transport was 
suitable for where people needed at suitable times then it would get used more. 
To give an example my daughter in year 7 could in theory get a school bus from north Cheam queen Victoria to 
Epsom and Ewell high.  But given the pandemic situation the school breakfast club is not open so she would 
arrive at school just after 7.20 am but is currently not able until situation returns to normal to enter school until 
8am this means hanging around outdoors in all weather conditions and possibly putting her safety at risk when 
normal school hours resume post pandemic this will be a possible route as well as s3 to Worcester park station 
and then getting that school bus which gets in at 8.10 am which she can connect With from childminders

The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

460 Strongly support

461 Strongly support

462 Neither support or 
oppose

Everything seems to be saying the car is bad whereas this is often the only realistic option for so many reasons.   
It should be a choice to use sustainable transport rather than a forced method of transport.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

463 Strongly oppose

464 Strongly support

465 Strongly support Sutton has the highest levels of car ownership in London, it's streets are congested and dangerous. It shames 
the borough

Noted
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466 Strongly oppose Lovely expensive presentation for the consultation. So lengthy most ratepayers won’t bother to complete or 
read fully. 
Lots of extra control  for the council. We need less Government not more.

The Sustainable transport Strategy is intended first and foremost as a policy 
structure and planning guidance document for members, developers and 
residents to help improve sustainable transport options in the borough. The 
breadth of subject matter means that there is a large amount of information 
and guidelines contained within it that would otherwise have been spread over 
a number of separate strategies and plans.

Without action, future traffic volumes may get much worse than before the 
COVID-19 crisis. We must act now to create more space for local people to use 
sustainable transport (like walking, or cycling) as well as public transport, both 
while capacity has been limited during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the 
future, rather than turning to private motor vehicles. 

467 Support

468 Strongly support

469 Support Think it is detailed, but could be more ambitious. 
The LTN hasty removal has not helped!

Noted. Low Traffic Neighbourhoods are just one of many potential sustainable 
transport measures that could be used in the future, such as junction 
improvements, better plans for construction, delivery and servicing facilities, 
School Streets, public realm enhancements, better bus/rail interchange facilities 
and improved safety and accessibility.

470 Strongly support

471 Support

472 Oppose Because all you views are loaded against people motorists of this borough The draft STS is not about being anti-car. This is about giving people real choice 
by providing attractive and practical alternatives to the private car. This is about 
becoming a cleaner, safer and more environmentally-friendly Borough, and 
addressing travel needs for all residents. 

473 Oppose

474 Support Please keep me updated.  Very happy to meet virtually to discuss aspects. Noted

475 Not sure I think more could be done to improve air quality and reduce carbon emissions but it is definitely a step in the 
right direction

Noted

476 Strongly support Just, keep up the good work! Would be great to see Sutton become a borough that is less reliant on cars in the 
near-future.

Noted

477 Support

478 Neither support or 
oppose

479 Neither support or 
oppose

480 Strongly support

481 Support

482 Not sure Jesus get people to write in plain English!
This is impenetrable language and presentation used in your survey. 

Communicate clearly to your residents

Noted

483 Strongly support It says all the right things and is a very good step prior to the introduction of sustainable transport schemes and 
improvements in accessible transport

Noted

484 Strongly support N/A

485 Oppose

486 Support

487 Neither support or 
oppose

488 Strongly support
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489 Strongly support Might it be possible to publicise the key points to have come out of this consultation on the Strategy, provided 
anonymously of course?

As with all key planning documents, a report of comments made and our 
responses to each comment is included in the report to the relevant committee. 
Copies of the report wil be available on the council website.

490 Support

491 Strongly support

492 Oppose

493 Strongly support

494 Support

495 Strongly support

496 Strongly support

497 Neither support or 
oppose

498 Strongly support

499 Not sure Completely unrealistic to assume that car journeys made by over 5s can all be considered in thr figures for 
possible cycle journeys

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for 
all residents. We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the 
public transport network is not always accessible. However, facilitating greater 
use of these modes for those that can use them will result in reduced 
congestion and improved air quality as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car.

500 Strongly support The best chance of getting trams to Sutton is to use the DLR approach - build a bit, then add to it. Smaller capital 
projects stand more chance of getting started.  Once up and running, the scheme can be expanded.  
To start, bid for trams between Sutton and Belmont. Then bid to go north as far as Rosehill.  Finally, complete 
the route to Collier's Wood when more money is available.

The development of the Sutton Link extension has been considered by TfL. The 
proposed second phase between Sutton and Belmont is extremely challenging 
due to the existing homes and road network, and so consultation so far has 
been about the route between Colliers Wood and Sutton. 
The Council will continue to lobby for the Sutton Link scheme and are 
supporting the work of Network Rail and TfL on the London Rail Strategy, 
including the 'South London Metro' proposals to increase frequency and 
capacity of rail services. Part of this includes the reinstatement of twin railway 
tracks to Belmont and increased frequency to serve the London Cancer Hub and 
new acute care hospital.

501 Strongly support

502 Support

503 Strongly support

504 Strongly support

505 Oppose I understand you need to underpin the London plan and Department of transport plans .  However a radical 
overhaul of people living here will be needed to achieve the desired goals . The schools that exist here.  
Persuade major employers to move out of Central London, Croydon, Kingston, Guildford etc to move into Sutton 
!

Noted

506 Oppose

507 Support

508 Support

509 Oppose See my previous comments
In order to get more cars off the roads the alternative options need to be viable, ie more regular busses, clear 
and safe pavements and cycle lanes.

Any behaviour modification will be better from positive reinforcement than punishment, so far  I have only seen 
you use the punishment option. 
This will take time to
1. To do a through consultation
2. Do properly
Much more than you are willing to give so it will no doubt cause the LBS motorist hassle, agrivation,  longer 
journeys and feel victimised again

Noted. Consultation is of course a key consideration going forward, and we 
make it clear that it is vital to learn from the experience of the School Street and 
LTN schemes to ensure that future measures and proposals are consulted on 
effectively and developed.
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510 Strongly support

511 (Part 1 of 2) Strongly support 1: Many of the concepts set out in the new, revised, Sustainable Transport Strategy (now with Supplementary 
Planning Document status) are welcome. However, any confidence that this new document will actually make 
any difference (difference for the better) is low. Without knowing the outcomes of the previous (existing) 
strategy - i.e. what worked, what did not work, what targets were met, and why some targets were not met - 
why should anyone have hope for this last policy variant? Updates to the 2015 STS were provided through the 
E&N Committee in June 2016, June 2017, June 2018, and then October 2019 (the delay in 2019 as a result of the 
additional time taken/required by the E&N to discuss the Parking Strategy - so much for the Road User 
Hierarchy)! No report, as far as I am aware ,at any point during 2020 (Covid-19). So six years, and four updates.

2: Furthermore, and this is a real concern, not one of our 54 elected representatives as members of the six local 
committees, asked a question along the lines of "what happened with the 2015 STS?" when this new, 2021, 
draft strategy was discussed at those meetings during the first months of 2021. Not one. This was despite the 
fact that the 2.2% target for cycling for 2017 has not been met (the reported figure for 2016/17-2018/19 - which 
was only made known through this draft strategy - being 1.1%). Did any members/councillors ask why? No. Is 
the target (that was set in 2013) of 4% by 2025 still valid? Who knows? No one asked, so presumably no one 
cares. During the six local committee meetings (and I cap my hat to the officers who  participated at each event) 
very few councillors gave any positive support for the document at all. I was intrigued to hear, as part of the 
presentation, that the reason there is no delivery plan attached to the 2021 STS was cited as being due to 
"confusion and duplication" between the 2015 STS and the LIP. Duplication I can understand. After all, 
duplication would suggest what was being delivered through the LIP was in-line with the STS. On the other 
hand, confusion could suggest that the councillors had not read the STS, were not up to speed with the contents 
(perhaps more pre-occupied with hanging baskets and Christmas lights, or dare I say, parking) and, therefore, 
flustered through a lack of understanding. Answers on a postcard.

3: There are many good and useful facts hidden away amongst the 106-page document, but I think it would be 
fair to say that the document does make for a particularly compelling read. Even with an interest in the subject, I 
found it dry and hard work work. The Foreword by Cllr Manuel Abellan is excellent, and sets the scene. But the 
document could benefit from a summary. The placement of visual graphics (infographics) outlining, and 
consolidating, key considerations would be extremely useful too.

A suggested tagline for the title:

"Sustainable Transport Strategy  2020-2025. Forging a new direction for Sutton, with an ambition to deliver a 
more viable transport mix and provide more mobility options for everyone. This is strategy with a focus on 
delivering healthier and happier residents, joyful journeys, and a better borough". 

An Executive Summary, could start something along the lines of:

"The resident population in Sutton is projected to increase by 5.6% between 2019 and 2029 (see page 18). To 
avoid a resultant increase in traffic congestion, this strategy sets the direction of travel to achieve a reduction in 
the total number of vehicle miles travelled in the borough, inline with the Mayor’s 2018 Transport Strategy, of 
at least 5% (but ideally 10%) between 2021 and 2041 (see page 93). Modelling by TfL indicates that without 
action there is the expectation that traffic will increase, along with a significant decrease in average vehicle 
speeds across the road network.  To achieve this traffic reduction outcome, the focus within this revised 
strategy is on enabling residents to have meaningful, comfortable, safe and attractive alternatives to driving, 
especially for their day-to-day journeys within the borough. 

Thank you for your comments, which are noted. As mentioned elsewhere, a 
closure report on the old STS will be produced when the new STS is in place. The 
previous Strategy was reported on an annual basis up until October 2019, with 
preparation for the new document commencing. Reports on 2020 activity, as 
with other Council business, has been delayed or reconsidered due to the 
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Your suggestions for references to a number of recent publications are noted. A 
number of these, such as Local Transport Note 1/20, were published while the 
draft STS was in preparation and so were not included in the draft, but are now 
being included in the final document. On Gear Change, the Active Travel Fund 
was not available to London boroughs as TfL was subject to separate funding 
arrangements vis the Streetspace programme.
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511 (Part 2 of 2) Strongly support This is ambitious and challenging, but in the context that around half of all journeys currently made by car are 
under 5km in length (page xx) and Sutton has the highest potential for journeys by cycle than any other London 
borough (see page xx) it is an aspiration to aspire too. Furthermore, travelling actively can be a good way to 
keep you fit. Did you know, for example, that only 28% of Sutton’s residents currently spend at least two ten-
minute periods walking or cycling each day. The ambition is to see this increase to 36% by 2021, and to 70% by 
2041. 

Although this strategy is for the short-term (2021-2026) we owe it to the borough’s future residents to set a 
long-term outlook. Our vision statement is set out on page 12, and includes enabling smarter travel choices, 
including implementing infrastructure which supports the use of walking, cycling and public transport and 
reduces dependence on the private car, particularly for local trips. This is why the road user hierarchy that 
prioiritises walking and cycling over non-local through traffic, which was established in our 2015 strategy is again 
at the forefront of our vision (page 15). In July 2019, the London Borough of Sutton declared a climate 
emergency (see page 10). So, if now is not the time to have the discussions and to act, when is? This is a journey 
we look forward to taking, and we hope you will too. There are certainly many challenges (page 18).  Working 
together, and with your help, we can make the case to ensure support from the Mayor of London and from 
Government to make Sutton an even better place to live, work, go to school and visit. We can aim high for 
Sutton, so let's do it!

4: The strategy would greatly benefit from references to the cycle infrastructure design publication Local 
Transport Note 1/20 (DfT, 2020). (It recognised that the Sutton Public Realm Design Guide Supplementary 
Planning Document (adopted January 2020) is mentioned under specific objectives for walking and cycling - 
more to do with palette and materials to use) as is TfL’s ‘Accessible Bus Stop Design Guidance’) and there is the 
phrase ‘design streetscapes that accord with Healthy Streets principles’ (p64, powered two-wheelers), and 
Travel Plan Statement (p82), but the absence of LTN1/20 is a definite oversight in my view).

Also, it is a stark omission that there is no reference in the new STS to ‘Gear Change: a bold vision for walking 
and cycling’ (DfT, July 2020). This major document, relating to the Government's cycling and walking plan for 
England and the announcement in May 2020 of a £2bn of new funding for walking and cycling (heralded as a six-
fold increase in dedicated funding) includes the following statements: 

**** “Consideration of the opportunities to improve provision for cycling will be an expectation of any future 
local highway schemes funded by Government”; 

**** “Largely cosmetic interventions which bring few or no benefits for cycling or walking will not be funded 
from any cycling or walking budget; 
 
**** “Bringing it all together — Making the case for change to get schemes delivered”. 

The Prime Minster also states in 'Gear Change': “People want the radical change we are committing to in this 
strategy, and we politicians shouldn't be afraid to give it to them”. 

(In 2015, I co-authored a response, on behalf of the London Cycling Campaign borough group Get Sutton Cycling 
to the consultation on the emerging STS at the time. Much of the contents of that response ‘Time to make the 
case and rise to the challenges’ would also be applicable this time around. I would like two say we have come 
along way since 2015, but the truth is we haven’t).

5: In short, where is the ambition, the high-level vision in the STS? Something bolder is required. The “all too 
difficult” approach, the “safety in numbers” approach (also referred to as the “Harrow hasn’t done anything, 
Bexley hasn’t deliver, Havering is hovering, Hillingdon is stalling, Wandsworth is standing its ground, so why 
should Sutton do anything?” approach) needs to be consigned to the annals of history.  These excuses will only 
be highlighted by future generations as weakness on the part of the councillors and council officers tasked with 
delivery in the here and now. It is time to step up to the plate and, to quote a reported recent comment from 
the Prime Minster in relation to the delivery of low traffic neighbourhoods, “crack on”.
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512 Strongly support

513 Support For any strategy to be successful, it is vital to keep residents in the know and their views valued. Schemes like 
school street while looked great on surface, wasn't welcomed by the residents of the street due to shifting of 
trouble from school Street to just outside the school street. Also, with more restrictions imposed the general 
population will naturally oppose such schemes so it will be good to hear about less restrictive measures.

Noted. Consultation is of course a key consideration going forward, and we 
make it clear that it is vital to learn from the experience of the School Street and 
LTN schemes to ensure that future measures and proposals are consulted on 
effectively and developed.

514 Strongly oppose

515 Neither support or 
oppose
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516 I would officially like to lodge my official objection and complaint regarding the Sustainable Transport Strategy 2020-2025. Please send a 
reference number by email. 

I take offence to the statement in your document titled Sustainable Transport Strategy 2020-2025 in regards to low traffic neighbourhoods 
"children can play outside, neighbours can catch up and walking and cycling will be the natural choice." 

I live on Ruskin Dr which has already been devastated by your so called Low traffic neighbourhood. We now have the majority of displaced traffic 
from shutting down Browning Ave to make a Quietway cycling path that no one wants for the sake of 5 cyclists at peak time (I have video 
footage over several days and several months if you would like to see this before you simply scoff). Yet you send hundreds more cars down my 
street, affecting the value of my house, making Ruskin dangerous and putting my children at risk due to the pollution that you have now caused 
from the idling cars that are now queued to get out of the street. 

My children cannot play outside. My children cannot cycle on our street. I fear for my children crossing my street or even walking on the 
sidewalk.

I take offence to the statement "Crossing main roads should no longer present a hostile barrier to walking and cycling, and access to services, 
transport connections, shopping and employment opportunities will be convenient."

For the same reasons as stated above, your LTN has made Ruskin Dr a hostile barrier to walking and cycling.

You have stated several times that the aim of the LTN is to funnel more people down the main road. So how will this make crossing it less 
hostile? Essentially you have just made trying to cross Cheam Common Rd to get to Cheam Infant even more dangerous. With no crossing 
guard/lollipop man there for 10 MONTHS now and a serious accident nearby in August 2020, Sutton Council is already negligent for putting 
Worcester Park children in danger. 

In regards to you stating LTNs will make life more convenient:  

I require for grocery shopping for a family of four -- therefore this is not convenient
I require a car for working (unlike the councillors) I cannot simply ride a bike or walk there -- therefore this is not convenient
I require a car to take my son to special therapy and services as Sutton has failed SEN children--therefore this is not convenient
       
As Cllrs Batt and Heffernan will know, I run the Worcester Park Contact the Elderly group with elderly guests all over Sutton. Myself and my 
volunteers require a car to collect them. Please tell me how you expect my 90 year old guests to walk or cycle to these events? During this 
pandemic, myself and my volunteers have had to take care of our elderly guests who do not have family by delivering groceries or running 
errands etc which requires a car.

By creating this LTN you have brought misery, stress and anxiety to everyone in the surrounding area.  You have not consulted and have been 
discriminatory to  the elderly and disabled. You have not done any research in regards to how these LTNs will affect the residents and the ward 
and continue to ignore us, ignore pollution monitoring results and serious accidents that have occurred as a direct result of your LTN.

Once again, I officially object to the Sustainable Transport Strategy 2020-2025.

Thank you for your comments, which are noted. The Council originally created its Streetspace 
programme which consisted of 5 LTN schemes and 13 School Streets, set up under an 
Experimental Traffic Management Order (ETMO) based on two 'Streetspace' policy 
documents issued by TfL to all London Boroughs and used in support of the creation of 
ETMOs.
On 20 January 2021, the High Court issued a judgement against Transport for London (TfL) 
regarding a scheme in Bishopsgate, City of London, within its “Streetspace'' programme.The 
Court quashed the ETMO and also, significantly, the two 'Streetspace' policy documents 
issued by TfL. Following this judgement, which has since been overturned on appeal, the 
Council took urgent legal advice about its Safer Active Greener Streets programme (which 
had been developed and implemented following the TfL policy documents). Given the 
uncertainty this left us with at that time, the Environment and Sustainable Transport 
Committee decided on 11th February to conclude the programme. 

However, in doing so, the Council agreed to take account of, and reflect, ongoing concerns 
from residents about various environmental issues across the borough, and is adopting a 
new approach to Safer and Healthier Streets and neighbourhood place-making. This will 
include a longer and more comprehensive consultation process with local members, 
residents, businesses and schools on future measures.

The draft STS does make it clear that our intention is to address travel needs for all residents. 
We recognise that not everyone can walk or cycle, and that the public transport network is 
not always accessible. However, in order to better manage the borough road network it is 
vital to facilitate greater use of these modes for those that can use them. By doing so will 
result in reduced congestion and improved air quality, as well as providing more pleasant and 
reliable journeys for those who have no option but to use a car or van. Safer cycle and 
walking facilities also benefit those who would like to do so but are concerned for their own 
safety, and indeed many people without impaired mobility carry on walking and cycling into 
later life where they feel safer and more confident.

517 The LA needs to be much more proactive and much less reactive in relation to traffic management around both primary and 
secondary schools. One of my primary concerns is that time and again restrictions are not agreed outside schools – mine being one 
of them – which therefore allows parents to park with impunity, disrupting local residents and encouraging poor habits. 
Other Boroughs have had more wide ranging policies where timed related exclusions for parking are the norm, rather than on a case 
by case basis and I hope this is given more consideration as part of this strategy.

Thank you for your comments, which are noted. The Council is adopting a new approach to 
Safer and Healthier Streets and neighbourhood place-making, which includes a programme 
to implement School Street schemes at 11 schools, with opportunities for other schools in 
future. As part of this it is vital to engage with schools, parents and residents  to ensure that 
the schemes are designed in an appropriate way to suit the locality, therefore there is no 
specific 'one size fits all' approach. 
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518 (Part 1 of 2) Thank you for your email of 14 January 2021 inviting comments on the above document.

Historic England supports the Government’s goal for the delivery of a sustainable transport system at the national, regional, and local 
level. As the Government’s advisor on the historic environment Historic England is keen to ensure that the protection and 
enhancement of the historic environment is incorporated at all stages and levels of the transport planning process. This includes the 
formulation of strategic transport policy and plans, the implementation of individual projects, and the on-going management of the 
road network.

Historic England welcomes the opportunity to comment on Local Transport Plans due to:

the role the historic environment can play in influencing a plan’s objectives, as for example tackling traffic congestion in historic towns 
and cities;
the potential direct and indirect impact of a plan’s proposals and programmes on historic remains, features, sites, townscapes, and 
landscapes; and
the opportunities for new transport measures to promote and enhance access to and enjoyment of the historic environment. 

In view of the breadth of coverage of the Sustainable Transport Strategy, Historic England is unable to provide detailed comments on 
every part of the plan. Instead this statement sets out some generally applicable guidelines. Historic England recommends that these 
are fully taken into account as part of the process of identifying and appraising the transport  in the Sustainable Transport Strategy, 
and in guiding the detailed design and implementation at later stages.

A holistic approach to delivering local transport can also bring about benefits for the historic environment; these in turn can have 
wider benefits such as community cohesion and regeneration. Historic England would support solutions and programmes that 
minimise the impacts of transport on the natural environment, heritage and landscape and that seek solutions that deliver long-term 
environmental benefits. We would also support integration of transport solutions into streetscape and the public realm, particularly in 
historically sensitive locations such as conservation areas and within the setting of listed buildings and other heritage assets (e.g. 
registered parks and gardens).

Reuse of Existing Structures
Historic England generally welcomes proposals for the reuse of existing structures either for the reinstatement of public transport 
provision or the introduction of new transport proposals, as for example the restoration and conversion of disused railway lines as 
cycling and walking routes. In the design and implementation of such schemes, however, the presence of historic features and 
structures should be identified and their retention made an integral part of the project. Where structures such as historic bridges are 
subject to listing, special consideration should be given to their repair and restoration either as part of a proposal or wider 
maintenance programmes.

Traffic Calming and Management
In preparing the Sustainable Transport Strategy it should be recognised that schemes associated with traffic calming and 
management can affect the character and appearance of historic features and areas. A well-designed scheme provides an 
opportunity to enhance the historic environment, by removing unnecessary street clutter, restoring historic features, and reducing the 
dominance of motorised traffic. However, the introduction of poorly designed and sited infrastructure and signage, and the use of 
inappropriate materials can be detrimental to the local area. In the design and implementation of all transport schemes, the 
underlying aim should be to ensure that the proposed measures are integrated sensitively into the surrounding townscape or 
landscape so that local character is reinforced rather than Eroded.

Historic England’s guidance on public realm in historic locations, ‘Streets for All’, which has been developed in conjunction with the 
Department for Transport, includes practical case studies and can be viewed at: https://historicengland.org.uk/images-
books/publications/streets-for-all-london/.

It should be remembered that wider transport management strategies and measures can bring about benefits for the historic 
environment as well as the more usually cited benefits.

Reducing the need to travel, providing more information, and promoting alternatives to car travel can all help to reduce the pressure 
on the historic environment.

Thank you for your helpful comments. As the STS does not set out detailed proposals for 
particular schemes, we intend that any schemes coming forward will be guided by existing 
design guidance including Streets for All, Healthy Streets, the Sutton Town Centre Design 
Guide and others, which will take into account the historic environment as well as any local 
or national listings, conservation restrictions and other measures.
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518 (Part 2 of 2) Design
The Sustainable Transport Strategy should incorporate overarching design principles. In many cases the cumulative impact of 
smaller scale projects on the character and appearance of an area can be as damaging as larger schemes. Good design principles 
should aim to ensure that all proposed programmes and schemes respect and seek to enhance the character, appearance and local 
distinctiveness of urban and rural areas. This should involve conserving distinctive heritage features in situ, reinstating them where 
appropriate, ensuring the sympathetic design and siting of new street furniture (including lighting), and promoting the use and, where 
appropriate, re-use of local natural materials.

Detailed features such as materials, street furniture, signage, lighting, and roadside trees can all make an important contribution to 
the appearance and character of Conservation Areas. ‘Streets for All’ sets out general principles for such features with the aim of 
reducing clutter, co-ordinating design and reinforcing local character.

Consultations
Historic England strongly advises that the County Council’s conservation and archaeological staff, and those in the respective 
boroughs and districts, are closely involved throughout the preparation and implementation of the Sustainable Transport Strategy. 
They are best placed to advise on local historic environment issues and priorities, including the relevant Historic Environment 
Record; how transport solutions can be tailored to minimise potential adverse impacts on the historic environment; the nature and 
design of any required mitigation measures; and opportunities for securing wider benefits for the future conservation and 
management of historic assets.

Summary
English Heritage recommends that the Sustainable Transport Strategy incorporates the following:

A holistic approach to the historic environment encompassing designated and nondesignated aspects, as well as the wider 
landscape and townscape;
A clear understanding and recognition of locally significant aspects of the historic
environment, in addition to national designations;
A comprehensive appraisal of the potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the historic environment through the SEA/SA 
process;
A consideration of the opportunities for measures to improve the conservation and future maintenance of the historic environment, as 
well as its use and enjoyment;
A set of overarching design principles which seek to ensure that all programmes and schemes respect and reinforce local character 
and distinctiveness; and
An integral programme of on-going liaison with local conservation officers and archaeological staff.

These comments are based on the information provided by you at this time and for the avoidance of doubt does not reflect our 
obligation to advise you on, and potentially object to, any specific development proposal which may subsequently arise from this or 
later versions of the plan and which may, in our view, have adverse effects on the historic environment.

519 Thank you for consulting us on the above document. Our highways team have reviewed the document and subsequently do not have 
any comments to make. 

Noted

520 I am writing in connection with the proposal to make the footpath that runs from the end of Knockholt Close through to Bradley Close 
into a formal (blue signposted) Cycle Route. My husband is disabled and we use this footpath very frequently. This is our access to 
both Station Road shops and Belmont station. We are already frequently confronted with cyclists who rather regard this footpath as 
their right of way.

Making this a formal cycle route I regard as highly dangerous, particularly in the event that electrically assisted cycles and possibly 
electric scooters could also use this pathway. It is far better that the route travels along the existing route of Sevenoaks Close.

Thank you for your comments. We have noted your concerns and they will be considered 
when reviewing this route.

The proposed route is a quiet route linking Belmont to Sutton Town Centre via Overton Park. 
Proposals are still at an aspirational stage, however please be assured that we would 
undertake a public consultation with residents, the residents association and other 
stakeholders if / when this route becomes a priority.
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521 Comments on Strategic Transport Strategy SPD

1 P18 comments that the London Cancer Hub will give rise to 13,000 new jobs including 6,000 in construction. Although the total number of jobs 
forecast is the same, the breakdown is different to that stated in the Local Plan (P21)

2 P41 We note that it is proposed to make the current narrow footpath between Knockholt Close and Bradley Close into a formal cycle route. 
This is a narrow footpath and there are already many complaints that this path is used by cyclists. The existing formal cycle route for this area is 
via Sevenoaks Close. This is not a busy road, being a cul de sac and means that cyclists do not interfere with pedestrians. We appreciate that the 
proposed route is slightly more direct for cyclists but this should not be at the risk to pedestrians. We ask that this proposal be removed.

3 P52 8.7 and G8a
We are pleased to see the proposals for re-doubling the track on the line from Sutton to Belmont. But why not support the proposal to re-
double to Banstead station. This would make Banstead station more attractive for commuters from the south and would reduce traffic into the 
Borough. We appreciate that this is outside the Borough, but surely we should be supporting what is sensible when considering the bigger 
picture. Even more justification if additional parking can be provided near to Banstead Station.

4 P57 Electric charging points
Much of this talks about charging points for electric vehicles when they are out and about in public car parks and in supermarket car parks. But 
in the main electric vehicles will be charged overnight in readiness for the next day.
Where the owner has off-street parking capability this is not a problem (assuming sufficient electrical capacity is available for large numbers of 
40+amp outlets) and vehicles can be plugged into outlets on the owner’s property.
But what about roads where there is no off-street parking? Are owners expected to drape charging cables across the pavement from their house 
to their car? Even assuming that drivers can park near their house this would be far too dangerous.
I understand that there is the possibility of have power outlets on lamp posts, but this only touches the problem. Typically there would be only 
one lamp post for about 15-20 parking spaces. Is the solution to have charging points like parking meters all along the kerb line?
All new flats should have charging points in off-street parking spaces.
If there are to be parking bays with electric charging points in our local centres, will these then become illegal to park in unless the vehicles is 
charging? This would drastically reduce the number of spaces for vehicles that don’t need charging.
We feel more guidance on this subject is needed if we are not to have our streets cluttered with obtrusive charging points.

5 P61 Powered two wheelers
There are numerous mentions of scooters in this section. It should be made clear that this refers to petrol driven scooters (which are actually 
motor bikes) and not the increasingly prevalent electric scooters. We appreciate that electric scooters are
currently illegal anywhere other than private property, but this situation is likely to change during this year. These are very dangerous on 
footpaths as they are fast and virtually silent.

Consideration should also be given to guidelines for electrically assisted cycles as although these are supposedly similar to unpowered pedal 
cycles as long as they are limited to 15mph. But not all are! They are dangerous as they tend to be consistently faster than pedal cycles and often 
heavier.

Should there be charging facilities for this type of cycle?

6 The role of Local Centres
There is mention of improving routes to Local Centres (e.g. P27 s5.2) to encourage walking. But there needs to be complementary policies to 
ensure that Local Centres remain vibrant so that they are a destination that people would want to walk to. So provision of, for example, quality 
local convenience stores etc is essential so that such facilities are within a reasonable walking distance.

Thank you for your extensive comments.

1.  Since the Local Plan was published in 2018 the proposals for the London Cancer Hub have 
evolved, along with the announcement of a new emergency care hospital which has changed 
the layout and plans for the site. As you have noted, overall job numbers have not changed.

2.  The proposed route is a quiet route linking Belmont to Sutton Town Centre via Overton 
Park. Proposals are still at an aspirational stage, however please be assured that we would 
undertake a public consultation with residents, the residents association and other 
stakeholders if / when this route becomes a priority.

3.  The Belmont Twin Track Reinstatement project has its origins in the Mayors Strategic Case 
for Metroisation in South London, published in 2019, which identified that the amount of 
potential rail passenger numbers from Epsom Downs and Banstead to Belmont would be 
accommodated by existing rail frequency. The scheme does not preclude additional 
reinstatements of track in future should there be sufficient demand.

4.  The majority of car journeys in Sutton each day are identified as being less than 3km, and 
it is not uncommon for cars to remain parked and unused for long periods of time. With 
electric car battery ranges increasing and typically between 120-250 miles, the majority of 
owners will not need to recharge their vehicles every day – indeed, most will charge once or 
twice a week.
We do not condone trailing cables across the pavements to cars, hence proposals for lamp 
column charging and greater numbers of fast or rapid chargers at key locations  in the 
borough to reduce the need for residential units. As opportunities to provide other 
technologies, such as wireless charging or hidden sockets, become available we will consider 
whether and how to implement these in the future.
The Local Plan currently requires that 20% of all bays in new developments provided EV 
charging, with a further 20% of bays cabled ready for installation of chargers as demand 
rises. Over time this will increase further. Following the announcement this year that from 
2030 all new cars will be zero emission, EV charging provisions will be looked at again as part 
of the Local Plan revision process.
On parking provision, parking restrictions will depending on whether the bay is in a public car 
park or on street, or in a privately owned car park such as a supermarket. As numbers of low 
and zero emission vehicles increase so conflict will reduce.

5. Thank you for your note on the definition of powered two wheelers - separately we have 
now provided a note in the chapter introduction to clarify this point. 

Following the introduction of trials of e-scooters across the country we have now included a 
section in the STS on e-bikes and e-scooters. Should e-scooters be permitted on all UK roads 
there are a number of further considerations and we wish to learn from best practice 
developed during the trials.. E-bikes are largely of the electrically assisted type and require 
pedal input, unlike e-scooters which are reliant on electric power and so are classed as 
personal transporters. The electrical assistance reduces the effort needed to cycle, making 
them attractive to commuters and older people as well as people with impaired mobility, but 
this also means that it is easier for riders to use them on hills.

There are presently no plans for docking stations for e-bikes in Sutton such as the TfL Cycle 
Hire Scheme, although we remain interested in potential hire options in the borough. The 
majority will charge quickly at home or work using a normal domestic socket, and so we see 
no need for dedicated outdoor charging facilities at this time.

6.  This is outside the scope of the STS, but the Council recognises the need for vibrant, 
sustainable local centres and will continue to support them and ensure they can be accessed 
in a sustainable way.
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522 I am writing about the lower part of Langley Park Road, between Cedar Road and Carshalton Road, which is not, I believe, included in the South 
Sutton 20mph zone.  I would strongly argue for its inclusion. 

The part of Langley Park, below Cedar Road, and excluded from the current planning, is subject to a significantly higher rate of traffic flow than 
that  bove Cedar Road, which is included. Yet there is no single traffic calming measure to address either the volume of vehicle flow, nor its 
velocity in this lower section.  It seems an odd oversight.

This same stretch of Langley Park also has a significant width restriction, as a result of the two Victorian railway bridges that cross over it 
between Cumnor Road and Sutton Court Road.  If traffic flow is allowed to continue unabated there will likely be a major accident under the 
bridges.
Without some remedial action it really is a case of when this will happen, not if.  Currently there is no go slow sign or indeed any low speed 
requirement in situ, only a reduced width sign.  I fear this is insufficient.

I would please ask that the current proposals be revisited to address these concerns.

Thank you for your suggestion, which has been passed to the Sutton Highways Team for 
consideration.
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523 (Part 1 of 2) The London Borough of Sutton Council has invited comments on their draft Sustainable Transport Strategy 2020 - 2025. As the Member of 
Parliament for Carshalton and Wallington, one of the most common policy areas I am contacted about is transport. With that in mind, I was 
grateful to speak with Phil Crockford and other officers at Sutton Council earlier in the year to be briefed on the content of the draft Sustainable 
Transport Strategy. After reviewing the document, I would like to highlight some positive inclusions as well as concerns that I have for the 
strategy. 

Please consider the points I have raised below as the part of the consultation process, due to close on 25 March 2021. 

Accessibility 

I welcome the commitment to address long-established accessibility issues across the Borough. As you may be aware, I have been campaigning 
in Westminster to secure funding for full step-free access at the Carshalton Beeches station for some time. 

Last year, I spoke in the House of Commons on this issue multiple times, including in a debate that I led on transport issues in Carshalton & 
Wallington. I also applied to the Department for Transport specifically for funding to address the accessibility issues at Carshalton Beeches 
station. 

Going forward, Sutton Council might want to consider working with me to apply for the Government's new Levelling Up fund, which specifically 
suggests transport accessibility issues as a possible reason to apply for funding. Applications with support from Members of Parliament will be 
prioritised, so this could be the best opportunity we have of securing funding to make Carshalton Beeches fully accessible. Perhaps this could be 
included in Guidelines GlSa and G8b of the sustainable transport strategy. 

Further to this, I have also received a lot of correspondence from residents about concerns about the space between the platform and the train 
at Hackbridge station, causing accessibility issues for some customers. I have raised this issue on numerous occasions with the service providers 
and Network Rail. I hope Sutton Council will include this in their transport strategies going forward.

Tramlink 

As mentioned in the strategy, Sutton has no TfL tube or overground stations, no Crossrail and only two tram stops at the very border of my 
constituency in Beddington. 

Proposals to extend the South London Tram link into the London Borough of Sutton have been developed over decades. Most recently, funding 
was originally set aside for this project by Boris Johnson, before he stood down as Mayor of London in 2016. 

Shortly afterwards, funding for the project was reneged by the incumbent Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan. Despite this, refreshed proposals were 
published by Transport for London on extending the Tram link in early 2020 and a public consultation was launched. Unfortunately, in July 2020, 
Transport for London announced that the proposals would be indefinitely put on hold due to Transport for London's financial blackhole and a 
significant gap in the funding of the project. 

Sutton's contribution towards the Mayor's council tax precept is the 28th highest out of 32 boroughs. However, the four lowest boroughs all 
receive higher funding and better connectivity than Sutton. We are the eighth most economically active borough population in London (ONS 
Annual Population Survey, 2015) and yet we receive the least amount of TfL funding on any borough in London. 

Sutton has more-than contributed its fair share to the GLA and the economic prosperity of London, and yet it is denied the transport investment 
it deserves. 

I raised these concerns with Department for Transport on many occasions and will continue to do so. I welcome the inclusion of the Tramlink 
project in the draft Sustainability Transport Strategy but hope Sutton Council will take a proactive approach to lobby the Department for 
Transport and other relevant stakeholders to ensure that this project does not fade into obscurity. 

Croydon Area Remodelling Scheme 

I am disappointed that the Croydon Area Remodelling Scheme (CARS) is only briefly mentioned once in the draft Sustainable Transport Strategy. 
I appreciate that the purpose of the document is to outline overall strategy, rather than specific projects; however, the CARS is a crucial and 
necessary project that will (hopefully) address many of the rail concerns we suffer from across the borough. 

Residents rely on Southern and Thameslink rail to travel to central London but services are often sporadic, delayed and with overly-congested 
carriages. It is not uncommon to be unable to board a train due to the lack of room and having to wait half an hour for the next train. 

When we met earlier this year we discussed the issues at Carshalton Beeches, and you will 
have of course seen that we have committed to seek improvements under Planning 
Guideline G8b in the draft. We also spoke about the Government’s ‘Access for All’ funding 
which is specifically aimed at improving accessibility to rail stations and platforms, for which 
we have submitted Carshalton Beeches for consideration in the past. At the time of our 
meeting there was no indication that a further round of funding would be available in the 
next Network Rail Control Period, but we have since been told that this will now go ahead 
and as such we will be resubmitting a bid. To maximise the chances of success any scheme 
will need to offer some additional contribution towards the scheme costs, and we will need 
to identify all potential options for this. We would welcome your support in doing so.
 
You will of course recall that earlier this year we entered a bid to the Levelling Up Fund to 
support the Belmont Twin Track Reinstatement scheme, which will significantly boost public 
transport options to the London Cancer Hub, Royal Marsden and new Sutton Emergency 
Care Hospital. Our Chief Executive Helen Bailey wrote to you in June on the subject.

We have spoken to Govia Thameslink Railway and Network Rail about this issue, which also 
affects passengers at Carshalton Station and others in the borough. The difficulty lies with 
the differing types and ages of rolling stock used on the Southern and Thameslink routes, 
which mean that some services have larger steps to and from the platform than others. 
Southern, like other operators, are gradually introducing new trains which offer improved 
lower floors and easier access, at which point decisions on standardising platform heights 
may be made. In the meantime we have made representations to the operator and Network 
Rail and will continue to raise this in the future.

Thank you for your support for the Sutton Link tram extension. The proposals remain a 
priority for the borough and the routes remain protected within the Sutton Local Plan, and as 
stated in the STS we will continue to lobby for the scheme, and explore cost effective ways to 
deliver what is a vital scheme for Sutton residents.
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523 (Part 2 of 2) It is hoped that Network Rail's Croydon Area Remodelling Scheme will help unblock the Croydon Bottleneck (one of the most congested parts of 
England's railways) and unlock extra capacity on the lines that filter into it. It is my understanding that this will help tackle delays on the line and 
create an opportunity to increase the number of services.

For residents in my constituency, we hope that it won't just lead to more services by Southern and Thameslink, but will also open up the 
opportunity to connect Sutton to the London Overground. 

The Overground currently stops at West Croydon, two stops from my constituency. No extra infrastructure would be required to extend the 
service to Sutton; just simply continuing the Overground services after West Croydon. The only reason it cannot happen now is because the line 
is too congested, which should be relieved if the Croydon Area Remodelling Scheme happens. 

Funding for this project has not been fully confirmed, however. Sutton Council needs to work with Network Rail, the Department for Transport 
and other key stakeholders to ensure that Sutton can take advantage of this opportunity to improve rail services in Sutton. 

Buses 

As you will be aware, plans to develop a new £500 million hospital in Sutton and upgrade current facilities in Epsom and St Helier are underway. 
This is fantastic news for our borough; however, there are some legitimate questions regarding current transport connection to the new Sutton 
hospital site, r:lnsP. to Belmont station. 

I'm glad to work with my borough colleague, Paul Scully, the Member of Parliament for Sutton & Cheam, and the Department for Transport to 
put pressure on Transport for London to address this issue and increase rail services to and from Belmont station. 

Likewise, TfL consulted on proposed changes to local bus routes last December. My response to the consultation outlined some concerns that I 
have but also welcomed the intention of working towards improving bus links to the new Sutton hospital from across the borough, including St 
Helier hospital. This area needs to be at the forefront of planning for the new hospital by Sutton Council going forward. 

Boundary Charge
 
As you may be aware, Sadiq Khan, the Mayor of London, recently asked TfL to investigate the feasibility of introducing an outer London tax. This 
tax would charge non-residents, whose cars are registered outside of London, for entering the GLA boundaries. Every weekday, 1.3 million 
vehicle trips are made from outside of London into the capital. As an outer-London Borough, Sutton would be severely impacted by this. 

I recently spoke in a debate on this issue in the House of Commons and, along with colleagues across London, wholly rejected these proposals. 
As you will no doubt be aware, the boundaries between our southern-most wards and neighbouring Surrey are not particularly formal in the 
physical sense. It is not uncommon for people to cross the boundaries multiple times a day to visit friends/family, shop or work.

Further, residents across Sutton and Surrey cross the borders to for medical reasons as part of the Epsom and St Helier hospital trust. Charging 
vulnerable people seeking medical help for merely crossing an invisible border is ludicrous, not to mention the impact this would also have on 
medical staff. Considering we are about to receive almost half a billion pounds in funding to build a new hospital on the border between Sutton 
and Surrey, Sadiq Khan's boundary charge proposals could very well put this in jeopardy. 

I hope Sutton Council will join me in denouncing this ridiculous proposal. 

Electric and hydrogen vehicle infrastructure 

Sutton has one of the lowest levels of EV charging points in London, despite car ownership being far above average for the capital. If we are to 
reduce emissions without punishing private vehicle ownership, more needs to be done to make EV charging more accessible. I am pleased that 
Guideline G13C of the strategy addresses this issue; however, I look forward to reading Sutton Council's plans to make this a reality. Likewise, 
the borough also needs to plan for the inevitable growth in hydrogen fuel vehicles. Despite being a relatively new technology, hydrogen fuel cari 
be a much greener alternative to petrol-fuelled cars but more reliable than electric vehicles. Sutton Council should begin preparing for hydrogen 
now. 

Please consider the points I have raised above when developing the strategy further over the coming months. As always, I would be happy to 
meet to discuss any of these issues.

We share your view of the Croydon Area Remodelling Scheme, and following your comments 
will reinforce the wording in para 8.14 of the STS to reaffirm our support for what will 
provide vital benefits to Sutton residents and commuters. Planning Guideline G8a in the STS 
sets out our support for the Mayor’s metroisation proposals, which would provide for 
Overground- style high frequency local rail services throughout South London. While a 
decision on how this would work best has not been taken, the case for services to be 
incorporated into the Overground network is a strong one. This is also something being 
considered by Network Rail as part of the forthcoming new London Rail Strategy, which is 
being developed in partnership with operators and support from boroughs.

Sutton members and officers have continued to work closely with TfL on options for 
additional bus provision in the borough, as well as providing input into, and promoting, the 
recent consultation on new services. On 3 September TfL published the final report on the 
consultation, which includes a number of improved and new services to support the Cancer 
Hub and hospitals in the borough. These new services will be introduced as route contracts 
are coming up for renewal in 2022, and as developments at Belmont progress and demand 
increases. We have made it clear to TfL that we will continue to lobby for and support further 
measures to address the other areas of low bus frequency and accessibility across Sutton.

The Council has not yet set out a formal position on the Mayor's proposed boundary charge, 
as we await the publication of the feasibility study, which TfL has promised. However, based 
on what we have seen to date, we are likely to be firmly opposed to such a scheme, which is 
likely to harm businesses and employment within the borough, and discourage visitors for 
social, health, retail and tourism purposes. 

There is nothing in TfL's financial sustainability proposals to suggest how any additional 
funding raised will be re-invested in much needed high quality and more frequent public 
transport services into Sutton and South London boroughs, which would be a more positive 
and effective way of encouraging more sustainable travel choices in outer London.

Any measures to maintain financial viability of Transport for London should be for the Mayor 
of London and Government to resolve, without a disproportionate impact on the residents of 
Sutton and other outer London boroughs. Sutton is calling on TfL to engage with the 
borough, as well as with neighbouring local authorities outside London, Transport for the 
South East, rail and bus operators, to develop and fund improved sustainable transport 
cross-boundary measures without resorting to a boundary charge.

Work continues to expand the number of charging points available in the borough, and we 
expect this to accelerate following the recent announcements on sales of internal 
combustion-powered cars ending by 2030, and the publication of the Transport 
Decarbonisation Plan. Officers are working with our street lighting providers and Siemens to 
identify locations for Ubitricity lamp column charging points, as part of our plan to install 100 
points in the borough by 2022. Discussions are ongoing about other options for fast and 
rapid charging and how best to address the problems in narrow, residential streets with 
limited off-road parking, streets with pavement parking and where lamp column charging is 
not feasible. Funding remains an issue, and as with Local Plan requirements for EV charging 
in new developments we will look to developers to share the cost of this wider rollout, but 
we will also look to Government and Mayoral support to assist in the run up to 2030.

Hydrogen fuelling will remain an option for the future, but with only 11 filling stations in the 
UK at present, 2 of which are in London, a very limited number of vehicle types available and 
with hydrogen fuelling costs broadly similar to petrol or diesel, the momentum is not yet 
sufficient for us as a borough to warrant further exploration at this time. We will of course 
continue to monitor the availability and practicality of the technology, and if as expected 
hydrogen fuel becomes a more mainstream option for borough residents then we will work 
with suppliers to ensure it can be made available in the borough.
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